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PREFACE 
This study is based upon a Ph . D .  dissertation written by the author at the 
Austral ian National University . This revision represents a continuing investi­
gation which is still only the beginning of ful ly explicating the intricacies 
of the Alamblak language . Acknowledgement is due to many individuals who have 
contributed in various ways to the completion of the original work as wel l  as 
this stage of research . 
In many ways this study has been only a part of a continuing interest in 
the Alamblak people and their language . I wish first of  all to express my 
appreciation for the patience and generosity of the many Alamblak people who 
have taught me and my family much of the Alamblak language as wel l  as broadening 
our horizons in many other ways . A few of those who deserve special mention 
include Bunda , Bapioha , the late Makanabi ,  Ginabmahr ,  Mengumari ,  Yahos , and 
SindeIDbengr ,  all of the village of Amongabi . 
For their patient and valuable assistance I thank Professor S .A .  Wurm and 
others in the Department of  Linguistics within the Research School of  Pacific 
Studies , A . N . U .  Of those who supervised the work on my dissertation , I am 
especially i ndebted to Dr . D . C .  Laycock and Dr . C . L .  Voorhoeve who were my 
principal advisors . Much appreciation is also due to Dr . T . E .  Dutton for his 
comments on sections 1 ,  3 . 4 ,  3 . 5 ,  3 . 6 and 3 . 7 ,  and to Dr . D . T .  Tryon for his 
assis tance on section 3 . 3 . 
I am also indebted to many others who have read various portions of drafts 
of the text , especially Dr . W . A .  Foley and Dr . A . D .  Andrews of the Department 
of Linguistics within the School of General Studies , A . N . U .  Comments an Part 
Two from Dr . G . L .  Huttar and Ms. Ann Cochrane both of the Summer Institute of  
Linguistics have been most appreciated . I have appreciated the helpful dis­
cussions concerning many aspects of the grammar with fellow Research Scholars 
in Linguistics , A . T .  Walker and R . C .  Caughley . 
I am grateful to those who first introduced me to the fascinating discipline 
of linguistics , especially Dr . C . E; Peck , Dr . J . E .  Grimes , Dr . R . E . Longacre , 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics , as wel l  as my more recent teachers in 
linguistics , particularly Dr . W .A .  Foley , Professor R . M . W .  Dixon , Dr . A. 
Wierzbicka , and Dr . H . J .  Koch of the Aus tralian National University . Their 
influence will undoubtedly be reflected in any worthwhile resul ts of this 
research . 
The improvements incorporated in this rev�s�on owe much to the encourage­
ment , helpful criticisms and suggestions of the members of my dissertation 
examining committe e ,  Professor M . A . K .  Halliday , Professor John Lynch 
v 
vi 
and Dr . Bernard Comri e .  Discussions with numerous colleagues of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics including Dr . Ray Johnston , Evelyn Pike and Dorothy 
James have only resul ted in helpful contributions . 
The excellent and e fficient job of  voluntary typing and clerical assistance 
shared by Jean Bourke , Sineina Gela , Arlene Sanford , June Austing , Kotu Edward , 
Anastasia Kitoyai and Kathy Bruce is greatly appreciated . Ul timately the project 
would have been impossible to complete without the financial assistance provided 
by the Austral ian National University and the many friends and churches who so 
thoughtfully support the work of the Summer Institute of Linguistics . 
Finally , the constant encouragement of my wife , Kathy , and her dedicated 
clerical assistance and constructive observations of language analysis and 
usage is undoubtedly the single most signi ficant factor contributing to the 
completion of this grammar . For the patient and active support of her and our 
three boys , Bobby , Billy and Bradley , I am most grateful . 
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1.1 Genera l ori entat ion 
Part One 
INTRODUCTION 
The Alamblak language is spoken by approximately 1 , 200 people living in 
the East Sepik Province of Papua'New Guinea . It is the easternmost of the 
Sepik Hill languages . 1 
1.1.1 D i a l ects and soc i a l  groups 
There are two major Alamblak dialects : the ' Karawari ' and the ' Kuvenmas ' 
dialects , which exhibit extensive differences in phonology , grammar , and 
lexicon .2 Speakers of the larger Karawari dialect live along the Karawari and 
Wagupmeri Rivers , and those of the Kuvenmas dialect live along the southern 
shore of Lake Kuvenmas and eastward (cf . Map 2 ) . There are approximately 800 
Karawari and 400 Kuvenmas speakers . 
The Alamblak people delineate the boundaries of their language area as 
coinciding with language boundaries which have been determined on a linguistic 
basis both in this work and in Dye , Townsend , and Townsend ( 1 96 8) . Alamblak 
social groupings do not follow language or major dialect groupings , however . 
Thus there are vernacular terms to distinguish six large social groups , but no 
terminology which delineates the entire language group or the two major dialects . 
Alamblak speakers identify varieties of Alamblak speech in terms of the six 
social groups . In fact , the words used to discuss these folk dialects of 
Alamblak are derived from the names of the social groups . 
The speakers of the Karawari dialect constitute four of the six social 
groups , Kembrofm , Marhembom , Yimanifm, and Bnarm . The Kembrofm ( [ kEmbt ' rob� ] )  
people live in the villages of Tanganbit (Meingenda) , Amongabi , Morwok 
( [ m€r 'wogt�]), and in some traditional hamlet sites among the hills between 
the Karawa�i River 3 and the Black Water River to the west .  The Marhembom 
( [ mart '�Embom]) people live in the villages of Maramba and Chimbut ; their 
traditional settlements were to the east and west of the Karawari River , 
respectively . The Yimanifm ( [ y i ma ' n i b�]) people live in the villages of 
Skayum (Sikaium) and Barabij im (Barapidj in) on the Wagupmeri River4 and on 
Gitfat Creek ; their traditional settlements were on the northern side of the 
Wagupmeri River . The Bnarm ( [ b t ' nartm]) people live in the villages of 
Yanitabak (Yenitabak) and Denyik ( Danyig) ; their traditional settlements were 
north of the Wagupmeri River . The Bahwideh ([ ' ba�w i dE�]) people and the 
1 
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2 
' Wolpam ' (Haberland 1 974 : 4 )  people of the Kuvenmas dialect live in the villages 
of Tarakai , Sevenbuk , Anganamei ,  and Mariamei . 
1.1.2 General features of the A l ambl ak l anguage 
Alamblak is an agglutinating polysynthetic language with some fusional 
elements. It is predominately suffixing with some prefixing on verbs and no 
infixes . 
The basic word order of the clause is SOV , with some flexibility in 
ordering . Most general morpho-syntactic tendencies which are typically 
associated with SOV languages (cf . Greenberg 196 3 )  are exhibited in Alamblak . 
Specifically , case relators follow the noun as enclitics , subject and object 
NP ' s  are unmarked for case , and an interrogative element is not fronted in the 
clause , but it is ordered in the same way that the grammatical relation it is 
questioning would be in a declarative sentence (cf .  section 3 . 4 ) , and subordinate 
clauses usually precede the independent clause ( cf .  section 3 . 6 ) . 
There are certain departures in Alamblak from some of the generalisations 
made by Greenberg for SOV languages . For example , while the ordering of a 
nominal obj ect before the verb is not strict , the purpose clause is not required 
to follow the main verb ( cf .  Greenberg 1963:84 ) but it occurs as frequently 
before the main verb as after it ( cf .  section 3 . 7 ) . Secondly , while subjects 
and obj ects (both nominal and pronominal) agree with the verb in person , number , 
and ( in third-person singular forms ) gender (cf . section 3 . 3 ) , the adj ective 
does not agree with the head noun for any category (cf . section 3.3)  contrary 
to Greenberg ' s  ( 1963 : 9 3 )  prediction . 
In the noun phrase ( c f .  section 3 . 2 ) descriptive adjectives may precede or 
follow the head noun , with the prehead position being the most common . Possess­
ive phrases and relative clauses normally precede the head noun . Only the final 
element of the noun phrase hosts inflectional-like categories , so that there is 
no agreement system operating within the noun phrase .  
The Alamblak verb ( cf .  section 3 . 3 ) i s  potentially a highly complicated 
polysynthetic unit manifesting various patterns of serialised verb , noun , 
adj ective , and time word roots . 
The clause is dominated by its semantic role structure although referential 
structure does play a minor role in the organisation of the clause . These 
notions are discussed both later on in this section and in sections 3 . 4 and 3 . 5 .  
1.2 Goa l  s 
The goals of the present study are twofold . The primary goal is to present 
a description of a grammar of Alamblak . 5 The secondary goal is to present the 
grammar in a way which will make it a useful and lasting reference for investi­
gators of language and languages . 
1.3 Theoreti cal  framework 
It is the author ' s  conviction that descriptive linguistics is a valid 
scientific endeavour in its own right ; it is a particularly important exercise 
when the language under study has not previously been studied in depth . Not 
only is this the case with Alamblak , it is also one of only three languages in 
the stock of twenty-two languages which have ever been studied in depth . In 
fact , relatively few of the approximately 2 1 5  languages in the Sepik area of 
Papua New Guinea have been studied in a comprehensive way . In these circum­
stances descriptive work is an essential though preliminary part of linguistic 
research . 
Ultimately the practice of grammatical description should contribute to 
the development of a general theory of language . Although this study is not 
primarily an exercise in theory formulation and testing , it is a goal of the 
study to contribute to that process .  
3 
In an effort to meet the second goal of this study to make the grammar 
presented herein as useful as possible ,  1 )  formal devices will be used sparingly , 
to enhance the presentation of significant generalisations in the grammar ; 
2) we will not be bound to one particular theoretical model ; and 3 )  informal 
discussions will characterise the grammar throughout . 
More specifically , the basic theoretical framework employed 
presentation of  the phonological system is Generative Phonology . 
Natural Generative Phonology (NGP) as expressed by Hooper ( 1 9 7 5 ,  
in the 
Concepts of 
1976 ) have had 
some influence also . The generative presentation is used in conj unction with 
a more traditional phonemic analysis following Pike ( 194 7 ,  1967) . 
A tagmemic framework is employed in the presentation of the syntax 
(especially sections 3 . 2- 3 . 4 ,  3 . 6 ,  and certain parts of section 3 . 1 ) . The 
tagmemic model was chosen because of  the author ' s  greater familiarity with it 
than any other model plus the conviction that as a useful taxonomic device , the 
tagmemic model would not obscure the facts of the grammar to any great extent . 
The grammar is presented essentially in its own terms , taking a structural 
approach to ensure that distinctive grammatical features and the interrelation­
ships of the functions of elements are not obscured .  On the other hand , an 
effort has been made to facilitate the use of this grammar in cross-linguistic 
comparisons by other linguists , e . g .  by cross-referencing between sections of 
the grammar , by discussing subsystems in one place in the grammar as well as 
discussing the units in those subsystems in the different parts of the grammar 
where they actually function , and by correlating certain Alamblak facts with 
current investigations in universal grammar . 
The grammar contains comments on certain theoretical questions where the 
structure of Alamblak is particularly relevant . Comments about diachronic 
processes are included at relevant points , particularly regarding questions in 
phonology , verb conjugations , and tense markers . Theoretical discussions are 
only secondary to the primary aims of  the grammar , however . 
Inasmuch as various theoretical approaches will be employed at various 
points in the grammar ,  there may be certain constructs used which are unfamiliar 
to the reader or they may be used in ways which are different from what the 
reader is accustomed to . The next section is therefore devoted to introducing 
and discussing some of these notions . 
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1.4 I mportant theoreti cal noti ons empl oyed i n  the grammar 
The discussion of important theoretical notions will be presented in two 
parts - one concerned with those notions deriving from the tagmemic model and 
one with those deriving from various other sources . The latter will be treated 
first . 
1.4.1 Vari ous sources 
1.4.1.1 Underl yi ng  forms and thei r abst ractness 
Generative phonology is used in conjunction with a traditional phonemic 
approach for the presentation of the phonology , as previously mentioned . This 
combination provides the basis for underlying forms which are formulated in 
terms of contrastive 'phonemes ' .  The notion of 'phoneme ' as used here is equiv­
alent to Hooper ' s  ( 1975 )  archisegment having a partial phonetic specification . 
The morphophonemic level is dispensed with which indirectly allows the not.ion 
of complete phonemic overlap ( in alternating morphemes )  into the description . 
The question of  how .abstract the phonological analysis should be is considered 
and a highly constrained solution allowing some completely abstract underlying 
forms is proposed . Further discussion of these theoretical aspects is included 
in the introduction ·to Part Two . 
1.4.1.2 V erb seria l  ;sation 
In the discussion of verbal constructions ( section 3 . 3 ) , the main topic of 
theoretical interest is that of serialisation within the verb stem . Reference 
there is made to consolidated and contracted propositions ( cf .  Frantz 1971 : 
Chapter Four) . Those concepts in this work do not indicate that the analysis 
of Alamblak serialis03.tion follows a generative semantics approach . It is merely 
a recognition of the parallel that seems to exist between syntactic form and 
cognition , where tightly knit constructions imply closely associated ideas 
which are conceptualised as a single state or event at some level of generalis­
ation , even though they may be transparently analysable both syntactically and 
semantically . More importantly, an attempt is made to relate verb ( root ) 
serialisation and noun incorporation , as well as adjective and time word 
incorporation as cases of essentially the same type of serialised construction . 
This attempt received inspiration from Frantz ' s  ( 1971 : 110-111)  discussion as 
wel l  as Sapir ( 1911) , Lord ( 19 7 3 ) , and Longacre ( 1976 : 1 50ff ) . Sapir refers to 
the constraint that only commonly associated ideas can be serialised , and 
Longacre discusses the related notion of  ' expectancy chain ' .  Some such notion 
seems to apply to all of the serial type constructions in Alamblak . 
1.4.1.3 Subj ect ,  i nner object , and o uter obj ect 
The structure of the clause is examined in sections 3 . 4  and 3 . 5 .  Included 
in the discuss ion of the syntax of the clause ( section 3 . 4 )  is a description of 
the three nuclear noun phrase types , viz . subj ect , inner object, and outer 
obj ect . (Nuclear NP ' s  are either obligatory for a given clause type or are 
potentially coreferenced by one of two verbal suffixes . )  The traditional term 
' subj ect ' is retained but further analysed in those few cases where it does not 
work ( section 3 . 5 . 3. 3) . The terms ' direct obj ect ' and ' indirect object ' ,  how­
ever , are dispensed with , and ' inner object ' and 'outer obj ect ' are defined in 
terms of Alamblak syntax with reference to Faltz ' s  ( 1978: 76)  discussion of  
indirect objects in universal syntax ( cf .  section 3 . 4 . 4 ) . 
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The lower level morpho-syntactic structures as described in sections 3 . 1-
3. 3 can generally be described meaningfully in a context-free approach . In a 
study of clause structure , however ,  there is a definite tension between a 
context-free and a context-sensitive approach to the description . The context­
free approach , e . g .  describing the structure of discourse-initial clauses , is 
the simplest . Under those conditions , clause types can be distinguished in 
terms of ,  among other things , their obligatory constituents . Initially clause 
types are contrasted in this way in section 3 . 4 . A full complement of these 
' obligatory ' noun phrases seldom occurs in a discourse context , however , due to 
the anaphoric reference function of the verbal pronominal suffixes and other 
interclausal rules . To account for the more typical clause structure , e . g .  
discourse-medially , the formal descriptions o f  clause types allow for a zero 
(0) mani festation of NP ' s  which are obligatory for discourse-initial references 
to other than first- or second-person referents . 
1 . 4 . 1 . 4  Seman t i c  rol e  structure 
The semantics of the clause is discussed in section 3 . 5 .  
clauses are discussed in terms of a predicate {manifested by 
associated arguments (manifested by nominal constructions ) . 
a predicate function with certain roles in the predication . 
Semantically 
a verb) and its 
The arguments of 
The oblique NP ' s  (relator-related phrases) are syntactically marked for 
fairly specific role relationships which they bear to the predicate . These 
roles are categorised as Modal roles and Orientation roles . These categor­
isations are comparable to Fillmore ' s  ( 196 8) Modality of the proposition or 
Cook ' s  ( 19 7 2 )  Modal cases or Grimes ' ( 19 7 5 : 119-1 2 3) Orientation roles . There 
is never exact agreement on what to include as roles and how to classify them . 
Fillmore ( 1968) includes instrument with his propositional roles ; Chafe ( 1970)  
would relegate instrument to the modality of the clause ;  Cook ( 19 7 2) includes 
instrument , cause , purpose , and accompaniment as modal cases ; Longacre ( 1 9 7 6 )  
does not consider comitative to be a semantic role ,  but insists that instrument 
is diagnostic of a class of verbs ( i . e .  neither modal nor orientational , but 
nuclear) , and he relegates cause and purpose to the sentence level , the realm 
of combinations of predications . A categorisation of  roles into modal and 
orientation roles is merely for convenience of discussion and is in no way 
crucial to the description of  the clause . 
The roles of the nuclear NP ' s  viz . actor , undergoer , and object , are 
directly indicated by the clause structure . The limitation of three roles in 
the clause structure and their terminology was inspired by A .  Hale ( 1 9 74 ) . 
These are termed participant roles because ' participant ' emphasises the crucial 
involvement that the referents of these nuclear NP ' s  have in the predicated 
situation . 
The clause structure assigns only a general role to NP ' s  in the clause ,  
oblique NP ' s  being typically more precisely indicated than nuclear NP ' s .  More 
precise role relationships are a factor of the meanings of the specific nouns 
and verbs in the clause . The more precise roles will be described for each 
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' case marking ' on oblique NP ' s  and as part of the case frames of a representative 
set of semantic classes of verbs in Alarnblak for the roles of the nuclear NP ' s .  
The case-grarnrnar-type semantic case roles , then, will be discussed in section 
3 . 5 ,  but only as part of the feature specification of lexical items and not as 
part of an independent semantic structure of the clause itself . 
1 . 4 . 1 . 5  Referent i a l  structure and the NP acces s i b i l i ty hi erarchy 
The noun phrase accessibility hierarchy (AH) is first mentioned in section 
3 . 2  where it is employed as a framework for describing types of relative clauses . 
The AH as formulated by Keenan and Comrie ( 19 7 7 )  ranks noun phrases according 
to their accessibili t:y to relati visation processes , as follows : Subject > Direct 
Obj ect > Indirect Ob:iect > Oblique > Genitive > Object of Comparison . 
Referential structure is discussed in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 3 ,  in relation to the 
notion of subject . It is concluded there that the notion of subject is a 
conflation of the mOl:e prirni ti ve features of role , referentiali ty , and 
perspective . 6 Subj ects in Alarnblak are defined by several semantico-syntactic 
features : the subj ect: is actor ( identified by the first pronominal suffix in 
the verb ) , is the left-most of the nuclear NP ' s ,  may be relativised on , and 
controls interclausal switch reference . In example 1 ,  yawy t dog is the subj ect . 
1 .  Subj A 
yawy - t  feh- r was -me - t  - r  
dog - 3SF pig- 3SM pie rce-R . PST- 3SF-3SM 
A dog bit a pig . 
By the definition of subject given above , there is a small set of clause 
types for which a sw)j ect NP cannot be identified in a straightforward way . 
For example , in certain clauses which include inalienably possessed items , the 
NP whose referent is the possessor occurs strictly in first position . The 
inalienably possessed NP is coreferenced as the actor but follows the first NP 
in the typical objec"t position . The first NP is the referentially prominent NP 
(RP) and the second is the actor . 
2 .  RP Actor A 
,---- -, ..... 
y i ma - r  n UNgram-t k-i-na-me - t  -r  
pe rson- 3sM throat - 3SF dry -R. PST- 3SF- 3SM 
The man is dry in/because of (his ) throat . (= The man is thi rsty . )  
One of the characteristics of the referentially prominent NP in example 2 is 
that it may be relativised on , whereas the actor NP may not be . With that fact , 
the relevance of thi:3 discussion to the accessibility hierarchy becomes apparent .  
One o f  the primary functions o f  the accessibility hierarchy is to account for 
distinctions which languages make between NP ' s  with respect to relativisation 
potential or relativising strategies . The AH as formulated by Keenan and Comrie 
( 19 7 7 )  however , will not directly account for the NP ' s  in example 2 ,  s ince there 
are no RP or actor positions on the hierarchy . 
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1 . 4 . 1 . 6  An i macy h i erarchy 
In conjunction with the discussion of referentiality , the notion of animacy 
hierarchy is introduced . As conceived by Van Valin and Foley (1980 ) , the 
referentiality of a noun phrase is determined in part by discourse-controlled 
factors such as definiteness and giveness and in part by inherent features of 
topicality which can be described by an inherent topicality hierarchy (cf .  
Hawkinson and Hyman 1974) or an animacy hierarchy such as this : Speaker > Hearer 
Human proper > Human common > Animate > Inanimate (Foley 19 76 ) . 
1 . 4 . 1 . 7  Commun i cat i ve dynami sm. background i ng. and new and ol d i nformation  
Several theoretical notions are introduced in section 3 . 6 to help describe 
and analyse Alamblak sentence structure . Sentences are described both seman­
tically and structurally . 
The semantics of sentences include the semantic relationships between 
clauses as developed by Longacre (1976 :98ff) and discourse features of new and 
old information and backgrounding which are discussed in conjunction with the 
Prague school notion of Communicative Dynamism (CD) (Firbas 1964 )  • 
Structurally sentences relate two or more clauses by coordination or 
subordination . Coordinate clauses may be either equally independent or mutually 
dependent . Subordinate clauses are dependent upon an independent clause for 
expression . The label ' embedded clause ' is used to distinguish dependent 
clauses which function at the clause level or lower , from subordinate clauses 
which function on the sentence level (cf . section 3 . 7 ) . 
1 . 4 . 2  Tagmemics  
As already stated , the tagmemic model is the basic theoretical framework 
for the general description of the grammar . The basic features of tagmemics 
which appear in this grammar include notions of grammatical levels , generalised 
construction types or constituent units and the function-set correlation .7 
These features will be discussed briefly here . 
1 . 4 . 2 . 1  H i era rch i es and l evel s 
Briefly , tagmemics postulates that any language can be described in terms 
of three hierarchies , viz . a phonological hierarchy , a grammatical hierarchy , 
and a semantic hierarchy . 8 Layered structures in the semantic hierarchy have 
been proposed but have not yet been extensively developed . 9 
Levels of structures in phonology have not been analysed for Alamblak . 
This area has been considered a low-priority area ; its absence from the present 
work is not an implicit claim that inclusive layers of phonological structure 
do not exist across a segment of speech . 
The grammatical hierarchy provides the basic organisation of Alamblak 
grammar which describes the typical pattern of smaller units functioning in 
larger structural units from morpheme classes (section 3 . 1 ) , to stems to phrase­
bases to phrases (sections 3 . 2  and 3 . 3 ) , to clauses (sections 3 . 4 and 3 . 7 ) , to 
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sentences ( section 3 . 6 ) . The number of structural levels in the grammatical 
hierarchy are not specified by the model but must be established language­
specifically . 
The defining fea.tures of the lower levels - stem ,  phrase-base , and phrase 
in Alamblak - are discussed at length in section 3 . 2 . 1 .  In that section 
features of the traditional levels of stem ,  word , and phrase are compared to 
the features of the first three levels postulated for Alamblak grammar . The 
Alamblak levels of s·tem, phrase-base , and phrase are shown to be structurally 
relevant for an economical description ; however ,  traditional defining features 
of stem, word , and p rase levels do not satisfactorily distinguish the lower 
levels in Alamblak . Levels of stem, phrase-base ,  and phrase in Alamblak must 
be described as a mixture of features taken from each of the traditional levels 
of stem ,  word , and p'rase . 
The levels themselves do not exhibit discrete borders as shown most 
clearly in the discussion of numerals three and four ( cf .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3 ) . 
These numerals have become - or are becoming - phrase-bases , having been phrases 
at an earlier stage . The fusion of grammatical levels evident at the lower 
levels is also evident at the higher levels . The indeterminate border between 
clause and sentence is seen in the discussion of dependent clauses in section 
3 . 6 .  In the introduction to that section there is a short discussion on the 
question of  grammatical levels above the sentence . Even proposed language­
independent definitions clearly exhibit the structural fusion between sentence 
and a proposed parag.r:aph level . 
Uni ts do not al1r./ays function in constructions at the next higher level . 
Thus roots may function on the clause level (e . g .  negation particles ) , or 
clauses may function on the phrase-base level ( e . g .  relative clauses ) .10 In 
general , syntactic units are discussed at the grammatical level where they 
function . 
1 . 4 . 2 . 2  Cons truct i o  type and tagmeme 
Generalised construction types will be described in terms of their internal 
structure , and their function in other constructions . The description of 
constructions functioning within constructions of another or the same level 
reduces redundancy in the description in that units need be described only once 
and larger constructions can be described in terms of component constructions . 
Tagmemics has typically emphasised the importance of establishing the contrast­
ive status of syntac·tic constructs with great care and deliberation . This 
particular focus of ·the theory has an historical explanation . Much of the 
inspiration of tagmemics came from analogies with contemporary phonological 
theory . Thus a form-meaning composite analogous to the phoneme was constructed 
for grammar with the same requirements of identifiable contrastiveness ,  
variability , and distribution to justify establishing specific grammatical 
units . The theory generalises these requirements for the identification of any 
unit , be it a phoneme , grammatical construction , or a unit of human behaviour . 
The grammar which follows in this study departs in emphasis at this point from 
traditional tagmemics . The meaning and/or function of syntactic constructions 
is considered to be more important than structural classifiability , thus 
constructions with different functions are established and described without 
establishing contrastiveness between constructions according to strict tagmemic 
requirements in every case . 
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The function-set , or form-meaning composite in syntax has already been 
alluded to . It is the name of this unit ,  the tagmeme , from which the theory 
derives its name . The term tagmeme is not used in this grammar , although the 
notion itself is . Essentially , a tagmeme is the specification of a possible 
constituent of an abstracted construction type . At least two types of structures 
are relevant to any grammatical constituent : ( 1 )  its paradigmatic relationship 
with other members of a set of elements which may manifest a given function in 
a construction and ( 2 )  its functional relationship , or relationships to other 
constituents in the construction . Morphosyntactic constructions , then ,  are 
analysed in terms of the grammatical functions of their constituents and the 
potential manifesting set of elements ( i . e .  the exponents) of those functions . 
A particular segment of speech will be a well-formed construction if it meets 
the structural description of a construction type , i . e .  having permissable 
exponents manifesting described functions within the construction . 
A construction type , then , is essentially a phrase-structure rule in 
transformational generative grammar terminology , with the functions of  the 
constituents specified . Other information is provided in displays of construc­
tion types as well , such as optionality and the basic ordering of constituents . 
Matters of  permutability ,  repeatability , and cooccurrence restrictions relating 
to constituents , as well as semantic interpretations in given contexts are 
discussed informally as required . 
An example of a construction type , the minimal kinship stem is given in 
Table 1 by way of illustration . 
Tabl e 1 :  Mi n i ma l  ki nsh i p stem 
Functions + Nucleus + Classifier 
exponents Kin term roots -em ' kinship marker ' 
y i ma t  friend 
tameh WMt ( substantive) 
A kinship stem consists of two obligatory constituents , one functioning as 
nucleus and the other as c lassifier . A particular stem may be constructed by 
selecting an exponent for each function . Possible exponents of the nucleus 
function are kin term roots ( specified in the lexicon) , the root y i ma t  friend 
and the interrogative root tameh WMt ( substantive) . One of these roots must 
be combined with the suffix -em ' kinship marker' to form a minimal kinship stem . 
The construction itself does not manifest a function until it is embedded as a 
constituent of another construction . In the noun phrase base , for example , 
( cf .  Table 36) it is listed as an exponent of the nucleus function . 
While the functions of constituents within constructions are given a 
prominent place in the tagmemic model , they have not often been explicitly 
defined . For example ,  it is not at all clear that the nuclear functions of 
constructions at different levels are distinct from each other or if the 
difference between them lies in the functions of other constituents in the 
constructions which relate differently to and have different effects on the 
nuclear constituents . Although tagmemic theory is weak at this point , there 
are areas of syntax for which the specification of the functions of constituents 
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is necessary and revealing of the structures of the syntax . Where possible this 
grammar of Alamblak attempts to explicate those cases where the functions of 
constituents can be analysed and shown to be significant for the construction . 
In other cases functions may be little more than suggestive labels for constitu­
ent positions in constructions . 
1.4.2.3 The expanded tagmeme 
One of the major developments in tagmemic theory since its conception has 
been the expansion of the tagmeme . The expanded tagmeme has increased the amount 
of  information that is required to completely specify constituents and their 
relationships to other constituents . A short-lived nine-box tagmeme ( Hale 
1974 : 57 )  was scaled down to a four-box tagmeme which adds a semantic dimension 
to the correlation of function and category . An example of Franklin' s ( 1969 : 18) 
set of  specifications for a clausal constituent is given in Table 2 .  
Tabl e 2: Fo ur-box tagmeme ( Frankl i n  1 969) 
Grammar Semantics 
Functions Subject Actor 
Categories Noun Common 
The semantic functions of nominal clause constituents derive from Pike ' s  ( 1964) 
' s ituational roles ' and refinements have benefited from the work of case grammar . 
Clause-level tagmemes used in the present study are comparable in format 
to Franklin ' s  four-box tagmeme , with two differences . The first difference is 
a terminological one ; the term ' categories ' is replaced by ' exponents ' i . e .  
the set o f  units which expound a given function , following Longacre ( 1976 : 258ff) . 
Secondly , the functions which qualify as semantic functions are restricted 
to generalised semantic roles which are structurally marked in the clause . 
Franklin ' s  semantic functions of clause-level constituents , on the other hand , 
are equivalent to covert semantic case roles as developed ,  for example , in case 
grammar . As already indicated in this section , such specific roles cannot be 
specified for tagmemes , which are abstract construction points of a construction 
type ( c f .  Longacre 1976 : 258) . Precise semantic roles , such as those employed 
in case grammar , can only be specified after the individual lexical items are 
selected to form the construction . That is , these roles are ultimately features 
of semantic specifications of lexical items and not part of an abstract clause 
type ( i . e . , construction type) . For example ,  the specific setting case marker 
-n may indicate a time setting or an interior , surface , or ades sive location 
setting . The precise role of an exponent of the specific setting function is 
determinable by the meanings of the lexical items of the clause in conjunction 
with a role hierarchy; the role is not part of the specification of the NP type . 
The precise role of the S . Setting NP in each clause in example 3 is indicated 
by the translations . 
3 (a) • 
(b) • 
( c )  • 
(d ) • 
S . SET NP 
nuam watonh i twana dbha -n 
food you . fry . for. me morning-S . SET 
Fry food for me in the morning. 
S . SET NP 
y i ma r  kunt -n  tehwe r 
man house-S . SET he . is . standing 
A man is standing in/*on/*at a house . 
y i mene 
we . went 
We went 
tehmene 
we . stood 
We stood 
S . SET NP 
I 
yu raknane kmi nsefm -n 
up . on mountains-S . SET 
up on/*in/*at the mountains . 
S . SET NP 
buktko r  -n 
headWaters-S . SET 
at/*in/*on the headwaters . 
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Role structure is still a part of clause structure . Only generalised roles , 
however , are indicated by the structure of the clause . For ·nuclear NP ' s  we 
employ three generalised roles - Actor, Undergoer , and Object ( cf . A .  Hale 1974)  . 
The number of roles for peripheral NP ' s  varies greatly according to the 
particular encoding conventions there are in a given language . Roles encoded 
by peripheral NP ' s  in Alamblak are discussed in Section 3 . 5 .  
A full specification of the features o f  a four-box tagmeme i s  frequently 
unenlightening or redundant . Hale ( 19 74 : 5 7-58) , referring to this fact, 
suggests that , "the degree to which any given tagmeme shows redundancy among 
its cell is currently taken as a measure of the peripherality of the tagmeme . "  
More disturbing to the theory is the possibility that there may be no distinc­
tion between grammatical and semantic functions for most constituents . Only 
nuclear NP ' s  seem to be clearly multi-functional elements in the clause . Thus 
the -n case-marked NP ' s  in example 3 function simply as specific setting NP ' s .  
It would be arti ficial to postulate two separate terms for grammatical and 
semantic functions unt�l such contrasting functions can be clearly motivated . 
It is redundant to specify both functions in many cases even for nuclear 
NP ' s .  In Alamblak , for example ,  using the terminology employed herein , the 
subject is predictably the actor , the inner object is predictably the undergoer , 
and the outer object the obj ect . The distinction between grammatical and 
semantic function is maintained here , however , in view of the evidence that the 
subject function is a complex notion . Subject is predictably actor only 
because it is by definition a conflation of referential prominence and actor 
role . The notion subject is only used where there is a conflation of  referential 
prominence and actor role . When those two properties are separated, the gram­
matical function of  referential prominence (RP) must be used in conjunction 
with a different semantic function e . g .  undergoer . The specification o f  an NP 
as both RP and actor ( i . e .  subject) i s  not redundant therefore , since an RP 
may also function semantically as undergoer . The four-box tagmeme is retained , 
then , largely for the sake of one or two NP types which are nuclear to the 
clause . Its usefulness as a descriptive device for all constructions in the 
grammatical hierarchy must be seriously questioned , however . l l  
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There is a fourth feature a t  the intersection of Franklin ' s  parameters of 
categories and semantics . This feature identifies semantic features of classes 
of exponents which expound a given function . This specification of construction 
points ( i . e .  tagmer�es )  is infrequently used in this work , being information 
which is also largely relegated to the lexicon . There are cases , however ,  where 
constructions specify certain semantic features of certain exponents . For 
example , nominal exponents of the related nucleus function of the allative NP 
( cf . Table 98) are specified as [- animate ] . Thus krn i vil lage may manifest 
the head of an Al Nl' but y i rna person may not , as in example 4 .  
4 (a) • 
(b ) • 
nayay rahnern 
we . wi ll . come 
We wil l  come 
Al NP 
krni -ko 
vill.age-AL 
to the vil lage . 
Al NP 
I 
'�nayay rahnern y i rna -ko 
we . wi l l .  come person-AL 
The referent NP ( cf. Table 94) makes no such semantic restriction on the 
exponents of the nucleus function , e . g .  
5 .  
nayay rahnern 
we . wi l l . come 
We wil l  come 
Ref NP 
i 
Y i rna - r  - pne 
person- 3SM-REF 
to the man . 
The specification of tagmemes as represented by the four-box tagmeme will 
be presented in chart form in this grammar , as illustrated in Table 1 .  The 
grammatical function marked for optionality is followed by the semantic function 
in parentheses where relevant . Exponents of the function are listed below the 
functions with any required semantic specifications enclosed in square brackets . 
1 . 5 Pres entation 
This study of 1:he Alamblak language presents a phonological analysis in 
Part Two and a reference grammar in Part Three . Samples of the Alamblak 
language are presented in an orthography which is based on the phonological 
analysis in Part Two. 
As an aid to tile presentation , the abbreviations and other conventions 
listed below have bE�en used . Abbreviations for semantic and syntactic functions 
have initial capitals while those for morpho-syntactic categories are entirely 
in upper case . 
1 . 5 . 1  Abbrevi ations 
A (ct )  
Ad 
AD 
Ag 
ADJ 
ADV 
Al 
AL 
Aff 
B 
BEN 
C 
CAUS 
CL 
CMPLX 
CO 
COM 
CONJ 
COOR 
COP 
CPL 
Ctr 
o 
C .CAUS 
DA 
DE 
DECL 
DEP 
OEM 
Der 
D . Ins 
DP 
EI 
ELEV 
EMP 
E/R 
EQ 
Exp 
F 
For 
G . DEP 
G . REL 
G . SET 
GEN 
HORT 
IMPER 
IMPF 
IMP/HOR 
Actor 
Adessive 
Adessive ( e . g . , marker/NP) 
Agent 
Adj ective 
Adverb 
Allative 
Allative 
Affective 
Base 
Benefactive 
Consonant 
Causative 
Clause 
Complex 
Conjoining 
Comitative 
Conjunction 
Coordinate 
Copula 
Completive 
Controlled 
Dual 
Direct Causative 
Different Actor marker 
Direct Event 
Declarative 
Dependent 
Demonstrative 
Derivation 
Direct Instrument 
Direct Physical 
Elative 
Elevational 
Emphatic 
Emphatic/Reflexive 
Equative 
Experiencer 
Feminine 
Force 
General Dependent Marker 
General Relative Clause 
General Setting 
Genitive 
Hortative 
Imperative 
Imperfective 
Imperative/Hortative 
Inal Poss 
INCHO 
INF 
In . Ins 
In .Loc 
In .Mod 
In . Obj 
INS 
INTERR 
I . PST 
IRR 
KIN 
LIG 
LIM 
Loc 
LOC 
M 
Ma 
M . Ins 
N 
NAS 
Neg 
NEG 
NOM 
NP 
N . PST 
NUM 
Out . Mod 
Out . Obj 
P 
Pat 
PERF 
PH 
PL 
PNG 
P .of R 
POSS 
POSSD 
PR 
Pred 
PROC 
PROG 
PRON 
PRSUP 
PUR 
QNP 
QUANT 
Re 
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Inalienable Possession 
Inchoative 
Infinitive 
Indirect Instrument 
Interior Locative 
Inner Modifier 
Inner Obj ect 
Instrument 
Interrogative 
Immediate Past Tense 
Irrealis 
Kinship 
Ligature 
Limiter 
Locative 
Locative 
Masculine 
Manner 
Manner Instrument 
Noun 
Nasal 
Negative 
Negative 
Nominaliser 
Noun Phrase 
Near Past Tense 
Numeral 
Outer Modifier 
Outer Obj ect 
Phonological 
Patient 
Perfective 
Phrase 
Plural 
Person-number-gender 
Point of Reference 
Possessive 
Possessed 
Present Tense 
Predicate 
Process 
Progressive 
Pronoun 
Presupposition 
Purpose 
Question Noun Phrase 
Quantifier 
Reason 
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REAL Realis 
REC Reciprocal 
Ref Referent 
REF Referent 
REL Relative 
RESP Resemblance Phrase 
Rg Range 
R. PST Remote Past Tense 
SA Same Actor Marker 
S Sentence/syllable/Singular 
SEQ Sequence 
S .SET Specific Setting 
SIM Simul ta.neous 
Subj Subj ect. 
Sur Loc SurfacE' Locative 
1 . 5 . 2 Symbo 1 s 
# Word boundary 
## Pause 
( X) R X iterates 
{�} x/y 
length on preceding segment 
x and '1' are alternatives 
a co-occurs with x 
b co-occurs with y 
Z occur·s by itself 
TEMP 
Term 
TNS 
U ( nd) 
Uctr 
V 
VB 
VP 
1 
2 
3 
Temporal Reference 
Terminator 
Tense 
Undergoer 
Uncontrolled 
Vocoid 
Verb 
Verb Phrase 
First Person 
Second Person 
Third Person 
± + an optional reading of a constituent is followed by an obligatory 
reading! of another constituent 
+ 
± 
/ 
parentheses are used to indicate optionality in phonology , or to 
bracket. a gloss which is not morphologically represented , or to 
bracket a semantic role in an analysis of a constituent . 
obligatory ( in syntax) 
non-occurring , or morpheme boundary 
optional ( in syntax) 
is rewritten as 
in the following environment 
separates mUltiple glosses of single morphemes or words/indicates 
syllable boundary 
alternating forms 
* 
? 
[ ] 
delineates a constituent construction e . g . , 
Subj Pred 
� ,----, yen - r  fn u r r  
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( Constituents are labelled with syntactic categories , syntactic 
functions , or semantic functions , or any combination of these ,  
depending on the focus o f  the discussion relating to the example . 
ungrammatical utterances are starred 
of questionable grammaticality/question intonation 
Square brackets are used to enclose phonetic transcriptions and 
phonetic or semantic feature specification . 
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PART TWO 
P HONOLOGY 
The following analysis of Alamblak phonology i s  presented within essentially 
a generative framework , although it is eclectic at certain points . The generat­
ive framework is also somewhat eclectic , generally following Sommerstein ' s  ( 1977 )  
approach more than any other . 
Sommerstein (p . -15)  compares the classical phonemic approach to phono­
logical analysis witll the modern generative approach and finds them complementary . 
An attempt is made in this discussion to use both approaches in the complementary 
roles Sommerstein views them as having in phonological description . The phonemic 
approach defines the underlying contrasts , which are expressed in terms of under­
lying segments .  Then the generative approach specifies the surface manifesta­
tions of  the underlying segments . The methodology of phonemic analysis ( follow­
ing Pike 194 7 , 1967)  has been applied initially to non-alternating morphemes and 
then extended to those alternating forms with phonetic variations which do not 
result in complete phonemic overlap . 
The phoneme as a theoretical construct will be used throughout to represent 
segments of surface structure contrasts which are relevant for contrasting 
underlying forms . �Ie notion of phoneme as it is used here , however , is not 
equivalent to a classical phoneme . It is to be understood as an archisegment 
in Hooper ' s  ( 1975 )  sense ,  having a partial phonetic specification . Phonemes 
are the component units of underlying ( i . e .  base) forms of morphemes .  The 
underlying forms of non-alternating morphemes are identical to their ( pronounce­
able) surface forms , except that all naturally derivable and redundant features 
are unspecified . 
Specifying the tmderlying forms of morphemes with alternating forms is 
somewhat more complicated . In all cases of alternating morphemes a s ingle 
base form will be pOE;tulated , but a- distinction will be made between phono­
logically conditioned and morphosyntactically conditioned alternations . 
For phonologically conditioned alternates abstract underlying forms will 
be allowed . The degree of allowable abstractness is constrained by beginning 
with Hooper ' s  ( 197 5 : 555)  principle that the base form must consist of "non-
redundant representations of segments actually occurring in one or more surface 
allomorphs ." We extend this constraint , however , by motivating other abstract 
underlying forms in those cases where there is evidence of a conflation of 
natural phonetic processes which , ideally , are independently motivated in 
other cases involving derivations from more concrete underlying forms . Abstract 
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forms simply represent those cases of  accidental morphological structuring 
where the underlying form is not allowed to surface . The abstract portion of  
an underlying form can be identified by comparison with other alternating 
morphemes which fit into the same paradigm but which manifest the abstract 
segment of the form in question in one of their surface alternations . 
Once the basic contrastive units of the phonological system have been 
identified and an underlying form has been assigned to each of the morphemes 
of the language in terms of those contrastive units , then the phonological 
rules are applied to derive a phonetic form for each morpheme or string of 
morphemes .  Three types of rules will be employed to derive surface forms 
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from base forms . Phonotactic structure rules will provide the basis for the 
operation of certain phonological rules and will operate after others . 
Phonological rules describe processes of epenthesis , deletion , syllabification 
and coalescence as well as add or change feature values of segments . The 
functions of adding or changing phonetic features of underlying phonemes does 
the job of the traditional allophonic statement in a phonemic description . 
The same type of natural ( i . e .  phonetically motivated) phonological rule 
will derive the surface forms of phonologically conditioned alternates from 
their underlying form . 
For purely morpho-syntactically motivated alternates , the base form will 
be that alternate which is least restricted in distribution . Descriptions of 
these alternating forms will be included in appropriate sections of the syntax , 
since those alternations are not the result of phonological processes . See , 
for example , the description of verb root allomorphs in section 3 . 1 . 1 . 5  and the 
discussion of pronominal forms in note 4 5 .  
The approach adopted here i s  considerably simpler than the classical morpho­
phonemic approach . Generalities are grasped where they are missed or obscured 
by redundancies in a morphophonemic description . At one point in the descrip­
tion , for example , a single phonological rule can be substituted for a morpho­
phonemic rule plus a redundant phonetic rule ( i . e .  a classical allophonic 
statement) . This situation is yet another example comparable to what Halle 
(1959 )  described for Russian . The morphophonemic rules themselves , which would 
be needed to describe alveolar-palatal alternations in Alamblak , would be very 
cumbersome compared to the generative approach followed here . See note 1 8  for 
some discussion of this point . 
The implications of  handling traditional morphophonemics by phonological 
rules include the acceptance in principle of complete phonemic overlap , i . e .  
' intersection ' ,  in Pike ' s  ( 19 67 : 301- 302)  terms , or neutralisation in NGP , 
(Hooper 1976 : 2 1) . While partial overlap ( two or more phonemes with the same 
allophone in different environments ) was acceptable in classical phonemics , 
intersection ( two or more phonemes with the same allophone in the same environ­
ment) was not . Phonemic intersection in non-alternating morphemes ( i . e .  
morphemes o f  one phonetic shape) i s  not permitted in this description ; i t  will 
be permitted , however ,  in al terna ting forms where those forms give evidence for 
i t .  In principle ,  partial overlap and complete overlap (intersection) are not 
distinguished qualitatively .  Both situations arise as a result  of natural 
phonetic modification of different segments resulting in a surface ambiguity . 
Cases of complete overlap must be justified , however , to avoid arbitrary 
differentiation of phonetically identical forms . Alternating morphemes provide 
a concrete basis for postulating different phonemic segments with identical 
phonetic manifestations when they can be derived by a natural phonological rule 
( e . g .  a rule motivated by Pike ' s  ( 194 7 : 58) own principle that "Sounds tend 
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to be modified by their environments . " ) In this description complete phonemic 
overlap is restricted to cases which can be phonetically motivated by appealing 
to alternating forms . 
For example , given the forms in example 6 below , the [ i ]  vocoid in both 
forms is non-contras'ti ve and by the clas sical phonemic method would be assigned 
as an allophone of the same phoneme . 
6 ( a) . Ifaw i -e- t l  [ ' �aw i Et ]  It is the mouth of a river. 
(b) . Iyawy-e- t l  [ ' yaw i E t ] It is a dog . 
In other forms of the morpheme ' dog ' it is evident that i t  belongs in a paradigm 
with other roots whi ch mani fest a final [ y ]  in at least one of their surface 
forms , e . g . , compare the forms in 7 with those in 8 .  
7 (a )  • 
(b )  • 
( c )  • 
Ibuy-e- t l  
Ibuy-tl  
Ibuy -ml 
[ ' b UY E t ] It is a bamboo water-carrier . 
[ ' bu c ]  bamboo water-carrier 
[ ' bu  ] bamboo water-carriers 
8 ( a) . Iyawy-e- t l  [ ' yaw i et ] It is a dog . 
(b) . Iyawy - t l  [ ' y awc ] dog 
( c ) . Iyawy-ml [ ' y aom ]  dogs 
Faw i river outlet is a non-alternating morpheme and exhibits a different 
pattern . 
9 ( a) . Ifaw i -e-tl  [ ' �aw i E t ] It is a river outlet . 
(b) . Ifaw i - tl  [ ' �aw i t ]  river outlet 
( c ) . Ifaw i -ml [ ' �aw i m ]  river outlets 
The underlying /yl in ' dog ' has interacted with the person-number-gender 
marker to produce a palatoalveolar [ c ]  ( ex .  8 (b»  as in ' bamboo water-carrier '  
( ex . 7 (b » . The underlying I i i  in ' river outlet ' ,  although manifested in the 
same form as the Iyl of ' dog ' in the (a )  forms of examples 8 and 9 ,  does not 
produce a palatoalveolar PNG marker in example 9 (b ) , nor does it delete in 
9 ( c) . 
This problem is not a minor one for Alamblak phonology . There are numerous 
phonetically alternating mo rphemes to be dealt with . The problem relates 
directly to the interpretation of the phonemic status of palatoalveolar contoids 
and non-central vocoids . There is considerable evidence for the coalescence of 
y with alveolars to produce palatals , and approximants (w and y) with central 
vowels to produce non-central vocoids . There is also evidence that in some 
environments both palatoalveolars and non-central vocoids have been assigned 
phonemic status ( i . e . ,  are contrastive in underlying forms ) . This is particu­
larly true in non-alternating forms and in alternating forms where reinterpret­
ation is evidenced by an analogical extension of phonemes . The resulting 
situation , which seems to be at the beginning stages of phonological changes in 
these areas , involves considerable phonemic overlap . Typically , palatals and 
non-central vowels contrast with other phonemes only in restricted environments . 
Related to the problem of overlap is  the determination of the status of 
the high central vocoid ,  which is equally as problematic as the palatoalveolars 
or non-central vowels . In some environments , the manifestation of [ t ]  is 
phonemically significant ( a  part of the underlying structure of morphemes )  , 
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while in other cases it is  analysed as  an  epenthetic vocoid . The sometimes 
indeterminate status of the high central vocoid is related to a possible 
diachronic explanation for its peculiar position in Alamblak phonology . This 
discussion will involve the question of  vowel-less words in a wider theoretical 
context . 
The problem o f  phonemic overlap and the status of palatoalveolar contoids 
and non-central vocoids wi ll be dealt with in the segmental phonology . 
The phonotactic patterns are discussed in section 2 . 2  preceding a section 
devoted to the interpretation of the high central vocoid which draws heavily 
upon the phonotactics . The final section on intonation covers only basic 
intonational patterns . 
2 . 1  Segmental phonol ogy 
This section on segmental phonology will describe the contrastive phonetic 
units which speci fy the underlying forms of non-alternating morphemes and 
phonological rules whereby surface forms are derived from both non-alternating 
morphemes (allophonic rules ) and phonologically conditioned alternating 
morphemes ( the equivalent function of morphophonemics) . Certain phonological 
rules ( e . g . , epenthesis , deletion , and vowel sequence rules ) serve to conform 
underlying forms to the speci fications of the phonotactics , which are discussed 
in section 2 . 2 .  Some of these rules operate on underlying forms before certain 
phonological rules and after others . All of the details of these ordering 
requirements have not been worked out here . The effects of these rules such 
as epenthesis wi ll be mani fest in the phonetic transcriptions in this section . 
2 . 1 . 1  Consonants 
Tabl e 3 :  Consonantal d i s t i ncti ve feature matri x 
( consonant phonemes) 
Front 
Peripheral Medial Peripheral 
oral stricture oral stricture oral stricture 
Labial Alveolar Palatoalveolar Velar 
Stop - vd . P t ( c )  k 
+ vd . b d ( j ) 9 
nasal m n ( n )  
Fricative f 5 ( 5 )  h 
Approximant w y 
Tap r 
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Most of the palatoalveolar segments ( excluding the approximant)  are 
included as phonemes on the basis of a non-unique solution ( i . e .  one o f  a set 
of equal ly viable ana lyses ) .  Their dubious status as phonemes is indicated by 
enclosing them in parentheses in Table 3 .  
. 
Table 3 is a dis tinctive feature matrix 1 2 illustrating the contrastive 
oppositions of the consonant phonemes of Alamblak . The unspecified surface 
phonetic features will either be specified by the phonological rules ( for 
distinguishing the ma.jor allophones of underspeci fied phonemes ) ,  or will be 
included in the phonetic feature chart ( Table 5 ) as redundant features or 
phonetic detail speci fications . 
The phonetic manifestations of the consonants are summarised in the next 
two tables . Table 4 portrays the classical allophonic and morphophonemic 
manifestations of the underlying consonants . Tabl e 5 specifies their phonetic 
detail at the systema.tic phonetic l evel . 
Tabl e 4 :  Al l ophoni c  and morphophonem i c  man i festati ons 
of underl yi ng consonants 
Underlying 
p b f t d 5 v j v k 9 h n segments c 5 r m n w y 
Non-overlappi ng 
p b � 
v rY phonetic t d 5 v j 5 k 9 � r n c m n w y 
manifestations 
Q � ft ftY 
Phonetic b b 9 g '� i manifestations v j v v j 5 n n c s c 
resulting in 
phonemic overlap 
.C "
This potential case of phonemic overlap has not been observed.  
Phonetic transcriptions will  follow the symbols on  Table 5 .  All of the features 
identi fied on the chclrt are not necessarily indicated by the phonetic symbols 
used . For example , the precise points of articulation for the velars (velar and 
backed velar) are not: distinguished in phonetic transcriptions . Certain phonetic 
details  not included on Table 5 will be discussed elsewhere . For example , voice­
less s tops manifest light aspiration with variants of heavy aspiration being an 
artifact of higher level phonological phenomena ; this is discussed in section 2 . 4  
on intonation . 
We will now examine the surface contrasts between the consonants starting 
with the non-palatoalveolars . The phones under consideration are underlined 
in the phonetic transcriptions . 
Tabl e 5 :  Systemati c phoneti c feature chart of con toi ds 1 
t v k b d j Ii e v 0 v � rY  RY  p p� c 9 m n I) � 5 5 X � W Y r 
Voiced + + + + + + + + - + - - - + + + + + - + 
Aspirated + - + - + - - - - - - - - - - - -
Bilabial + + + - + - + + - + + -
Alveolar - - + - - - + - - - + - - + -
Backed Alveolar - - - - - - - - - + + + + 
Palatal - - - + - - - + - - - + - - + - - - - + 
Velar - - + - - - + - - - + - - - - - -
Backed Velar - - - - - - - - - + + 
Stop + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Homorganic 
Fricative - + - + - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -
Release 
Nasal - - - - + + + + - - - -
Flat 
- - - - - - - - + + - - + + 
Fricative 
Grooved 
Fricative 
- - - - - - - + + 
Tap - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + 
Approximant - - - - + + + 
Syllabic - - - - - - - - -
lAcoustic measurements have not been made . The sonority of the nasals , high frequency energy 
of the sibilants , and high ratio of low to high frequency energy of grave segments may be 
relevant for certain phonological rules where these segments are the input or a part of the 
structural description of the rul e .  
N 
W 
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2 . 1 . 1 . 1  Non-pa 1 atoa1 veo1 ars 
2 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 1  Contrasts 
Stops 
/p/ vs . /b/ 
lO ( a) . /p i kt/  [ '£i k t t ] coconut shell bowl 
(b) . /b i ka t i t / [E I ' ka t i t ]  point 
( e) . /btkt/ [ 'p}k t t ]  locust 
( d) . /tept/ [ ' te_ot t ]  l eech 
( e) . /beb t /  [ ' bep!t ] bad 
( f) . /bupam/ [ ' bu£am ] water 
/t/  vs . /d/ 
U t a) . / th i t / [.!.t ' �, i t ]  turtle 
(b) • /dh i r t/  [it ' g l Rt ] widow 
( e) • /ketEU [ ' ke ' .!.e ]  later 
(d)  • /kad i /  [ ' ka ' ii ] Be quiet . 
/k/ vs . /g/ 
12 ( a) . /kunm/ [ '�uri 'um ] 1 3 houses 
(b ) . /gunm/ [ 's.urium ] fireflies/stars 
stops and Fricati ves 
Bilabials 
1 3 ( a) . /p i km/ [ '£i ktm ] coconut shells 
(b)  • /bekm/ [ '.e.ekt m ]  plenty 
( e ) • /fekm/ [ '�ektm]  They vomited. 
Alveolars 
14 ( a) . / t u i m/ [ t u ' i m ]  eyebrows 
(b)  • /su i m/ [�u ' i m ]  skirts 
Velars 
lS ( a) . / k i mt/ [ '�i rn+ t ] cassowary-bone daggar 
(b) . /h i mt/ [ '  �i rnf t ] red ant 
( e ) . /g i m/ [ 's.i m ]  wi ld sago palms 
(d ) . / fekt/ [ ' �e�t t ] She vomited. 
( e ) . /feht /  [ ' �e�t t ] pig 
( f) . /btdgt/ [ ' b+ dt,[f t ] spoiled/wet 
( g) . /btndho rt/ 1: ' btndt�oih ] cassowary 
2 5  
Fricatives 
l6 (a)  . I fektl [ '�ekt t J  She vomited. 
(b) • Ihtktl [ '�tk t t  ] thorn fish trap 
( c )  . Isu i tl [�u ' i t J  skirt 
(d )  • Ihuktl [ ' xukt t J a ripe (one) 
Contrasts involving alveolar lsi are limited at best . The lsi phoneme will be 
discussed in greater detail in section 2 . 1 . 1 . 2 along with the palatoalveolars . 
Nasals 
17 (a) . In ungwa rl [ '!!.u!)gwaR J bird 
(b)  • lil ungwe rl [ '�u!)gwoR J He sounds . 
( c) . I fton kemtl [ j3 to!!. I kemt t ] You (pl ) fried i t .  
(d)  . Iwankemtl [ wa� I kemt t ] You (pl)  heard i t .  
(e )  . Imemktyrtl [ ' me�ktRYs  ] type of dove 
Taps and stops 
l8 ( a )  . I rehtl [ Ilegt t ] clay bowl 
(b) . Itehmetl [ I .!.e§met ] She stood. 
( c )  . Idohtl  [ 'io§t t  ] canoe 
(d)  . Iba r i tl [ ' bali t J  widespot in river, lake (F )  
( e )  . Iwat i tl [ ' wa.!.i t ] hand drum 
( f) . Ikad i l  [ ' ka Iii ] quiet 
2 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 2  Phono l og i cal  rul es 
Fri ca ti ves 
The peripheral fricatives ( I f  I and Ih/) are manifested as voiceless or 
voiced fricatives and voiced stops as the Fricative Assimilation rules indicate . 
Fricative Voicing Assimilation : [+ per J + fric { [ +  vd J 
[ - vd J / elsewhere 
[:+ vd ] 
- nas 
-- [ +  / 
According to the above rule peripheral fricatives occur voiced when fldnked 
by voiced segments where the preceding segment is not a nasal . They occur voice­
less following nasals and next to pause or voiceless segments . 1 4  Fricative 
voicing assimilation is illustrated by the forms in example 19 . 
19 ( a ) . Ifefhafl [ 1�e�t�a�J dried fruits 
(b) . I r i f t k fetl [ ' r i�t k+�et J to flatulate 
( c ) . Im i yakft nahl [ m i ya k�+ ' na§ J get arriving down 
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19 ( d ) . /ya r i mf+ nah/ [ ya t i m�+ ' na� J arrive toward and Zeve Z with the speaker 
( e ) . /hah i t/ [ 1 �a '�i t J  duck 
( f ) . /ta thayma/ [ ta t ' �i ma J They hit (and) gave (it) to me . 
They hit (something) affecting me . 
The Fricative Voicing Assimilation rule supplies input for the Fricative 
Articulation Assimilation (FAA) rule . 
Fricative Articulation Assimilation : 
�o::: !��c ] l� point �+ st J - nas 0:: point / r+ st J Lo:: point 
By this rule voiced peripheral fricatives become stops at the same point 
of articulation as the underlying fricative when followed by an oral or nasal 
stop at that point of articulation . This rule applies only to alternating 
forms . 1 5  Complete phonemic overlap occurs between underlying /f/ and /b/ 
( cf . Table 4) ,  but underlying /h/ has not been observed in the context required 
by the FAA rule and thus phonemic overlap of /h/ and /g/ has not been observed . 
The effects of this rule are illustrated by examples in 20 and 21 . 
The examples of 20 illustrate two of the three possible phonetic manifes­
tations of the morpheme /-af/ ' prolative aspect ' .  
20 ( a ) . /wana fhate/ [wana9+ ' �a te J  having heard and separated 
( b ) . /wanafmem/ [ wa ' nabmem J They heard and separated. 
( c ) . /wanafbugamem/ [ wanab : u ' gamem J They heard aZZ  and separated. 
The underlying / f/ in a f  contrasts with an underlying /b/ in beb bad in 
examples 20 ( a )  and 21 (a ) , but they are phonetically identical in the (b)  and 
( c )  examples . 
21 ( a ) . /wanbebha te/ [ wanbe�+ ' �a te J having heard badZy 
(b ) . /wanbebmem/ [ wan ' be�mem J They heard badZy . 
( c ) . /wanbebbugame'm/ [ wanbe�: u ' gamem J They heard aU badZy . 
Alternations involving medial ·fricatives will be discussed in section 
2 . 1 . 1 . 2  on PalatoalvE.olars . 
Nasals 
Alternations involving medial nasals will be discussed in section 2 . 1 . 1 . 2  
on Palatoalveolars . No other phonological rules change the distinctive feature 
specification of the nasals .  A neutralisation of nasal contrasts does occur in 
certain environments , however . 1 6  This  phenomenon is described by the Nasal 
Assimilation (NA) rule below . 
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Nasal Assimilation : 1 7  
[ +  nasal ] + [ � point ] / [+ vd ] 
+ st 
- ns 
- front [- vd ] 
+ st 
- ns 
+ pal-alv 
The Nasal Assimilation rule specifies that an underlying nasal (phonemically 
written /n/ here ) assimilates to the same point of articulation of non-front , 
non-nasal , voices stops (viz . ,  d ,  j ,  g )  and the voiceless palatoalveolar stop 
( c ) . The rule in effect describes a neutralisation of contrast in these 
environments ; hence no nasal of a heterorganic articulation immediately precedes 
these stops . The examples in 22  illustrate the Nasal Assimilation rule . 
22 (a ) . /nandemr/ [ na�' dEm t R ]  snake 
(b) . /nanj ert/ [ na�' j ERt ] mayf1y 
( c ) . /nungwa r/ [ ' n u�gwaR ]  bird 
( d ) . /manc i f r/ [ ma�' c i et R ]  mil lipede 
Tap 
The phonetic manifestations of / r/ are specified for [ - voiced ] ( [ R ] )  and 
[ +  voiced ] ( [ � ] )  in the environments indicated in the Tap Voicing rule below . 
Tap Voicing : 
[ +  tap ] + 1 [ - voiced ] / { �;�1ih:!! · · ·  } ) [ +  voiced ] / 
The Tap Voicing rule indicates that / r/ is voiceless next to voiceless 
stops and preceding pause , and voiced elsewhere . These manifestations are 
illustrated in example 23 . 
23 (a ) . /ba r i r/ [ ' ba r L R ]  a wide spot in a river3 lake (M) 
(b) . /bderpam/ [ bt ' deBPam]  dirt 
( c ) . /krenj i pam/ [ ' k!renj L pam ] clay 
( d ) . / r tpt/  [ 'lt pt t ]  coconut-shel l  spoon 
Approximant /w/ 
The bilabial approximant /w/ has the phonetic realisations specified by 
the ' w '  Lowering rule . 
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' w '  Lowering : 
r+ approxl 
L+ labialJ + [: periPheral] } / 
/ elsewhere 
24 (a ) . 
(b)  • 
( c )  • 
(d )  . 
( e )  • 
/ tonewkEV 
/ tonewf/ 
/tonewm/ 
/ tonewt/ 
/p t t h i wm/ 
[ to ' ne�ke J You (PL) are running. 
[ to ' ne� J They (D )  are running . 
[ to ' ne�m J  They (PL) are running. 
[ to ' ne�t J She is running. 
[ p t t t ' � i� J They (PL) are talking. 
In future phonetic transcriptions , the convention will be followed whereby the 
[ u J variant will be written [ w J  and the [ o J variant as [ o J . 
Rules dealing with epenthesis , deletion , fusion , and syllabification of 
approximants are part:icularly pertinent to the discussion of vowels and 
palatoalveolars . These rules , therefor e ,  are discussed in the sections dealing 
with vowels  and palat:oalveolar consonants .  
2 . 1 . 1 . 2 Pa1 atoa 1 veo1 ars 
We now turn to l:he analysis of the palatoalveolars .  As already stated , 
there is  considerable phonemic overlap between palatoalveolar and alveolar 
consonants .  Contrasl: between the two series is limited , and variation among 
palatoalveolars is considerable . We will first consider the evidence for the 
phonemic status of the palatoalveolars and then consider alternative analyses . 
The clearest evidence for contrastive palatoalveolars is illustrated in 
examples 25-29 . 
/C/ vs . / t/  
v [ v y 25 (a ) . /kuc r/ ' ku!:.t R J  crow 
(b ) . /naku t r/ [ na ' ku�t R J  He ye lled. 
/j / vs . /d/ 
26 (a) • /j i ngt/  [ 'Ii I)g t t  J insect basket 
(b )  • /d i f t /  [ ' E!.i a t t  J white soil 
( c )  • /nanj erpam/ [ nan 'leRpam J mayfly 
( d )  • Inandemrl an 'E!.Emt R J  snake 
lsi vs . lsi 
27 ( a ) . Isuhmetl [ 'iugtmet J She fe l l .  
(b) . /su i tl [�u '  i t ]  skirt 
soup 
lsi vs . It I 
28 (a ) . Imasatl  [ ' maia t ] muoh 
(b ) . Im i ta tl [ ' m i�a t ] (a kind of snake (death adder?) ) 
Inl vs . Inl 
29 (a ) . Inungwerl [ ' �u QgwoR ] He sounds . 
(b) . Inungwa rl [ ' �u Qgwa � ]  bird 
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palatoalveolars (with the exception of the approximant y) are relatively 
infrequently occurring phones ; they occur most often at morpheme boundaries 
where they are almost always derivable from underlying alveolars by regular 
phonological processes . Since underlying palatoalveolars (which cannot be 
derived from alveolars )  also occur at morpheme boundaries , the potential for 
complete phonemic overlap is great . For ex�nple , the Idl in ' canoe ' and the 
Ijl in ' child ' s  bow ' are phonetically distinct in examples 30 (a )  and 3 l (a )  but 
they are identical ( [ j ] ) in the (b) forms . 
30 (a ) . Idohtl [ '�o§t t ] oanoe 
(b) . Ihay dohtl [ xa 'lo§t t ]  ironwood oanoe 
3 l (a ) . Ij ubtl [ 'lubt t ]  ohild 's bow 
(b ) . Ihay j ubtl [ xa 'lubt t ]  ironwood ohi ld 's bow 
The palatoalveolars which derive from underlying alveolars are derived 
according to the Palatal Assimilation rule (Pal Assim) . 1 8  
Palatal Assimilation : 
[ +  alveolar ] + [ +  palatal ] / [ +  palatal ] 
3 2 .  Ikun - tl  [ ' kun  - c ]  house 
house- 3SF 
The underlying form of the third-person-singular-feminine suffix ( - t )  in 
32 is the same as one of its alternating forms (examples 33 and 3 4 )  from which 
the palatoalveolar form in 32 may be naturally derived . 
3 3 . Ikun - e - tl  [ ' kun - e - t J  It is a house . 
- cop -
34 . Iyen - t l  [ ' yen - t ]  girl 
ohi ld- 3SF 
certain forms require that an abstract Iyl be postulated in their under­
lying forms . 
3 5 .  Inunay - t l  [ nuna - c ]  earthquake 
earthquake-3SF 
The underlying form of earthquake (nunay) is  the same as one of its alternating 
forms ( example 3 6 )  from which the surface form [ nuna ] in example 35 may be 
naturally derived . 
36 . Inunay - e - tl [ ' n unay - e - t ]  It is an earthquake . 
-cop-
3 0  
The full derivation o f  nunac i n  example 3 5  requires that the approximant y 
delete preceding pala.toalveolars as described by the ' y '  Deletion I rule in 
section 2 . 1 . 3 . 2 . 1 9  
We have suggested ( section 2 . 0 )  that completely abstract forms be 
permitted only in alt.ernating forms which provide certain evidence for an 
abstract analysi s .  A less constrained analysis  allowing for abstract under­
lying forms for non-alternating morphemes could predict all palatoalveolars 
by analysing them as fusions of the palatal approximant and an alveolar 
consonant . 
A strong point i n  favour of the more abstract solution is the distributional 
constraint on y such that y never occurs next to an alveolar consonant in surface 
( i . e .  phonetic )  mani festations . We have presented evidence above that y does 
occur next to alveola.rs in underlying forms but that sequence is replaced with 
a palatoalveolar consonant in surface manifestations . This suggests that 
palatoalveolars which are in non-alternating morphemes may derive from an 
underlying y plus alveolar also . Eunice Pike ( 1964 ) appeals to this  type of 
distributional gap as justification for postulating completely abstract forms 
in other Sepik langua.ges of papua New Guinea . 
While the arguments for a more abstract analysis are significant in them­
selves , e . g .  E .  Pike ' s  argument from distributional criteria , the abstract 
analysis is rejected here in favour of a more concrete analysis . The first 
reason for our conclusion here relates to the theoretical problem of abstract­
ness . As Hyman ( 197�) : 8 4 )  has commented , "There seem to be no constraints on 
the degree of abstractness allowable in generative phonology . "  While Pike ' s  
analysis  i s  not a generative one in the contemporary sens e ,  the same criticism 
holds for her arguments . There are no obj ective constraints , for example , on 
how many gaps may occur in a pattern before distributional gaps can no longer 
be used to justify abstract underlying forms . As indicated in the introduction 
to this  section , abst:ract segments have been restricted to alternating forms 
which are classed in the same paradigm with alternating forms that manifest the 
abstract segment in question in one of their surface alternations . 
A second alternative analysis of the palatoalveolars is  that suggested in 
Bruce ( 1 97 5 : 101 ) . There [ e J  and [ 5 J  were collapsed with [ s J  as a single 
phoneme lsi leaving only Ij l and Inl as pure palatoalveolar consonants (plus 
the approximant Iy/ ) . It is possible to specify phonetic variants of lsi , 
with some
' 
exceptions , as in Rule A .  
Rule A :  
lsi -+ { [ 5  J 
[ 5 J 
[ 5 J 
"J [ 5  J 
"J [ C ]  
/ 
/ 
/ 
# -- } . • .  [ + St J . . .  elsewhere 
37 ( a ) . Isuhkfetl [ '  suxk+s£t  J '" [ ' suxk.j.s£t J to fall 
(b )  • 
( c )  • 
Ifuspaml 
Ib i set! 
[ ' pu5pamJ  dust 
[ ' b L 5£ t  J '" [ ' b L edJ  tooth 
One clear exception to Rule A is Isu i tl skirt which always manifests an alveolar 
fricative word-initially . 
Whi le arguing for the non-phonemic status of [ e ]  and [ 5 J , this  analysis 
actually argues against the abstract analysis ( the first alternative analysis 
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which was considered ) . This is true since if palatoalveolar [ s J derives in one 
instance from a fusion of y and [ s J ,  it seems strange that the resulting palato­
alveolar should in some cases freely fluctuate with the alveolar [ s J  with no 
sign of the proposed underlying y .  If the abstract analysis describes a pre­
historical stage , then it appears that these particular palatoalveolars have 
since been interpreted as phonemes themselves and are now fluctuating with or 
perhaps have collapsed as one phoneme with the alveolar lsi . Since there is 
comparative evidence to suggest that the abstract analysis does in fact reflect 
a historical stage in the Alamblak language
2 0 , this analysis concludes that 
three phonemes '�/c/ , "'/51 , and */51 have collapsed into one synchronic phoneme 
lsi . 
While the analysis of the voiceless palatoalveolars and lsi captures a 
general tendency , expressed by Rule A ,  it is rej ected as a valid conclusion as 
to the status of these segments in Alamblak phonology . 
In traditional phonemic analysis , fluctuating phonemes are separate 
phonemes as long as they contrast in some environment . As long as Isu i tl 
[ su i t J  skirt persists , in contrast to forms like Isuhl [ ' su� J � [ ' s u� J fal l ,  
there i s  at least some reason to postulate a phonemic contrast between alveolar 
lsi and palatoalveolar lsi . Rule A suggests furthermore , that [ e J ,  [ 5 J , and [ s J  
are either freely fluctuating or are in complementary distribution . There are , 
however , several exceptions to this part of Rule A also . For example , the rule 
states that [ s J  and [ s J  fluctuate word intially . One exception to this ( /su i tl 
skirt ) has already been mentioned . Example 38 manifests [ s J  and [ e J  fluctuating 
initially , and is thus another exception . 
38 . Is i f t nehtl [ s Lb+ ' n£�+ t J  � [ e Lb+ ' n£�t t J  empty 
Example 39 manifests all three ( [ s J ,  [ s J  and [ c J ) fluctuating initially . 
39 . [ ' s i mbu t J � [ ' s Lmbut J � [ ' e Lmbu t J (place name ) 
Rule A also states that except word initially or next to a stop , [ s J  and [ e J  
freely fluctuate . There are examples , however , where individual vocabulary 
items manifest one or the other phone without variation , e . g .  
40 . [ ' masa t J  much 
41 . [ duky ' aetm J big mouth fish 
In another case all three ( [ s J ,  [ s J  and [ e J ) have been observed to fluctuate 
word medially instead of the common [ s J  � [ s J  fluctuation . 
42 . [ na{�}uD ' gWar tm J  guardian spirits 
c 
This type of sporadic fluctuation of forms which are not completely amenable to 
phonological generalisation is suggestive of a diachronic change which is still 
in progress .  The second alternative analysis has regarded the change ( the 
collapse of [ s J ,  [ s J  and [ e J  as a single phoneme ) to be complete , with a few 
residual forms left in the system . The analysis suggested here argues that 
there are no ' exceptional ' forms and that the phonemes must  be kept separate 
in spite of somewhat patterned fluctuation . A convention for indicating under­
lying forms wil l  be followed whereby lsi will represent the phoneme in cases of 
fluctuating forms ; lsi and lei will be used when they occur without fluctuating . 
This convention will obscure the possible phonetic realisation of some forms 
therefore Rule A wil l  be retained in the description as a diachronic tendency 
rule and words which do not conform to that general tendency will be bracketed 
3 2  
with vertical lines < I  I )  indicating that the form i s  one of a set o f  morpho­
logically defined allomorphs . Thus Ifuspaml dust is predictably [ ' j:lu�pam ] from 
Rule A; Ima�atl much and Idukyaetml big mouth fish are forms without fluctuation ; 
and I na sungwa rm l indicates that there are non-phonologically conditioned allo­
morphs of guardian spirits which do not conform to Rule A. Forms with phono­
logically predi table allomorphs will be written in their single underlying form ; 
e . g .  Ikuntl house is  predictably [ ' kune ] by the Palatal Assimilation rule . 
2 . 1 . 1 . 3  I nterpretat ' on 
The analys is of consonants which has been proposed thus far presupposes 
interpretations of the phonetic data which we will  now discuss . Certain non­
syllabic vocoids have been interpreted as consonantal rather than vocalic and 
certain sequences of phones as sequences of phonemes rather than complex unit 
phonemes . 
The non-syllabic vocoids in the sequences {� } i v ,  cv i {� } ,  {� } Uv ,  and CVUC 
are interpreted as Iyl in the first two instances where no evidence from alter­
nating forms supports postulating an underlying I i i ,  and Iwl in the latter two 
instances . 
The justification of these interpretations is  based primarily on consonant­
vowel contrasts . 
Iyl vs . I i i  
43 ( a ) . Ikyaktl [ k i ' akt t ]  door 
(b) . lak i an rl [ a id ' i an t R ]  Let me tie him up . 
[ i ] There is no morpholoqical justification for the non-syllabic in example 
4 3 (b)  to be included in the underlying form . It is merely an epenthetic 
approximant inserted by the 'y ' Epenthesis rule (section 2 . 1 . 3 . 1 ) . Given that 
fac t ,  ther� is no way to derive both the syllabic [ i ]  of 43 (b)  and the non­
syllabic [ I ]  of 43 (a)  from the same phoneme ( i . e . , I i i ) by natural phonological 
processes . If the [ i ] in 4 3 (a )  were an underlying I i i ,  then an epenthetic [ y ]  
should intervene bet\veen it and the following vowel exactly as it has in 
example 43  (b) . 
An unstressed syllabic [ i ]  never follows another vowel therefore there is 
no clear contrast of Iyl and I i i  in that position , only non-syllabic [ i ] occurs . 
The interpretation of [ i ] in this position as underlying Iyl by analogy with 
interpretations of [ i ] in other environments does not add any complexity to the 
phonology in terms of consonant sequences . Formally an [ i ] in this position 
often functionally paral lels palatoalveolar phones and is in these cases best 
considered to be consonantal (cf . the Palatal Assimilation rule) . 
Iwl vs . lui 
44 (a)  . Iyowtl [ , i oUt ] mosquito 
(b )  . Itoukfetl [ ' toukteet ] to dig 
( c )  . Iwompaml [ ' Uompam ] again 
(d )  . Ibuwoh rl [ bu ' Uogt R ]  blow fish 
( e )  . Iyuorhtl  [ i ' ortgt t ]  river reed 
3 3  
The contrast between a syllabic and non-syllabic high back vocoid i s  based 
on relative duration of timing . The high back vocoid in example 44 ( a )  is  
shorter than the preceding vocoid whereas the one in example (b)  is of comparable 
length to the preceding vocoid indicating a sequence of two syllables in (b ) . 
Examples 44 ( c ) - ( e )  do not provide cases of clear contrast but the non-syllabic 
[ u ] ' s in example ( c )  and (d )  c learly distribute in syllable-initial positions 
which is typical ly a consonantal function . To interpret these non-syllabic 
vocoids as consonants rather than vowels is a simpler accounting in terms of 
word and syllable structures .  While complex syllable nuclei are required (cf . 
vowel sequences , section 2 . 2 . 1 )  they always occur with a consonant onset , thus 
an additional syllable pattern , VV ,  would result from interpreting the [ u ] ' s 
of ( c )  and (d)  as vowels .  Furthermore , vowel-initial words are rare . If  word­
initial [ i ] and [ U ] were interpreted to be vowels , approximately 18% of Alarnblak 
words would be vowel-initial , and lal would be the only non-high vowel which 
occurred in the word-initial position , and even lal is only infrequently word 
initial . 
For the reasons outlined above , most non-syllabic high vocoids have been 
interpreted to be consonants .  That interpretation in many cases results in 
consonant approximant sequences which require further interpretation . Next we 
will consider these and other contoid sequences which must be interpreted as 
either a sequence of phonemes or as a complex unit phoneme . It will be shown 
that all sequences of [ Cy ] ,  [ Cw ]  and homorganic nasal plus stop should be 
interpreted as sequences rather than complex phonemes . 
[ cy ]  
The phoneme Iyl clusters with all but four of the consonants , the exceptions 
being Ib/ , It/ , Iy/ , and Ih/ . The interpretation chosen here adds no further 
complexity to consonant cluster patterns . It avoids considerable complexity in 
the phoneme inventory which would result from adding ten phonemes while leaving 
erratic gaps in a hypothetical palatal series (e . g .  IpYI but no IbY/ , IdYl 
but no ItY/ ) . 
[ cw ] 
The phoneme Iwl clusters with ten of the sixteen consonants ( p , t ,  k ,  g ,  f ,  
h ,  n ,  5 ,  r ,  w) . These clusters occur more frequently at morpheme boundaries 
than in root-medial positions . The reasons for our interpretation of [ cw ]  
sequences parallel those for [ Cy ]  sequences . Iwl also readily clusters as the 
first of two consonants . Secondly ,' added complexity of the phoneme inventory 
is avoided . Finally , considerable morphological complexity is avoided since 
if [ Cw ]  sequences were interpreted as unit phonemes , every consonant-final verb 
root would manifest labialised-consonant-final roots in the present tense and 
non- labialised-consonant-final forms in all other tenses . By the interpretation 
of [ CW ]  as a sequence of phonemes ,  the Iwl of [ CW ]  sequences in present tense 
verb forms is the first segment of the imperfective aspect marker -we . 
Nasal plus Homorganic stop : 
Typologically it is cornmon in Papua New Guinea for the voiced stop series 
to be prenasalised . This is  especially true for Sepik languages . There is , 
furthermore ,  some res idual evidence of a prenasalised stop series in Alarnblak 
historically . For example , the neutralisation of nasal articulation before 
Id/ , Ij / ,  Ig/ , and lei ( nasals being homorganic with the following stop) is 
suggestive of prenasalisation . Some voiced stop initial morphemes become 
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prenasalised word-meaially in complex constructions , a likely context for 
archaic reflexes to be retained . For example ,  /m+y/ tree plus /g i n t/ protrusion 
renders [ m+ Q ' g L nc ] stick. Note further evidence of a possible archaism in this 
compound construction : the /+y/ sequence of tree does not fuse to [ i ]  in this 
pos ition as it does i.n analogous environments in current productive forms , e . g . , 
/m+ym/ [ ' m i m ]  trees .  
There is suffici.ent evidence , however , for suggesting that any proposed 
historical prenasalised series must have broken down in modern Alamblak and 
synchronically the nasal-stop sequences should be interpreted as sequences 
rather than complex unit phonemes . Firstly , simple , i . e .  non-prenasalised , 
voiced stops occur both word initially and medially . Contrasts between simple 
and prenasalised stops would occur , therefore ,  with a unit interpretation of 
nasal plus homorganic stop , e . g .  /bangot/ [ ' ba�ot ] knee vs . /bugont/ [ ' bu�on t ]  
buttress . Contrasting series of simple vs . prenasalised voiced stops is 
typologically more questionable than having a simple voiced stop series in 
place of a prenasalised one . The interpretation adopted here avoids compli­
cating the phoneme inventory while maintaining an historical explanation for 
residual cases . 
Secondly , heterorganic clusters of nasal plus voiced stop occur with fbi , 
e . g .  /yenb r i m/ [ yenb+ r i m ]  (lineage name) . These cases can only be interpreted 
as sequences of nasal plus stop phonemes . The interpretation of all cases of 
nasal plus stop as sequences , thus does not complicate distributional patterns 
of consonant sequences . 
2 . 1 . 2  Vowe l s 
The vowel system , like the consonant system , is amenable to a more abstract 
solution than the one argued for here . As with the consonants , it will be 
argued here that the abstract solution reflects an historical change rather than 
a present synchronic state . 
The phonetic manifestations of the vowels are indicated in Table 6 .  The 
conditions under which each phone is manifested are stipulated by the phonologi­
cal rules in this  section . 
Tab l e  6 :  Vowel s 
-front 
+front -rounded +rounded 
high i + u 
mid e e 0 
low a 
Tab l e  7 :  Phoneti c man i festati ons of 
underly in g  segments and sequences 
Underlying segments i e t e a u 0 y ty ay uy oy aw 
and sequences 
Non-overlapping phonetic i e t e a u 0 y ay uy oy aw 
manifestations L E U :> a 
Phonetic manifestations i i i i 
resulting in phonemic e e 
overlap E E/ [ +periph ] 
t t t/_[ +medial ] 
0 0 0 0 
u u u* u* 
a a [ +pal-alv . ] 
u u u 
*These potential cases of phonemic overlap have not been observed . 
2 . 1 . 2 . 1  Non -central vowel s 
2 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 1  Contrasts 
I i i  
The high front vowel ( I i i )  contrasts with other vowels as illustrated in 
examples 4 5-48 . 
I i i  vs . lei 
4 5 (a ) . It i kt l  [ ' tlkt t ]  p latform 
(b) . Itektl [ ' t�kt t ]  river 
I i i  vs . It I 
46 . It t ktl [ ' tikt t ]  (a kind of tree) 
I i i  vs . lei 
47 (a ) . Ik i kwal 
(b) . Ikekwal 
I i i  vs . lui 
[ ' klkwa ] 
[ ' krkwa ] 
I am painting . 
I am varni ting . 
48 . Ikukwal [ ' k�kwa ] I am bathing. 
3 5  
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Tabl e 8 :  Systemati c phoneti c feature chart of syl l ab i cs 
i L e e + a £ a u tJ 0 · 0  � 
height 5 4 3 2 5 3 2 1 5 4 3 3 2 
tense + - + - + + - - + - + + -
front + + + + - - - - - - - - -
short - - - - + - - - - + - + -
round - - - - - - - - + + + + + 
syllabic + + + + + - + + + + + + + + 
voiced + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
lei 
The mid front vowel ( lei) contrasts with the other vowels as i llustrated 
in examples 45 and 49-53 . 
lei vs . /+1  
49 ( a ) . Itengtl [ ' t��l)g + t J  to blow 
(b ) . Idngtl  [ '  ti�l)g + t  ] mouth 
lei vs . lei 
50 (a ) . Ibekfat l  [ '  b�k+.aat  ] p lace for securing canoes 
(b ) . Ibekml [ ' b�k+m J  p lenty 
lei vs . lal 
51 . Itangt l  [ ' t�l)g+ t J  firewood bag 
lei vs . 101 
52 . I tong t l  [ ' t£l)g t t J  (a kind of carving) 
lei vs . lui 
53 . Ibuk+ t tl [ ' b�k: t + t J  head waters 
lui 
The high rounded vowel (/u/)  contrasts with other vowels as illustrated in 
examples 47 (a ) , 48 , SO (a ) , 53 , and 54-56 below . 
lui vs . /+1  
54 (a ) . Ibuk+ t tl [ ' b�k+ t + t J  head waters 
(b )  Ib+ ktl [ ,  bi.'<+ t  ] locust 
lui vs . lei 
55 ( a ) . Ikukwal [ ' k�kwa J I am bathing. 
(b) . Ikekwal [ ' kfkwa J I am vomiting . 
lui vs . 101 
56 (a) . Ikukrwetl [ ' kukt r twut ] It is burning. 
(b) . Ikokrwetl [ ' kok t r twut ] It dislikes. 
101 
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The mid rounded vowel ( 10/) contrasts with other vowels  as illustrated in 
examples 49 (a ) , 52 , 56 , and 57-59 below . 
101 vs . /+1  
57 (a) . Itong tl [ ' t�Qg t t ]  (a kind of carving) 
(b) . It tng tl  [ ' tlQg t t ] mouth 
101 vs . lei 
58 (a) . I rohkfetl [ ' r�xk �eEt ] to be seated 
(b ) . I rehkfetl [ ' rrxkteEt ] to boil 
101 vs . lal 
59 . Itangtl [ ' t�Qgt t ]  firewood bag 
2 . 1 . 2 . 1 . 2  Phonol ogical  ru l es 
I i i  
An underlying high front vowel is phonetically modified by adding the 
features [ -tense ] and [ +tense ] as specified by the ' i '  Tensing rule . 
' i '  Tensing : 
[+hiJ -+-+fr 
[ - tense ] / { {� : :::�toalveOlar ]} } 
[ + palatoalveolar ] (e )  * 
[ - tense ] � [ + tense ] I [ y ] ------
[ - stress ] 
[ + tense ] I elsewhere 
*eondition : (e )  is not a prepause [ + labial ] . 
The phonetic realisations of underlying I i i  are illustrated in 60-64 . 
I i i  -+- [ i ]  
60 . Iwat i tl [ ' wa tlt ] hand drum ( feminine ) 
I i I -+- [ L ]  I [ +vibrant ] ------' 
61 . Iwa t i rl [ ' wa t L R ]  hand drum (masculine ) 
3 8  
I i I -7- [ L ] / [ +  palatoalveolar ] 
6 2 . In i n tl [ ' n�nc ]  centipede 
I i i  -7- [ i ]  / [ +  bilabial ] ## 
63 . Ika fnj i ml [ ' kae+njlm ]  (a lineage name) 
I i i  -7- [ � ]  'V [ i ]  I [ y ]  
[ -stress ] 
64 . Iy i nemtl [ y � ' nem+ t ] 'V [ y i  ' nemt t ]  grandchild 
lei 
An underlying mid front vowel is phonetically modified according to the 
next two rules . By the tensing rule the features [ - tense ] and [ +  tense ] are 
speci fied under certain circumstances . 
' e '  Tensing : 
[ - stress ] 
[ - tense ] / r+ mid I L+front_ [ +  stress ] 
[ +  tense ] / elsewhere 
The first part of the above rule produces phonemic overlap in some 
environments with an underlying layl sequence . These cases will be discussed 
under the Low Front Coalescence rule which deals with the coalescence of under­
lying layl resulting in a front vocoid (cf . section 2 . 1 . 3 . 3 ) . 
65 . Imetetl [ ' m�t�_t ] She is a woman . 
Ib+ketl  [ b + ' k�_t ] It is a locust . 
The next rule i.s a dissimilation rule whereby a mid front vocoid is raised 
to a high vocoid . �'his rule is functionally equivalent to the ' a '  Dissimilation 
rule ; both rules rai.se the specified vocoid the equivalent of one height value 
on the phoneme chart. . They are distinct  rules , however , in that they have 
di fferent structural. descriptions . 
' e '  Dissimilati.on : 
r+ mid J -7- [ i ]  / l2- front r+ mid J l2- front 
A mid front vocoid i.s raised to a high vocoid preceding a mid front vocoid . 
This rule will be necessary for the derivation of one of the alternates of the 
verb Inayayl come (cf . section 2 . 1 . 4 ) ; that derivation wil l  be most easily 
illustrated after the introduction of more phonological rules . This rule is 
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only tenuously motivated since it is required to derive an alternate of the 
abstract form /nayay/ come . I t  is included here for two reasons . I t  parallels 
the well motivated Low Dissimilation rule . Secondly , the formulation of the 
highly abstract /nayay/ seems justified inasmuch as its highly variable surface 
alternations can be regularly derived by the operation of other wel l  motivated 
rules . This is true for all but the final step in the derivation of the [ n i Em J 
alternate of /nayaym/ They came . 
/0/ 
An underlying mid rounded vowel is phonetically modified according to the 
' 0 '  Shortening rule . This modification results in partial overlap with an 
underlying /t/  in different environments ( c f .  ' t ' Assimilation in section 
2 . 1 . 2 . 2 . 2 ) . 
' 0 '  Shortening : 
[: :::J + [ +  short J / [ +  velar J [ +  alveolar J -------' 
66 (a) . /hot/ [ ' x �t J adze 
(b) . /bakotl [ ' bak:9t J (a kind of sea she l l )  
These same underlying forms are manifested with a non-shortened [ o J  in other 
morphological combinations , e . g . , 
67 (a )  • 
(b) • 
Iho - e - t /  
/bako - e - t l  
[ ' x9.E t J It i s  an adze . 
[ ' bak9.E t J  It is (a kind of sea she l l ) . 
2 . 1 . 2 . 2  Central vowe l s 
The central vowels present a problem for the analysis of the vowel system 
in at least two areas . Determining the status of the high central vocoid [ t J  
is particularly problematic . In section 2 . 3  that problem wil l  be deal t  with in 
detail . Secondly , modifications of central ( i . e .  non-front , unrounded )  vowels 
and fusions of central vowels with approximants regularly produce phonetically 
non-central vocoids . These processes raise the question of an alternative 
abstract analysis which derives all non-central vocoids from central vowels 
interacting with approximants . The three-central-vowel hypothesis will be 
discussed as an alternative solution later in this section . 
2 . 1 . 2 . 2 . 1  Contrasts 
lal 
The low vowel ( /a/ )  contrasts with other vowels as illustrated in examples 
49 (a ) , 5 1 , 57 (a ) , 59 and 68 below . 
lal vs . lei 
68 (a) . Ibakom/ [ ' b�kom J (a kind of sea she l l  (pl) ) 
(b) . Ibekml [ ' brktm J  plenty 
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lei 
The mid unrounded non-front vowel ( lei) contrasts with the other vowels as 
illustrated in examples 47 , 50 , 5 5 ,  58 , 68 , and 69 below . 
lei vs . 1+1  
69 ( a ) . Ibekml [ ' bE:k+m ] plenty 
(b) . Ib+ kml [ ,  bik+m ] loousts 
/+1  
The high unrounded non-front vowel C I +/ )  contrasts with other vowels  as 
illustrated in examples 45 (a ) , 46 , 49 , 54 , 57 , and 69 . 
2 . 1 . 2 . 2 . 2  Phonol og i cal rul es 
lal 
An underlying low vowel is raised to a mid vocoid as indicated by the 
' a '  Dissimilation rule . 
' a '  Dissimilation : 
[ +  low ] + [ +mid ] I c ( [ + ]  C) [ +  low ] o 
The ' a '  Dissimilation rule states that [ a ]  is raised to a mid vocoid preceding 
a syllable containing an [ a ]  with or without one or more intervening syllables 
which contain a high central vocoid . 
The details of the conditions on the above rule have not yet been 
complete ly worked out .
2 1 It c learly operates in a variety of circumstances 
and its inclusion in the phonological rules simplifies the description at 
various independent points . The rule may be observed by comparing the forms 
in examples 70 and 7 l .  
70 ( a ) . Ih i ngna-n i - rah rl [ x i r)g+nan i ' ra�+ R ]  
work -go-l'UT . 3SM 
-
He wi l l  WOJ'k (and) go . 
(b) . Ih i ngna- rah I [ x i r)g +na ' ra�+ R ]  
work -FUT . 3SM 
-
He wil l  w01·k . 
7 l (a ) . Ih i - rhwat ·- f tn-nEV [ x d!.+ ' �W�t +9+n+nn 
give-FuT _ ·-2D -lD 
You wi l l  give to us . 
(b) . Ih i - rhwa t ·- f t n -al [ x d!. ' �w£.t +9+na J 2 2  
give-FUT . -2D -lS 
You wi ll give to me . 
lei 
An underlying lei is susceptible to phonetic modification as specified by 
the next four rules . The Rounding Assimilation rule changes [ - round ] to 
[ +  round ] ( i . e . , [ e ]  becomes [ � ] )  in a prepause position following labials . 
Rounding Assimilation : t miJ - fr - rnd -+ [ +rnd ] / [ + labial ] ______ ## 
In 7 2  lei is manifested with no change in its prime features . Example 7 3  
illustrates the rounding process . 
72 (a ) . Iketel [ ' kete ] later 
(b ) . Ik i t -we-nel [ ' k i twene ] 
go -IMPF-ID 
We (two) are going. 
7 3 (a ) . Ik i t -we-¢I [ k i tw� ] You are going . 
2S 
(b ) . Ib rbel [ ' b + r+ b� ]  nearby 
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The 'e - t '  Fluctuation rule is a low-level phonetic rule which describes 
the fluctuation of the mid and high central vowels in a pretonic position . 
' e  - t '  Fluctuation : t miJ - fr -rnd -+ [ +  mid ] � [ +  hi ] / C rv J 1! stress 
74 . Ihemekemrl [ xemI' kemt R ]  � [ xemi' kemt R ]  You (pl) gave him. 
The outputs of the above two rules are pos sible inputs for the Tense­
Rounding Assimilation rule . The output of this rule results in potential 
phonemic overlap with lei , la/ , 101 and loy/ . 
Tense - Rounding Assimilation : 
t mid j 
- front 
- rnd 
-+ r+ tense, 1! rnd J / {� :::::�} } 1..:- nasal J [ w ] (C )  [ w ] ---labial ] 
By this  rule a central mid vocoid is  manifested as [ 0 ] ( tense and round) 
in either of two environments . The first subrule which makes the [ � ]  of the 
Rounding Assimilation rule [ 0 ]  when followed by [w ] i s  illustrated by example 
7S ( c )  below . 
7S ( a ) . Ih i ngnamel [ x i Qg t ' nam�] You worked. 
(b) . Ih i ngnametl  [ x i Qgt ' namIt ] She worked. 
( c ) . Ih i ngnamewtl [ x i Qgtna ' mQwt ]  She was working . 
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With the Rounding and Tense-Rounding Assimilation rules , the alternating 
forms of the imperfec tive aspect become regularly derivable from -we . 2 3 
Tabl e 9 :  Phoneti c present tense paradi gm of k i k  paint 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 ' k i kwa ' k i kwene k i kwEnem - - -
2 ' k i kw;) k i k ' woetn k i k ' woke - - -
3 M k i kwo� ' k i kwo� ' k i kwom - -
F k i kwot -
/+1 
An underlying It I is  phonetically modified according to the following 
assimi lation rule . 
' t '  Assimilation : 
I [ +  labial J 
+ hiJ fr rnd / [ w J  __ _ 
The examples in 76 il lustrate unmodified and modified phonetic manifestations 
of both an underlying It I and an epenthetic [ t J . 2 4 By the first subrule It  I 
becomes [ u J  as in 76 (b) . By the second subrule It  I becomes (short )  [ · o J  as 
in 76 ( c )  and an epenthetic [ t J  is manifested as (short) [ · o J  as in 76 (d) . 
76 ( a )  . Ibt kml [ ' b±.klm J locusts 
(b) . Iwt t t l  [ ' �tut J fat globule 
( c )  . If th tl  [ ' P-=..9_� · ot J wound 
(d )  . Ifhatl [ p�' �a t J egg 
The high , central vocoid is further modified according to the ' t '  Harmony 
rule . 
' t '  Harmony : / � ShorJ - fr a rnd a hi c 
An epenthetic [ t J  harmonises with the vocoid of a preceding syllable according 
to the harmonising rule as il lustrated in the second syllable of examples 76 (a ) ­
( c )  • 
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2 . 1 . 3  Phonotacti cal l y  mot i vated ru l es 
The rules discussed in this section differ from the phonetically motivated 
rules discussed in previous sections . Phonotactically motivated rules operate 
to satisfy the phonotactic constraints of the language . Some of these con­
straints are discussed in section 2 . 2  on phonotactics . The processes described 
here include epenthesis , deletion , syllabification , and coalescence . Many of 
the rules in this section interact with the phonological rules . For that 
reason we include their description here before discussing the ordering of 
rules . 
2 . 1 . 3 . 1 . Epenthes i s  
The epenthesis rule involving the high central vocoid wil l  be discussed in 
section 2 . 3 . 2 .  The other epenthetic segment in the phonology is the approximant 
[ y J  
' y '  Epenthesis : 
Condition : V
b 
has an identical or lower articulation than V
a
. 
The ' y ' Epenthesis rule operates to remove surface sequences of an unrounded 
vocoid followed by another vocoid , when the second vocoid has an identical or 
lower articulation than the firs t . 2 5  Other means of restricting vowel sequences 
across syllable boundaries are described under phonotactics in section 2 . 2 . 1 .  
7 7 (a ) . /w i et/ [ ' W i YE t J It is a lorikeet .  
(b) . /tatmea/ *[ ' ta tmeya J I hit (something) . 
The phonetic representation of example 77 (b)  is not speci fied s ince further 
modifications occur through coalescence rules which wi ll be discussed in section 
2 . 1 . 3 . 3 .  
2 . 1 . 3 . 2  Del et i on and syl l abi fi cation 
An underlying low central vowel (/a/ )  optionally deletes under the circum­
stances described in the ' a '  Deletion rule . This rule conspires with the ' y ' 
Epenthesis rule and other operations to restrict vowel sequences across syllable 
boundaries . 
' a '  Deletion : 
[ a J + [ a J '" ¢ 1 __ r: �;d J t; s tress 
78 ( a )  . /bu -pa -et - t/  [ bu ' pet + t J  It has water. 
rain-DER-POSSD-3SF 
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7S (b ) . I rpa-eh - rl [ t rt ' pe�t R ]  first 
one-ORO-3SM 
The approximant [ y ]  is deleted according to two y-deletion rules . 
' y '  Deletion I :  
[ y ]  -+- ¢ I  [ +  palatoalveolar ] 
Example 30 (b) , repeated here as 79 ( a ) , and example 79 (b)  illustrate the 
first y-deletion rul e .  Example 79 ( c )  i llustrates the surface manifestation of 
the underlying ' y '  �'hich is deleted in other manifestations of the morpheme . 
79 ( a ) . Ihay j ub tl  [ ' xa ' j ubt t ]  ironwood child 's bow 
(b ) . Ihaytl [ ' xac ] ironwood tree 
( c ) . Ihayetl [ ' xaYEt ] It is an Ironwood tree. 
The second y-deletion rule is structurally similar to the first ,  but rule 
ordering differences indicate that they are dis tinct rules . 2 6  Both conspire 
along with other rules to satis fy a phonotactic constraint on yC sequences . 
' y '  Deletion II : 
[ y ]  -+- ¢ / c 
Example SO (b ) , which manifests a morpheme-final ' y '  on the surface , is 
justification for the postulated underlying ' y '  which is deleted in example (a ) . 
SO ( a ) . I ra hoy-ml [ ' ra�om ] posts 
post - 3PL 
(b ) . I rahoy-e -tl [ ' ra�oYE t ]  It is a post.  
post -COP- 3SF 
The approximan1: y is phonetically syllabic according to the ' y ' Syllabifi­
cation rule .
2 7 
' y '  Syllabification : 
[ y ] -+- [ +  sYllabic ] I [ w ]  V 
This rule has been postulated to derive a surface form for completely abstract 
forms . The rule does not operate on morphemes which manifest the underlying 
' y ' in one of their alternate surface forms . The rule is independently motiv­
ated , however , as will be demonstrated . By this rule the copulative form of 
' dog ' is derived as in example Sl . 
S1 . Iyawy-e -tl  1: ' yaw i YE t ]  It is a dog . 
dog -COP-3SF 
The Syllabification rule is a plausible phonotactic rule , but it is ultimately 
justified by establishing the underlying form of dog (yawy ) . If yawy can be 
motivated as an underlying form of other manifestations of dog , it will be 
evidence to support the claim that the Syllabification rule is operating on the 
same underlying fonn in example Sl . This can , in fact , be done for the form 
in example S 2 .  
4 5  
82 . Iyawy-tl  [ yawc ] dog 
dog -3SF 
The surface form of the 3SF morpheme t in example 82  is derived by the indepen­
dently motivated Palatal Assimilation rule ( i . e .  [ +  alveolar ] + [ +  palatal ] / 
[ +  palatal ] ____ ) .  Further evidence for an underlying yawy for dog is provided 
by the comparison of paradigms in examples 7 ,  8 ,  and 9 .  It is clear from those 
forms that it is phonetically plausible to associate dog with y-final morphemes 
and to derive the yaw i form from an underlying yawY i it is not plausible , on 
the other hand , to associate dog with i -final morphemes to derive yaw {y )  from 
yaw i . It is of course possible to maintain two phonologically unrelated allo­
morphs yaw {y )  and yaw i , but as long as a plausible phonetic relationship between 
them exists , it seems more natural to derive one from the other rather than to 
relate them simply as morphologically conditioned allomorphs . 
The syllabification rule results in a phonemic overlap between I i i  and 
Iy/ . Compare the following paradigm of Iyawyl dog with a paradigm of the non­
alternating Ifaw i l  river outlet : 
83 (a) . [ l yaw i - e - t ]2 8  
It i s  a dog.  
(b)  . [ I yaw - { � } ]  
dog c 
( c )  . [ I ya 0 - m ]  
dogs 
2 . 1 . 3 . 3  Coal escence ru l es 
[ I �aw i - e - t ]  
It is a river outlet 
[ ' �aw i - t ]  
river outlet 
[ ' �aw i - m ]  
river outlets 
Considerable phonetic modification occurs by the interaction of central 
vowels and the approximants w and y .  This phenomenon is the basis of the more 
abstract three-vowel hypothesis which wi ll be discussed as an alternative 
analysis in section 2 . 1 . 5 .  
High Front Coalescence : 2 9 
[ + y ]  + [ i ]  I ---- [ +  segment ] 
By the interaction of this rule and the ' y '  Deletion rule , the [ + y ]  
sequence never occurs on the surface in Alamblak . The only environment in 
which the sequence [ + y ]  is not coalesced is in the case where the y deletes 
preceding a palatoalveolar consonant . The forms in example 84 will illustrate 
the validity of the underlying Ityl sequence , however . 
84 ( a ) . Imtytl  [ l mH � } ]  tree 
c 
(b ) . Im+ yetl  [ ' m i e t ]  It is a tree. 
( c ) . Im+yml [ I m i m ]  trees 
The High Front Coalescence rule results in phonemic overlap with l i l i  compare 
forms of Im+yl tree ( 84 )  with those of Iw i l  lorikeet ( 85 ) . 
85 ( a ) . Iw i tl [ I w i t ]  lorikeet 
(b) . Iw i et l  [ I w i e t ] It is a lorkeet . 
( c ) . Iw i ml [ ' w i m ]  lorikeets 
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Low Front CoalE!scence : 
[ ay ]  -+- ]+ mid l 
Lr frontJ I 
Unlike the [ .j. y ]  sequence , [ ay ]  is manifested on the surface since [ ay ]  
does not coalesce pr'eceding a vowel .  
86 ( a ) . Inunaytl [ ' nuna{ � } ]  earthquake 
c 
(b) . Inunayml [ ' nunem ] earthquakes 
( c ) . Inunayetl [ ' n unaye t ] It is an earthquake . 
(d ) . Ih i ngnay -¢I [ ' x i Qg .j. ne ] You worked. 
work . I . PST-,2S 
The Low Front Coalescence rule results in an underlying layl phonemically 
overlapping with leI . layl and lei are phonetically identical in the following 
pair of words : 
87 (a ) . Igay -ml [ ' g�m ] white cockatoos 
white cockatoo- 3PL 
(b ) . Ib.j. k -e " ml [ b.j. , k�m ] They are locusts . 
locust-COP-,3PL 
The mid vocoids [ a ]  and [ e ]  are the inputs for the next two rules . 
Mid Front Coalescence : � mid l 
- front I 
- roun� 
+ [ y ]  -+- l[ e ]  I V) 
[ - stress ] 
[ i ]  I elsewhere 
The Mid Front Coalescence rule specifies that [ ay ]  or [ ey ]  fuses to a high 
front vocoid when mani festing the peak of a syllable ( s tressed or unstressed) . 
Otherwise it becomes a mid front tense vocoid . The Mid peripheral Diphthong­
isation rule ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) wi ll further specify the mid vocoid in this environment as 
non-syllabic . Mid F'ront Coalescence is involved in the derivations of 88 and 
89 . 
88 . Ih i ngnameal I worked ( remote past) . 
Step I ( ' y '  Epenthesis) : ,�[ x i  Qg .j. ' namey'a ] 
Step I I  (Mid-FI'ont Coalescence) : *[ x i Qg .j. ' nam�a ] 
89 . Ih i ngnaya/ 3 0  l' worked (today) . 
Step I ( ' a ' Dissimilation) : *[ x i Qg .j. ' naya ] 
Step I I  (Mid-Front Coalescence) :  [ x i  Qgt' nla ]  
Mid Back Coalescence : � mid � + [ w ] -+- [ u ]  I v 
- front 
- round 
This  rule specifies that [ aw ]  or [ ew ]  fuse to a high back rounded vocoid 
when preceding a vowel . 
90 . Ina -was - noh - fl They (two) pierced each other to death . 
REc-pierce-die-2D 
step I ( '  a '  . Dissimilation) : ,,<[ nawas ' no9+� ] 
Step II (Mid Back Coalescence) :-[ n�as ' no9+� J  
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Coalescence rules are not as clearly phonotactic processes as are epen­
thesis , deletion and syllabification . The High Front Coalescence rule and the 
first subrule of Low Front Coalescence conspire with other rules to restrict 
the yC sequence from surfacing . Thus +yC and ayC sequences become i c  and eC . 
The second subrule of the Low Front Coalescence rule and the Mid Front 
Coalescence rule are not so obviously motivated . The former changes ay to e 
before pause .  The latter creates vowel sequences across a syllable boundary 
only to have that boundary removed by a later diphthongisation process or block 
the sequence by y-epenthesis . 
2 . 1 . 4  Ru l e  order ing  
It has been stated that certain phonological rules are unordered with 
respect to other phonological rules . This is true for processes of allophonic 
modification , epenthesis , syllabification and the Back Coalescence and ' a '  
Deletion rules . Other phonological rules mus t be ordered with respect to each 
other ; that ordering is summarised here . 
1 .  ' a '  Dissimilation 
2. Tense-Rounding Assimi lation 
3 .  Mid Front Coalescence 
4 .  Palatal Assimilation 
5 .  ' y '  Deletion I 
6 .  High Front Coalescence 
7 .  Low Front Coalescence 
8 .  ' y '  Deletion I I  
The dissimilation process must apply firs t .  Of the ordered coalescence 
rules (all of which are unordered with respect to each other ) , most apply late 
in derivations . The exception is the Mid Front Coalescence rule which precedes 
the Palatal Assimilation rule . 3 1  The orders in which rules apply in other 
combinations need not be specified . Dissimilation can only " feed ,, 3 2  Mid Front 
Coalescence and Palatal Assimi lation can only feed ' y '  Deletion I which , because 
of its structural description cannot bleed the Palatal Assimi lation rule . The 
' y '  Deletion II rule applies only after other deletion and coalescence rules 
have applied . Some rules neither feed nor bleed other rules and thus need not 
be ordered with respect to each other . These ordering constraints are 
illustrated in Table 10 . 
Not only are certain rules ordered , but in some instances they must be 
applied in linear sequence , initially on the first syllable and then on the 
second syllable of the word , etc . ,  as well . This constraint is necessary to 
insure the correct derivation of certain forms of Inayayl come as illustrated 
in example 9l . 
91 . Inay ' ayml They came . 
Step Ia ( ' a '  Dissimilation) : *[ nay ' aym ] 
Step Ib (Mid Front Coalescence ) :  i{ne ' aym ] 3 3  
Step I Ia (Mid Front Coalescence) : '�Cne ' em]  
Step Ic ( ' e '  Dissimilation) : [ n�' em J  -
L-_______________________________________________________ --
Tabl e 1 0 :  Deri vat i ons 
Iw,,-h"y-n-tl /wa-hay-n-a/ /g ay-m/ /mty-tl Imty-ml I rahoy-m/ l Iv i t-w-a-al 
IMPER-give-2s-3SF -IS white aoakatoo-3PL tree-3SF -3PL post gO-IMPF-PRSUP-lS 
Give to her. Give to me . 
' a '  Dissimilation *w�' !laynt *wa ' !I�yna l  --- --- --- --- *y i ' twaya2 
Tense-Rounding Assimilation --- --- --- --- --- --- y i ' tW£.ya 
Mid Front Coalescence --- wa ' !lJ...na --- --- --- --- ---
Palatal Assimilation *\"a l �ay� --- --- *mty.!. --- --- ---
' y ' Deletion I wa ' !lans --- --- mH --- --- ----
High Front Coalescence --- --- --- --- m i m  --- ----
Low Front Coalescence --- --- g£m --- --- --- ---
' y '  Deletion II --- --- --- --- --- , ra!l£.m ---
l In this case the s tem [ a J  dissimilates and the [ a J  imperative prefix does not .  It is possible that a cyclical application of rules 
( applying to the stem in the first cycle) could be the explanation for the correct application of the ' a ' Dissimilation rule here . 
2 , y '  Epenthesis is an unordered rule . Since it applies whenever its structural description is me t ,  it applies before ' a '  
Diss imilation i n  the derivation o f  this word . This must b e  the case since o a  i s  an acceptable surface sequence not requiring 
' y '  Epenthesis ( c f .  example 9 5 ( c )  in section 2 . 2 . l } . 
An incorrect derivation would result from applying the rules to the second 
syllable first , e . g .  
92 . Step I (Mid Front Coalescence ) :  *[ nay ' Em ]  
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For paradigms showing some of the phonetic variation in forms of Ihayl give and 
Inayayl come the reader is referred to Appendix A .  
2 . 1 . 5  A n  a l ternati ve analys i s  
As was mentioned in the las t section , the present analysis postulates more 
than one origin for non-central vocoids . I i i ,  lei , 101 and lui are postulated 
as phonemes while some manifestations of [ i ] , [ e ] ,  [ 0 ]  and [ u J  are derived 
from fusions of underlying sequences , and [ o J  sometimes derives from lei or lal 
next to Iw/ . The High Front and Mid Front Coalescence rules for example are 
powerful enough to derive mos t surface high front vocoids ( [ i ] ) from underlying 
lay/ , leyl and I+y/ . By an extension of the present synchronic analysis a more 
abstract analysis could be proposed postulating only central vowels . 
This ' three-central-vowel ' hypothesis is not new for Sepik languages . 
Don laycock ( 1965 ) , written in 1962 , analysed the vowel systems of Abelam ,  
Boiken , Iatmul , Manambu , Ngala , and Yelogu 3 � a s  three-vowel systems . Soon 
thereafter Eunice Pike ( 1964) described Sepik languages as having a paucity 
of vowels  with central vowels conditioned by palatalised and labialised 
consonants .  She arrived at essentially the same analysis as did Laycock 
adding Mayo , a non-Ndu-family language , to the list of three-vowel 
languages .  
In subsequent work Foreman and Marten ( 19 7 3 )  postulated four vowels for 
Mayo ( + ,  A ,  a ,  J ) . Staalsen ( 1966) verified the three-vowel system for Iatmul 
( t , a ,  a )  but has more recently added to the inventory (cf . Staalsen 1972 ) . 
The three central vowels conditioned by palatals and Iwl still account for most 
non-central vocoids in these languages as they do in Alamblak . 
Bahinemo is another Sepik Hill language which shows evidence of non­
central vocoids deriving from central vowels . In Bahinemo ( Dye and Dye 1965)  
[ e J and [ E J  occur as allophones with [ A ]  ( among others ) when preceding and 
following Iyl respectively . 
The abstract three-vowel analysis for Alamblak follows the same pattern as 
did the abstract analysis of the palatoalveolars . Since some front and back 
vocoids can be shown to derive from an underlying sequence of central vowel 
plus [ y ]  or [ w J  the pattern can be extended to account for all non-central 
vocoids . In the case of I i i ,  the Mid Front Coalescence rule has been motivated 
by independent concrete evidence which could account for occurrences of [ i  J in 
almost all environments . Gaps in the distribution of the approximant Iwl could 
provide evidence to analyse [ o J  as a fusion of underlying lawl which occurs only 
in restricted environments . Such a powerful analysis is difficult to test ,  
however , and the number o f  alternate grammars which could be derived by allowing 
abstract forms in non-alternating morphemes seemingly could not be obj ectively 
evaluated . Indeed , it is not at al l clear how certain manifestations of [ i J  
which occur preceding alveolar consonants could be derived from an underlying 
I+y/ . The Mid Front Coalescence specifies that [ +y J  cannot fuse to [ i J  in that 
environment .  Forms like [ ' m i tat ] death adder and [ b i ' namt t J  pandanus palm are 
inexplicable with underlying forms like */m+ytat/ , and */b+ynamt/ . The sequence 
I+ytl  is regularly manifested as [ + {� } J  as in Im+ytl [ ' m+ {� } J  tree. In such 
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cases an underlying /yt/  sequence could be postulated . There is no synchronic 
evidence for such a solution although comparative evidence may show it to be a 
reconstructable historical origin of / i /  in some cases . 
There is even more positive evidence against the abstract analysis even 
though it involves some completely abstract forms itself . A comparison of verb 
paradigms reveals that reinterpretation of some underlying sequences as under­
lying / i /  has already taken place . The two paradigms of /h i ngnay/ work ( Conj . 
I I )  in Tables 11 and 12 illustrate the forms of regular Conj . I I  roots in the 
Immediate past and present tenses . Reinterpretations have apparently occurred 
in the verb root in Tables 13 and 14 . 
Tab l e  1 1 : Immedi ate past tense parad i gm ( Conj . I I )  
Singular Dual Plural 
1 x i  I)g t 1 n i -a x i l)gt ' na-nE xi I)g t 1 na-nEm 
2 € -¢ £ -btn e- kE 
3 M a-RY  
£-� £-m 
F v a-s 
Tab l e  1 2  : Present tense paradi gm ( Conj . I I )  
Singular Dual Plural 
1 x i l)gt ' n i -w-a x i l)gt ' ne-w-nE x i  I)g t ' ne-w-nEm 
2 e-w-n e-O-etn  e-o- kE 
v 
3 M e-w-R 
F e-w- t e-
o-� e-o-m 
The root final /ay/ sequence is modified in both paradigms according to the 
phonological rules which have been discussed . We wi ll no� compare the regular 
forms in Tables 11 and 12 with the irregular paradigms in Tables 13 and 14 . 
/p t thay/ talk , an irregular verb of conj . I I  has the phonetic forms as shown 
in the two tables . The irregular forms are boxed in . 
Tab l e  1 3 :  I rregu l ar i mmed i ate past tense parad i gm 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 pt t + ' � i -a I p+ t + ' � i -n£  p+t+  ' � i -n£m 
2 i - ¢  i -e i n  i - kE 
3 M £-RY  
---- I F £ - 5  £-� £-m 
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Tabl e 1 4 :  I rregu l ar present tense parad i gm 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 pt t t ' g i -w-a I pttt ' g i -w-ne pttt ' g i -w-nem I 
2 e-w-n e-Obtn  e-o- ke 
v 
3 M e-w-R 
F e-w- t e-
o-� e-o-m 
A comparison of the paradigms for h i ngnay and pt t hay reveals that the underlying 
form of the stem of pt t hay talk has been reinterpreted in the first person dual 
and plural , second person , and third person singular forms for the immediate 
past and in the first person dual and plural forms in the present tense . The 
boxed-in forms in the paradigms are the reinterpreted forms . 
In Table 13  /ay/ ha s become phonetically [ i J  in the first and second 
persons ( as it is in the Is form by a regular phonological derivation) and [ E ]  
in the third person singular ( as it is in the 3D and PL forms ) . Some possible 
influencing factors which may help explain the reinterpretations are 1 )  para­
digmatic coherence (Kiparsky 1972 : 206-213 ) ,  2 )  the influence of the phonetic 
value on formulations of underlying forms ( c f .  Hale ' s  discussion in Hale 1973 ) , 
and 3 )  the regular rule change of the younger speakers whereby ay fuses into 
[ E J  before palatoalveolars , the ' y '  Deletion I rule being no longer operative . 
The first and second person forms ( p t t h i )  of the immediate past tense 
paradigm will concern us first .  The first person singular form appears to  be 
the model upon which the other stem forms are based . Since the first person 
singular form derives from the underlying phonemic form through at least two 
steps (ay-a � *ay-a � i -a ) , it is presumably more susceptible to the pressure 
of phonetic-phonemic conformity . If  the underlying form of the first person 
singular stem-final vowel is reinterpreted as I i i ,  then the other first person 
and second person stems become / i /- final by analogy . 
The fact that the /ty/ sequence is never manifested as such phonetically , 
but always as [ i ]  or [ t ]  plus [ palatoalveolar ] means that /ty/ is a completely 
abstract underlying form . Although such abstract forms may legi timately exist  
synchronically for a while , there is certainly a strong tendency for such under­
lying forms to be reinterpreted in terms of their phonetic value . 
There are two phonological reasons , therefore , for the first person 
singular form of /pt t hay-a/ I talked to be reinterpreted ( like the surface form) 
as /p t t h i -a/ . The phonetic derivation from /ay/ to [ i ]  is a complicated one 
and [ i J  is the manifestation of the highly abstract sequence /ty/ in many cases , 
which could exert an influence elsewhere for [ i ]  to be interpreted as a phoneme . 
In the third person singular forms on Table 13  [ E ]  has replaced the regular 
[ a ]  (cf . Table 1 1 ) . The palatoalveolar [ RY ]  and [ 5 ]  have remained , however . 
The resultant forms may be described by removing the ' y '  Deletion I rule from 
the phonology . with an underlying /pt t hayr/ the Palatal Assimilation rule 
produces [ pt t t ' gay RY ] and the C ay ]  sequence remains intact to coalesce to [ E ]  
according to the Low Front Coalescence rule . 
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A change like this in the third person forms simpli fies the phonology by 
removing one rule and extending the application of another (more words satisfy 
the structural descriptions of the coalescence rules now that the y-deletion 
process does not operate on them first) . This factor plus reinterpretations 
in the first and second person forms enhance paradigm coherency by helping to 
reduce stem variations from three to two different phonetic forms . This 
simpli fication in the paradigm , however , results in a complication in the gram­
mar in general , as K.iparsky (1972 : 207ff) reports often happens . The verb must 
now be described with three allomorphs instead of two . 3 5  The final vowel of 
the allomorph [ p t t t�, i ] is no longer phonologically derived from an underlying 
form which is di fferent from the surface forms . The front vowel I i i  must  be 
afforded phonemi c st.atus at least in this verb and thus in the vowel system of 
Alamblak . 
other verbs clearly exhibit front vowels in some of their underlying forms 
varying with an layl sequence in other forms , e . g .  tone run and hoe s leep 
( irregular conj . I I  cf . p . 145) . 
93 ( a) . Itonay-n i - rl [ tona ' n L R ]  He ran and ran. 
run -go- 3SM 
(b ) . Ihoay -et - r  -nl [ xoa ' y£ t t r t n ]  He being as leep3 
s leep-POSSD-3SM-G . DEP 
The remote past: tense form of the stem ( tone-me- r )  correlates with the Low 
Front Coalescence where the ay has coalesced into [ e ] . The stem appears in 
unpredictable forms in other tenses , however ,  at least according to the phono­
logical rules and conjugations established in this analysis . Consider the 
third person singular masculine forms of tone run. 
remote pas t to ' ne-m£-R 
near past t o ' ne-r£-R 
immediate past to ' n i -R 
present to ' n i t -wo-R  
future tone- ' ra§- t R  
The near past tense stem [ tone ] will not derive from an underlying Itonayl 
which would give *[ tona- r Y£-� ] ( compare : Ihay- re-rl [ ' xa-rY£-� ]  give-N . PST-3SM) . 
Underlying Itoneyl <Jives an incorrect form as wel l : ":[ ton i - r£-� ] .  
Immediate pas t ,  present and future forms are a problem also . The immediate 
past lS form ton i -a is derivable with an underlying final lal or lay/ ; the 
present form ton i t -��-a is derivable with final lay/ . There is no way , however , 
to derive non-first--person forms with a final lal or lay I in the immediate past 
or present paradigms . Retention of underlying Itonal � Itonayl requires 
postulating a complete levelling of the forms in the immediate past and present 
tenses to Iton i / ,  and to Itonel in the near pas t .  Even then the future forms 
remain irregular . 
It  is quite possible that such a levelling took place historically , or 
that the Itonel form of the root in the near past may have been formed by 
analogy with the remote past tense form ( tonay-mel [ to ' nem£ ] ) . A next plausible 
step would then be to reanalyse the remote past form as Itonel to conform to 
the near past and then to diphthongise the final vowel to give Itoneyl for the 
immediate past and present tenses on the pattern of Conjugations I I  and IV 
( V ( C )  + Vy (C)  in the immediate past and present tenses ) . Whatever the histori­
cal reconstruction Inight be the present state requires an underlying lei in 
some of the forms of ' run ' . 
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Pos itive evidence has been presented for underlying front vowels in the 
synchronic phonology of Alarnblak . Postulating underlying back vowels generates 
less discussion for or against the abstract analysis . On the one hand there is 
not as much evidence for processes of coalescence with central vowels and ' w ' . 
For the most part. the processes are assimilatory , whereby labials and approxi­
mant ' w '  modify central vowels so that they surface as [ u J ,  [ o J ,  and [ � J  ( 'w '  
does not coalesce in these cases ) . On the other hand there is not an abundant 
evidence of back vowels , which having derived from central-vowel- ' w '  sequences , 
have been reinterpreted as underlying vowels . 
According to typological evidence in the Middle Sepik area it is likely 
that back vowels have historically derived from central vowels possibly 
coalesced with ' w ' . The modification of central vowels by 'w ' producing back 
vowels in synchronic Alarnblak phonology is suggestive of that possibility . 
There are some irregular verb alternations which suggest the same possibility . 
As with front vowels , however , whatever the historical development of the back 
vowels has been , it would appear that the present state requires underlying back 
vowels in the system . 
Apart from the surface contrasts between central and back vowels as 
described in examples 49-54 , let us examine the examples in 94 . 
94 (a ) . Imay-me -w -rl  [ ' memowR J He was saying. 
say-R. psT-IMPF- 3SM 
(b)  . Imay-me-rl  [ ' memeR J He said. 
( c )  . Itakyo-¢ - rl [ tak ' yoR J He pushed. 
push -L PST-3SM 
(d )  . Ik i k  -we - rl [ ' k  i kwoR J He is painting. 
paint-IMPF-3SM 
The [ o J  in example 94 ( a )  derives from an underlying lei according to the Tense­
rounding Assimilation rule . 3 6  The [ o J  in example ( c )  could not derive from a 
coalescence of an underlying lewl since underlying ew sequences do not coalesce 
( c f .  example (a » . Neither does the [ o J  in ( c )  derive from an underlying lwei 
since it would be manifested as [ wo J  as in example (d ) . 
Takyo push is the only non-alternating o-final stem observed in a corpus 
of over 2 , 000 words . It is compared with alternating stems involving [ o J  (of 
which there are very few) in the following table . Although the variation among 
alternating forms of the verbs in that table possibly reflect derivations from 
abstract underlying forms , no pattern emerges for deriving back vowels from 
underlying sequences synchronically . The back vowels may have entered the 
system through borrowing or through reinterpretation of surface segments as 
underlying segments . As with the front vowels , they have now been established 
in the system as underlying segments . 
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Tabl e 1 5 :  o - fi nal 
Gloss R . PST 
push tak ' yome� 
' direct 
benefactive - n t EjomeR 
suffix ' 
menta lly mt ' momeR abberrant 
di swan t ' ku rmeR 
2 . 2  Phonotacti cs 
2 . 2 . 1  Vowel sequences 
verb stems and al ternati ng 
(3 person s i ngul ar forms ) 
N . PST I . PST 
V • •  V tak ' yorER tak ' Yo� 
-nt�oreR v -nt� i R 
mt ' moreR rnt ' m i R 
' kur t reR ' fokr t R  
stems i nvol v i ng [ 0 ]  
PR 
v tak ' yowR 
v -nt�wR 
mt ' m i wR 
' kokrwoR 
FUT 
takyo ' ra�t R 
• v • v -n+�ra�+ R  
mtmo ' ra�tR  
kur t ' ra� t R  
The ' y '  Epenthesis rule describes the insertion of an epenthetic [ y ]  
between disallowed vowel sequences .  By that rule , underlying sequences of an 
unrounded vocoid plus a vocoid of identical articulation to , or lower articula­
tion than , the first are all separated by the epenthetic [ y ] .  Of the remaining 
possible thirty-two two-vowel sequences , ten have been observed as actually 
occurring . One additional sequence occurs only with an epenthetic [ y ]  and 
another as a complex syllable nucleus as exceptions to the ' y '  Epenthesis 
rule , ( i . e .  [ uye ] and [ ea ] ) . Table 16 summarises the observed vowel sequences . 
The shaded area indicates sequences that are disallowed by ' y '  Epenthesis . 
Preceding 
vowel 
Tab l e  1 6 :  Two-vowel sequences 
Following vowel 
e 
t 
e 
a 
u 
o 
A sample of vowel sequences are given in 95 . 
9 5 ( a ) . /ba re -e - t /  [ ' baree t J 
pil low-cOP-3SF 
(b ) . /nuat/ [ ' n ua t J  fried sago 
( c ) . /kakthoant/  [ kakt f ' �oan t J I pul led it out . 
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The nucleus of a syllable is manifested either by a single vocoid or a 
sequence of non-syllabic and syllabic vocoid . Vowels in underlying sequences 
are phonetically non-syllabic as described by the three diphthongisation rules . 
Mid periph Diphthongisation : 
1+ mid l -+ [ - syllabic J 1.:- centra-!J 1 ____ _ V 
[ - stress J 
This rule produces phonetic sequences such as [ ea J ,  [ O i  J ,  [ Oe J  and [ Oa J , as 
il lustrated in 96 . 
96 ( a ) . / teamt/ [ te ' amf t J  coconut palm 
(b ) . /hoaymea/ I s lept . 
Step I ( Lo  Fr Coales ) "'[ xoemea J 
Step II (Mid Per Diphthong)
- *[ xO ' emea J 
Step I I I  ( ' y '  Epenthesis)  '�[ xo ' emey'a J 
Step IV (Mid Fr Coales ) ",[ xO ' emea J 
Step V (Mid Per Diphthong) [ xo 'emea J  
Mid Central Diphthongisation : r miJ - fr - rnd -+ [ - syllabic J 1 
This  rule produces phonetic sequences such as [ ' ua J and [ ' ea J ,  as i llustrated 
in 97 . 
97 . / teahat/ coconut 
Step I ( '  a '  Dissim) ,�[ , te�a t J 
Step I I  (Mid Cent . Diphthong)  . [ ' tea�at J 
High Front Diphthongisation : 
1+ hi] -+ [ - syllabic J 1 L2- fIj 
This rule results in phonemic overlap with y .  The rule is necessary , nonethe­
less , to derive certain phonetic manifes tations of the verb y i go . The proposed 
underlying form of the verb ' go '  may be justified by comparing some of its 
alternating forms , e . g .  
98 ( a ) . fy i -me - r/ [ Ylme� J He went. 
gO-R . PST-3SM 
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98 (b) . /wa - i -¢/ [ , wa i ] 'Y [ ' we ] Go !  
( c )  • 
IMPER-go-2S 
/ r i m  - i  -ak -n - t/ C r i m i  ' yak+nt ] 
ELEV-go-get:-2s-3SF 
You went (and) got it in a level movement . 
If  ' go '  were interpreted as an underlying /y/ in example (b ) , as it occurs 
phonetically , there would be no way to naturally derive the syllabic form in 
example ( c )  since [ y ]  occurs in an analogous environment e . g .  [ dam ' yag + R ]  
teenage boy . 
OVerlap with underlying /y/ occurs when , such as in 98 (b) , an underlying 
fa i l ,  which becomes phonetically [ a i ] ,  undergoes a process of coalescence 
according to the Low Front Coalescence rule . An underlying / i /  in ' go '  is often 
differentiated from a /y/ , however , even when the two are phonetically identical . 
Cons ider the following paradigm of present imperative forms of ' go ' . 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 /a- - i -a/ [ ' a  i a ]  /a- i -ne/ [ ' a  i ne ] /a- i -nem/ [ ' a i nem ] 
HORT-go-1S 
2 /wa - i  .. ¢/ [ ' wa i ] /wa- i -Hn/ [ ' wa i etn ] /wa - i -ke/ [ ' wa i k€ ] 
IMPER-go-·2S '" [ ' we ]  '" [ ' weetn ] '" [ ' wek€ ] 
3 M /a- i - r/ [ ' aR Y ]  
F /a- i - t/  [ ' a  i c ]  /a- i - f/ [ ' a
i j3 ]  /a- i -m/ [ ' a  i m ]  
The verb root i s  non-syllabic in all of these forms which manifest the root on 
the surface . In thE! 3SM form the non-syllabic [ i ] has been deleted according 
to the ' y '  Deletion I rule following the palatalisation of the PNG marker . In 
other forms the non··syllabic [ i ] has palatalised the following consonant wi th­
out being deleted , . e .  lD , lPL , and 3F forms . Other cases fluctuate between 
coalesced and non-coalesced forms , e . g . , the second person forms maintain the 
[ a i ] configuration contrary to the Low-Front Coalescence rule in one form but 
coalesce the sequence to [ e ]  in the alternate form . The 3D  and 3PL forms 
completely resist coalescence of [ a i ] and the first person singular form 
resists dissimilation . Most of these forms , therefore , actually contrast with 
an underlying /ay/ sequence because of their di fferential treatment by these 
phonological rules . 3 7  
No more than three vowels occur in a sequence . Clusters of three vowels 
are rare , but clear examples do occur . 
99 . /nua -e - t/  [ ' nuae t ] It is fried sago . 
sago-coP-3SF 
2 . 2 . 2  Consonant sequences 
The consonant cluster (cc) rules presented in this section describe 
clusters which are allowed with no open transition 3 8 although an epenthetic 
[ + ]  may optionally separate the consonants of some of the clusters ( c f .  the 
' t '  Epenthesis rule ) . 
cc-rule 1 :  
Word initially a cluster comprlslng a voiceless obstruent plus a non­
identical voiceless obstruent or /w/ , and an optional voiceless obstruent or 
nasal may occur . 
This rule can be represented diagrammatically as : 
# C l  
r-
+ 
voiced] 
G obst J { r- VOiced] } l:!- obst J [ w ] 
100 (a ) . [ '�ogt R ]  bandicoot 
(b) . [ ' t Ruet kteet ] to scatter 
{r-L:­[ +  
(Ch 
VOiced] )j 
obst J 
nasal ] 
( c ) . [�t t ka ' eakt kteet ] to p lace alongside 
(d ) . [ ' t kmakteet ] to exclaim with a ve lar click 
Word medially ( i . e .  flanked by vocoids ) two to four consonants occur in 
a cluster . These clusters are described in rules two to five . 
cc-rule 2 :  
Any non-affricated or non-tapped consonant plus /w/ may cluster word 
medially . 
101 . [ ' kukwa ] I am bathing . 
cc-rule 3 :  
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A voiceless obstruent plus a voiceless obstruent , nasal , or stop , plus an 
optional voiceless obstruent , nasal , or stop , or /w/ may cluster word medially . 
This rule can be represented diagrammatically as : 
C l C2 (C )  3 
G vOice� f VOice� } G voiced] obst .  + obst .  obst . J 
[ +  nasal ] [ +  nasal ] 
[ +  stop ] [ +  stop ] 
[ w ] 
Condition : If  C2 is  manifested by /f/ or /h/ then C3 is restricted to 
a voiceless stop or /w/ . 
Peripheral fricatives are not permitted to cluster . Either an epenthetic 
[ t ]  separates them , or , in the case of /hh/ one segment may elide . 
102 (a ) . [ ba { � } ' mambt t ] 
c 
(croton plant variety) 
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102 (b) . [ yakdt b t ' ka!�t ktbEt ] to hold together 
( c ) . [ ' r i �t kteEt ] to flatu late 
One case of four consonants in a cluster has been recorded : 
[ yakt k ' betkhktee t ]  to get and mash up . 
cc-rule 4 :  
A voiced obstruent plus a voiced stop or nasal may cluster word medially . 
103 ( a ) . [ dab ' du�t n ]  (lineage name) 
(b ) . [ x i kab ' mEra J He fol lowed (then) left me . 
cc-rule 5 :  
A nasal plus nasal or stop and an optional nasal or stop or [ w ] may 
cluster word medially . 
This rule can be represented diagrammatically as : 
C l (Ch 
[ +  nasal ] {[ +  naSal ]} 
[ +  stop ] 
{[ +  nasal ]} 
[ +  stop ] 
[ w ] 
Condition : If  C2  is mani fested by /f/ or /h/ then C3 is 
restricted to a voiceless stop or /w/ . 
104 ( a ) . [ t + �Em ' naktM:t ] to count 
(b ) . [ w L n ' dE�t t ]  song 
( c ) . [ ' nuQgwa t ] bird 
cc-rule 6 :  
A tap plus voiceless stop or a voiceless stop plus a tap may cluster 
word medially . 
l05 ( a )  . 
(b)  • 
/morpam/ 
/tekr i t -/ 
[ ' moRpam ] 
[ te ' kR i t ]  
muddy water 
chew into 
Word finally two or three consonants may cluster . These clusters are 
described in rules seven to nine . 
cc-rule 7 :  
A nasal plus a homorganic nasal or stop and an optional homorganic stop 
may cluster word finally . 
(Ch 
stop l 
arti� 
106 ( a ) . [ l y€�J chiZd 
(b) . [ wa l �annc J � [ wa ' �n+nc J Take it.  
cc-rule 8 :  
A bilabial stop plus bilabial nasal may cluster word finally . The nasal 
manifests syllabic qualities . 
107 . /nefm/ [ l ne�J customs 
cc-rule 9 :  
A tap plus a non-peripheral oral stop may cluster word finally . 
108 . [ l a� t J  this one 
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The above statements of allowable consonant clusters are predictive of what 
appears to be structurally permissible . That is , in most cases the rules are 
extrapolations of patterns which emerge from attested clusters in the data . Some 
of the clusters predicted by these rules have not been attested presumably due to 
arbitrary distributional gaps . Furthermore , it is assumed that other unattested 
clusters would come to light by an examination of a larger corpus of data . 
According to cc-rules three , four , five , and seven , identical stops , nasals 
or non-peripheral fricatives may cluster . Geminate phones occur when this 
happens . Of the possible geminates only the following have been observed : 
k : , b :  ( from /bb/ and /fb/) , 5 : ,  m : , and n :  (cf . example a .  on Table 18 and 
examples 106 (b) , 20 ( c )  and 21 ( c » . 
2 . 2 . 3  Syl l abl e structure 
The syllable is not easy to define in many cases for Alamblak . Some notion 
of syllable has been appealed to in certain areas , particularly in the s tress 
rule (cf . section 2 . 3 . 1 ) , as wel l  as in the relationship that exists between 
consonant clusters , the epenthetic vocoid and syllable boundaries . The stress 
rule requires the identi fication of syllable nuclei , and consonant phonotactics 
seem to be sensitive to syllable boundaries . 
In the section on vowel sequences , the nucleus of a syllable was described 
as being manifested by either a s ingle vocoid or a sequence of a non-syllabic 
and a syllabic vocoid .  Absolute length o f  vocoids does not define a syllable 
nucleus . Any vocoid flanked by consonants or pause is considered to be the 
peak of a syllable ; a sequence of vocoids of different length forms a complex 
nucleus ; a sequence of vocoids of approximately equal length and relatively 
long duration manifests a sequence of syllable nuclei equal to the number of 
vocoids in the sequence . 
The boundaries between syllables become difficult to identi fy i f  not 
indeterminate when three or four consonants occur between two syllable nucle i .  
Wherever a syl lable boundary has been used i n  the phonological description in 
this chapter ,  however , it has been a clearly definable boundary . The clearest 
boundary points are these : 
1 .  between a vocoid and a single consonant plus a vocoid , 
2 .  between two consonants flanked by vocoids , 
3 .  between two vocoids of equal and relatively long duration . 
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Tab l e  1 7 :  Syl l abl e types 
Word 
position 
Syl lable 
types 
In itial 
e ( e )  ( e ) v ( e )  ( e )  
eeev ' t kmakt&Et to make a 
--veraI' click 
eev sku ' net t kteet to singe 
Medial Final 
wa ' suxtwa faU !  
ev , wa t i t  hand drum ' bakoe t It is a (shell) . ' ka '� quiet !  
eeeve 
eeve 
eve 
eevee 
evee 
v ( e )  ( e )  
v 
ve 
vee 
evv ( e )  
evv 
evve 
' kRrenj L pam white clay 
yak ' t kbet kt kteet to get 
and mash 
nox ' t iwant  I plant it .  ' mugt �pam crocodile 
meat 
kunc house 
aw i wait 
aRt i ko this there 
' a Rt  this (one) 
' teGsa t  coconut 
a� i ' ankE let me give 
you 
' nu l)gwaR bird 
' wa t i t  hand drum 
wa ' �a i n swant  take it 
' k i p tR t  grass 
tndt ' t i o that there 
r t pa� it is one 
S Lea ' moet delicious 
----__ -L ________________ � __________________ _L ______________ � 
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Extensive research was not carried out in this study to determine syllable 
boundaries where more complicated sequences of consonants were involved . From 
what little native speaker reaction that was observed , however , the following 
preliminary statements seem likely : 
4 .  A consonant plus approximant or tap form a complex onset of a syl lable . 
5 .  The syllable boundary comes between the first and second consonant of 
a cluster of three or four consonants . 
Complex syllable onsets were most noticeable when native speakers were requested 
to speak individual words at an artificially slow rate . The future tense 
complex - rhw was consistently kept together in the same syllable even when an 
open syllable preceded , e . g .  h i ngna rhwa I wi ll work i s  pronounced 
[ x i � . g + .  ' na ' rt�wa J (a dot on the l ine ( . )  indicates syl lable boundaries mani­
fested by length on the preceding segment or pause in artificially slow speech) . 
The way words are segmented in arti ficially slow speech does not necessarily 
correspond to syllable boundaries as defined by the five statements above . For 
our purposes , each interconsonantal vocoid is counted as a syllable peak . At 
one level ( as in slow speech ) all of the epenthetic vocoids in a word may not 
be reacted to as the peak of a separate uni t ,  but it will be claimed (p . 62) 
that in stress patterns each vocoid must be counted as the peak of some kind 
of unit which we have termed here the syllable . Pike ( 1967 : 37 3ff)  distinguishes 
between etic and emic syllables and such a distinction may be relevant here . 
If  that is so , only the etic ( i . e .  phonetic) syllables are relevant in this 
description of Alamblak phonology . 
There are three basic  syllable patterns : 
1 )  c ( c )  ( c ) v ( c )  ( c )  
2 )  v ( c )  ( c )  
30 cvv ( c )  
These basic patterns and their variations are i llustrated i n  Table 17 . 
2 . 3  The h i gh centra l vocoi d [ t J  
The analysis of the vowels includes a high central vowel / t / .  Some 
manifestations of the high central vocoid , however , must be interpreted as 
epenthetic . This section wil l  outline the procedures used to distinguish [ t J  
which is epenthetic from its manifestation of underlying / t / .  
A phonetically short high to mid central vocoid poses a common problem 
for the analysis of many languages of the Sepik area of papua New Guinea and 
in other areas of the country as well . In general the problem confronts 
linguists studying languages in all parts of the world . 
Andrew Pawley has analysed all manifestations of the Kalam3 9  transition­
like vocoid as epenthetic (pawley 1966 : sections 3 . 5  and 3 . 6 ) . He does this 
by postulating a morpheme juncture phoneme between consonants , which makes the 
epenthetic vocoid predictable .  ( This is just one of several motivating factors 
which led to setting up the juncture phoneme ) . One of his strongest single 
arguments is that a phonemic schwa (or higher central vocoid) would require /a/­
final allomorphs alternating with consonant-final allomorphs for most morphemes 
in the language . Don Laycock refers to a similar phenomenon as a non-phonemic 
" l inking schwa" in Abelam (Laycock 1965 : 4 4 ) . 
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Margaret Landgon has dealt with a similar problem in Diegueno ,  an Amerindian 
language in southern Cali fornia . While her analysis comes close to eliminating 
/a/ from the phoneme inventory , she retains /a/ for some mani festations of [ a ] .  
The /a/ phoneme is unique among Diegueno vowels . She states , "/a/ is the 
one phoneme which is always unstressed , never long , and accounts for all cases 
of unstressed vowels whose quality is either [ a ]  or is predictable from its 
environment" ( Langdon 1970 : 37 ) . 
2 . 3 . 1  Phonem i c  / t /  
I n  this section , we will attempt to distinguish underlying / t /  from the 
optional epenthetic [ t ]  in Alamblak . Contrastive / t /  wil l  be identified by 
demonstrating in certain words the obligatory presence of / t /  between conson­
ants which occur as a cluster with or without an epenthetic [ t ]  between them 
in another word or words . Alamblak consonant phonotactics have been examined 
in 2 . 2 . 2  to identify clusters whose component contoids are allowable with no 
open transition . Examples demonstrating a contrastive /t/  in analogous environ­
ments are presented in Table 18 . 
Examples illustrating contrastive / t /  have been chosen careful ly . Only 
those cases have been cited where there is a high degree of certainty that the 
[ t ]  obligatorily occurs (not freely varying wi th close transition) . Examples 
of clear contrast are given first in which [ t ]  intervenes between two consonants 
which occur as a cluster in an analogous environment in another word . 
Secondarily , examples are cited in which the [ t ]  occurs in cases where the 
cluster rules hypothetically allow a cluster although no case of that particular 
cluster has been doclmented . 
The examples in Table 18 illustrate contrastive / t /  in most positions . 
There are no examples , however , of contrastive /t/  occurring between the last 
two consonants of nouns . If  the stem ends in a consonant , [ t ]  always precedes 
the person-number-gender suffix (a single consonant) unless the stem-final 
consonant and the consonant suffix form an allowable clus ter (per cc-rules 6-8) 
in which case [ t ]  never occurs between them. 
Having established the existence of a contrastive high central vowel / t / ,  
we shall now consider the nature o f  the vowel within the Alamblak vowel system . 
We will consider briefly two areas in which / t /  differs from the other vowels , 
viz . , stress placement and a-dissimi lation . 
First of all , the high central vowel / t /  is distinct from the other vowels 
with respect to stress placement . Stress placement is determined by phonetic 
syllables (whether or not they are present in underlying forms ) . 4 0  
The following s1:res s  placement rules are applied in order until the 
structural description of one of the rules is  satis fied and (primary) stress 
is  assigned to a syl lable of the unit in question . 
S Rule 1 :  
The first non-high-central vocoid preceding the last phonetic syllable 
of the last polysyllabic morpheme or series of two or more monosyllabic suffixes 
in the word is stressed . 
cc-rule 1 .  
Tab l e  1 8  
Close transition vs . It  1 
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a .  [ �t ' bat kktbEt ] to mash up a ' . [ d ' ket ] It is a (kind of tr>ee) . 
b .  [ �o ' toaet ]  It is light-weight.  b ' . [ ' �t t t t ] vulva 
c .  unattested tp  
c;c-rule 2 .  
d .  [ ' waswo�t ] He is spear>ing it .  
cc-rule 3 .  
e .  [ ' bukt t ko ]  to the headwater>s 
f .  [ kaknt ' � L r tRt ] He r>estr>ained 
her>-:-
g .  [ L j oxtoney ' e t t t ]  she i s  sexual ly 
pr>omiscuous 
h .  unattested t p  
i .  unattested krp 
cc-rule 4 .  
j .  [ g t r i b ' nakU t ]  (sago palm var>. ) 
cc-rule 5 .  
k .  [ xemE ' nEmkE ] We gave to you (pl ) . 
1 .  [ y i  ' famtma f ]  'V [ y i  ' fa�: a f ]  
par>ents 
cc-rule 6 .  
m .  unattested n :  
c ' . [ t t ' p i t ]  bone 
e ' . [ ' � i t t ko ]  wher>e to ? 
f ' . [ d t b i  ' tuktnam] They bumped 
(themse lves) . 
g ' . [ ' �E�i m ]  pig lineage 
h ' . [ kEmb t ' ru!±£i t ]  po liceman 
( l it . r>odent bone ) 
i ' . [ ' k L n t kt r t pam ] black r>ain cloud 
j ' .  [ d t bubt ' na�t � t ] He shot it.  
k ' . [ ' do�tmtku t ] canoe piece 
1 ' .  [ dukamt ' m i wa ]  I don ' t  r>eca l l .  
m ' . [ ' n i n t n ]  you ( Sg EMF) 
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A [ t ]  preceding a person-number-gender marker is counted as the peak of 
the last phonetic syllable of the stem to which the PNG marker is suffixed . 
Non-obligatory suffixes are not counted as part of the stem when stress place­
ment is assigned . 
S Rule 2 :  
'I'he only non-high-central vocoid i.n the word is stressed . 
S Rule 3 :  
The first voco id of the wore is stressed . 
Examples il lustrating the stress placement rules are given in 109-111 
below . 
S Rule 1 :  
109 ( a) . /b i dan -m/ [ b i ' dantm ] {she l l  type (pl ) ) 
she l l .  type- 3PL 
(b ) .  /b i dan- t/ [ ' b i dan t ]  {she l l  type ( sg) ) 
-3SF 
(c ) . /hay -me -t - f t n/ [ xe ' met tbtn ] She gave to you (dl) . 
give-R. PST-3SF-2D 
(d) . /b i dan-e - t /  [ ' b i dane t ] It is a (she l l  type) .  
-cop-
( e ) . /h i ngna-kt fet/ [ x i Qg t ' nakteet ] to work 
work -INF 
S Rule 2 :  
110 (a ) . /ktpat/ [ k t ' pa t ] sago frond stem 
(b ) . /kt ptm-e- t/ [ kt p t ' me t ] It is a sago carrying basket.  
-cop-
S Rule 3 :  
111 . /ktptmt/ [ ' kt ptmt t ]  sago carrying baske t 
With respect to stress placement , then ,  the high central vowel is unique among 
the other vowels . 
Secondly , the h igh central vowel ( [ t ] ) is unique according to the ' a '  
Dissimilation rule . According to that rule all vocoids with the exception of 
[ t ]  will block its operation if they intervene between two syllables containing 
r a J ' s  ( cf .  p . 40) .  'I'he operation of ' a '  Dissimilation is illustrated in 112 and 
113 . The basic form of the future irrealis suffix is /-rhwa t/ as seen in 
example 112 (a ) . 
112 ( a ) . /h i - rhwat - f t n - r/ [ x L r+ ' �wat +e t n + R ]4 1 
give-FUT . I RR-2D -3SM 
You (two) wi ll ( irrealis) give to him . 
(b) . /h i - rhwa t - ft n-a/ [ X L ' r�w6de.j.n� ] 
-lS 
You (two) wi ll ( irrealis ) give to me . 
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The [ a J  in the future tense morpheme in l12 (b ) is raised to [ a J by the 
dissimilation process caused by the following first person singular morpheme 
I-al ( the [ a J is then backed and rounded by the [ w J ) . The dissimilation process 
is not contravened by the intervening high central vocoids even though one of 
them derives from an underlying 1+1  phoneme . Other intervening vowels will 
cancel the dissimilation rule , however .  Consider , for example , 113 below . 
l13 (a ) . Ih i ngna-n i - rah- rl [ x i og + n�n i ' ra�+ R J  He wi l l  work (and) go . 
work -go-FUT-3SM 
(b) . Ih i ngna - ra h- rl [ x i og + n�' ra�+ R J  He wi l l  work . 
-FUT-3SM 
The high central vowel 1+1  is again unique among the other vowels . 
2 . 3 . 2  Epentheti c [ + J  
As was mentioned earlier (cf . p . 6l) one of Pawley ' s  arguments for his 
analysis of the non-phonemic schwa in Kalam is that it avoids postulating 
la/-final allomorphs alternating with consonant-final allomorphs for most 
morphemes in the language . A similar argument is valid for Alamblak where 
a word which is consonant-final preceding pause will be manifested with a 
transitional vocoid [ + J  when it precedes a consonant initial word . Compare 
the forms in 114 . 
114 ( a) . [ ' yen+ R J  child 
(b ) . [ k+ee ' �a te J  having said 
( c ) . [ ' yen+ r + k+ee ' �a te J  The child having said . . .  
The high central vocoid [ + J  after [ yen + � J  child is interpreted as epenthetic 
under these circumstances . 
In section 2 . 2  nine consonant cluster rules were discussed which describe 
allowable clusters of consonants which may occur with no epenthetic vocoid 
(open transition) separating them . In some cases (cc-rules 8 and 9 )  the 
clusters must occur without any such open transition . An epenthesis rule can 
be stated in conjunction with the consonant cluster rules although it would be 
cumbersome to formalise . 
I t '  Epenthesis : 
An epenthetic high central vocoid [ + J  is inserted between all 
underlying clusters of consonants which do not meet the structural 
descriptions of consonant cluster rules one to nine . The epenthetic 
vocoid may be optionally inserted between consonants of underlying 
clusters which meet the structural descriptions of cc rules one to 
seven except in the case of the cluster [ cw J  which cannot be separated 
by an epenthetic vocoid . 
Taken together , the cc-rules and ' t '  Epenthesis will predict the occurrences 
of the epenthetic vocoid . The examples in 115 and 116 illustrate variations 
in pronunciation when clusters which obligatorily manifest open transition in 
one position in the word no longer manifest the open transition when in complex 
words the cluster occurs across a syllable boundary . The consonants nt and tn  
in the ( a) examples in 115 and 116 are not allowable clusters word initially 
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according to cc-rule 1; as such they must occur with the epenthetic [ t ]  between 
them . When those smne clusters occur across a syllable boundary « b) forms ) 
they meet the structural requirements of allowable clusters accordin� to cc­
rules 3 and 5 and may cluster with or without the transition vocoid . 2 
115 (a )  . 
(b )  • 
116 (a )  . 
(b )  • 
/ntakfet/ [ n t ' takteet ] to pulverise 
.. [ { n ' t } . .. ] /naku -nta -kfet/ naku " akteE: t to sago-pulverise n+ t sago . palm-pulverise-INF 
/ tnda- kfet/ [ t t n ' dakteet ] to weave 
/ktpa - t nda -t/ [ kt ' pa { ��n }da t ] woven panel sago . frond. stem-weave- 3sF 
Note examples h '  and j '  in Table 18 which demonstrated phonemic /t/  where the 
syllable boundary does not elide the vowel between allowable clusters tp  and en . 
The conclusion vIas reached on p . 62 that contrastive /t/ never occurs noun­
stem finally because [ t ]  is never manifested between a stem-final consonant and 
a single consonant suffix if the resulting cluster is allowed by cc-rules 7 ,  8 
and 9 .  There are many nouns which cannot be directly tested by cc-rules 7-9 
since their stem-final consonants cannot form an allowable final cluster with 
any of the third person suffixes ( - r , - t , - f ,  -m) . In these cases [ t ]  must 
always occur between the consonants . It would seem that there is no way of 
deciding whether these vocoids are all epenthetic or if indeed some are under­
lying vowels . 
There is some supporting evidence for the original conclusion (which was 
based on the failure of contrastive /t/  to occur stem finally in all nouns 
where it could be tested for ) . The pairs of nouns in Table 19 demonstrate that 
an epenthetic vocoid separating two consonants which are not allowed to 
cluster word finally (per cc-rules 7-9) will not occur when those same conson­
ants are separated by a vowel morpheme . The final citation exemplifies noun 
stems with final vowels , none of which elide next to the copulative suffix /-e/ . 
We would expect the [ t ] to elide , however , if the vocoid were merely epenthetic , 
since it would have no transitional function to perform where a vowel already 
occurs between two consonants . This test of the epenthetic vocoid is similar 
to that illustrated in examples 115 and 116 where a syllable boundary between 
certain consonants provides a transition between them making a transitional 
vocoid unnecessary . 
Tab l e  1 9  
Non-derived forms Derived forms 
a .  ' bt k tm loaus'!;s a '  . bt ' kem They are locusts . 
b .  ' t i kt t  platform b ' . ' t i ke t  It is a platform. 
c .  ' yam t t  moon c '  . ' yame t It is the moon . 
d .  ' baret pil low d '  . ' ba ree t It is a pillow. 
2 . 3 . 3  Vowe l - l ess words 
We now turn to the question of interpreting the status of [ t J  in words 
which contain [ t J  and no other vowel . 
Up to five consonants occur in words with only high central vocoids . 
Allowable consonant clusters also occur . 
117 (a ) . [ mtn t J (croton p lant variety) 
(b ) . [ ' bt kt t J locust 
( c )  . [ ' Ht p t t  J spoon 
(d ) . [ , t t  f)9 t t J mouth 
( e )  • [ ' d t�t n t J wet 
( f ) . [ ' t tmd t t  J breast of a bird 
( g )  . [ ' t t nd t�t R J  (a type of ancestor spirit) 
(h) . [ ' mtmbt�t  J palm sheath plate; boat 
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Several such words occur with [ t J  separating consonants which form clusters in 
other words . 
lIS (a ) . [ ' ktp tmt t J basket tree 
(b ) . [ ' xt rt kt t J  hook fish trap 
( c ) . [ ' n tet t t t J  (seed of wi ld flower variety) 
(d ) . [ ' n t�t t t t J  to weave, plait (a grass mat)  
We wi ll conclude from the previous discussion that all stem-final [ t J ' s  
are non-phonemic . If  that is true , then the clusters in 117 (d )  and ( f )  occur 
across the boundary of two syllables the second of which , at least , is a 
phonetic syllable . We will conclude from this that like stress placement rules 
which are sensitive to all phonetic syllables , likewise consonant cluster rules 
must be sensitive to phonetic syllables . For the purposes of determining allow­
able clusters , then , the f)9 and md sequences in 117 (d) and ( f )  are considered 
to occur word medially . If that were not so , then those two examples would 
violate the cc-rules which allow those consonants to cluster word medially 
only . 
If the cc-rules are sensitive . to phonetic syllables , then the middle two 
consonants in the examples in lIS should be allowed to cluster without an 
epenthetic [ t J  between them . They cannot , however ; the [ t J  is obligatory . 
The examples in 119 and 120 , furthermore , illustrate that the same consonants 
as those under examination in lIS do occur as clusters without open transition 
in analogous environments ( flanked by [ t J ) .  11S (a ) and (b) are repeated here 
for convenient comparison with 119 and 120 . 
lIS (a )  . [ ' ktptmt t J  basket tree 
119 . [ ,  pert pmt t J 
l 1S (b) . [ '  xHtkt t  J 
120 . [ ' ya�t Rktm i m J  
(a kind of tree) 
hook fish trap 
enemies 
Since the cc-rules allow the middle two consonants in lIS to cluster medially 
and there are contrastive examples (119 and 120 ) where pm and rk do actually 
cluster without a transition vocoid , we conclude that the second [ t J  in the 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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examples in 118-120 are phonemic . 
The procedure we have been applying to the analysis of [ + J  is basically 
Pike ' s  procedure of interpreting suspicious patterns by analogy to non-suspicious 
or predominant patterns (pike 1947 : 128ff) . In this case we have determined our 
non-suspicious consonant clusters ( those occurring with close transition) . With 
these patterns as the standard , consonants which should be allowable clusters 
but which are obligat:orily separated by a [ +  J must be interpreted as non-clusters , 
and the intervening vocoid interpreted as a phonemic vowel . 
The interpretation of noun-stern-final [ + J ' s  followed essentially the same 
principle . The pattern established by those words which were testable according 
to cc-rules for word final position was extended to all nouns . Accordingly , no 
noun was analysed as having a I t/-final stem . 
It is possible t:o test individual morphemes more directly by our consonant 
cluster test , in the case of words containing non-allowed initial or final 
clusters which would be allowed to cluster medially . By morphological modifi­
cation the clusters in question are manipulated into a medial position which 
allows the transition vocoid to be tested . If under those conditions the high 
central vocoid persists it is interpreted as phonemic in all forms of the 
morpheme ; if  it fluct:uates with close transition it is interpreted as epenthetic . 
For example , thE! pt  of k+p + t sago carrying basket is not an allowable 
cluster finally . The suffix -ko ' allative ' may be suffixed to the stem , however ,  
to test the second [ i  J since p k  i s  a possible cluster at a syllable boundary . 
When this is done [ ki pko J to the basket results . Since the [ + J  does not appear 
at the syllable boundary the second vocoid in k+ p + t  is interpreted as epenthetic . 
In this way the previous generalisation about all noun-stem final [ + J ' s  can be 
directly verified . In other examples , the [ -i- J ' s  in [ n -i- ' ta J  pulverise and 
[ t-i-n I da J weave do not: occur at a syllable boundary in morphologically complex 
constructions ( cf .  examples 115 and 116) . Therefore they are interpreted as 
non-phonemic ( L e .  /nta/ pulverise� /tnda/ weave ) . 
[ l k-i- � t J pee ling is suspicious ; even though kr is an allowable initial 
cluster , the intervening [ -i- J  is the only vocoid in the word . To test it further 
the copulative suffix can be added which yields the form [ k-i- I r e t  J It is a 
pee ling . Since the vocoid remains between k and r which would be allowed to 
cluster word initially ( cc-rule 1 )  it is analysed as a phonemic /-i-/- .  The under­
lying form is therefore /k-i-rt / pee ling. 
Many [ + J ' s  cannot be directly - tested even by this type of morphological 
manipulation , namely those which occur between consonants which are not allowed 
to cluster in any position in the word . 1'he first two vocoids in [ I d -i-�-i-m-i- � J  
(water fowl variety) , for example , must remain indeterminate . According to the 
present description t:hese vocoids are predictable and thus need not be written 
in underlying forms . A word like this one could be written as a vowel-less 
word , i . e .  /dhmr/ (water fowl variety ) .  The correct surface form with 
epenthetic vocoids can be derived by our phonological rules since none of the 
consonant sequences in this word are allowable clusters . 
The postulate vowel-less words on the basis of predictability from formal 
rules could not in itself be conclusive . All suspect vowel-less words which can 
be analysed by our consonant cluster test prove to have at least one phonemic 
vowel .  According to the principle of interpreting suspicious patterns in terms 
of non-suspicious or testable patterns the evidence suggests that even a word 
like /dhmr/ (water fowl variety) contains at least one phonemic vowel .  
( Deciding which vocoid is phonemic or if they both are or not would still 
remain arbitrary ) . 
Theoretically the question of vowel-less words has been debated for some 
time . Vowel-less words have been reported for the Salishan languages of the 
west coast of North America , particularly Bella Coola (Newman 1947 ) , Lendu of 
the Central Sudanic languages ( Greenberg 1962 ) , Kabardian (Kuipers 1960) and 
Kalam of Papua New Guinea (Pawley 1966) . 
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Kuipers has not been able to convince everyone that Kabardian lacks a 
vowel-consonant dichotomy ( c f .  Pittman 1963 and Halle 1970) . Hockett ( 1955 : 57 )  
accepts the Bella Coola analysis by Newman , making allowances for vowel-less 
onset type syllables in his Handbook of Phonology . pike ( 1967 : 419) , on the 
other hand , is somewhat uncertain of the Bella Coola analysis . Greenberg 
( 1962) challenges the traditional Bella Coola analysis suggesting that syllabic 
frictional continuants in some syllables maintain the vowel-consonant dichotomy 
in Bella Coola as they do also in Lendu and , as Olson ( 1967) reports , in Chipaya 
of Bolivia . 
If all predictable [ + J ' s  were analysed as non-phonemic transition vocoids 
in Alamblak without a constraint of having a minimum of one phonemic vowel in 
each word , then vowel-less words would occur in Alamblak as well . Some of 
these would be composed entirely of stop phonemes e . g . , Ibktl [ ' b + k+ t J  Zocust .  
It would be difficult to interpret any of  the stops in  Ibktl as  a syllabic 
segment forming the peak of the syllable and thus the vowel-consonant dichotomy 
would be seriously challenged (but only at the underlying level of represen­
tation) . Even though some indeterminacies still remain , this analysis favours 
not allowing vowel-less words . The reasons for this conclusion are that allow­
ing vowel-less words does not simplify the phoneme inventory , and all words 
which can be tested by presently worked out methods prove to have at least one 
underlying vowel ;  other words are interpreted as following the same pattern . 
2 . 3 . 4  The three-central -vowe l hypothes i s  as a poss i bl e  reconstructi on 
The indeterminacies in many areas of Alamblak phonology can be explained 
by viewing the system as a whole and the ways in which it has been changing . 
A model which seems to account for the present Alamblak system best is 
described as follows : In a proto- , or perhaps pre-Alamblak system a three­
vowel system ( + , a ,  a )  operated with stringent restrictions on vowel clusters 
(perhaps no vowel clusters at all as appears to be the case now with Ndu 
languages ) .  Vowels were separated by approximants (or approximants and glottal 
stop as in the case of Ndu languages ) . Approximants modified central vowels 
producing front and back allophones . In some cases the central vowel and 
approximant coalesced whereby apparently independent (unconditioned) front 
and back vocoids were produced . In cases where non-central vocoids resulted 
from a relatively abstract underlying form through complicated phonological 
rules , the final phonetic output was reinterpreted as the underlying form . In 
some cases morphemes with this new vowel served as a model for reinterpretations 
of other underlying forms . In this way non-central vowels became a part of the 
vowel inventory . With a five- or seven-vowel system , vowel clusters then 
occurred and consonant clusters were highly restricted ( as appears to be the 
case in Sumariup , a neighbouring language to Alamblak , where close transition 
in Alamblak seems to correspond to a [ + J  in Sumariup) . 
As modifications and fusions involving central vowels (especially 1 +/ )  
were reinterpreted as  non-central vowels , the functional load of the central 
vowels decreased . The most tenuous vowel ( / + / ) , being phonetically very short , 
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began to be phased out of the system . Thereupon allowable consonant clusters 
occurred with or without the intervening [ t ]  with factors of timing and 
emphasis affecting their manifestations . The remaining It/ ' s  became a weak 
vowel in the system with respect to stress rules and susceptibility to elision 
next to other vowels and between consonants which could cluster . This appears 
to be the present status of the Alamblak system . Kalam (Pawley : 1966) may 
represent a later stage with completely predictable transition vocoids in a 
three vowel system with both vowel and consonant clusters moderately restricted . 
(Whether or not Kalam can be compared historically with Sepik phonologies is 
a matter of debate . )  
Sepik vowel systems are undergoing a general influence which may add to 
the tendency toward similar developments in many Sepik languages . The influence 
is that of New Guinea Pidgin which is spoken throughout the Sepik area . Its 
vowel system consists of primarily front and back vowels ( i , e ,  u ,  0)  as well 
as central /a/ . The influence of Pidgin English is undoubtedly a factor which 
gives added impetus to tendencies to phonemicise non-central vowels . 
If such a model is a valid approximation of the general situation , then it 
serves as an explanation for the difficulty in determining the status of the 
high central vocoid in many instances in Alamblak . It is simply losing ground 
in Alamblak phonology . As such it is contrastive only to a limited extent . In 
some cases /t/  is distinctive in a word where it contrasts with close transition 
in analogous position in another word ; in all environments it is the lowest 
ranked of syllable peaks with respect to stress placement . Noun-stern-finally 
it appears to have tecome regarded as an unnecessary redundancy and therefore 
elides next to vowel s  and between certain consonants . 
2 . 4  Intonati on 4 3 
Only a few of t.he more important and basic intonational patterns will be 
mentioned here . These include patterns of statements , yes-no questions and 
sentence medial subordinating ( i . e .  ' suspensive ' )  patterns . 
Bolinger ( 1978) , in his cross-linguistic study of intonation , has made 
some general observations , some stated as universals and others as strong 
tendencies . In the most general terms a rising intonation indicates not being 
finished and a falli ng intonation indicates being finished . These general 
patterns hold true for Alamblak . 
Bolinger observes that utterance-final statements ,  commands , and Wh ques­
tions (all expressing assertiveness )  tend to manifest the same intonation 
which is usually either a downglide within a nuclear syllable of relatively 
high pitch "or a downskip to the immediately following syllable" (Bolinger 
1978 : 492 ) . Secondly , he notes that "non-final clause terminals" and yes-no 
questions tend to have the same intonation , which is usually his second 
universal type of rising intonation . A third common type has a medial downward 
obtrusion [�] which indicates antiassertiveness or down-toning . 
In accordance with Bolinger ' s  findings , utterance-final statements , 
commands ,  and content (Wh )  questions in Alamblak manifest the falling inton­
ational pattern . This pattern manifests a gradually falling pitch to a low 
pitch on the final syllable . 
121 (a )  • 
(b) • 
( c )  . 
[ 
nanho 
my 
y i ma t r  
friend 
nayay r .  
has . come . 
] 
[�-------J 
[ 
n i  yentoanmpne 
you with . chi Ldren . and. wives 
n i 
you 
f rehmpne 
with. whom 
nayay 
have . you. come ? 
wanaya twake .  
come ! 
] 
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Bolinger associates a pattern of a downskip following a nuclear syllable 
of high pitch , with the falling intonation pattern as a variant termination of 
it .  Alarnblak , by contrast ,  has such a downskip to a sustained level low pitch 
as the termination of the neutral yes-no question4 4  or as a variant termination 
of the rising , subordinating intonation . As Bolinger predicts , though , the 
suspensive and yes-no question forms share a common intonational pattern . The 
neutral yes-no question skip to a low level pitch as in 122 . 
122 . [ 
n i  d t bha fukn 
L 
you morning did. you . bathe ? 
] 
The sentence-medial or coordinate phrase-medial suspensive intonation is a 
rising pattern with an optional downskip (depending upon the presence of a 
clause-final vowel to carry the low tone ) • 
123 . [ � J  
nanho y i ma t t  nayaywt ( h )  
(If/when) my friend comes, 
124 . [ � ] 
nanho y i ma t r  nayaywrne ( : ( ? )  ) 
(If/when) my friend comes, 
Certain phonetic features of segmental phonemes may be associated with the 
closure of this subordinating intonation . Vowels may be lengthened with an 
optional glottal closure and stops may manifest heavy aspiration ( as indicated 
in examples 123 and 124 . )  
Another sentence-medial ' suspensive ' pattern is a sustained level pitch 
also with an optional glottal closure . This pattern is common in a series or 
listing of items . 
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125 . E----- --- ( ?) --------- (? � 
t a ro 
taro 
dbha 
morning 
nohtaya , 
I. planted 
genmt 
banana 
h rayf 
today 
[--- --____ J 
mas pam 
sweet .  potato 
yhof 
tomorrow 
nohtarhwa 
I. wil l .  p lant 
nohtaywa , 
I. am. planting 
Bolinger ' s  thi �d pattern which is characterised by a medial downward 
obtrusion is characteristic of the marked yes-no question in Alamblak which 
implies incredulity on the part of the speaker . 
1 26 . 
n i  dbha fukn 
you morning bathed. you 
You did not bathe this morning3 did you? 
3 . 1  Non -verbal  word cl asses 
3 . 1 . 0 I ntroducti on 
PART THREE 
GRAMMAR 
In this section we will first of all outline the word classes of Alarnblak . 
Secondly , the non-verbal classes will be described in their basic unexpanded 
form . Morpho-syntactic criteria will be used to distinguish twelve major word 
classes not including verbs . The internal morphological structure used to 
identify the word classes will be discussed more fully in section 3 . 2  where 
questions of grammatical levels ( i . e .  stem , word , phrase) and their definitions 
will be considered . The discussion there on grammatical levels will refine the 
discussion in this section so that the basic grammatical categories elaborated 
here will be referred to as roots rather than words . 
3 . 1 . 1 Word cl asses 
Formal word classes in Alamblak are identified by morpho-syntactic criteria .  
That is , basic root forms are classed together according to their potential to 
host certain bound morphemes .  The word classes and subclasses are summarised in 
Table 20 . 
Inflectable roots ( i . e . , words ) are distinguished from non-inflectable 
roots ( i . e . , particles ) .  Adverbs contrast with all other word classes by their 
restriction from hosting the copula and elevational markers . Next , the verb 
classes can be distinguished from non-verbals . The internal structure which is 
unique to verbs ( e . g .  tense , aspect , mood , etc . )  will be discussed i n  section 
3 . 3 .  Non-verbals may be inflected with possessive and emphatic affixes , the 
modifier enclitic -s k  deteriorated , and the specific setting case marker , and 
they may be conjoined by the coordinate conjunction (cf . line three in Table 20) . 
Other subclassifications are possible . Adjectives and some verbs are 
similar in that they host the process derivational - tay ( Table 20 line four ) . 
The deictic-like pronouns , adjectives , personal names , and kin terms of address 
contrast with nominals and verbs by not hosting the possessed suffix -et which 
may occur with nominals and verbs ( line six) . Adverbs are similar to the non­
inflectable particle class in that they may occur as free forms in the clause . 
As it will become clear in section 3 . 2 ,  however , words in all other classes 
must be inflected when occurring as a minimal exponent of a clause-level slot . 
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Tab l e  20 :  Word cl asses 
PNG markers Particles Words - + 
Elevationals ADV Nominal - Verbals 
Copula /-e/ + - -
cf .  3 . 3  for verbal - - Non-verbal 
fcatures -
Possessive 
Emphatic 
Clitic Mod . I-ski - - + 
Coor . conj . 
S . Setting /-n/ 
PRON ADJ Prop .N  Nominal Kin . add . 
Process der . /-tay/ - - - (+ )  - (- ) 
Vocative I-a i l  - - - - + -
Possessed /-et/ - - - - - + 
Non-possessed /-doh ra/ - - - - - + 
Noun Kin . QUANT DEM Time INTERR Numeral 
Kinship suffix I-emf - - - - - ( 2 )  + - - -
Proximity I-ai , /-u/ - - - - - - - - + -
Adessive /-kor/ - - - + - (- ) - + + -
Path /-oha/ - - - - - ( - ) - + + 
Comitative /pn(U - - + + + + + + + -
Adessive referent /-pne/ - - + + + + + + + -
Allative referent /-pne/ - - + + + (- ) + + + -
General setting /nane/ - + - - - - - - - + 
Allative /ko/ - - - + - ( - ) - + + -
Instrument / -e/ - - - - - (- ) - + + -
(+ )  indicates that most of the members of the class host the suffix . 
( 1 )  indicates that one member of  the class hosts the suffix . 
Locative 
-
( 1 )  
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
-
(- ) indicates that most of the members of the class do not host the suffix . 
Verbal 
+ 
-
( - ) 
-
+ 
+ 
-
( 1 )  
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
3 . 1 . 2  Non-verbal word cl asses 
3 . 1 . 2 . 1  Pronouns 
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Pronouns are distinguished as a class essentially negatively according to 
affixes they cannot host (cf . especially lines 4-6 in Table 20 ) . There are 
two sets of pronouns : personal pronouns (Tables 21 and 22) and the emphatic/ 
reflexive pronoun (cf . Table 23 ) . 
The traditionally unified paradigm of personal pronouns has been divided 
into two Tables 21 and 22 . The reasons for making this distinction are discussed 
in section 3 . 2 . 4 . 2 .  
Tabl e 2 1 : D i rect reference ( persona l ) pronouns 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 na { n ) '+ s  ne { n )  nem 
2 n i ( n )  n i f t n  n i ke {m )  
According to Table 20 , pronouns host person-number-gender markers as do all 
nominal and verbal words . According to the discussion of pronoun phrase con­
structions , however , ( section 3 . 2 . 4 . 2 )  the pronoun roots in Table 21 occur in 
isolation without person-number-gender markers . They do manifest the nucleus of 
the copulative construction , however , which then hosts the regular PNG suffixes . 
Tabl e 22 : I nd i rect reference ( 3rd person ) pronouns 
Singular Dual Plural Analysable allomorph 
rer (M ) ref rem re 
ret (F) 
The allomorph re occurs in the nucleus of a copular verb ( cf .  p . 127) . The 
roots rer , ret , ref and rem occur in other constructions and in isolation , 
without hosting person-number-gender suffixes . 
The free-form emphatic/reflexive pronouns ( inflected for person , number ,  
and gender) are listed in Table 23 . The uninflected forms of the root are 
tuk i ( in simple , first-person-singular forms ) and tu (elsewhere ) .  
Tabl e 23 : Free-form emphat i c/refl exi ve ( E/ R )  pronouns  
Singular Dual Plural 
1 tUk i -a {n )  tu-ne { n )  tu-nem 
2 tu- { n )  tu- f.i. n  tu-ke {m)  
3 t u - r  (M) t u - f  t u-m 
t u - t  (F )  
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The allomorph t uk i  is manifested in first-person-singular forms only if no 
other base-level inflection ( 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 7 )  is manifested before the terminating 
suffixes . For example , tu occurs in example 127 with suffixes preceding the 
first-person-singular suffix . 
127 . t u  - rap-et - a  
E/R-LIM-POSSD-1S 
I and only I 
The E/R pronouns are emphatic pronouns which may be used in reflexive 
constructions as reflexive pronouns . The emphatic usage is illustrated in 
example 128 (a ) . Exmnples (b) and (c) illustrate reflexive constructions , 
first without and then with the E/R pronoun . 
128 (a ) . y�n r t u r  f�hm w i knay rm 
chi ld E/R pl�g buy . he . them 
The child hl�mself bought some pigs . 
(b ) . y�n r  fufrm� r 
child cut . he 
A chi ld cut himself. 
( c ) . y�n r t u r  f u f rm�r 
chi ld E/R cut . he 
A chi ld cut himself. 
3 . 1 . 2 . 2  Terms of address 
Personal names and kin terms of address form a single class on the basis 
of inflectability wi 1:h the vocative suffix . 
129 . daj a -a i 
father-voc 
130 .  G i na fmah - r  
(Pr . name) -3SM 
131 . G i nafmah -a i 
(Pr . name) -VOC 
Kin terms of address must be distinguished from kinship terms which cannot 
be inflected with the vocative marker but can be possessed . Kin terms of 
address take the vocative but cannot host the possessed and non-possessed 
markers . In examples 132 and 133 the (a )  forms are kin terms of address and the 
(b) forms are kinship terms . 
132 (a ) . daja -a i  
father-voc 
(b ) . *y i fa -em -a i 
father-KIN-vOC 
133 (a ) . *daj a -et 
father-possD 
(b ) . y i fa -em -et 
father-KIN-POSSD 
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3 . 1 . 2 . 3  Adjecti ves 
A closed class of about forty-five adjectives is identifiable in Alamblak . 
Adjectives are defined as a word class by both positive and negative factors . 
Adjectives are formally distinguished from nouns in that nouns may host 
the (non) -possessed markers -et/-doh ra ; basic adjectives do not host these 
markers . 
For example , 134 (a )  is acceptable but (b) is unacceptable . 
134 ( a) . met -et y i ma-r  a woman-having man 
woman-POSSD man - 3SM 
(b) . *bro-e t  y i ma - r  
big-possD person- 3SM 
Adjectives and verbs are not so neatly distinguished . A combination of 
features will be required to classify certain lexical items as either adjectives 
or verbs . Basically , adjectives may generally host a process derivational 
suffix - tay , whereas verbs ( and nouns ) generally do not . 4 6 Most verbs and 
adjectives may be distinguished on this basis . There are cases of overlap , 
where (a )  some adjectives do not host - tay , (b) some verbs may host - tay , and 
(c )  a few nouns may host - tay . These three categories will be discussed 
individually . 
Those adjectives which do not occur with -tay seem to express states for 
which there is no process derivative , viz . , t i r f domestiaated� g ra f  wi � 
(undomestiaated) � n f r i  new , ya tk old. A process implies a relative scale ; if  
the Alamblak react to the above two oppositions as complement ( in a polarised 
opposition) rather than antonym oppositions (opposites on a relative scale) 
(cf . Lyons ( 1968 : 460-467» , then no relative scale is involved and a process 
derivational suffix would be inappropriate . 
In terms of the Alamblak culture it is not difficult to view ' domesticated ' 
and ' undomesticated ' as complements . A domesticated pig is considered undom­
esticated when the owner relinquishes his rights of ownership by giving up 
hope of ever regularly exercising that right . In the case of a run-away pig , 
the pig did not become wild by some process , it was simply considered to be 
outside the sphere of being ' actively owned ' by its former owner ( as it were 
by a punctiliar act of declaration) . 
The new-old opposition is more difficult to explain .  According to Lyons ' 
discussion and Dixon ( 1977b : 32 ) , the opposition involved here would seem to be 
one of antonymy ( in the sense explained above) . However , the pair has an 
aspect of complementarity as well .  While one thing can be newer than another , 
the same thing cannot become newer than it used to be . Since becoming new is 
not a possible process , then it does not form an antonym pair with ' old ' in 
the same sense that ' big ' and ' small ' do . It is undeniable that becoming old 
is a process ,  but that fact does not need comment since it is a universally 
predictable one-way process .  The Alamblak do not speak of a process of aging ; 
they do , however , perhaps more directly , specify aspects of aging as processes 
(e . g .  beb- tay beaome dearepit� bad ) . 
These four adjectives which do not host -tay are semantically restricted 
from taking the process affix . They must be formally classified as adjectives 
by other distributional criteria . Though more restricted in distribution than 
other adjectives , where they do occur they form a substitution class with the 
other less-restricted adjectives . The four exceptional adjectives contrast 
,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,. 
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with verbs since they do not co-occur with any of the many verbal affixes . They 
contrast with nouns by the criteria mentioned on p . 77 (cf . the example in 134) . 
Category (b )  emoraces verbs which may ( l ike adjectives) host the process 
affix - tay . When - tay is suffixed to a basic verb , however , its effect on the 
meaning is different than with adjectives . The suffix - tay occurs with state , 
process , and action verbs (cf . Chafe ( 1970» with the effect of extending and/or 
exaggerating a process , e . g .  
135 . s i s fen -tay -w - r  He is panting. 
breathe-PROC- IMPF-3SM 
The semantic effect of the process suffix on adjectives is to derive a 
process from a state without any extending or exaggerating effects , e . g .  
136 . b ro-tay -w - r  He is getting big . 
big-PROC-IMPF- 3SM 
The correct translation of 136 is He is getting big� not He is getting bigger. 
The crucial formal feature distinguishing these verbs which take - tay 
from adjectives is simply that these verbs take verbal affixes , as any other 
verb does , without xequiring the manifestation of - tay . Adjectives , on the 
other hand , do not e:<hibit this flexibility .  No adjective may be inflected 
directly with verbal affixes . Either the verbaliser - tay or a verbal or 
aspectual morpheme must intervene between an adjective morpheme and verbal 
suffixes . 
The third category involves nouns which may host - tay . The nouns in this 
category are commonly associated with the process derivation , e . g .  k i s fu 
morning twilight� k i sp dusk� and tah+yt stone . They are distinguishable from 
adjectives in that they may manifest the head position of a noun phrase . They 
contrast with verbs in the same way that adjectives do . 
l37 (a ) . k i sfu  - tay -w - t  
twiZight-PROC-IMPF':'3SF 
It is becom�i,ng morning twi light (L e. � dawn ) . 
(b )  . tah+y - ta -me - t  
stone-PROC-R. PST-3SF 
It became stone . 
Approximately forty-five adjectives can be identified according to the 
criteria used in the above discussion . The adjectives subdivide further into 
five subclasses . This subcategoris"ation involves collapsing two of Dixon ' s  
( l977b : 3l )  eight semcmtic classes of adj ectives into one formal class (Age­
Human Propensity) . 
Adjective subclasses 
Valu e 
Phys ical property 
Dime nsion 
Colo ur 
Age-human propensity 
Tabl e 24 : Subcl asses of adject i ves 
- tay Within noun 
Process Pre-Head derivation 
X X 
X X (preferred ) 
X X 
X X 
--- X (preferred) 
phrase 
Post-Head 
X (preferred) 
X 
X 
(not observed) 
X 
The minimal contrast between the physical property subclass and the 
dimension subclass is difficult to quantify and may not merit such a fine­
grained subcategorisation . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 4  Nouns 
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The noun class is a subclass of the general class of possessable nominals 
(cf . Table 20) . As such , nouns are morphologically distinguishable from pronouns , 
terms of address ,  and adjectives which are not possessable . Nouns are distin­
guished from other word classes on the basis of contrasting potentials of 
affixation and distribution . Most nouns could be classified according to which 
gender suffix they host in semantically ' unmarked ' situations . Such classifi­
cation is not considered to reflect strict noun classes , however , since almost 
all nouns may host either gender suffix (masculine or feminine ) in certain 
circumstances ( c f .  the discussion of gender suffixes in section 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 1 ) . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 5  Interrogati ves 
Interrogatives may be considered as a subclass of nouns inasmuch as there 
are no contrastive morphological features between the two classes . Interroga­
tives are distinguishable from nouns , however , by their distribution in 
interrogative clauses (cf . section 3 . 4 . 2 . 2 ) , which contrast with declarative 
clauses on the basis of verb morphology . There are four primitive interrogatives : 
f i teh 
f i nj i  
tameh 
f reh 
which 
what ( action) 
what ( substantive) 
who 
Other common interrogative expressions are derived from the four basic 
interrogatives as illustrated in Table 25 . The four primitive terms head the 
columns . Parameters of derived meanings label the rows of the chart with 
illustrative expanded interrogative phrases at the intersections of the rows 
and columns . 
The reduplication process forms other derivatives as a morphological 
parameter but does not result in a common semantic modification of each base 
form . Thus , the redupl ication of f i nj i ( f i nj i  f i nj i )  asks the question how 
many ? with reference to substantives rather than to actions . 
There is some evidence to suggest that three primitive interrogative 
morphemes may be reconstructable historically : f reh who� * f i  what , and tameh 
what . F i te (h )  and f i nj i  still exhibit evidence as to their morphological 
composition . 
In f i te ( h ) , f i  is identifiable as the interrogative , and te seems relatable 
to the existential verb ( section 3 . 3 . 3 . 2 ) as in ter  he is (somewhere) .  Due to 
the frequent presence of a final ' h '  ( f i teh) , te ( h )  may be relatable to teh 
stand rather than to te (X is here/there ) in most occurrences of the interroga­
tive . The main reason f i  is not analysed as a morpheme synchronically is that 
f i  does not occur with other morphemes such as yha time� ( * f i yha- r ) , but f i te ( h )  
is the basic morpheme e . g .  f i te ( h ) yha-r which day; f i teh-ko where to . 
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Tab l e  2 5 :  Comp l ex i nterrogat i ve expres s i ons 
f i teh f i ilj i t ameh f reh 
which what (act . ) what ( subs . ) who 
Simple inter- f i teh y i mar f i ilj i kf iwa r  tameh h i ngnefm f rehm kf iwam 
rogative which man? what did he what work? who spoke ? 
say ? 
Time f i teh yha r tameh yhar 
which day/time what day/time 
when? when? 
Location f i teh-kor tameh-kor f rehm-pne 
which-AD what -AD who -REF/COM 
where ? where ? with/to whom? 
f i teh-ko 
which-AL 
to where ? 
Instrumental f i teh-e tameh-e 
which-INS what -INS 
how? how? 
Comparative f i teh k i nde f i ilj i kailje tameh k i nde f reh k i nde 
which like ( - h te t )  what like who like 
like which? what like like what? like who ? 
how? 
' Why ' formations f i teh-kor f i ilj i nay-t temeh- ( roh) -akt f reh- roh yakt 
(cf . 3 . 7 . 2 . 2  y i hate  what to . do what - ( GEN) -tO . who -GEN to . get 
Purpose clause )  which-AD to do what? get to get whom? 
having. gone to get what? 
having gone 
where . . .  ? tamehm-pne 
what -COM 
why ? 
Copulative f i teh-e-t  tameh ( - te t ) -e-t f reh-e-r  
l.Jhich-COP- 3SF what (- ?) -COP-3SF who-COP-3SM 
u"hich is it? what is it? who is he ? 
Reduplications f i teh f i teh f i ilj i f i ilj i tameh tamehm f reh f rehm 
which (among how many ? what (among who (among 
many) ? many) ? many) ?  
Possession f i teh roht tameh roht  f rehroht 
which 's?  what 's?  whose? 
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Similarly , in f i nj i  what action f i  is again identifiable as the interroga­
tive what and i nj i  is identifiable as the comparative particle i nj i  like , as 
( in reference to an action ) e . g .  
138 . i nj i  kfe -me - r  He spoke like that . 
thus talk-R. PST-3SM 
So , f i nj i  kfe-me- r is like what ( i . e .  what ) did he say ? 
There are two reasons for considering f i nj i  as synchronically unanalysable . 
1 )  It often occurs with another comparative particle ( kanje) , obligatorily 
with certain verbs , e . g . 
139 . f i nj i  kanje hoaymer How did he sleep ? 
Thus any comparative meaning which f i nj i  might have had at one time seems 
to be absent now . The question in 1 38 asks for the actual words which were 
spoken rather than the manner in which they were spoken . 
2) F i nj i  may be reduplicated ( f i nj i f i nj i )  with the meaning of how many ? ,  
which seems to be even further removed from an assumed underlying meaning of 
like what action? Rather than postulating an elliptical construction or an 
underlying meaning such as like what continuous action of counting?, f i nj i  f i nj i  
is analysed as a reduplication of a unitary morpheme f i nj i  what ? 
3 . 1 . 2 . 6  Demonstrati ve 
The demonstrative is a monosyllabic root t nd which is realised phonetically 
with open transition next to a consonant segment and commonly manifests a 
syllabic nasal , i . e .  [ t nd ] � [ Qd ] . 
The demonstrative is distinguished from most other classes by its potential 
to host the proximity markers as suffixes . Only one verb , the existential verb 
te , and one bound locative word tembha p lace may host proximity markers as 
prefixes . The proximity markers ( a  near , u far) manifest allomorphs -a r and - u r  
when occurring with the demonstrative . 
Tab l e  26 : Demonstrat i ve parad i gm 
t nd -a r - u r  
OEM near far 
3SM t nd- r  t nd-a r - r  t nd-u r - r  
3SF t nd - t  t nd-a r-t  tnd-u r - t  
30 tnd-f  t nd-ar-f  tnd-ur-f  
3PL tnd-m tnd-a r-m tnd-u r-m 
Synchronically there are fluctuating forms , as in example 140 . At least 
two precipitating factors appear to have contributed to the elision of the 
demonstrative root t nd in example 140 (b) . First of all ,  there is a semantic 
redundancy in the complex forms which combine the demonstrative and proximity 
morphemes .  The proximity marker alone plus PNG marker implies all that is 
conveyed by the meaning of the demonstrative . Secondly , the proximity markers 
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occur elsewhere word-initially ( as prefixes rather than suffixes ) ;  this pattern 
at least supports , if not encourages , the loss of the preposed demonstrative . 
l40 ( a) . t nd-ar  -m these 
DEM-near- 3PL 
(b ) . a r  -m these 
DEM. near-3PL 
The demonstrative combines with other formatives to form expressions which 
parallel the interrogatives of Table 25 .  
Tab l e  27 : Comp l ex demonstrati ve expressi ons 
tnd ' demonstrative ' 
Simple demonstrative tnd-ar  - t  this 
DEM-near-3SF 
Time tnd-ar  yha - t  now 
time 
Location t nd-ar-kor- t  this place 
AD 
Instrumental t nd-a r-e with this 
INS 
Comparative t nd-a r-htet like this 
Copulative tnd-a r-e - t  It is this one . 
COP 
Reduplicat.ions tnd-nd-m those sorts 
Possession nd-a r- r -ho - t  this one 's 
GEN 
3 . 1 . 2 . 7  Ki ns h i p  terms 
Kinship terms and one interrogative word potentially host the kinship 
marker .  Kinship roots rarely occur without the kinship marker , therefore a 
display of a minimal kinship stem construction is presented here in Table 28 . 
Tabl e 28 : Mi n ima l  k i nsh i p  term stem 
Functions + Nucleus + Classifier 
exponents Kin Term root -em 
y i ma t  ' Kinship marker (KIN) , 
friend 
tameh 
what ( substantive ) 
Notes : The kinship marker ( -em) must be further specified by a morphemic rule : 
-em -+ {-m -em / / 
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141 ( a) . i nas -em -r father 's sister 's grandson 
Fa . Si . Ch . SO-KIN-3SM 
(b) . tameh-em -e -r What kin is he ? 
what -KIN-COP-3SM 
( c ) . y i ma t -em - r  (a friend in a kinship role e . g. , a trading partner) 
friend-KIN-3SM 
The classifier is indicated to be obligatory in the kinship stern described 
in Table 28 . Kinship roots always occur with the classifier , except in composite 
forms ( cf .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1 ) such as the following : 
142 (a ) . y i fa -mtma - f parents 
father-mother- 3D 
(b ) . naJ e - h f i - t  brothers/sisters 
old. sib. same . sex-KIN . group-3SF 
Y i mat  friend in example 141 (c)  is the one root which must be cross­
classified as a noun and a kinship term. While the term is most commonly used 
as a noun (vs . a kinship term) , it may be used as a kinship term to refer to 
any close friend who is considered to be. a long term active participant of 
society in a particular location . 4 7  
3 . 1 . 2 . 8 Locat i ves 
The locative class is composed of bound roots and basic positionals . The 
minimal locative base is illustrated in Table 29 . 4 8 Locatives are distinguished 
from other classes by distributional potential in noun phrase constructions ( c f .  
section 3 . 4 . 2 . 2 ) and the set of affixes they host (cf . Table 20) . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 8 . 1 Bound l ocati ve roots 
Functions 
exponents 
L .  Base 
I 
143 . a - ko r - t  here 
near-AD - 3SF 
Tab l e 29 : M i n i mal  l ocati ve 
+ Deictic 
proximity markers 
a- near 
u - far 
base 
+ Nucleus 
- kor ' adessive ' 
- tembha p lace 
The bound root -kor occurs more frequently as a case marker ( c f .  section 
3 . 4 . 2 . 1 ) in relator-related phrases . 
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3 . 1 . 2 . 8 . 2  Bas i c  free-form pos i ti ona 1 s 
The following list represents most of the basic positional words in 
Alamblak . 
yu rak 
n t nde 
wu r i  
k i mb 
mana 
mana mana 
mku 
y i ro '\, yu ro 
boha 
dan 
b rbe 
b r i ha 
r fash i 
up� above� up in 
away from 
far away from 
beside 
alongside 
each side 
other side ( literally portion ) 
inside� under 
middle crossways 
middle longways 
near 
outside 
underneath 
The positionals may manifest the nucleus of a relator-related phrase (cf . 
section 3 . 4 . 2 ) or the locative position of a locative phrase (cf .  section 3 . 4 . 2 . 3 ) 
identifying a particular spatial orientation of a clause participant or action 
of the clause participant to another object or place . They also manifest the 
locative position in the locative-complex construction (cf . section 3 . 4 . 2 . 1 )  
which fills the nucleus position o f  a relator-related phrase .  A positional 
word is illustrated in example 144 (a ) ( boha) as the nucleus of the G .  setting 
relator-related phrase ,  in example (b) ( y u rak) as the locative position in the 
locative phrase , and in example (c )  ( k i mb )  as the locative position in the 
locative-complex construction which in turn manifests the nucleus of a relator­
related phrase . 
144 (a) . G .  Setting NP 
r i 
wa rhon boha -nane 
be . seated middle-G . SET 
Be seated in the middle 
(b )  • LOC P 
REF NP 
r------.., 
t i kt -pne yu rak waheg i rtwant  
p latform-REP up hang . it 
Hang it abo ve the p latform. 
( c )  . AllatilTe NP 
i 
Lac-complex Base 
I I 
wa i kun - k i mb-ko 
go house-side-AL 
Go to the side of the house . 
Other basic positionals are restricted to occurring with specific items . 
They may occur in a locative complex phrase .  Since the head noun , with ref­
erence to which the positional word is specifying a particular orientation , is 
predictable ,  these positionals may occur as the nucleus of a relator-related 
phrase without speci fying the head noun . 
Positions unique to animate beings : 
n i nga-t i k  front ( literally face ) 
eye -pZatfoPm 
mong behind ( literally back) 
positions unique to houses : 
b i  
g u r  
front ( literally pointed or protruding object) 
rear 
Positions unique to canoes : 
rawof inside 
mefha front ( literally head) 
y i fh i  rear 
bufa side ( literally p Zank) 
Position unique to trees : 
y i n h i  under 
Position with large natural objects : 
bumung behind 
Some of these positionals also occur as common nouns , e . g .  
145 . doh - t  -ho bufa - t  
canoe-3SF-GEN p Zank- 3SF 
the canoe 's pZank 
When they occur as locative positionals in locative constructions , however , 
they are used in an abstract sense . For example , doh-bufa-kor canoe-pZank-at 
means beside the canoe not at the p Zank of the canoe in example 146 . 
146 . doh -bufa -ko r  wah t t i twa 
canoe-p Zank-AD see 
Look beside the canoe/*at the p Zank of the canoe. 
other common nouns which occur in an equivalent construction structurally do 
not have a similar extended metaphorical sense , e . g . 
147 . y i ma-kekragtna-kor-n 
man -rib . cage -AD -S .SET 
on a man 's rib cage 
*at the man 's side 
3 . 1 . 2 . 9  Tempora l s  
Time words are distinguished as a class by their restricted distribution 
in relator-related phrases . They only occur with specific or general setting 
case suffixes ( c f .  section 3 . 4 . 2 ) . There is a similarity here with adverbs 
which may host the general setting case marker but no others . This formal 
similarity may be indicative of the similar clausal functions of time words 
and adverbs (cf . section 3 . 5 . 1 . 2 ) . 
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3 . 1 . 2 . 9 . 1  Bas i c  t ime words 
Basic time words include partitions of a 24-hour period and more general 
time-reference words . 
Partitions of t e day : 
dbha 
kr i f  
y i fung 
morning 
afternoon 
night 
General time reference :  
yha day 3 time 
day ( literally sun) 
today 
� r  
h ref 
y hof 
yuanane 
one day removed (= yesterdaY3 tomorrow) 
two days removed 
Ma r sun also occurs as a noun . But unlike other nouns , it is also a 
temporal word by metaphorical extension and may host the general setting case 
marker .  
The partition words may be incorporated into the verb nucleus ( c f .  the 
discussion on incorporation 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 4 ) . 
Two of the time words of more general scope do not occur in the general 
setting phrase (cf . section 3 . 4 . 2 . 5 ) , yha day and yuanane two days removed. 
Yuanane is analysed as a frozen form of the general setting phrase (yua-nane) 
which cannot further host the general setting marker -nane . Alternatively it 
could be analysed as yua two days removed , which is only manifested as the head 
of a general setting phrase . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 9 . 2  Temporal phrase 
Certain other semantic notions of time reference are morpho-syntactically 
complex . These notions can be described as a syntactic construction , called 
here a temporal phrase base . The temporal phrase base will be discussed here 
with word classes si ce these constructions are comparable semantically to the 
basic lexical time words . The constructions are productive enough , however ,  
to describe them morpho-syntactically . 
Tabl e 30 : Mi n i mal  tempora l phrase base 
Functions + Nucleus + Specifier 
exponents ma r day k i sfu twilight 
k i sp twilight 
day-partition roots ma r day 
dan middle 
Readings : Collocations of the exponents of the nucleus and specifier functions 
are semantically restricted . The relative order of function slots may reverse 
in the case of ma r-dan � dan-ma r  midday . 
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148 (a )  . dbha-k i s fu da:wn 
(b ) . dbha-ma r morning 
( c )  . ma r-dan midday 
( d )  . kr i f-mar afternoon 
( e )  • kr i f -k i sp twi light 
( f ) . y i fung - k i sp  dusk 
(g ) . y i fung-dan midnight 
3 . 1 . 2 . 1 0  Numera l s  
Numerals are formally very similar to demonstratives and nouns . Distri­
butionally and functionally they are most like the demonstrative especially as 
they are used deictically in headless noun phrases . Ultimately they are 
distinguishable as a class on distributional grounds , being the only class of 
roots which occur in numeral Phrase constructions ( cf .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3 ) . 
The Alamblak number system is a mixed binary-qui nary-vigesimal system , 
based on the following primitive numbers : 
rpa 
hos 
t i r 
wura 
y i ma 
one 
two 
five ( literally hand/arm) 
five ( literally foot/leg) 
twenty ( literally person) 
Wu ra five occurs only in expressions containing ' fifteen ' ,  mod u l o  twenty 
( c f .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3 ) . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 1 1  Adverbs 
Modal adverbs form part of the modal structure of the clause . In that 
function they may occur as the nucleus of a general setting phrase or they may 
occur as uninflected free forms . Many other adverbial notions are expressed 
only by aspectual morphemes within .the verb nucleus ( cf .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 ) . 
The nine observed modal adverbs are listed here by semantic categories . 
l .  Frequency 
wompam again 
2 .  Relati ve time 
dugo nearly, soon 
b i  already 
yoh re sti l l  
3 .  Speed 
Hnd i quickly 
bumbr i quickly 
nhofj e s lowly, carefully 
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4 .  Manner 
mef re 
masa t  
i i1j i 
vigorous ly 
very, ,rrruch 
thus 
A second class of adverbs could be termed scaler4 9  adverbs . They are 
distinct from modal adverbs both morphologically and distributionally . 
Scaler adverbs cannot host affixes and in that respect are more like 
particles . Distributionally the scaler adverbs modify adjectives in an 
adjective phrase ( cf .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 5 ) . 
This class of words is listed as a subclass of adverbs , however , because 
masat  very, much is a member of both subclasses of adverbs . The other scaler 
adverbs are semantically similar although more specifically restricted to 
specifying degrees of physical size . 
y i nmot moderate ly (of size only) 
kashe moderately (of size , only with large ) 
y i nmay r very (of size only with large ) 
masat very, much 
3 . 1 . 2 . 1 2  Part i cl es 
Particles are free-form clause-level roots . They form a distinct class 
from adverbs in that they are not inflectable . 
1 .  Negation particles 
Negation particles manifest the negation function in negative clauses 
( cf .  section 3 . 4 . 1 . 3 ) . 
f i  i1j i 
afe 
taf i te 
not (non-future ) 
not (negative of uncertainty) 
not yet 
' Negative of uncertainty ' means that afe is used with the future tense and in 
other situations in which a negative statement is unconfirmed by the speaker 
(e . g . , in a hypothetical statement) . 
2 .  Negative 
The negative particle nha i S o  no is an interjection at the clause or sentence 
level and functions in the negation slot in the contrastive negation clause 
( cf .  section 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 ) and occasionally in negative clauses as the negation 
particles do . 
3 .  Comparative particles 
Comparative particles either manifest the relator of a resemblance phrase 
(cf . 3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 2 ) e . g . 
kai1je like 
k i nde like 
ha f i t  simi lar measurement 
or the manner slot of the clause , e . g .  , 
i i1j i thus 
Thus ( i i1j i ) may be classified as a pro-form substituting for an adverb . 
4 .  Adjecti val particle 
One non-inflectable modifier has been observed , wonkwonk various . 
5 .  Interjections 
There is a small subclass of particles termed interjections . Some of 
these are listed below with an explanation of their semantic effects . 
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yo : yes3 I guess so is an expression of non-committal response to an idea 
or question or request . 
wayeye : Oh3 too bad! may be used in either a serious or cynical manner .  
k< k< ( k< ) 0 has a similar import to wayeye although i t  i s  used only as a 
serious sympathetic expression . 5 1  
p >  wow is used as an expression of positive evaluation . 5 2  
ora i t  okay is a New Guinea Pidgin loan word which has a discourse cohesion 
function of delineating a new section or paragraph . 
3 . 2  Nomi nal  constructi ons 
In section 3 . 1  we discussed the non-verbal word classes of Alamblak . In 
this present section we will examine nominal expressions as they build up into 
complex constructions from stems to phrases . 
3 . 2 . 1  Grammati cal  l evel s 
The notion of a hierarchy of grammatical levels is basic to the tagmemic 
theory of language (cf .  the discussion in section 1 ) . There is room for con­
siderable flexibility within the theory , however ,  as to how many grammatical 
levels must be postulated for any given language . Longacre ( 1976 : 267 )  suggests 
a typical arrangement of levels as follows : 5 3 
l .  morpheme 
2 .  stem 
3 .  word 
4 .  phrase 
5 .  clause 
6 .  sentence 
7 .  paragraph 
8 .  discourse 
This section will describe three of the grammatical levels in Alamblak , 
stem , phrase-base , and phrase .  These are the first three levels involving 
constructions ( elements with internal grammatical structure ) .  The number of 
levels at this end of the hierarchy corresponds to Longacre ' s  ( 1976 : 267 ) ; the 
terminology chosen for the levels , however , indicates a merging of the tradi­
tional word and phrase levels . Three levels are maintained , stem , phrase-base ,  
and phrase , but all three exhibit features which are characteristic of two or 
more of the traditional levels stem , word , and phrase .  
In our discussion we will adopt Pike ' s  ( 1967 : 438)  defining features of 
words along with those discussed by Lyons ( 1968 : 202-204) and Mathews ( 1974 : l60ff) . 
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Features of words include 1) isolability as minimal utterances no part of which 
is itself isolable , 2) permutability as units in a sentence , 3 )  rigidity of 
ordering of constituent parts , 4) uninterruptibility of constituent parts ( unless 
a new word is formea by an interrupting formative ) ,  5) the constituent parts 
of words have different syntagmatic functions (which are non-syntactic) from 
those in phrases , 6 )  units are classed as words by analogy with clear cases 
where they are otherwise indeterminate . 
Lyons disallows semantic definitions since no definition will apply to 
words without also applying to phrases . He also disallows phonological 
definitions due to the lack of total congruence of phonological and grammatical 
levels and also because of the fact that languages differ as to the matching 
they make between the basic rhythm-stress phonological unit and a particular 
grammatical level (word or phrase) . 
Features two , three , and four are features of phrases as well as words , 
the difference being only a matter of degree . That is , words typically exhibit 
greater mobility as a unit within a sentence than phrases , and they show a 
greater degree of rigidity in the ordering of constituent parts than phrases . 5 4 
Features five and six can only be used as secondary criteria for distinguishing 
words and phrases due to their circularity . We are left with one feature , 
isolability ,  which provides a fairly clear contrast between words and phrases . 
There are problems even with this feature , however , as has been widely discussed 
( cf .  Matthews 1974 : 160-61 ) . 
It is not surprising that with these defining features , indeterminacy 
( fuzzy borders) is to be expected between levels as between other units (Pike 
1967 : 438) . This may not be a negative factor , however .  Given the functional 
similarity of words and phrases , a merging of the two levels grammatically 
need not be too surprising . 
3 . 2 . 1 . 1  Phrase l evel 
The noun phrase in Alamblak is analysable into two parts : a base and a 
terminating complex of phrasal enclitics . The base consists of constructions 
or morphemes such as determiners , quantifiers , modifiers , the nucleus ( i . e .  
head) and modifying and limiting enclitics . The phrasal enclitics include 
person-number-gender .markers , relators ( case marking) , elevationals and 
emphatic marker .  
A simple noun phrase exhibits both word-like and phrase-like characteristics 
according to the features discussed above . Example 149 will be analysed in 
terms of those features . 
149 ( a) . Base Terminator 
I i I 
t nd b ro feh - r  
DEM big pig-3SM 
the big pig 
The phrase in example 149 ( a) is phrase-like by features three and four . That 
is , while the constituent order is not completely free , there is flexibility 
in the ordering of its constituents ( feature three ) , e . g .  
(b )  . Base Term 
I 1 ,-,  
t nd feh b ro- r 
DEM pig big- 3SM 
the BIG pig 
Any two constituents may be interrupted ( feature four) , e . g .  
149 (c )  . r ____________ �B_a�s�e� ____________ ,
Term 
I r-----1 
+ nd yawy 
OEM dog 
the very 
h + t i me b ro m i f  feh - r  
saw big tru ly pig-35M 
big pig (which) a dog saw 
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The same phrase is word-like by feature one ( the feature of isolability) . 
Apart from non-inflectable particles and pronouns ( c f .  section 3 . 1 ) , only the 
constituent which is terminated , e . g .  with a PNG marker ,  may be isolated as a 
minimal utterance . Thus only the last constituent , feh- r ,  in example (c )  is 
isolable . All of the other constituents or combinations of constituents are 
isolable only when properly terminated , e . g .  + nd - r  that (one),  yawy h + t i me-r 
the (one) a dog saw, b ro-r big (one ),  m i f - r  true (one ),  b ro m i f - r  truly big 
(one) . 
3 . 2 . 1 . 2 Phrase base l evel 
The phrase base exhibits both phrase-like and stern-like features . It 
exhibits the same phrasal features as discussed for the phrase level in the 
previous section . In that section the phrase was shown to be the isolable 
unit since only terminated strings can occur in isolation . Inasmuch as the 
phrase is similar to a word in this respect , the phrase minus its terminator 
( i . e .  the phrase base) is comparable to a stem . 
The non-final constituents in the phrases in example 149 are like stem­
level bound morphemes which cannot occur in isolation . Furthermore , the base 
may manifest the head of other bases which are formed by suffixing a clitic to 
the base in a pattern resembling a derivational stern-forming process . For 
example , the noun phrase-base plus -et possessed or -doh ra non-possessed forms 
a modifier base ( c f .  Table 42) which occurs as a constituent of another NP . 
For example ,  the base in example 149 (a ) may host the clitic as it does in 
example 150 (a ) , which is then distributed as a modifier in example 150 (b ) . 
150 ( a )  . 
(b ) • 
(Non) Possessed Modifier 
I 
NP Base Relator 
• •  i 
+ nd b ro feh-et 5 5 
OEM big pig-po55o 
NP 
NP Base 
Modifier 
NP Base 
Nuc 
r-----o 
Term 
r--o 
+ nd b ro feh-et y i ma - r  
OEM big pig-P055o person-35M 
the man (who) has the big pig 
The new ( non) -possessed modifier base may in turn manifest the nucleus of yet 
another phrase base which is formed by suffixing another clitic to the new 
base . The copular verb phrase base may be thus formed by suffixing the copula 
-e to the ( non) -possessed modifier base as in example 151 (a ) which then 
manifests the head of the copular verb phrase as in example 151 (b) . 
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151 ( a ) . Copular VP Base 
Modifier Base Cop 
I ,----, 
+ nd  b ro feh-et -e 
OEM big pig-posso-COP 
(b )  . COP VP Base 
Modifier Base 
I --, 
NP Base 
I 
+ nd  b ro feh -et -e - r  
OEM big pig,-possO-COP-3SM 
He (is the one who) has the big pig . 
3 . 2 . 1 . 3  Stem l evel 
The stern level is the domain of lexical derivation . A stern is potentially 
composed of a root o.r stern plus a derivational suffix . For example , piglet is 
derived from the roo t feh pig plus the derivational suffix -en ' diminutive ' 
giving feh-en piglet.  ' Piglet meat ' is derived from that stern plus the 
derivational suffix -pa ' derivative of ' as in example 152 . 
152 . N .  stern 
N . Stem 
, I 
feh-en -pa 
pig-dim-der . of 
piglet meat 
The stern level is partly motivated by the fact that it describes a constitu­
ent within the highe r phrase-base level . Another motivation for postulating a 
stern level is a principle used by Longacre ( 1964 : 113 ) . That is , a separate 
grammatical level may be motivated if the constituents of one level have a 
significantly different function from those of another level . 
The feature which has been discussed above is a traditional feature of 
sterns . 
as wel l .  
The stern level in Alarnblak , however ,  has certain non-stem-like features 
With certain restrictions , the constituents of a derived stern are 
interruptible . For example , the cqnstituents of the derived stern feh-pa (pig­
derivative . of) pig meat may be interrupted by the adjective root b ro big as in 
example 153 below . 
153 . feh bro-pa - t 
pig big-der . of-3SF 
a big (piece . of) pig meat 5 6  
The resulting form can be described as manifesting a discontinuous constituent 
(viz . the derived noun stern) or the derivational affix can be described as a 
phrase-level constit ent . In either case , the interruptibility of the noun 
stern is a phrase-like rather than a stern-like characteristic .  5 7  
The phenomenon of ' headless ' noun phrases would seem to indicate that the 
derivational suffix is a phrase-level constituent . A headless NP is an oblique 
reference to a previously mentioned discourse participant . When the head noun 
is thus unrnanifested , the derivational affix may be manifested without it . The 
examples in 154 form an acceptable discourse where (b) is a headless NP in 
reference to pig meat in (a ) . 
154 (a ) . feh-pa -m te-m 
pig-der . of-3Pl be-3PL 
There is some pig meat. 
(b ) . b ro-pa - t  wah i na 
big-der . of-3SF you. give . me 
Give me a big derivative of (pig) . 
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While some derivational affixes may be separated from the head noun root , 
its linear position within the phrase relative to the head is stable . The 
derivational affix must always follow the head noun . Stems , words , and phrases 
all have a certain degree of rigidity in the ordering of their elements , so 
that fact in isolation cannot be claimed to be either a stem-like or a phrase­
like characteristic . 
3 . 2 . 1 . 4 Summary 
The arguments for the contrastiveness of the three levels discussed here 
for Alamblak , stem , phrase-base and phrase are not conclusive . Since our 
criteria for making a judgment are mostly relative , however , the evidence is 
sufficient to postulate the levels that we have . These three levels , therefore , 
will be employed in the description of the grammar , but considering the dis­
cussion of their features it must be kept in mind that there is considerable 
meshing of levels with non-discrete borders . 
Huttar ( 1973 )  and Pike and Pike ( 1977 : chapter 2 )  have observed the parallel 
relationships , both structural and semantic , that hold between pairs of levels 
such as word and phrase in the grammatical hierarchy . The semantic commonality 
between words and phrases is that they "name (or label or refer to) things . . .  " 
(Pike and Pike 1977 : 23 ) , as Lyons ( 1968 : 200) also points out . 
Structurally , a word may be the minimal manifestation of a phrase 5 8  ( even 
as a morpheme may be a minimal stem or a clause a minimal sentence ) .  This is 
the case because of the similar functions of words and phrases . Thus it is 
possible to semantically describe a noun as a minimal naming unit and a noun 
phrase as an expanded naming unit .  The two units vary in size ( i . e .  content) 
but have the same naming function . Alamblak portrays this semantic relationship 
in its syntax ; inasmuch as the noun phrase has both phrase-like and word-like 
features it may , therefore , be described in some ways as an expanded word , 
paralleling a semantic description · as an expanded naming unit .  
3 . 2 . 2  Nou n stems 
The internal structure of a noun stem potentially includes a nucleus and 
a derivational or classifying suffix . The nucleus function provides the basic 
meaning of the lexical item ; a derivational affix derives another lexical item 
from it and a classifying affix classifies the root in some way . 
The derivational suffixes are semantically restricted in distribution in 
stem constructions and the meaning of the derived stem cannot always be 
deduced by comparing the meanings of the constituent morphemes .  It is this 
feature of derived forms which makes them difficult to place within a description 
of a language . They seem to occupy an area of overlap between the lexicon and 
syntax . As Chomsky ( 1965 : 184ff) points out , some generalisations can be 
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abstracted from the dictionary in cases of derivational processes . Derived 
stem constructions a:re described in Table 31 ; it must be kept in mind that the 
table is not a generative formula . 
Tabl e 3 1  : Deri ved noun stem constructi on 
Functions + Nucleus + Derivation -
exponents noun root -pa ' derivative of ' 
- ha fruit of 
Derived Noun -fa money counting mcwker 
stem - thef {male} resident of; 1 
-efkot female resident 
-en ' diminutive ' 
-ef moderately sized 
-m i f  true 
1 - thef has the additional usage of indicating the occupier of a 
location other than a village or town without reference to sex . 
of 
Examples of roots plus derivational suffixes are given in example 155 . 
1 5 5 ( a l . bu -pa water 
rain-der .of  
(b l . gen ·· ha banana 
banana. tree··fruit 
( c l . yawy-en puppy 
dog -dim 
(d l . Yamkop i n-efkot resident {female} of Amongabi 
Amongabi-resident 
( e l . rpa-fa one ten-cent piece 
one-money 
( f l . y i ma -m i f  true person 
person- true 
(g l . mty -ef sapling, small  tree 
tree-mod. si;�e 
According to Table 31 a derived noun stem may recursively manifest the 
nucleus of another derived noun stem . This is possible only to a restricted 
degree , e . g .  
1 56 .  N Stem 
N Stem 
I 
gen -ha -pa 
banana . tree-fruit-der . of 
banana mush 
Clas sified noun stems are composed of a root plus a classifier marker . 5 9  
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Tab l e  32 : C l ass i fi ed noun stem constructi on 
Functions + Nucleus + Classifier 
exponents Noun root -m 
[ +important tree ] 
Kinship term root -em 
Foreign obj ect  root -kfe 
The class of noun roots semantically defined as [ +important tree ] includes 
most  trees which are a source of food or manufacturing or building materials , 
e . g .  tea-m oooonut palm, gen-m banana tree, wt ten-m breadfruit  tree, rku-m 
two- leaf tree, ktp-m ba8ket tree . Notable exceptions are unmarked terms for 
trees which derive from human beings in Alamblak folklore , e . g .  hay ironwood 
tree, nerw i  garamut tree (Vtex confossus) . Types of sago palms are unmarked 
as wel l ,  e . g . nakw sago palm, g i  wild sago palm, wep i n  (type of wild sago 
palm), etc . 
Most foreign obj ects are suffixed with the classifier -kfe . 
pen-kfe-t ( ink . pen-class-3SF ) . For a discussion of kinship term 
host the -em classifier , see section 3 . 1 . 2 . 7 .  
For example , 
stems , which 
Classified noun stems may not be embedded in another stem . Thus , while 
banana tree must manifest the classifier suffix , e . g .  gen-m- t (banana-class-
3SF) , the expression for the fruit of the banana tree is a derived stem without 
the classifier , e . g .  gen-ha-t (banana-fruit- 3SF) . 
The discussion in this section has been restricted to noun stem formation . 
For a discussion of kinship term stems and the demonstrative stem , see sections 
3 . 1 . 2 . 7  and 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 1 ,  respectively . 
3 . 2 . 3  Genera l noun phrase 
The noun phrase is potentially composed of a nucleus plus a complex of 
phrasal enclitics as i llustrated by Table 33 . The nucleus is manifested by the 
base which will be described in section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 .  The phrasal encl itics will be 
discussed in section 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 .  
Tab l e  33 : General noun phrase construct i on 
Functions + Nucleus + Terminator � Emphatic + Elevational -
exponents NP Base Person-number- -n Elevational 
gender markers ' emphatic ' enclitics 
( v .  Table 34 )  ( v .  Table 35 )  
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The configuration of terminator plus peripheral enclitics indicated in 
Table 33 is diagnostic of the general noun phrase versus relator-related ( i . e .  
relator-axis)  noun phrase types . The addition of a relator (case marking) in 
varying configurations with the terminator forms a structural basis for 
pos tulating three types of relator-related phrases .  The relator-related phrases 
will be discussed separately ( as distinct from the noun phrase )  since they 
contrast in form and function with the non-ease-marked noun phrase .  They are 
discussed in their peripheral functions at the clause level in section 3 . 4 .  
3 . 2 . 3 . 1  Phrasal encl i ti cs 
The enclitic markers on the general noun phrase include obligatory person­
number-gender markers and the optional peripheral enclitics viz . , the emphatic 
marker and elevational markers . 
3 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 1  Person-number-gender markers 
Person-number-gender ( PNG) markers syntactically function to terminate 
the phrase ; semantically they indicate the person , number ,  and gender of the 
head noun root of the phrase . 
Tab l e  34 : Person-number-gender markers 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 -a ( n )  1 -ne ( n )  -nem 
2 - ¢ (n )  - f t n  -ke (m) 
3 ( M) - r  
(F ) -t -f  -m 
I The final nasals i n  parentheses reduce preceding pause . 
The similarity between pronouns and the person-number-gender markers may 
be seen by comparing Tables 34 , 21 and 2 2 .  These suffixes are also manifested 
on the verb as actor and undergoer markers ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 2 ) . 
Third-person forms are the most common noun phrase terminators , although 
other person forms occur in certain phrases with an effect something like an 
appositional phrase .in English , e . g .  
157 . y i ma -m peopl.e 
person-3PL 
158 (a )  . y i ma k·· - e you peopl.e 
person- 2PL 
(b) . y i ma -nem we peopl.e 
person-lPL 
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Gender : 
Two genders , masculine and feminine , are speci fied by third-person singular 
forms . Nouns are not subclassified on the basis of gender since only a small 
set of roots must host one gender suffix or the other , being semantically 
speci fied as either masculine or feminine . This set includes names of individ­
uals , or natural objects which (according to local folklore ) originated from 
human individuals , e . g .  ma r-r sun was the son of yam- t moon . The following 
roots are included in this set as well : 
Feminine 
nem- t 
met - t 
female animal 
female human� woman 
Masculine 
y i ram- r 
y i ndar +y- r 
male animal 
male human 
Most noun roots , on the other hand , being semantically neutral with respect 
to sex , may host either gender suffix . These roots are of two types , those for 
whose referents sex is significant and those for whose it is not . 
Noun roots for which sex is significant always select gender markers on 
the basis of sex . They include roots which refer to humans and higher animals , 
e . g .  dogs and pigs . For example , y i ma person will select - r  (y i ma r  man) or 
-t (y i mat woman) depending upon the sex of the referent . 
For many noun roots sex is irrelevant , e . g .  roots which refer to inanimate 
obj ects ; for many others sex reference is neither immediately obvious nor 
culturally important . These noun roots select one gender marker or the other 
as their semantically unmarked form on the basis of a secondary or extended 
meaning of the gender markers . Specifically , the masculine suffix ( - r )  may be 
used to refer to tall , or long slende r ,  or narrow obj ects ; the feminine suffix 
( - t )  may be used for typically short , squat , or wide objects . 
Inanimate roots which host the feminine suffix in their ' unmarked '  form 
include terms for house , stool , the ground , fighting shield , and trees which 
are typical ly relatively shorter and more squat than other trees . Those 
hosting the masculine suffix in their ' unmarked ' form include terms for arrows , 
signal trumpet , typically tall slender-growing trees , large string bag varieties , 
etc . Animate roots which host  the feminine suffix in their ' unmarked ' form 
include terms for turtl e ,  frog , insects , short snakes , e . g .  death adder , etc . ;  
those which host the masculine suffix include terms for fish , crocodile , and 
long snakes . 
Noun roots which have a semantically unmarked form with respect to gender 
also have a ' marked ' form . When a noun root hosts which is for it the 
semantically marked gender suffix , that indicates its referent is either 
atypical as to size or , i f  it is animate , the sex of the object is in focus . 
Thus kun- r house with a masculine rather than the usual feminine suffix 
indicates that the house is an unusually long one , and nerw i - r  s lit gong drum 
with the ' marked ' masculine suffix indicates the drum is unusually slender , 
which implies it was made incorrectly and does not sound good . On the other 
hand , ba r +y-t hornbill with a feminine instead of the usual masculine suffix 
indicates , perhaps , that the feminine sex of the bird is in focus . 
There are exceptions to the general pattern in which the unmarked gender 
seems to be arbitrarily assigned . For example , doh-t oanoe is morphologically 
feminine in its unmarked form , but it is typically masculine-like in dimensions , 
i . e .  long and slender . B+ndhor- t oassowary is also usually feminine but is 
the largest of the birds although typically quite stout . Mahu- r (a kind of 
fruit-dove) is masculine , but the most squat of doves . 
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Indefini te reference : 
Given that the gender system is regular and obligatorily a part of an NP 
in third singular forms , conflicts are bound to arise in situations in which 
the speaker is either unable or unwilling to indicate the gender of an object.  
In  those circumstances the third-person plural marker is employed as an 
indefinite gender marker .  For example , the plural marker is  used with yen 
chiLd in example 159 not to indicate plural number ,  but to avoid specifying 
the unknown sex of the child . 
1 59 . yen -m heawrah tm +ndom yamtn 
chiLd-3PL she . tvi U . bear. them another month. in 
She wiL L  bear a chiLd in another month. 
3 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 2 Emphati c marker 
The emphatic cLL tic -n optionally follows the person-number-gender cli tic . 
160 . feh-m -n pigs 
pig- 3PL-EMP 
3 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 3  E l evat i onal  markers 
The elevational enclitics occur on the noun phrase to indicate the location 
of the head noun with respect to the speaker . They are also suffixed to the 
verb often in conjunction with elevational prefixes (a different set of 
elevational markers , c f .  section 3 . 3 , 1 . 2 ) . 
Tab l e  35 : El evat i onal  markers 
-ko up 
- i ( t ) o  on the Leve L 
- he � -we down 
161 ( a) . feh-m - ko pigs up (there) 
pig-3PL-up 
(b ) . feh-m -n ·-ko pigs up (there) 
pig-3PL-EMPo-up 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2  Genera l noun phrase base 
The general form of the Alamblak general noun phrase base ( G .  NP Base)  
is given in Table 36 . This construction will be used as a framework within 
which to discuss other constituent constructions of the noun phrase .  Phrase 
constructions which do not manifest functions in the noun phrase will be 
discussed later in section 3 . 2 . 4 .  
Tab l e  36 : G .  Noun phrase base 
Functions + ( ±  Deter- ± Deter- ± Quantifier ± OUter ± Inner ± Nucleus ) ± Clitic ± Exhaustive ± Limiter 
minerl  miner2 modifier modi fier modifier quantifier 
exponents Demon- Pronoun Numerals General Adj ective Noun -rnku -buga aU - rpa only 
strative of ( 1-4) relative phrase stem portion of (one) 
root difference clause 
worn 
Demon- Ordinal Purpose Interrogative Interr . -n i rnb t ha 
strative numeral relative root root portion 
stem stem clause (length) of 
(Table 37 ) 
E/R (Non) - Qual . -sk 
pronoun possessed nom . deteriorated 
root modifier base 
Adjectival Possessive Com-
particle phrase posite 
nom . 
base 
Nominal 
clause 
Kinship 
term 
stem 
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Optionality restrictions may be stated once for the constituents of the NP 
base construction . Any single function s lot not filled by a clitic may manifest 
the base of a noun phrase .  In general , a fully manifested base (all s lots 
manifested) is extremely rare , presumably for stylistic and processing reasons . 
Noun phrases most frequently occur with two slots manifested . One or three 
slots are less frequent combinations , and the occurrence of more than three 
slots (head plus two others including enclitic slots) is extremely rare . 
Permutability and co-occurrence restrictions will be mentioned in the 
discussion of each function slot.  
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 1  Determi ner l functi on of the noun phrase 
The determiner l function is a deictic function whereby the referent of 
the head noun is specified deictically in either linguistic or extra-linguistic 
context .  An exponent of the determinerl  function semantically marks the head 
noun as definite . A definite noun is that noun whose referent the speaker 
assumes to be identi fiable by the hearer ( Chafe 1976) . The demonstrative root 
and demonstrative stem perform the determinerl  function ( c f .  Table 36) .  
Permutabil i ty : 
The determiner l slot occurs base-initially in texts and is preferred in 
that position in informal conversation although it is allowable in other pre­
head positions . Only in elicited materials may it occur subsequent to the head 
and is thus only marginally acceptable in that position . 
162 ( a)  . NP Base 
I 
tnd y i ma - r  
DEM man - 35M 
the man 
(b) . ? y i ma tnd - r 
man DEM-35M 
the man 
Exponents of determiner l :  
The demonstrative root is discussed in section 3 . 1 . 2 . 6 .  The demonstrative 
stem is described in Table 37 below . 
Tab l e  37 : Demons trati ve stem 
Functions (+ Nucleus + proximity) R -
exponents Demonstrative -ar near 
root far - u r 
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Reduplication of the demonstrative stem has the semantic effect of referring to 
the head noun as a type of generic with or without a partitive meaning . 
163 . OEM Stem 
i I 
tnd - tnd y i rna - rn (some of) these sorts of men 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 2  Determi ner2 funct i on of the noun phrase 
The determiner2 is  manifested by the pronoun of difference , worn , and may 
be glossed as other� another� some� some other. 6 0  It  typically functions to 
contrast the head noun with a di fferent , known referent of the same class , 
although it  may occur without such contrast .  
Permutabil i ty 
The determiner2 slot freely permutes to any prehead position . In forty 
occurrences in text , the determiner2 slot never followed the nucleus slot . In 
elicitation , however , given certain contexts , it  was permissible to permute 
determiner2 slot to the subsequent position , e . g .  
164 . Nuc Oet 2 
� �  
y i rna worn -rn other men 
man other- 3PL 
Example 164 is appropriate in the case of correcting someone ' s  misunderstanding 
about the identity of participants in a particular situation . A preliminary 
hypothesis is that the post-nuclear pos ition is a pos ition of emphasis or 
clarification . It is not always poss ible to identify a particular semantic 
effect caused by varying the unmarked order given in Table 36 . Permutations 
may change the re ference by changing the immediate constituency structure . 
165 . Out .  Mod Oet2 
j I II 
ternb- t  -ho worn 
bow -3SF-GEN another 
Nuc Term 
,-, r--, 
¢ - t  another (one) of a bow 
¢ -3SF 
Example 165 occurs in a discourse where all of the fire-starting bamboo strips 
had been used up in trying to start a fire . Then another bamboo strip was 
tried , this time one from a bow (designated by the phrase in example 165) . The 
order of elements in 165 avoids a possible ambiguity which would result from the 
unmarked order (Table 36) .  With the pronoun preceding the pos sessive phrase ,  it  
could be  interpreted as  a constituent of the possessive phrase , e . g .  
166 . Out . Mod : POSS . PH Nuc Term 
j I r----1 r--, 
worn ternb - t  - ho ¢ - t  another bow 's (one) 
The structural description in example 166 would give a misleading meaning in the 
discourse . The phrase in 166 refers to a bamboo strip ( unspecified in the 
nucleus ) of another bow ( implying that at least two bows were involved) . The 
phrase in 165 does not refer to a different bow , but only to a different bamboo 
strip , which is taken from a bow . 
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3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3  Quanti fi er function of the noun phrase 
The quantifier function serves to specify the number or quantity of the 
head noun . 
Permu tabili ty 
The quantifier slot may permute to any position in the base . 
Exponents of the quantifier function 
The exponents of the quantifier function are numerals one to four , 
ordinal number stem , emphatic/reflexive pronoun root ( cf .  3 . 1 . 2 . 1 ) and 
adj ectival particle (cf . 3 . 1 . 2 . 12 ) . 
Three numeral systems coexist in Alamblak : a borrowed tal ly system , the 
borrowed New Guinea Pidgin system , and a mixed binary/quinary/vigesimal system 
(primitive numbers of one , two , five , and twenty ) . There are some further 
variations based on the presently used system , i . e . , money-counting numerals 
are derived from the basic numerals ( c f .  Appendix B) . Ordinal numbers are 
also derived from thE� basic cardinal numerals .  
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3 . 1  Card i nal numeral s 
The present numeral system is based on five primitive numbers , viz . , 
rpa 
hos 
t i r  
wura 
v i rna 
one 
two 
five ( literally hand/arm) 
five ( literally foot/leg) 6 1 
twenty ( literally person ) 
Numerals ' three ' and ' four ' are frozen constructions which transparently 
derive historically from a coordinate numeral phrase construction . 
hos - f - i - rpa - t three 
two - 3D  - CONJ - one - 3SF 
hos - f - i hos f four 
two - 3D  - CONJ - two - 3D 
The construction of these two numerals forms an interesting combination of word 
and phrase characteristics . These numerals are left unanalysed morpho­
syntactically and yet: not listed as primitive numbers in the grammar because 
of their persistence in exhibiting some phrasal characteristics . 
Word-like characteristics 
The numerals ' three ' and ' four ' are phonological words with one primary 
stress which falls on the conjunction morpheme . Morphologically they function 
as words also inasmuch as the internal PNG markers followed by the conjunction 
are syntactically fixed , unable to be separated from juxtaposed morphemes by 
expanding morphemes .  As they are distributed within a coordinate NP they 
are treated as single words inasmuch as the numeral in first position receives 
the first-constituent conjunction ( - i )  I not the second-constituent conj unction 
( -e )  as it would if it were analysed as a phrase comprising two numeral con­
stituents ( c f .  section 3 . 2 . 4 . 3  for a description of the coordinate NP) . 
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Phrase-like characteristics 
So far numerals ' three ' and ' four ' fit the pattern of  a word with the 
internal structure of a phrase . In one respect , however , these numerals show 
vestiges of their coordinate phrase-like structure . Unlike a normal phrase 
terminator , the person , number and gender of the terminator of these numeral 
forms is not governed by the person , number and gender of the noun which the 
numeral quantifies ; it is rather governed by the second root of the numeral 
base ( i . e .  rpa one or hos two ) as i f  i t  were a separate phrase in a sequence 
of phrases . These numerals are stereotyped enough in form that the gender as 
well as the number of the terminator often does not agree with the head noun 
of the phrase , e . g .  
167 . Quanti fier 
, 
hos-f - i  - rpa 
two-3D-CONJ-one 
Head Term 
� ,-----, 
y i ma - t  
person-3SF 
three men 
The phrase in example 167 is a very common way of talking about three male as 
well as three female persons . 5 2 
The above discussion covered numerals 1-5 and 20 . One , two , five , and 
twenty are listed as primitive numbers . Numerals three and four may be described 
equally well as primitive or complex unanalysable numerals . Next we will con­
sider other expressions for ' five ' ,  ' ten ' , ' fifteen ' and ' twenty ' .  
Tab l e  38 : Mul ti pl ier  base 
(Numerals for 5 ,  1 0 ,  1 5 ,  20)  
Functions + Nucleus + Delimiter 
exponents t i r  hand yoh t who le 
y i ma person Numerals ( 2-4)  
The mUltiplier base may manifest the nucleus of the multiplier phrase in the 
forming of larger numerals . The mUltiplier phrase is described in Table 1 3 0 , 
in Appendix B .  
When manifesting the quantifier function of an NP , the multiplier base is 
used to express numerals five , ten , fifteen and twenty . Numerals five , ten , 
and twenty are illustrated in example 168 below . 
168 (a)  . M .  Base 
I 
t i r  yoht - t  five 
hand who le-3SF 
(b) . M .  Base 
r I 
t i r  hos - f ten 
hand two-3D 
(c)  . M .  Base 
I 
y i ma yoht - r  twenty 
person who le- 3SM 
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The remainder of the numeral system is described in Appendix B. With the 
additional constructions described there , the numeral system theoretically has 
the potential of for ing any numeral . In practice ,  however , only a limited 
number of digits are formed in this system. The level of acceptable efficiency 
of the system seems to include numerals 1-10 and then by tens to forty . The 
greatest  operating efficiency is in the 1-5 zone . Higher numerals are frequently 
expressed in the New Guinea Pidgin system . It  is certainly the case that 
numerals other than those mentioned would not be formed in the vernacular 
system as quantifiers in a noun phrase . Higher numerals in the vernacular 
system would only be used for counting or tallying . Other counting systems , 
viz .  the money-counting system and the traditional tally system will be 
discussed in Appendix B with these higher , counter numerals . 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3 . 2  Ord i nal numeral s  
Most ordinal numbers are morphologically derived from cardinal numbers . 
Two are mentioned here which are not so derived : 
gashif- r ,  ba rkif-r 
wt reh-r 
first 
last 
Other ordinals ( ' second ' ,  ' third ' and ' fourth ' )  derive from cardinals by 
the suffixation of -yu k ,  (or -eh for ' third ' and ' fourth ' ) . 
Tab l e  39 : Ord i na l  numeral stem 
Functions + Nucleus + Derivation 
exponents numeral -yuk 
roots ( 2-4 )  -eh 
Notes : -eh co-occurs only with numerals ' three ' and ' four ' . 
169 ( a ) . hos -yuk-r second 
twO-DER-3SM 
(b) . hos f i rpa-eh - r third 
three -DER-3SM 
Ordinal numbers above ' fourth ' have not been observed unelicited . 
Thus far we have discussed the first three function slots of the noun 
phrase - determine r ) , determiner2 ' and quantifier - and their exponents . We 
turn now to the outer modifier . 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 Outer mod i fi er func t i on of the noun phrase 
The outer modifier slot contrasts with the inner modifier slot on the 
basis of freedom of permutation within the noun phrase .  The outer modifier 
has relatively greater permutability . With certain collocations of exponents 
of the inner modifier and head slot , the inner modifier can only occur 
immediately preceding the nucleus ( c f .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 5 ) . 
The functions of the two ( outer and inner)  modifier slots are the same . 
The modifier qualifies the exponent of the nucleus by providing additional 
identifying features of the nucleus . 
Permutability 
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The outer modifier slot freely permutes to any position preceding the 
nucleus although it is only marginally acceptable preceding the determiner l 
slot . When the modifier occurs after the nucleus , it is commonly removed from 
the phrase and forms a head-less appositional phrase . 
In example 170 (a)  the relative clause , manifesting the outer modifier , is 
in a post-head position within the noun phrase .  In example (b) it is in an 
appositional phrase following the first noun phrase .  
170 ( a) . 
(b) • 
Noun Phrase 
I 
Nuc Out .  Modifier Term 
r--l r---. 
t nd habh i km i na t nd kfe-me - t  
OEM sma l l  place I OEM say-R. PST-3SF 
the sma ll p lace (about)  which I spoke 
Noun Phrase Appositional Phrase 
• 
I 
Out . Mod . Nuc Term 
I I. r-1 r--, 
t nd habh i km i - t  na t nd kfe -me ¢ - t 
OEM sma l l  p lace- 3sF I OEM speak-R. PST ¢ -3SF 
the sma l l  place� (the one about) which I spoke 
Exponents of the outer modifier 
Exponents of the outer modifier function are the general relative clause , 
the purpose relative clause , the ( non) -possessed modifier , and the possessive 
phrase . Of these outer modifiers ,  the general relative clause , the purpose 
relative clause , and the verbal form of the (non) -possessed modifier are termed 
' embedded clauses ' .  Embedded clauses are discussed and contrasted with sub­
ordinate clauses in section 3 . 7 .  
Embedded clauses are constituents of constructions on or below the clause 
level . They contrast with independent clauses in the following general ways . 
Embedded clauses 1 )  typically have non-finite predicates , 2 )  occur without 
actor and undergoer pronominal suffixes ( c f . 3 . 3 . 1 . 2 ) , 3) potentially incorpor­
ate nouns into the verb stem of the predicate (cf . 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 ) , and 4) some 
embedded clauses potentially exhibit genitive forms of noun phrases  (marked in 
the same �ay that possessive phrases are) for those noun phrases which corre­
spond to nuclear NP ' s  of independent clauses . Independent clauses , on the 
other hand , 1 )  typically manifest  only finite predicates with actor and , 
frequently , undergoer pronominal suffixes , 2 )  tend not to incorporate nouns into 
the verb stem of the predicate , and 3) do not exhibit genitive noun phrases ; 
nuclear NP ' s  are unmarked for case in independent clauses . The syntax of 
independent clauses is described more fully in section 3 . 4 .  
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3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 . 1  General rel ati ve cl ause 
The first outer modifier to be discussed is the general relative clause 
which is described in Table 40 . As noted there , the peripheral functions are 
the same as they are for independent clauses .  The distinctions between the 
three nuclear functions in independent clauses , subject , inner obj ect , and 
outer object ,  are never completely maintained in the general relative clause , 
however . The reason for this loss of grammatical contrast is that the reduced 
form of the verb lacks the pronominal affixes which identify the functions of 
each nuclear NP in independent clauses . 
There are two relativisation strategies within the framework of the general 
relative Clause . Subjects , objects , and obliques are relativised on with a 
non-case-encoding strategy . 6 3  This strategy employs the general relative clause 
without manifesting the optional terminator plus relator complex ( c f .  Table 40) . 
The head noun being relativised on6 4  is not explicitly referred to within the 
relative clause , nor is there any indication of its semantic role within the 
relative clause . Of the oblique NP ' s ,  a comitative is not relativisable (cf . 
the discussion of the comitat�ve in section 3 . 4 . 2 . 3  which concludes that the 
comitative is a conjoined rather than a case-marked NP ) . Neither is the obj ect 
of a comparative relativisable . 
The strategy which employs the relative clause with the terminator plus 
relator is used to relativise on the genitive ( i . e .  possessor) of a possessive 
phrase . In that strategy the genitive case of the head noun is indicated by 
the relator , -ho ' genitive ' within the relative clause . These two relativisation 
strategies are illust:rated in examples 175  and 176 . Before those examples are 
given , we will discuss the function slots of the general relative clause and 
their exponents in more detail .  
Nuclear NP functions of the GEN REL clause 
The nuclear NP ' s  of the general relative clause are never completely 
distinguishable gramnlatically . The subj ect NP is distinguished from the inner 
and outer obj ects 6 5  in that it may never be manifested by an NP base ( i . e .  a 
noun which is incorporated in the verb stem) in multiplace predicates . Inner 
and o uter objects may be expressed by NP ' s  or NP bases . Ultimately the latter 
two can only be distinguished by appealing to different semantic roles which 
they encode in independent clauses . Thus an NP which expresses an affective 
role is interpreted to be an i nner object because only inner objects encode the 
a ffective role in independent clauses . 
Examples in 171  illustrate nuclear NP ' s  of the relative clause manifested 
both as NP ' s  and as NP bases . 
1 7 1  ( a )  • 
(b )  . 
G .  HEL CL 
I 
met -t ma roha-m haym� y i ma - r 
woman- 3SF money - 3PL gave person-3SM 
a man (who) gave money to a woman/a man (to whom) a woman gave money 
G .  REL CL 
I 
met - t ma roha-haym� y i ma - r  
woman-3SF money -gave person- 3SM 
a man (who) gave money to a woman/a man (to whom) a woman gave money 
Functions ± Peripheral 
functions 
exponents (v.  clause 
peripheries 
in section 
3 . 4 )  
Tab l e  40 : Genera l rel a t i ve cl ause 
+/± ( ±  Subject ± Inner ± Outer) ± Relativiser + Predicate ± (+ Terminator 
NP 
NP 
NP 
object obj ect 
NP NP DEM root Verb base PNG marker 
(with (v . Table 
restrictions) 
NP base NP base 
base 
Note : The +/± notation refers to the fact that one function 
slot enclosed in the following parentheses is 
obligatory with a two-place or three-place predicate , 
but all are optional with one-place predicates . 
34 )  
+ Relator ) 
- ho 
' genitive ' 
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171 ( c )  • G .  REL CL 
I I 
met -maroha-hayme y i ma - r 
woman-money -gave man -3SM 
a man (who ) gave money to women 
(d)  . G .  REL CL 
I ---, 
met - t ho i twa ku� - t 
woman-3SF s Zeeps house- 3sF 
a house (in whioh) a woman s leeps 
( e )  . G .  REL CL 
I 1 
met -ho i  twa ku� - t  
woman-s leep house-3sF 
a house (in whioh) women s leep 
Word order tends to differentiate subject , inner obj ect , and outer obj ect 
NP ' s  since they gene.rally occur in the order given in Table 40 . The order is 
not strict in relative clauses ,  however ,  as it  is  in certain other types of 
subordinate clauses ( c f .  3 . 7 . 1 ) . 6 6  
I n  many cases , then , subj ect , inner obj ect , and outer obj ect functions can­
not be unambiguously assigned to NP ' s  in a relative clause on the basis  of their 
structural manifesta tion or linear order . Likewise , the semantic roles of 
unmarked NP ' s  in a relative clause are often ambiguous and can be interpreted 
only on the basis  of the meanings of the lexical items and the context . 
Relativiser function of the general relative clause 
The relativiser is optional . Its occurrence seems to be governed by prag­
matic factors of hearer-based considerations on the part of the speaker . Thus , 
the relativiser is used in a relative clause which the speaker considers to 
contain too much information for easy processing by the hearer . These relative 
clauses usually follow the head noun of the matrix noun phrase . There does not 
appear to be any con trast , other than mere s ize , between relative clauses which 
include the relativi ser and those which do not . Thus the presence or absence 
of the relativiser does not seem to establish a contrastive relativisation 
strategy . 
Relative clauses in examples 172 and 173 occur with and without the 
relat iviser . 
172 . 
1 7 3 . 
tnd habh i km i 
OEM small  plaoe 
the small  p lace 
G .  REL CL 
I • .  
na tnd-kfeme- t 
I oEM-said -3SF 
(about) whioh I spoke 
G .  REL CL 
I 
tnd km i na kfeme- t 
OEM p laoe I said - 3SF 
the place (about whioh) I spoke 
The relativiser function is manifested by the demonstrative root . Always 
occurring next to the verb , the demonstrative root is always incorporated into 
the verb . The demonstrative functioning as a relativiser cannot be terminated 
as a phrase , therefore example 174 with a terminated relativiser is unacceptable .  
174 . G .  REL CL 
I I 
*na tnd- r kfeme-t 
I OEM-3SM said - 3SF 
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Most relative clauses are short , occur before the head noun (per Table 36) , 
and do not exhibit the relativiser , as in example 1 7 5 .  
175 . r ________ O�u�t�.�M�o�d�.� ______ _, Nuc Term I i r-l ,--, 
nem Uka rumpakorn y i me w i k  - r  
we (pl)  to . Ukarumpa went week-3sM 
the week we went to Ukarumpa 
Predicate function of the general relative clause 
The predicate function of the general relative clause serves to identify 
the state or event which is predicated of the clause participants . Exponents 
of the predicate function are verb bases in any mood and with any aspect with 
the restriction that imperfective forms must also have the so-called 
presupposition mood marker , ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 3 ) . Only finite verbs can 
manifest the predicate function , thus the copulative verb base cannot occur 
as the predicate of a relative clause . Examples in 176 illustrate relative 
clauses with different predicate forms . 
176 (a ) . G .  REL CL 
I 
kuk -w -a y i ma -m 
bathe- IMPF-PRSUP person- 3PL 
men (who) are bathing 
(b)  . G .  REL CL 
( c )  . 
i 
n i  h i k  - r  - fe y i ma - r  
you fo l low-IRR-I . PST person- 3SM 
a man (who) wou ld have fol lowed you 
G .  REL CL 
I I 
ma roham a -yak- r - fe y i ma - r  
money HORT-get-IRR-I . PST person-3SM 
a man (who) should have gotten money 
(d ) . *bro-e y i ma - r  
big-cOP person- 3sM 
*a man (who) is big 
Like a subordinate clause in a sentence , a relative clause is semantically 
subordinate to the predication of the independent clause . Firstly the predicate 
of the relative clause is restricted in the information it conveys in that it 
does not host subject or obj ect markers or switch reference markers . Secondly 
its subordination is indicated by the presence of the presupposition mood 
marker on the verb , cf . example 176 (a ) . The function of this mood marker seems 
to be to background the predication of the relative clause vis-a-vis the 
predication of the main verb . 
Perhaps another reflex of the subordinate nature of a relative clause 
within the matrix clause is its structural compactness . This compactness is 
manifested by the potential of the predicate to incorporate minimal NP bases 
into the verb base . (Cf . the discussion of noun incorporation in section 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 2 ) . 
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There are restrictions on the degree of compactness allowed in a relative 
clause , however . As indicated in Table 4 0 ,  at least one nuclear noun phrase 
must be manifested in the relative clause containing a two-place or three-place 
predicate . This requirement is necessary for relative clauses since there is 
no other way to identify or refer to conceptually obligatory participants of 
the relative clause . Independent verbs manifest pronominal suffixes (person­
number-gender markers) which coreference those participants and therefore do 
not require the explicit mention of them as NP ' s  in the clause if they are 
known from the context . 
Terminator and relator functions of the G .  REL CL 
A PNG marker and genitive suffix occur as clitics on the relative clause 
when relativising on genitives ( i . e .  possessors ) of possessive phrases . The 
person-number-gender marker is concordant with the possessed item (which must 
be referenced by an NP in the relative clause ) .  ( See the discussion of the 
examples in 177 ) . The genitive marker indicates the function of the head noun 
within the relative clause . 
Examples 
Examples 177 and 178 illustrate relative clauses as they relativise on 
positions of the noun phrase accessibility hierarchy (cf . Keenan and Comrie 
1977 ) . 6 7  
177 (a )  . 
(b )  • 
( c )  • 
( d ) • 
G .  REL CL 
Subj/In . Obj In . Obj/Subj 
I -, I 1 
t nd ¢ fehr was -me yawy-t 
OEM ¢ pig pierce-R. PST dog -3SF 
the dog (who) bit a pig/the dog (whom) a pig bit 
G .  REL CL 
Subj 
r---1 
t nd ¢ 
OEM ¢ 
the man 
tu r fufr-me y i ma-r 
E/R cut -R. PST man -3SM 
(who) cut himself 
G .  REL CL 
In . Obj . /Subj 
I -, 
t nd ¢ 
OEM ¢ 
the European 
the European 
I
Subjl 
¢ kaunse l 
nem ma roham hay -me 
we money give-R. PST 
(to whom) we gave money/ 
(who) gave money (to)  us 
G. REL CL 
teh -me y i ma- r 
merho - r 
European-3sM 
¢ counse llor 
a man (who) was 
be . standing-R . psT man -3SM 
a counse l lor 
177 ( e )  • 
( f ) • 
(g )  • 
Ins 
r-r 
G .  REL CL 
¢ na yawy r t nd - tat-me mty - t 
¢ I dog DEM-hit-R. PST stiak- 3SF 
a stick (with) which I hit a dog 
tnd 
DEM 
the 
G .  REL CL 
S . Set 
r-----r 
¢ y i mam g t rha-me kun - t 
¢ men dance-R. psT house-3sF 
house (in which) men danced 
G .  REL CL 
Subj (of comparative ) 
,-, 
¢ P i an r  haf i t  yorh -w -a yen -m 
¢ 
chi ldren 
Zike be . seated-IMPF-PRSUP chiZdren- 3PL 
(who) are Zike (e . g' 3 the same size as ) Pianr 
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The genitive ( i . e .  possessor) of a possessive phrase is relativised with 
a case-marking strategy where the relative clause has the following structures : 
a PNG marker concordant with the pos sessed item ( extant in the relative clause)  
and the possessive marker -ho ( indicating the role of the head noun) occur as  
enclitics to the relative clause . With the common form of the relative clause 
(verb-final) the PNG marker might appear to be an actor on the verb , e . g .  
example 178 (a ) . 
178 (a )  . 
(b)  • 
GEN 
r--> 
G .  REL CL 
¢ y i ma r kunt h i ngna-me - r  -ho met - t 
¢ man house buiZd - R . PST-3SM-GEN woman- 3SF 
a woman whose man bui Zt a house 
GEN 
r-1 
G .  REL CL 
¢ kun t h i ngna-me y i ma - r - ho 
¢ house buiZd -R. PST man - 3SM-GEN 
a woman whose man buiZt  a · house 
met - t 
woman- 3SF 
In example (b) , the possessed item is last in the clause and therefore 
hosts the enclitic markers (only one PNG marker occurs ) rather than the verb . 
The PNG marker cannot , then , be functioning as the actor marker on the verb in 
(a )  • 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 . 2  Purpose rel at i ve c l ause 
The next exponent of the outer modifier function to be discussed is the 
purpose relative clause , which is displayed in Table 41 . The purpose relative 
clause is similar to the general relative clause in many ways . The peripheral 
functions , the relativiser function and their exponents are the same as for the 
general relative clause . The grammatical relations , and thus the semantic roles , 
of the nuclear NP ' s  are often syntactically indeterminate . The predicate 
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function is manifested by a specially marked non-finite verb . The predicate 
function and the nuclear NP functions and their exponents will be discussed 
briefly below . 
Tabl e 4 1 : Purpose rel ati ve cl ause 
Func ± Periphery : t  Subj ect ± In . Obj ect ± Out .  Obj 
exp ( v .  clause 
peripheries 
in section 
3 . 4 )  
- - -
Predica te function of the purpose relative clause 
-
± Rela­
tiviser 
OEM root 
+ Pred 
Purpose 
verb 
The predicate function serves to identify the state or event which is 
predicated of the clause participants and which is also the functional purpose 
of the head noun . This function is similar to that of the predicate of the 
purpose clause indicating the purpose for which the predicate of the matrix 
clause is predicated ( c f .  section 3 . 7 . 2 . 2 ) , only the subordinating clitic is 
different . 
The predicate function is manifested by a purpose verb , i . e . , a verb stem 
( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 ) plus the subordinating purpose marker -yu k .  
Nuclear NP functions of the purpose relative clause 
Inner obj ects and outer objects may be manifested in three ways : by NP 
bases ( i . e .  incorporated nouns ) , genitive NP ' s ,  or by NP ' S  which are unmarked 
for case . The subject may be incorporated in a one-place verb , but it is 
manifested as a genitive NP or unmarked NP in clauses with multi-place verbs . 
Only one genitive NP may occur in a relative clause at a time . Patterns 
in the occurrence of genitive NP ' s  in dependent clauses in general are discussed 
in section 3 . 7 . 1 . For the purpose relative clause , the pattern appears to be 
strictly controlled by syntactic factors ( i . e .  not variable according to the 
speaker ' s  choice although the speaker retains the option of choosing a genitive 
form or some other form for an NP) . Thus , with three-place predicates , the 
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outer obj ect  ( i . e . , patient noun) may be marked with the genitive . The inner 
obj ect can be marked with the genitive only if the outer obj ect is either not 
expressed in the clause , or if it is incorporated into the verb . The subject 
may take the genitive marker only if  both inner and outer obj ects are either 
not expressed or are incorporated . This strict syntactic pattern enables the 
nuclear NP ' s  to be distinguished with certain configurations of genitive-case­
marked and unmarked NP ' s .  
Patterns of genitivisation are i llustrated in example 179 below : 
l79 ( a) . 
(b)  • 
( c )  • 
(d)  • 
Examples 
PUR REL CL 
Out . Obj 
I 
y i nem- r yemre� r-oh w i kna-hay-yuk y i ma - r 
chiLd- 3SM meat - 3-GEN . PL buy -BEN-PUR man - 3SM 
a man to buy meat for a child 
PUR REL CL 
In . Obj 
I y i nem-r -ho yemre-w i kna-hay-yuk y i ma - r 
child- 3SM-GEN meat -buy -BEN-PUR man - 3SM 
a man to buy meat for a chi ld 
PUR REL CL 
In .  Obj 
I 
nem rmentemb- t -ho w i kna-yuk ma roha-m 
us shotgun - 3SF-GEN buy -PUR money - 3PL 
money for us to buy a shotgun (with) 
PUR REL CL 
Subj 
I 
nem -oh ma rn i ngha -w i kna-yuk ma roha-m 
we (pl) -GEN wristwatch-buy -PUR money - 3PL 
money for us to buy a wristwatch (with) 
The examples in 180 illustrate purpose relative clauses as they relativise 
on positions of  the accessibility hierarchy . The scope of the purpose relative 
clause seems to parallel that of the general relative clause , although data is 
not available on the relativisability of the genitive of a possessive phrase . 
l80 (a )  . 
I 
Subj 
I( 
PUR REL CL 
¢ y i fen -w i kna-yuk masta -m 
¢ carving-buy -PUR European- 3PL 
Europeans (whose purpose is) to buy carvings 
(b)  . PUR REL CL 
I 
I n . Obj 
I I 
¢ nohta-yuk naku - t 
¢ plant-PUR sago . palm- 3SF 
sago palm for p lanting 
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180 ( c )  . 
(d )  • 
I 
Ins 
II 
PUR REL CL 
¢ y i fen - r-oh h i ngna-yuk ho -mku -m 
¢ carving·- 3-GEN . PL work -PUR adze-piece- 3PL 
adzes for making carvings 
I 
S . Setting 
I I 
PUR REL CL 
¢ met - r-oh w i kna-yuk tk i t  - t 
¢ woman-3-GEN . PL buy -PUR place-3SF 
a place for buying brides 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 . 3  ( Non ) -possessed mod i fi er 
The next exponent of the outer modifier function to be discussed is the 
( non) -possessed modi fier which is displayed in Table 42 . 
Tabl e  42 : ( Non ) -possessed mod i f i er base 
Functions + Nucleus + Relator 
exponents non-finite clause -et ' possessed ' 
expanded adjective phrase -dohra ' non-possessed ' 
NP base 
The terminating suffixes function di fferently depending on the exponent of 
the nucleus . When a clause or expanded adj ective phrase manifests the nucleus , 
the construction characterises the head noun of the matrix noun phrase in terms 
of the adj ective phrase ( c f .  example 186 (d » , or in terms of the state or action 
of the predicate of the clause , e . g .  181 (a ) . When a noun phrase base manifests 
the nucleus , the ' possessed ' enclitic identifies the item which is possessed by 
the head noun and the ' non-possess�d ' enc litic represents its negation (e . g .  
181 (b » . 
181 ( a) . (Non) -possessed 
modifier 
I 
nu r-et yen - r  
cry-POSSD child-3SM 
a child (who) cries 
(b )  . (Non) -possessed 
modifier 
I I 
feh-dohra met - t 
pig-NoNPoSSD woman-3SF 
a woman without (a) pig (s) 
llS  
The verbal form of the (non) -possessed modifier functions as  a relative 
c lause , according to Keenan and Comrie ' s  ( 1977 : 63-4)  semantic definition . The 
verbal (non) -possessed modifier may , therefore , be referred to as the (non) ­
possessed relative clause . This relative clause is s imil ar in some ways to the 
purpose relative clause . That is , 1 )  the verb is in a non-finite form , and 2 )  
noun incorporation follows the same pattern . The two constructions differ in 
other ways , namely , 1 )  the subordinating clitics and their semantic functions 
are distinct , 2) the (non ) -possessed modifier relativises only on subject and 
obj ect positions ( c f .  example 182 ) , 3 )  the noun phrases within the (non) ­
possessed modifier have not been observed to be marked with the genitive . 
l82 (a)  . 
I 
Subj 
,---, 
(NON) -POSSD REL CL 
¢ feh- ( r )  was -dohra y i ma - r 
¢ pig- ( 3SM) pieroe-NON . POSSD man -3SM 
a man (who) has not speared a pig/does not spear pigs 
(b) . (NON) -POSSD REL CL 
I I 
In . Obj 
I I 
¢ y i mam was -et feh - r 
¢ men pieroe-possD pig- 3SM 
a pig speared by men 
( c ) . (NON) -POSSD REL CL 
I 
Out . Obj 
I I 
¢ y i femr yen r hay -et feh - r 
¢ father ohild give-possD pig- 3SM 
a pig (whioh) {father } gave (to)  {a ohi ld} 
a ohild father 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 . 4  Posses s i ve phrase 
We will now consider the final exponent of the outer modifier , the pos­
sessive phrase . A first approximation of the possessive phrase construction 
is given in Table 43 . 
Tabl e 43 : Posses s i ve phrase I 
Functions + Related head + Possessive 
exponents NP - ( h ) o 'V -oh 
(genitive marker) 
The related head function of the pos sessive phrase identifies the possessor 
of an item . It  is manifested by a noun phrase which is terminated with a PNG 
marker . The possessive function relates the axis noun phrase to another noun 
phrase as the possessor of that noun phrase . 
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There are some irregularities in the possessive phrase which can be 
illustrated by charting the distribution of the genitive markers . 
Tabl e 44 : Gen i t i ve a l l omorphs 
Singular Dual Plural 
Person : 1 - ( h ) o  -oh '" - ( h ) o -oh 
2 - ( h ) o  -oh '" - ( h ) o  -oh 
3 - ( h ) o  - ( h ) o  NP base- r-oh 
('" NP base-m- ho)  
The symbol '" indicates free variation of allomorphs in  the same environment .  
The - ho form wit:h third-person plural forms i s  bracketed since i t  was found 
to occur alternating with the -oh form only in the idiolect of an older gener­
ation speaker (over 50 years of age) . For that reason the -ho form in the 
plural column can be taken to be exceptional and wil l  be ignored for the moment ; 
the form is significcmt from a historical perspective . 
The analysis of possessive markers as given in Table 43  is kept relatively 
simple at the expense of regularity in the phrase terminator (person-number 
marker) of the third-·person-plural form . The common third-person-plural marker 
is -m , as shown in the form in parentheses in Table 44 . In all but the oldest 
speakers '  speech , this marker is replaced by -r in third person plural forms 
co-occurring with the pos sessive marker . Compare the possessive and simple 
forms of ' fish ' in the following paradigm . 
SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL I masculine feminine 
simple :  y i ra-r y i ra- t y i ra-f y i ra-m 
possessive : y i ra-r-ho y i ra- t-ho y i ra-f-ho y i ra- r-oh 
Note that *y i rCl -m-oh fishes ' o is ungrammatical . 
By this analysis another person marker needs to be added to the inventory 
of noun phrase terminators ( c f .  Table 34) , viz . - r ' third person ' .  This new 
terminator only occurs with third-person-plural-possessive forms . Whereas 
other terminators indicate person , number , (and gender in third singular forms ) 
this new terminator indicates only the category of person . The component of 
plurality is conveyed by the possessive marker -oh . These meanings are 
illustrated by the forms in example 183 . 
183 (a ) . POSS PH 
y i ra- r -ho moh - t 
fish-3SM-GEN hoZe-3sF 
the fish 's ho Ze 
183 (b)  . POSS PH 
r 
y i ra- r-oh moh - t  
fish- 3-GEN . PL hole-3SF 
the fishes ' hole 
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From the distribution of the possessive allomorphs in Table 44 , it is 
apparent that plural forms have become fixed with the -oh alternate . Whi le the 
-oh alternate occurs elsewhere as wel l , it is evidently becoming associated with 
the meaning ' plural ' ,  and that association has become established in third­
person forms . 
An alternative synchronic solution would analyse - roh as a single third­
person-plural possessive morpheme . The result of that analysis would be that 
the noun phrase terminator -m would not co-occur with the third-person-plural 
possessive morpheme whereas every other person and number form of the noun 
phrase base is terminated before the possessive marker is suffixed to i t .  The 
present analysis is preferred on the basis of the greater regularity in the 
form of the phrase to which the GEN is suffixed . 
With the present analysis the specification of the possessive phrase 
(Table 4 3 )  can now be refined according to Table 4 5 .  
Tabl e 45 : Possess i ve phrase ( revi sed ) 
Functions + Related Head + Possessive 
exponents NP -oh ' genitive plural ' 
- ( h ) o  ' genitive ' 
The - ( h ) o  ' genitive ' morpheme must be further specified by a morphemic rule : 
+ {  - (h ) o  � -oh / {��} } - (h ) o  - ( h ) o  / elsewhere 
That is , following first person-singular and dual , and second-person-singular 
forms , the alternating forms - ( h ) o  and -oh occur . The - ( h ) o  alternates occur 
elsewhere . Where -oh occurs in underlying forms (with plural forms ) , there is 
no variation in the form of the genitive . 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 5  I nner mod i fi er funct i on o f  the noun phrase 
The next function slot of the noun phrase to be discussed is the inner 
modifier . It is manifested by adj ective phrases and interrogative roots which 
may be permuted and/or repeated as described below . 
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Permutabil i ty 
The inner modifier slot may theoretically permute to any position within 
the NP base . There is a tendency , however ,  to maintain its pre-nuclear position 
(per Table 36)  especially with certain collocations . Collocations with certain 
exponents of the nucle�s slot are restricted to the modifier + nucleus order . 
A detai led study of the interaction of collocation and permutation restrictions 
has not been done for this research . Limited documentation seems to indicate , 
however , that permutation potentials within the noun phrase are governed at 
least partially by semantic factors . For example , the descriptive adj ective 
habh i sma l l  may permute to the post-head position with inherently small obj ects 
(according to some general standard) which manifest the head pos ition , e . g .  
knife , man , tree , pig, canoe . The same adj ective may not permute to that 
position with inherently large objects such as mountain ,  village , river , ground , 
swamp . 
Repeatabil i ty 
The inner modifier function slot is repeatable . Almost any ordering among 
a sequence of adj ectives is allowable . Restrictions operate to generally dis­
allow more than one adj ective to follow the head noun . For example , 
184 ( a ) . t nd b ro dbo ryoh krta g ra f \;e; I - r  OEM big good black wild i -3SM 
(b ) . + nd dbo ryoh b ro g raf I feh I krta - r  OEM good big wild pig blaok-3SM 
( c ) . ,qnd habh i l;e;1 krta g raf- r 
OEM small i blaok wi ld-3SM 
Some collocations of two adjectives following the head noun have been observed . 
185 . tnd g ra f l;e;1 dboryoh b ro-r 
OEM wild i good big-3sM 
Exponents of the inner modifier 
Exponents of the inner modifier function include simple descriptive 
adj ectives , adj ective phrase constructions , and certain interrogative roots . 
For a discussion of simple adjectives , refer to section 3 . 1 . 2 . 3 .  
Adjective phrase 
The adj ective phrase is diagrammatically presented in Table 46 . 
Tab l e  46 : Adj ecti ve phrase 
Functions + Nucleus ± Scaler 1 
exponents adj ective Scaler adverb 
Comparative specific enclitic 
Diminutive speci fier enclitic 
Note : masat very precedes the adj ective . 
l
The term ' scaler ' is taken from Fries ( 1970 : 7 5 ) . 
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Permu tabili ty 
The function slots within the adj ective phrase do not permute . 
The ordering of elements within the adj ective construction is unusual in the 
light of Greenberg ' s  ( 1963 : 88 )  21st universal : 
If some or all adverbs follow the adj ective they modify , 
then the language is one in which the qualifying adj ective 
follows the noun and the verb precedes its nominal obj ect 
as the dominant order . 
The verb in Alamblak does not precede its nominal obj ect as the dominant order 
( it is an S 0 V language with several typological features of S 0 V languages) ; 
in the dominant order the qualifying adj ective in the noun phrase does not 
follow the noun . Therefore , adverbial constituents should precede the adjective 
in adj ective phrases according to Greenberg ' s  universal . One explanation for 
this digression in Alamblak from the general pattern is that the predominant 
adverbials are enclitics and therefore either follow the adj ective or head noun 
of the phrase . Other adverbials , which are apparently less tightly bound 
phonologically , follow the adj ective perhaps by analogy with the enclitic 
adverbials . 
The adj ective construction may be discontinuous , with certain exponential 
combinations . That is , certain exponents of the scaler s lot may occur suffixed 
to the nucleus of the noun phrase . The discontinuous form is actually preferred 
with certain combinations . -ef moderately always occurs in the post-head 
position unless in a derived form with the -et ' possessed ' suffix . Note the 
examples in 186 . 
186 ( a) . r-------, 
ADJ PH 
,----, ,----, 
tat mty -m i f  - t 
hard tree-very-3SF 
very hard tree 
(b ) . r--- -----, 
ADJ PH 
,----, 11 
tat mty -ef - t 
hard tree-moderately-3sF 
a moderately hard tree 
( c )  • ADJ PH 
I 
dboryoh-m i f  feh - r 
good -very pig-3SM 
very good pig 
(d) . (Non) -possd.  mod . 
I 
ADJ PH 
dbo ryoh-ef -et doh - t  
good -moderate ly-possD canoe-3SF 
moderately good canoe 
From the limited amount of data available , adj ective phrases with ' human 
propensity ' adj ectives consistently retain a non-discontinuous form . Those 
phrases with ' value ' adjectives consistently allow either a discontinuous or 
non-discontinuous form . The data are too limited to make any firm generalisations . 
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Repeatabil i ty 
The scaler slot may be repeated within the adjective phrase , e . g .  
187 . Adj ective PH 
I I 
habh i -en -m i f  y i ra- r  
smal l-DIM-very fish-3SM 
very sma l l  smal l  fish 
Exponents of the adjecti ve phrase 
For a discussion of exponents of the nucleus of the adj ective construction , 
refer to section 3 . 1 . 2 . 3 .  Scaler adverbs and comparative and diminutive 
specifier enclitics Inanifest the scaler function which functions to modify the 
adjective by specifying the extent or degree of the adj ective along a relative 
scale . 
Scaler adverbs , which are very few in number ,  tend to be highly restricted 
by selectional feat'lres as follows : 
y i nmat 
kashe 
y i nmay r 
masat 
moderately ( o f  size only) 
moderately (of size only with large ) 
very (of size only with large ) 
very, much 
These adverbs are il lustrated in example 188 below . 
188 ( a ) . ADJ PH 
I 
habh i y i nmat mty-t 
sma l l  moderate tree 
moderate ly small  tree 
(b )  • ADJ PH 
I 
bro y i nmot mty-t 
big moderate tree 
moderate ly large tree 
( c )  • ADJ PH 
I 
b ra kashe mty-t 
big moderate tree 
moderately big tree 
(d )  • ADJ PH 
I ---, 
*habh i kashe mty-t 
small  mode.'t'ate tree 
( e ) . ADJ PH 
I I 
b ra y i nmay r 
big very 
huge tree 
mty-t 
tree 
( f ) . ADJ PH 
I I 
masat b ra y i ma-r 
very big man 
very big man 
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The comparative and diminutive speci fier enclitics are the same as those 
which occur manifesting a derived noun stem function s lot ( c f .  Table 31 ) . They 
are listed together here : 
-m i f  
-ef 
-en 
very 
moderately 
diminutive 
This analysis distinguishes between the two functions of these morphemes (scaler 
function of an adjective phrase and the derivation function of the noun stem) . 
Structural ambiguity may occur , however ;  for example when an adj ective phrase 
is discontinuous , the comparative specifier follows the head noun , occupying 
the same linear position as the derivational suffix of the noun stem . This 
analysis captures the fact that there is a clear semantic contrast between the 
two manifestations of these morphemes .  Example 186 illustrates the meanings of 
some of the suffixes when manifesting the scaler slot of the adj ective phrase 
construction . The two functions of the diminutive clitic are contrasted in 
example 189 below .  The functions of the comparative clitics may be contrasted 
by comparing their occurrences in adj ective phrases ( example 186)  with their 
occurrences in noun stem constructions ( c f .  example 156 ) . The suffix -en is 
glossed the same in both the noun stem and the adj ective phrase : note the 
contrast ,  however , in example 189 . 
189 (a ) . ADJ PH 
I 
habh i -en yawy - r 
small-DIM dog - 35M 
smaU smaU dog 
(b ) . N Stem 
yawy-en - r  
dog -DIM-35M 
puppy 
with a scaler function the diminutive clitic adds a specification to the 
adjective in the adj ective phrase ( a) . In a derivational function (b) , the 
same suffix derives a new lexical item from the noun root in the core of the 
noun stem . 
Interrogative roots 
Certain interrogative roots , viz . , f i teh which and tameh what ( substantive ) 
may manifest the inner modifier function of the noun phrase . These roots are 
employed to ask for a further speci fication of the head noun . F i teh which i s  
the most commonly occurring interrogative manifesting the inner modifier func­
tion . The equivalent of English ' when ' is expressed in Alamblak with f i teh 
modifying the head noun yha as in example 190 . 
190 . In . Mod Head 
I I r--I 
f i teh yha - r  
which day - 35M 
when 
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3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6  Nuc l eus s l ot of the noun phrase 
The next function slot to be discussed is the nucleus of the noun phrase .  
The function o f  exponents of the nucleus is to identify the basic class of 
enti ties or the enti 1:y being referred to by the phrase . 
Permutabil i t y  
Relative ordering of the nucleus slot within the noun phrase has now been 
effectively delineated by discussion concerning the relatively free permutability 
of the other noun phrase slots . The nucleus position always precedes enclitic 
slots as listed in Table 3 6 .  Otherwise the nucleus position may occur anywhere 
in the phrase , although it is rare to find the head noun preceding determiner l ' 
Exponents of the nuc.leus 
Common noun roots , noun stems , interrogative roots , qualifier nominal 
bases , composite nominal bases , and nominal clauses manifest the nucleus of the 
noun phrase . Noun stems have been discussed in section 3 . 2 . 2 .  Examples of 
interrogative roots manifesting the head of a noun phrase are given in 3 . 1 . 2 . 5 .  
Compound forms have not been included as exponents of the nucleus ; these will 
be discussed following the presentation of the various subtypes of the nominal 
bases . 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1  Qua l i fi er and composi te ( compound ) nom i na l  bases 
Both the quali fier and composite nominal bases may be classified according 
to the functional relationships which obtain between noun + noun or noun + verb 
roots . The subtypes and semantic interpretations of each are surunarised in 
Tables 4 7  and 48 . 
Tab l e 47 : Qual i fier  nom i na l  base 
Functions + Modifier + Nucleus 
exponents noun root noun root 
verb root 
There are two semantic interpretations of the relationship between the 
modifier and the nucleus of the qualifier nominal base depending on the 
individual exponents of each function slot . Example 191 illustrates the first 
relationship , in which the first noun root identifies the substantive which is 
affected by the typical function of the second noun root.  
191 . n u a  r i ka - t  
sago . panoake palm. sheath- 3SF 
palm sheath oontainer for sago 
The second semantic relationship obtains between either noun or verb roots 
functioning as modi fiers and the nucleus . Examples in 192 illustrate this 
relationship in which the exponent of the modifier function qualifies the 
generic head noun in terms of type or function . 
192 (a ) . mty tha - t 
tree skin- 3SF 
bark 
(b) . hambray tha - t 
olothe skin- 3SF 
olothing 
Tab l e  48 : Compos i te nomi nal  
Functions + Nucleus l 
exponents [no= root 
Basej Proper Name 
noun root 
1 2 3  
base 
+ Nucleus z [Compos ite 
{noun root} 
verb root 
rOOJ 
There are three semantic interpretations of the relationship between the 
two nuclei of the composite nominal base depending upon the individual exponents 
of each function slot . 
In the first relationship a noun root or proper name base identi fies one 
member of a composite and the composite enclitic identifies the type of 
composite it is . Example 193 illustrates this type of semantic relationship . 
193 (a ) . y i ma sawoh - f 
man ohi ldless. married. oouple-3D 
man {and his} wife 
(b) . met n i meh -f 
woman parent . and. only . ohi ld- 3D 
woman {and her} only ohild 
The second type of relationship holds between two noun roots . Exponents 
of both nuclei identify a member of a composite . Example 194 illustrates this 
type of composite . 
194 . y i fa mtma - f 
father mother- 3D 
parents 
The third type of relationship holds between a noun root and a verb root . 
The noun root of nucleus l identi fies the source of the substantive and the verb 
root of nucleus z identi fies the process involved in manufacturing it . Example 
195 illustrates this type of construction . 
195 . kt pa tnda - t  
sago . stem. strip weave- 3SF 
woven wal l  panel 
The quali fier and composite nominal bases are nearly equivalent to 
compound stems . Described as they are as phrase base constructions , it is 
implied that they are the result of productive syntactic processes . Their 
distribution , manifesting the nucleus function of a noun phrase , implies that 
they are formed by highly restricted syntactic processes , and they include a 
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range of close-knit constructions which formally embraces compound-like 
structures .  6 8  
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 . 2  Nomi nal i sed c l auses 
The final class of exponents of the nucleus pos ition of the noun phrase is 
the nominalised clause . The structure of the nominalised clause is described in 
Table 49 . As the head of a noun phrase ,  a nominal clause hosts regular noun 
phrase terminators indicating number in the third person . 
Functions 
exponents 
Tabl e 49 : Nomi nal i sed cl ause 
± Periphery 
( cf .  clause 
periph . in 
3 . 4 . 2 )  
+/± ( ±  Subj ± In . Obj 
[ NP 
The predicate function of the nominalised clause 
± Out . Obj ) 
[NP BASE] 
NP BASE 
] 
+ Pred 
Nom . 
verb 
stem 
The exponents of the predicate function are nominalised verbs whi ch are 
composed of a verb stem ( c f .  Table 69) plus the nominaliser suffix - nef . The 
predicate , then , is non-finite and lacks actor and undergoer pronominal suffixes . 
Nuclear NP functions of the nominalised clause 
The grammatical functions and semantic roles of the nuclear NP ' s  in the 
nominalised clause are more difficult to identify than they are for other 
embedded clauses .  Subjects of one-place predicates may be incorporated ; subj ects 
of mUltiplace predicates , however , cannot be incorporated and thus contrast wi th 
the inner and outer obj ect under certain circumstances .  Genitivisation in 
nominal clauses digresses from the general ' ergative ' pattern of other embedded 
clauses ( c f .  3 . 7 . 1 ) in that either the subject or the object of a two-place 
predicate may take t.he genitive form . 
Examples 196 (a)  and (b) manifest the genitive form of the subject and 
example ( c )  has genitivised the inner object . 
196 ( a ) . Nominal CL 
Subj 
I I 
y i femr pethawonmean r  nan-ho y i -nef-t 
father talk. try . I. him I -GEN gO-NOM- 3SF 
I tried talking to Father (about) my going . 
196 ( b )  . 
( c )  • 
y i fem- r 
father 
I tried 
Nominal CL 
I 
Sub . 
I J I 
pethawonmean r rer-ho yak-n i -nef- t na 
talk. try . I. him he -GEN get-go-NoM- 3SF me 
talking to Father (about) his taking me . 
Nominal CL 
In . Obj 
I 
akferafewahn y i ma -m bupa - r-oh yak-nef-t 
do . not . talk. forbid. you person- 3PL water-3-GEN . PL get-NoM-3SF 
Don 't forbid the men ( 's)  getting of water. 
1 2 5  
A peripheral semantic role ( typically manifested a s  an oblique NP) takes 
the genitive form as an inner obj ect in example 197 . 
197 . Nominal CL 
I 
In . Obj (Allative ) 
i I 
kfey f i fakrhwan r s ku r  - r  -ho y i -nef-t 
talk. entice. wil l .  I. him school-3SM-GEN gO-NOM- 3SF 
I wil l  entice him (about) going (to) schoo l .  
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 7  Pos t-nucl ear functi ons of t he  noun phrase 
Post-nuclear functions of the noun phrase include the modifier clitic , 
exhaustive quanti fier , and limiter and they typically occur in that order . 
These functions are not always clearly differentiated functionally from 
derivational suffixes of the noun stern ( c f .  Table 3 1 ) . In general , however , 
these phrase-level clitics function as adjuncts to the head noun which further 
specify or subclassify it rather than deriving a distinct lexical item in 
conjunction with i t .  Structurally there is greater flexibility i n  linear order­
ing and collocations with the post-nuclear functions than there is with 
derivational suffixes . 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 7 . 1  C l i ti c  mod i f i er functi on of the noun phrase 
Repeatabi l i ty and permutabili ty 
The clitic modifier function slot may be repeated although it rarely is in 
common speech . Its linear ordering is fixed with respect to the exhaustive 
quantifier and must follow the head of the phrase but need not be juxtaposed 
to the nucleus slot . 
Exponents 
The exponents of the clitic modifier function include , as listed in Table 
36 , -mku portion of� -n i mb t ha portion (length) of� and - s k deteriorated. 
Example 198 illustrates a noun phrase with a clitic modifier . 
198 . kun -sk - t 
house-deteriorated-3SF 
deteriorated house 
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3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 7 . 2 Exhausti ve quan t i fi er functi on of the noun phrase 
The exhaustive quanti fier i s  manifested by -buga all  and it i s  fixed in 
order with respect to the clitic modifier . 
199 . kun -sk -buga-m 
house-deteriorated-all -3PL 
all  of the deteriorated houses 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 7 . 3  L i mi ter functi on of the noun phrase 
The l imiter function is mani fested by - rpa only (a secondary meaning of 
the numeral ' one ' ) .  The limiter may permute to most pos itions within the noun 
phrase although its position according to Table 36 is the most  common . No 
variation of scope occurs with variations in linear ordering ; phrases in 
example 200 have the same meaning although different stylistic effects may 
resul t .  
200 ( a ) . b ro- rpa kuR - s k -m 
big-only house-deteriorated-3PL 
only big deteriorated houses 
(b ) . bro kun - rpa -sk -m 
big house-only-deteriorated-3PL 
only big deteriorated houses 
( c ) . b ro kun -sk - rpa -m 
big house-deteriorated-only-3PL 
only big deteriorated houses 
3 . 2 . 4  Mi scel l aneous phrase constructi ons  and d i scuss i on 
3 . 2 . 4 . 1  Constru cti ons  wi th proper names 
Proper names occur in composite nominal base constructions . They may also 
manifest a modi fier function in the noun phrase ;  in that function a proper name 
always follows the nucleus position , e . g .  
201 . Nuc Mod : proper n .  Term 
r-l I r---1 
km i Yamkop i n  - t  
vil lage (Amongabi) -3SF 
Amongabi vil lage 
3 . 2 . 4 . 2  Cons truct i ons w ith  pronouns 
constructions with pronouns deviate from the general noun phrase pattern 
in that the quanti fier slot follows a pronominal nucleus . 
An important observation about pronouns is that because of their 
distribution within a phrase , they appear to be unanalysable wholes . 
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Tab l e  50 : Pronoun phrase base 
Functions ± Determiner + Nucleus ± Quanti fier ± Limiter 
exponents OEM Pronoun Emphatic/ - rpa on�y 
base reflexive 
pronoun root 
202 (a ) . ret- rpa _ t 6 9 
she-on�y-3sF 
on�y she 
(b) . ret tu - t 
she E/R-3SF 
she heY'se�f 
( c )  . ret tu - rpa - t 
she E/R-on�y- 3SF 
she (and) on�y she heY'se�f 
In example 202 the full pronoun form manifests the nucleus position of the 
phrase . All other forms of non-verbal phrases require non-terminated forms 
in that position . To make pronoun phrases consistent wi th that pattern , pro­
nouns would have to be considered unanalysable (non-terminated) .  
On the other hand , a pronoun may be a minimal manifestation of a phrase , 
e . g .  
203 . ret she/heY' 
If the pronoun in 203 is unanalysable , then it breaks the general noun phrase 
pattern since it manifests a phrase without a terminator . 
There is other evidence relevant to the analysis of pronouns . Copulative 
constructions are formed by suffixing the copula -e to a base form . The base 
form of pronouns may be identified , then , by examining copulative forms of  
pronouns . 
Third person forms ( indirect reference pronouns )  of the paradigm are 
analysed differently than the other pronouns by this test ,  e . g .  
PRONOUN COPULATIVE FORM 
Base Copula Terminator 
1 .  na ( n ) I/me nan - e a (n )  (It) is I. 
ne ( n )  we two nen - e ne ( n ) (It) is we two . 
nem we nem - e - nem (It) is we . 
2 .  n i ( n )  you n i n  - e ( n )  (It) is you . 
n i Hn you two n i Hn - e Hn (It) is you two . 
n i ki;qm) you n i kem - e ke (m) (It) is you. 
3 .  rer he re - e - r (It) is he . 
rih she re - e - t (It) is she . 
ref they two re - e - f (It) is they two . 
rem they re - e - m (It) is they . 
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Full first- and second-person forms of the paradigm manifest the base of 
the copulative cons truction . A reduced base form ( re ) is  used in the case of 
third-person forms , however .  Third-person pronouns are analysable into base + 
terminator , whereas other pronouns are not analysable , at least in the context 
of the copulative construction . The final consonant of third-person pronouns 
has been reinterpreted to be a person-number-gender terminator by analogy with 
nominals which are also third-person in form . First- and second-person pronouns 
have not undergone any such reanalysis . 
Whatever the exact reason for the disparate analysis by Alamblak speakers 
of different pronoun forms , what is perhaps both more interesting and more of 
a synchronic problem is the fact that in some contexts third-person pronouns 
are treated the same as first- and second-person pronouns . 
At present it seems that third-person pronouns have five base forms which 
occur in different grammatical environments . Re ' third person ' occurs in 
copulative constructions ; rer , ret , ref , and rem whose final consonant is the 
same form as the corresponding PNG markers , occur elsewhere . The pronoun phrase 
can be described as hosting terminations in the same way nominal phrases do 
with the additional rule that restricts person-number-gender markers from 
occurring immediately following a pronoun base . 
We would like for our description to explain why this special rule , and 
the special base forms of third-person pronouns , occur in the grammar . The 
historical development of person-number-gender markers will be of signi ficance 
relating to this question . We will not discuss the origin of person-number­
gender markers in Alamblak in this work , however . 
3 . 2 . 4 . 3  Coord i nate and semi coordi nate noun phrases 
There are two types of coordinate noun phrases , conjoining and alternating . 
These are structurally described in Tables 51  and 52 . 
Tabl e 51 : Conj o i n i ng coordi nate NP  base 
Functions + Nucleus 1 + Link ± (+  Nucleus + Link) 0 + Nucleus 
exponents NP - j ' CONJ ' NP -e ' CONJ ' NP 
PNP PNP PNP 
The conJo�ning coordinate NP consists of two or more nuclear functions 
conjoined by linking devices which are obligatory on all but the final exponent .  
The typical l inkages are the coordinate enclitics listed in Table 51 . Alterna­
tively they may be replaced by a pause juncture . The conjoining coordinate NP 
base functioning as a nuclear clausal constituent is optionally terminated with 
the -e ' conjunction ' cliti c .  As a peripheral NP it manifests the nucleus of 
relator-axis phrases ( c f .  section 3 . 4 . 2 ) . 
204 (a ) . yen - r  - j  yen - t  -e mtmem - t  
ahild- 3SM-CONJ ahild- 3SF-CONJ mother- 3SF 
a boy and a girl and mother 
( -e ) 
(-CONJ ) 
204 (b) . yen- r- i yen-t-e feh - r fayk -f 
pig- 3SM get . I. PST-3D 
A boy and a girl caught a pig . 
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The linking morphemes function to conjoin two or more phrases which are 
equivalent in their grammatical and semantic roles . By grammatical role we 
mean roles such as subj ect , and by semantic roles we mean case roles such as 
agent , patient , etc . Coordinate structures function as a unit with no one 
member singled out as being more in perspective or more referentially prominent 
than the other members of the construction . 
The coordinating conj unction contrasts in function with the conj unction of 
a comitative construction ( c f .  below) . 
Tab l e  52 : Comi tat i ve NP  
+ Related + [ : J  ± Eleva-Function + Terminator [ - J Relator 1 Relator2 nucleus + tional 
exponents NP base PNG markers -pne - rpa t Eleva-
( v .  Table 34) ' comitative ' together tional 
markers 
( v .  Table 
35 )  
The comitative marker is a multifactor morpheme functioning similarly to  a 
conj unction here , encoding several semantic roles in its function as a case 
marker .  The comitative NP will be contrasted with the referent N P  i n  section 
3 . 4 . 2 . 3  in which the -pne formant functions as a case marker . 
The formant -pne functioning as a comitative marker relates one noun phrase 
to another such that the NP ' s  are equivalent in semantic role function but not 
equivalent in grammatical or pragmatic function . The comitative NP is clearly 
not an autonomous peripheral phrase . It is closely related syntagmatically as 
well as semantically to its associated NP . 
205 (a )  . 
(b)  • 
( c )  . 
(d )  . 
COM NP 
yen - r  yen - t -pne 
child- 3SM child- 3SF-COM 
a boy with a girl 
COM NP 
yen - r yen-t- rpa t 
-together 
a boy together with a girl 
COM NP 
yen - r yen-t-pne- rpat 
-coM-together 
a boy together with a girl 
COM NP 
yen- r  yen - t-pne feh - r fayk -f 
pig- 3SM get .  I .  PST-3D 
A boy with a girl they two caught a pig. 
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The relationship between two NP ' s  related by the comitative marker is 
semantical ly comparable to that between NP ' s  linked by a coordinate conj unction.  
As we wi ll see in section 3 . 5  in both cases the NP ' s  are coreferenced on the 
verb as a composite unit functioning together in a single semantic role (e . g . , 
as agents or patients , etc . ) ,  as in examples 204 (b) and 205 (d ) . According to 
other syntactic processes , however , these two constructions contrast in prag­
matic or grammatical function . While the coordinate NP functions as a gram­
matical unit ( e . g .  as subj ect or obj ect) , the NP ' s  related by the comitative 
do not function as equivalent participants . The full signi ficance of the 
similarities and differences between the coordinate and comitative NP ' s  is 
best discussed in the context of the clause uni t ,  where they function ( c f .  
section 3 . 5 . 2 ) . 
Tabl e 53 : Al ternat i ng coord i nate NP 
Fun ctions + Nucleus l + Link ± ( + Nucleus + Link) 0 + Nucleus 
Int onation / L / L "" 
exp onents NP - ( n ) o  01' NP - (n ) o  01' NP 
Note : The initial n of the conjunction is manifested following vowel s  and is 
deleted following consonants . 
The internal i tonational pattern of an alternating coordinate NP is the 
same as that which i.s manifested in sentences with subordinate clauses which are 
subordinated with the linking morpheme - ( n ) e  ( c f .  3 . 6 . 2 ) . 
206 ( a ) . yuanane -no yhof nayay- rah- r 
two . days . removed-or one . day . removed come -FUT- 38M 
He wi l l  come in two days 01' tomorrow. 
( b ) . y i nem- r -0 nemem - r  w i ta -me - r 
child-38M-or younger . sibling-38M enter. up-R. P8T-38M 
The child 01' younger sib ling entered (it) . 
The linking morpheme of the alternating coordinate Np7 0 functions to conjoin 
two or more NP ' s  whi.ch are equivalent in grammatical and semantic roles . The 
conJunctions of both the conjoining and the alternating coordinate NP function 
in the same way . They contrast only in meaning . 
3 . 3  I ndependent verba l constructi ons 
3 . 3 . 0  I ntroduction 
In section 3 . 2  the topic of grammatical levels was discussed within the 
framework of nominal constructions . The conclusion reached there was that the 
definitions of traditional stem , word , and phrase levels  do not sufficiently 
differentiate the Alamblak levels  of stem , phrase-base ,  and phrase .  Grammatical 
levels in Alamblak are characterised by a mixture of features which define 
the traditional levels . 
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That discussion of grammatical levels  will not be repeated here , but the 
conclusions reached there generally apply equally well to verbal constructions . 
Structurally the verb phrase is more word-like than the noun phrase is . For 
example , the internal structures of  all verbal constructions are more rigidly 
ordered than those of nominal constructions . Some variation in the ordering 
of elements does occur , but a change of meaning generally results from the 
reordering , e . g . hay is a causative as a prefix but a benefactive as a suffix . 
Furthermore , typical word inflections bound the verbal phrase at both ends . 
On the other hand , the verb phrase is definitely phrase-like in terms of 
its expandability . That is,  its constituent parts are interruptible by 
modifying-type aspects and the verb stem may incorporate several roots including 
nouns , adj ectives , and time word roots . Semantically the verb can be as complex 
as serial verb constructions or complex clause or sentence constructions in other 
languages . 
The borders of stem , phrase-base ,  and phrase are perhaps even less discrete 
with verbal constructions than they are with nominals .  This feature wil l  be 
discussed in more detail in the section dealing with expanded stems . Distri­
butional factors , nonetheless , help to establish levels of stem , phrase-base ,  
and phrase . These levels are valuable as convenient descriptive devices as long 
as their use does not obscure the nature of the continuum of which they form a 
part . 
This section deals primarily with finite verbal forms of which expansions 
of the stem compose the greater part of the discussion . To begin with , the 
basic structure of the verb phrase is described , followed by a discuss ion of a 
minimal base and phrasal clitics which give the base its complete independent 
form . Following the discussion of the basic features of the verb , more complex 
serialised constructions will be discussed in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 .  Non-finite 
copular and existential verbs are discussed at the conclusion of  this section . 
Other non-finite verbal forms are described in other sections of the grammar 
where they manifest predicated functions of dependent clauses ( c f .  sections 
3 . 6  and 3 . 7 ) . 
3 . 3 . 1  F i n i te verb phrase 
A finite verb phrase is composed of  a base plus terminal and other 
pheripheral clitics as portrayed in Table 54 . 
Tab l e  54 : The f i n i te verb phrase 
Functions + Nucleus ± Actor ± Undergoer ± Elevation 
terminator terminator 
exponents VP base (v . Table 65 )  (v .  Table 65 )  (v .  Table 35 
cf . also p . 15 l) 
The components of a minimal VP base are discussed first , followed by a dis­
cussion of the peripheral clitics . 
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3 . 3 . 1 . 1  M i n i ma l  verb phrase base 
The structure of a minimal VP base with tense , mode , aspects , and mood is 
portrayed in Table 55 . 
Tabl e 55 : Mi n i mal  VP  base 
Func . + Mode l [ - ]Tense l + Nucleus + Reality [ � ]Tense2 + Aspect ± Mood ± Mode 2 + 
exp o ¢ I .  PST one or ¢ TNS ¢ -a - t  
' DECL ' (v .  Table more ' Realis ' marker ' PERF ' ' PRSUP ' ' I rrealis '  
56)  juxta- Irrealis ( v .  Table -we wa-
posed marker 56)  
, IMPER' 
verb (v .  Table 
' IMPF ' 
stems 58) 
a- -wah 
' HORT ' ' NEG . 
HORT ' 
Notes : tense l and tense 2 do not co-occur , but one of them mus t be mani fested . 
Exponents of tense l occur in the tense 2 position when an irreal is 
marker manifests mode 2 . 
Example 207 is a minimal verb phrase . It includes a minimal manifestation of a 
VP base which includes a minimal express ion of a verb stem mani fested by y i  go . 
207 . VP 
I 
VP BASE 
I I 
V i -me - r  
gO-R . PST- 3SM 
He went.  
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 1  Tense and aspect 
The tense system is a five-term system, with three past tenses , a present , 
and a future . Tense and aspect formatives are usually morphologically 
analysable but sometimes are manifested in portmanteau forms . It is convenient , 
there fore , to consider tense and aspec t together .  Furthermore ,  manifestations 
of aspects and linear ordering of tense and aspect vary with respect to tense . 
The tense-aspect system , then , can be described as a system which varies 
according to the parameter of time reference on the one hand , and according to 
the parameter of aspectual specification on the other . The aspects involved are 
perfective and imperfective . 
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Tabl e 56 : Tense and aspect 
Remote Near Immediate past Present Future 
past past -me - re ¢ '\, f- '\, -fe '\, ¢ - rhw -tawe -rah 
Perfective -me - re ¢ '\, f- '\, - tawe '\, ¢ 
¢ - fe - rhw - rah 
Imperfective -me-w - re-w - -we '\, -w -we '\, -w 
Tense 
The time references of Alamblak tenses are as fol lows : 
Remote past ( R . PST) : two days before the present and earlier . 
Near past ( N . PST) : one day before the present . 
Immediate past ( I . PST) : the same day of but before the time of the 
utterance . 
Present ( PR) : the time of the utterance .  
'\, 
'\, 
Future ( FUT) : the period of time following the utterance . 
Verb conj ugations are partly distinguished by variations in the immediate 
past tense markers . See the discussion of verb conjugations in section 
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 5 .  
The immediate past tense may function as a past and present perfect tense­
aspect or as a simple past tense . The clearest cases o f  the perfect use of the 
immediate past tense occur in contrafactual sentences ( c f .  3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 ) . The 
predicate of the apodosis clause may manifest any past tense but the immediate 
past tense may be used to refer to any past time . 
208 . yhof nerw i t a -gur -kah -nem- r -e 
yesterday s Zot . gong HORT-beat-PR. IRR-IPL- 3SM-DEP 
{nayay- r -fe -r } 
come - IRR-I�PST- 3SM nayay- r - re - r 
come - IRR-N . PST- 3SM 
If we had beat the drum for him yesterday� he wouZd have come (then) . 
The future tense marker has two allomorphs which occur as follows : 
� {-rhW / { lS person-number marker ( -a ( n ) }} - rhw � Presuppos ition marker ( -a ) - rah / elsewhere 
Aspects 
Perfective 
The perfective aspect in past tenses portrays a situation as a completed 
whole , "without regard to internal temporal constituency " ( Comrie 1976 
Perfective forms are common in past time where they contrast with imperfective 
forms . Since the perfective aspect is unmarked (or marked wi th zero ) it is 
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debatable whether or not the perfective aspect co-occurs with the present tense 
( also marked with zero) . 
There are two reasons for arguing against a perfective aspect in the pres­
ent tense . Only a small morphologically-defined set of verbs may occur without 
the imperfective aspect in the present tense . Unmarked for tense or aspect ,  
they may be interpreted a s  formally manifesting the perfective aspect i n  the 
present tense ; these forms freely vary with the imperfective forms , however , 
and in most cases there is no apparent contrast in meaning . These are verbs 
of irregular conjugations I and I I  plus a few miscellaneous irregular verbs , 
all o f  which add a consonant to the end of the present tense form of the stem 
( c f .  3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 5 ) . They do not form a coherent semantic class : 
kahuk give kakrm i t  pun ca.uay in fear 
wanuk hear fun i t  swim 
kamuk say, think Hkn i t  enter 
hh i t see k i t  go 
ho i t s leep naku t cal l  
The second reason to doubt that these forms , unmarked for tense and aspect ,  
manifest the perfect.ive aspect has to do with the dis tribution o f  the pre­
supposition mood ( c f .  3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 3 ) . The presupposition marker occurs in content 
interrogative clauses together with the imper fective aspect .  I t  cannot occur 
in past tense perfective forms , but does occur in the present tense with the 
irregular verbs above unmarked for aspect . Since it is restricted from 
co-occurring with the perfective aspect in past tenses , its manifestation in 
present forms is evidence that the present tense forms do not encode the 
perfective aspect . The distribution of the presupposition mood ( -a ) is  
illustrated in Table 57 . 
. Tabl e 57 : The d i stri bution of the presu ppos i t i on marker ( -a ) 
i n  content i nterrogat i ve cl auses ( d i spl ayed w i th y i  go ) 
Tense 
R. PST N . PST I . PST PR FUT 
Perfective y i -me r i e  y i f i  - -.j..l u Q) ? - - - y i  t-� -0. en y i -me-w-� r i e-w-a � Imperfective - y i t-w-� r i hw-a - -
On the other hand , there is some evidence for analysing the irregular 
verb forms , which are unmarked for tense and aspect as mani fes ting the 
perfective aspect in the present tense . While most contexts equally allow 
the imperfective or the unmarked form in the present , there are cases where 
there is a definite preference for one or the other.  In these cases the 
unmarked (perfective ) form seems to imply a presently continuing state or 
event which was initiated further in the immediate past than that implied 
by the imperfective aspect . The present perfective , then , seems to indicate 
a state or event which is viewed as continuing but which is well on i ts way 
to completion . 
209 (a) . ho i t  - ¢  - r  
s leep-PR . PERF- 3SM 
He s leeps. (= He is sleeping) 
(b ) . ho i t  -w� - r  
s leep-PR. IMPF-3SM 
He is s leeping . 
Imperfective 
The imperfective marker -w� has two allomorphs which occur as follows : 
-we + { -w / {:pprox} 
-we / elsewhere 
-w precedes or follows a vowel ' w '  or ' y '  and -w� occurs everywhere else . 
Perfective and imperfective aspects clearly contrast in the remote past 
and near past tenses as illustrated in Table 56 . 
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The imperfective aspect views a situation with regard to its internal 
temporal constituency either as habitual or continuous . It does not exclude a 
progressive meaning , but a speci fic progressive view of a situation is expressed 
by other aspectual verbal constructions ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 2 ) . The precise 
interpretation of the imperfective is determined by contextual considerations . 
Thus , example 210 has a ' habitual ' meaning in a context such as this : ' They 
were being sick at the beginning of every rainy season , so they bought the 
magic song from a neighbouring tribe . '  A ' continuous ' interpretation is possible 
in a context such as this one : ' They were being sick for two months before 
moving to a di fferent house . '  
210 . db�na-m� -w -m 
sick -R. PST-IMPF- 3PL 
They were being sick. 
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 2 Ten se mode and real i ty 
Three modes and two states of reality may be distinguished in verb morphol­
ogy : declarative , imperative , hortative , realis , and irrealis . The notion of 
mode is used here in contrast to mood ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 3 ) . The mode of the 
verb refers to the formulation of a type of expression , e . g .  statement or com­
mand , without reference to the speaker ' s  attitude toward what is being said . 
Mood , however , includes an indication of the speaker ' s  attitute toward what he 
says . 
Realis and irrealis co-occur with the modes .  Certain morphemes in this 
system are portmanteau forms combining meanings of tense and mode . The irrealis 
morphemes are suppletive in different tenses . Tense , mode and reali ty are 
discussed together so that the morphemes of all three systems can be seen in 
relation to each other . 
Tab l e  58 : Tense and mode 
Remote Near Immediate past Present Future 
past past 
( -me) ( - re ) ( ¢  'V f - 'V -fe 'V (¢) ( - rhw 'V 
- tawe) - ra h ) 
Reality Mode 
- ----
Declarative -me - re ¢ 'V f - 'V - fe 'V ¢ - rhw 'V 
( ¢) -tawe - rah 
Realis ( ¢) Imperative -- -- -- wa- - -
(wa - ) 
I Hortative -
- -- -- a- --
( a- ) 
-- - -- -- -- ------ ----
Declarative - r-me - r- re - r- fe -kah , -wat - rhwa-t 
Irrealis 
( ¢) 
( - r ,  - t  and Imperative -- -- -- wa- . . .  - kah wa- . . .  - twa 
portmanteau (wa - ) 
morphemes )  
Hortative a- . . .  - r-me a- . . .  - r - re a- . . .  - r-fe a- . . .  -kah a- . . .  - twa 
(a- ) 
--
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Declara ti ve and realis 
Declarative and realis are morphologically unmarked .  Declarative is the 
form which signals a statement or an assertion . Realis indicates that the 
state or event expressed by the verb actually happened or certainly wi ll happen . 
Example 211 illustrates an unmarked form of the verb y i  go . 
211 . ¢ -y i - ¢ -me _ r 7 1 
DECL-go-REAL-R. PST- 3SM 
He went . 
Impera tive and horta ti ve realis 
Imperative and hortative prefixes signal a command or statement of obli­
gation . In the realis state , imperative and hortative have complementary 
dis tributions ; the imperative co-occurs with second-person actors ( i . e .  
addressees)  and the hortative co-occurs with first- or third-person actors . 
Imperative and hortative realis verb forms are illustrated in example 212 
below . 
212 (a )  . ( n i )  nuat wa -ya -n - t 
(you) sago . patty IMPER-eat-2S- 3SF 
You eat the sago patty .' 
(b )  . ( nem) nuat a -ya -nem- t 
(we (pl » ) sago . patty HORT-eat-1PL- 3SF 
Let us eat a sago patty ! 
( c ) . ( re r ) nuat a -ya - r  - t 
Irrealis 
(he) sago . patty HORT-eat- 3SM- 3SF 
He should eat the sago patty ! 
In contrast to the realis state which indicates the actuality of a state 
or event , i rrealis indicates that the state or event expressed by the verb 
either 1) was , is , or will not be an actuality , or 2) is or will not wi th 
certainty be an actuality .  
This disjunctive definition covers the usage of the set o f  irrealis 
markers as they are distributed in different constructions , viz . , future 
imperative and hortative verbs and predicates mani festing negative clauses , 
contra factual clauses and hypothetical clauses expressing obligation (wi th or 
wi thout the component of contrafactuality) . These constructions are illustrated 
here and some are discussed in more detail in section 3 . 4  (negative clauses )  
and 3 . 6  ( contrafactual and hypothetical clauses) . 
Declarative irrealis 
Declarative irrealis forms of  the verb occur obligatorily in negative 
clauses and in i rrealis  and negative irrealis clauses which manifest the 
apodosis of the contrafactual sentence ( see section 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 5 ) . 
The irrealis marker - r  occurs immediately preceding the past tenses and 
- t  occurs immediately following the future tense as in the negative clauses 
in example 213 below . 
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213 (a ) . f i nj i noh - r -me - r  
NEG die-IRR-R. PST-3SM 
He did not die . 
(b ) . f i nj i noh- r - re - r  
-N . PST-
( c ) . f i nj i  noh- r-fe _ r 7 2 
-L PST-
( d ) . afe noh- rhwa - t  - r  
NEG die-FUT -IRR- 3SM 
He wi l l  not die .  
Irrealis clauses ( c f .  section 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 5 ) exhibit declarative irrealis 
verb forms in the contrafactual sentences below . The negative irrealis verb 
mani fests both the ·· r suffix before the tense marker and the - t suffix after 
i t .  
214 ( a) . 
(b)  • 
IRR CL 
( 
a - i  -kah-n -n , h i k  - r  - fe -an-n 
HORT-go-IRR- 2S-DEP fol low-IRR- I . PST-1S-2S 
Had you gone (and you should have) ,  I would have fol lowed you . 
(negative ) Irrealis Clause 
( 
a - i  -dohra - roh-kah-n -n afe h i k  - r  -fe - t -an-n 
HORT-go-NONPOSSD-be - IRR-2S-DEP NEG fo l low- IRR- I . PST-IRR- IS-2S 
Had you not gone, I would not have fol lowed you . 
The i rrealis present tense morphemes (declarative mode) are - ka h and -wa t 
(as in Table 58 ) . -wa t occurs only in negative clauses .  The semantic 
distinction between these two morphemes is not ful ly understood at this time . 
The - ka h morpheme seems to indicate a non-actuality which is certain ( such as 
in the case of a fil�st-hand report) , whereas -wat seems to indicate an uncertain 
non-actuality ,  i . e .  a surmise on the part of the speaker that the state or 
event expressed by the verb is not happening . 7 3  These morphemes are illustrated 
in example 215 below . 
215 ( a) . f i nj i yay-kah- r -m 
NEG eat-IRR-3SM-3PL 
He is not eating them/he does not eat them. 
(b) . afe yay-wa t - r -m 
NEG eat-IRR- 3SM-3PL 
(I surmise that) he is not eating them/he does not eat them. 
Imperative and hortative irrealis 
Various combinations of the irrealis marker and imperative and hortative 
mode markers which co-occur with certain tense markers convey a particular 
conflation of component meanings including contrafactuality and/or hypotheti­
cality or indefinite future . 
Horta ti ve irrealis in past time 
Hortative plus irrealis in past time convey the notions of obligation and 
contrafactuality in what is termed a contrafactual hortative . Imperative and 
irrealis do not co-occur with past tenses . 
216 . yen r a -yakrmay - r -me - r 
boy HORT-run. away- IRR-R. PST-3SM 
The boy should have run away. 
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This verb form may occur with any person ( firs t ,  second , or third) as the actor . 
Impera tive and hortative irrealis in present time 
The combination of imperative and irreal is in present time conveys 
obligation (with the illocutionary force of a command) plus hypotheticality or 
contingency . The verb form exhibiting these forms manifests the protasis of a 
conditional sentence ( c f .  section 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 4 ) . It occurs only with a second­
person actor as in the first clause in example 217  below . 
21 7 .  wa - i  - kah-n -n kunko wa -hoe - twa -¢ 
IMPER-go-IRR-2S-DEP to . house IMPER-s leep-FUT . IRR. IMP/HOR-2S 
Go to the house (and) if/when (you do) s leep ! 
The combination of hortative and irrealis in present time in the second 
person form conveys the notions of obligation , contrafactuality , and hypo­
theticality . This combination cannot have the illocutionary force of a 
command . The meaning is more nearly equivalent to the subjunctive in English . 
The verb form exhibiting these modes manifests the protasis of contrafactual 
and contraexpectancy sentences ( c f .  section 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 ) as in the first clause 
in example 2l4 (a )  , repeated here as example 218 . 
218 . a - i  - kah-n - n , h i k  - r  - fe -an-n o 
HORT-go- IRR-2S-DEP fol low-IRR-I . PST-lS-2S 
You should have gone (and) if you had� I would have fo l lowed you. 
In non-second person forms the same combination of hortative and irrealis in 
present time conveys obligation plus hypothetical ity or contingency with the 
illocutionary force of a command . The meaning is thus the same as for 
imperative irrealis second person forms in present time . 
219 . a - i  -kah- r -n kunko a -hoe - twa - r  
HORT-go- IRR-3SM-DEP to . house HORT-s leep-FUT . IRR . IMP/HOR-3SM 
Let him go to the house (and) if/when (he does) let him s leep . 
Imperative and hortati ve irrealis in future time 
The combination of imperative or hortative and irrealis in future time 
functions with the illocutionary force of a command . There is no semantic 
contrast between the imperative and hortative forms , morpho-syntactically they 
are in complementary distribution . The imperative occurs with second-person 
and the hortative with third-person actors . 
There is a semantic contrast between imperative and hortative realis 
(present) verbs and imperative and hortative irrealis ( future) verbs . In 
addition to the difference in time reference , the future imperative or 
hortative is the polite or diplomatic form . The present real is imperative 
or hortative is considered to be rude or harsh depending upon the relative 
social status of the illocutors and the social expectations of a given context 
in which it is used . 
The polite future imperative and hortative verbs are illustrated in 
example 220 below . 
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220 ( a ) . ( n i k�) wa - roh- twa -k� 
(YOU . PL) IMPER-sit-FUT . IRR. IMP/HOR-2PL 
You all sit/be seated! 
(b) . ( r� r ) a - roh- twa - r  
(he) HORT-sit-FUT . IRR . IMP/HOR- 3SM 
May he be seated! 
These forms may be compared with the present realis  imperative and hortative 
forms in example 212 . 
Negative hortative 
The final modal morpheme to be discussed ( -wah )  is not included in Table 
58 . It  is listed as an exponent of the reali ty function in Table 55 because 
it is mutually exclusive with the i rrealis markers , occurs in the same linear 
position , and is semantically similar to the irrealis markers . 
The hortative present tense form of the verb is  the only verb form which 
exhibits a morphological negative form with the possible exception of the form 
of the declarative present verb with - kah . 
Three important features of the negative hortative are illustrated in 
example 221 below . Firstly , unlike the positive imperative and hortative verbs 
which co-occur with only certain persons , the negative hortative verb occurs 
with all three persons . Secondly , the negative hortative refers either to 
present or immediate future time ; since it never exhibits a future tense affix 
it may be best to regard it as tense less rather than as a present-tense form . 
Final ly , the negative hortative may be interpreted in either a durative or a 
punctiliar sense . 
221 ( a ) . a -p + tha-wah-n�m 
HORT- talk -NEG-1PL 
We should not talk. /Let us stop talking. 
(b ) . a -yhot -wah-n 
HORT-cough-NEG- 2S 
Don 't cough!/Stop coughing . 
( c ) . a - r i  -pt tha-ak -wah- r 
HORT-ELEv-talk - INCHO-NEG- 3SM 
He should not start talking . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 3 Presuppos i t i on mood 
The presupposition marker ( -a ) may co-occur with the imperfective 
aspect , and it must occur in irrealis imperfective verbs . It  has been 
analysed as a mood which often marks semantically back grounded or presupposed 
information 7 4  in a discourse . The label ' presupposition ' indicates a semantic 
commonal ity amongst most constructions marked with -a , although it does not 
seem to consistently define the marker in all cases . 
The notion of presupposition as used here is well suited to describe the 
occurrences of -a in the fol lowing constructions : content interrogative 
clauses ( c f .  section 3 . 4 . 1 . 2 ) and general relative clauses ( c f .  section 
3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 ) where it occurs obligatorily with imperfective forms of the verb , 
and general dependent and non-final subordinate clauses ( c f .  Table 108 and 
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109 in section 3 . 6 ) , where it occurs optionally . In content interrogatives ,  
the predicate is presupposed and the point of the clause is to determine , who , 
what , where , when , or how with reference to the predicate . In yes-no inter­
rogatives , or in simple declaratives which cannot manifest the marker , by 
contrast ,  it is precisely the truth value of the predicate which is being 
questioned or asserted , e . g .  
222 ( a )  . Content Interrogative CL 
I 
f rehm dbehnay-w -a -m 
who siok -IMPF-PRSUP-3PL 
Who is siok? 
(b ) . Yes-No Interrogative CL/Declarative CL 
1 
yenm dbehnay-w -m 
ohildren siok -IMPF-3PL 
Are the ohi ldren siok ?/The ohildren are siok. 
Examples 222 ( a) and 223 (below) would be ungrammatical without the presuppo­
sition marker , and example 222 (b) would be ungrammatical with it . 
Relative clauses help to identify the referent of a noun phrase .  As 
such they are semantically backgrounded vis-a-vis the main clause which makes 
the basic assertion of the utterance , e . g .  
223 . 
I 
G.  Rel Cl 
t nd dbehnay-w -a yenm 
DEM siok - IMPF-PRSUP ohildren 
The siok ohildren are sleeping. 
ho i twem 
they . are . sleeping 
Similarly , the general dependent and non-final subordinate clauses which 
exhibit the presupposition marker are more clearly semantically backgrounded 
than those which do not .  The general dependent clause in example 224 (a )  
implies that the man ' s  driving of trucks is supportive to his  job of building 
houses .  Conjoined statements of unrelated jobs would not exhibit the pre­
supposi tion marker in their predicates . 
224 ( a )  . 
(b )  • 
G .  Dep Cl I 
nengorf ha - ton i t -w -a - r  -ne , kunm h i ngnaywer 
truoks CAUS-run - IMPF-PRSUP-3SM-DEP houses he . builds 
He runs (two ) truoks, (and) bui lds houses . 
Non-final Cl 1 
ma r r  tay -w -a - t  - r ,  y i ky i  -we - r 
sun shine-IMPF-PRSUP-DA-3SM perspire- IMPF-3SM 
Beoause the sun is shining ( different actor) he is perspiring. 
The non- final clause in example 224 (b )  is the implied cause of the independent 
clause . 
The notion of presupposition or semantic backgrounding does not always 
seem appropriate for the morpheme -a . For example , -a occurs (obligatorily) 
with declarative irrealis imperfective forms and possibly as a part of the 
future morpheme in declarative irrealis forms .
7 5  
These forms may occur as 
independent predicates as in example 225 below .  
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225 (a ) . f i nj i  dbehna- r -me -w -a - m 
NEG sick -IRR-R. PST-IMPF-PRSUP- 3PL 
They were not being sick. 
(b ) . a fe dbehna- rhwa- t -m 
NEG sick -FUT -IRR-3PL 
They wil l  not be sick . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 4 Vo i ce 
The Alamblak verb is neutral with respect to the parameter of voice . 
Certain clause patterns involving intransitive verbs derived from transitives 
which can be conveniently described as exhibiting a middle voice are discussed 
in section 3 . 4 . 1 . 4 .  
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 5  M i n i ma l  verb stem 
The stem of the verb construction can be very complicated . The expansion 
potential of the steIn will be discussed in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 .  In this section , 
minimal manifestatio s of the stem will be discussed including morphological 
classes of verbs , i . e .  verb conjugations , and derived , i . e .  adj ectival and 
nominal , verb stems . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 5 . 1  Verb co j ugat i ons  
Verb conjugations are defined according to  morphological variations in 
the verb root as it occurs in di fferent tenses , and by variations in the 
immediate past tense inflections . Many roots do not vary at all and there are 
about a dozen of the inevitable irregular roots . A schema of cross-classifi­
cation of verbs is given in Table 59 . Verb roots may be classed according to 
whether or not variations occur on the initial consonant . Another classification 
is defined by diphthongisation patterns of the last vowel of the root . Vari­
ations of the immediate past tense inflection is the basis of yet another 
classi fication. In most cases , irregular roots may be viewed as departures from 
one or more of the regular classes , but they are not included in the cross­
classifying system to avoid positing single-member classes . 
Classificatory verbs form another verb class based upon their dis tribution 
and function in the equative clause . These are discussed along with the 
equative CL in section 3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 2 .  
Types of 
variation 
Features 
of verb 
conjugations 
Tab l e  59 : Morphol og i cal  var i ati ons defi n i ng 
verb conj ugati ons 
1 
Immediate past 
tense 
variations 
( realis mood) 
A .  ¢ 
B .  f-
2 
Consonant 
variations 
(verb root­
initially ) 
1 .  no variation 
2 .  initial C -+ 
f/past 1 
tenses 
k/presentJ tenses y/future tense 
3 
Vowel 
variations ( in 
final syllable 
of verb root) 
a .  no variation 
b .  V ( C) -+ Vy (C) ­
/immediate 
past  and 
present tense 
Table 60 gives an example for five of the eight possible regular 
conjugations which have been observed . 
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There is considerable variation in patterns of indicating the immediate 
past tense . It is clear that this part of the tense system has undergone and 
is probably still undergoing adjustments . This is not surprising since the 
immediate past is the only tense indicated by a prefix ins tead of suffix , ( in 
the realis form) . Semantically the immediate past is also differentiated from 
the other past tenses by one of its functions as a perfect aspect ( c f .  3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 1 )  
which may i n  fact be the historically prior function o f  the immediate past tense 
marker .  
There are recurring patterns among the irregular verbs which suggest 
several residual conj ugations . 
Irregular conjuga tion I 
Irregular conjugation I is  characterised by feature c plus certain 
irregularities . 
Feature c :  V (C ) - -+ Vy (C) -/ remote past tense , near past tense and 
future tense . 
The pattern of feature c is complementary with respect to feature b .  Feature b 
diphthongises in immediate past and present tenses and feature c diphthongises 
in all tenses except immediate past and present . In both patterns the immediate 
past and and the present stem forms are the same in contrast to stem forms in 
the other tenses . Three verbs seem to exhibit feature c as i llustrated in 
Table 61 . 
Tabl e 60 : Verb conj ugati ons and exampl e  paradi gms l ( 3SM forms ) 
Regular Features Gloss Remote past Near past Immediate Present Future 
conj uga- (v .  Table past 
tions 59) 
I A . l . a .  drink f u t -me- r  f u t - re- r f u t - r  f u t -we- r  f u t - rah- r 
I I  A. l . b .  wash k i pta-me- r k i pta- re- r k i ptay-r  k i p tay-w- r k i p ta - rah- r 
I I I  A . 2 . a .  fel l  foh-me - r  foh- re- r foh - r  koh-we- r yoh - ra h - r  
IV A . 2 . b .  get fak-me - r  fak- re- r fayk- r kayk-we - r  yak- rah- r 
V B . l . a .  hit t a t -me- r  t a t - re- r f - t a t - r  t a t -we- r  t a t - ra h - r  
l It  can be noted from this table that feature b ( f- ' I . PST ' )  does not co-occur with verb roots 
exhibiting feature 2 .  The explanation for this gap is possibly phonological since f - does not 
occur prefixed to any f- initial stem (all verb roots with feature 2 are f - initial in past tenses) . 
Looking further,  the f- prefix does not co-occur with verb roots exhibiting feature b either , but 
only with roots which have no variation in form, i . e . , conj ugation V, and possibly in one or two 
irregular verbs . 
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Tabl e 6 1 : I rregu lar  conj ugat i on I verbs ( 3SM forms ) 
R . PST N . PST I .  PST PR PUT 
hear wayn-me-r wayn- re- r wanu- r wanuk-we- r wayn- rah-r 
[ ' wanmE� J [ ' wanrE
R
J [ ' wanu
R
J [ wa '  nukwo� ] [wan ' ra�+
R
J 
say may-me- r may- re-r famu - r kamuk-we- r m i - rah- r 
[ ' memE
R
J [ ' ma r YE
R
J [ ' ftamu
R
J [ ka '  mukwo
R
] [ m i  ' ra�+
R 
J 
give hay-me- r hay - re-r fahu - r kahuk-we-r h i - ra h - r 
[ ' xemE
R
J [ ' xa r YE
R
J [ fta�u
R
J [ ka ' �okwo
R
J [ x  i ' ra�+
R 
J 
Other features of this class include the additions to the stem of -u in the 
immediate past and -uk in the present tense following metathesis in the CV 
roots . 
Irregular conjuga tion II 
Irregular conjugation I I  is  characterised by feature d .  
Feature d :  V- + {VY/ immediate past} 
i t/ present tense 
i / future tense 
Verbs in this conj ugation include the following : 7 6  
hoe s leep 
tone !'Un 
yakrme !'Un G1JJay 
fune 8Wim 
fkne enter 
The paradigm is illustrated with fune swim: 
fune-me- t ( R . PST) She swam. 
fune- re-t ( N . PST) She swam. 
funey-t [ pun£s ] � fun i - t 7 7  ( I . PST) She swam. 
fun i t-we- t ( PR) She is swimming. 
fun i - rah-t (PUT) She wi ll swim. 
Three roots hos t an immediate past tense marker which resembles the 
imperfective ( -we � w) but which lacks its phonological ly conditioned allomorph 
-w. Other irregular verbs have unique vowel variations , loss and metathesis of 
phonemes or syllabl es . paradigms of these irregular verbs are given in Table 
62 , marked for tense and third-person-singular-masculine actor . Irregular 
variations are underlined . 
Basic stems 
As a general rule the future tense form of the stem is also the basic stem . 
The basic stem has the widest dis tribution such as in non-finite constructions 
or non- final position in a verb serialisation construction . 
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Tabl e 62 : M i  sce 1 1  aneous i rregul ar verbs 
R. PST N . PST L PST PR FUT 
see h t t i -me- r h t t  i - re- r h t t i -tawe- r  h t t i t -we- r  ht t i - rah- r  -- -
unsuccessful. 
attemptive - t i ta-me- r - t i ta- re- r - t i ta-we- r - t i ta-w- r - t i ta- rah- r 
( aspectual ) 
eat fa-me- r fa - re- r fa-we - r  ka -w- r  y�- rah-r  
go y i -me- r r- i -e- r y i f i - r  k i t-we- r (y i )a- r  L-.T -
diswant kur-me- r ku r - re- r fokr- r kokr-we - r  ku r- rah- r - -
burn kur -me- r ku r - re- r fukr- r kukr-we- r ku r - rah- r - -
vomit fek-me- r fek- re- r fek- r kek-we - r  ke- rah- r 
-
caU naku-me- r naku - re- r naku - r  nakut-we - r  naku - rah- r 
-
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 5 . 2  Adjecti val and nomi nal verb stems 
Derived process verb stems are formed by suffixing - tay ( a  conj ugation I I  
verb stem form, c f .  Tables 58 and 5 9 )  to certain adj ectives and noun roots . 
Tab l e  63 : Deri ved proces s verb stems 
Functions + Nucleus + Derivation 
exponents adjective root - tay 
noun root 
[ + process ] 
Adjecti val verbs 
Most  adjective roots may function as derived process verbs ( c f . the 
relevant discussion on adj ectives in section 3 . 1 . 2 . 3 ) . Example 136 in section 
3 . 1  is repeated here as example 226 . 
226 . b ro- tay -w - r  
big-PROC-IMPF- 3SM 
He is getting big . 
Nominal verbs 
A few noun roots may manifest the nucleus slot of the derived process verb 
stem . These roots are speci fied by the feature [ + process ] in Table 6 3 .  
c f .  examples i n  227 . 
227 (a ) . k i s fu  - tay -we - t  
twilight-PROC-IMPF-3SF 
It is beooming morning twilight (dawn) . 
(b) . tahiy-ta -me - t  
stone-PROC-R . PST-3SF 
It beoame stone . 
Derived process verbs 
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When suffixed to verb roots the process suffix ( - tay)  functions as  an 
aspect marker .  This and other non-class-changing derivational processes will 
be discussed in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1  concerning serial verb constructions . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 2 Per i phera l and term i na l  i nfl ect i ons 
The peripheral inflectional categories viz . actor/undergoer ,  elevational 
and inchoative affixes , are integrated with the minimal VP base ( Table 55 )  in 
the expanded Table 64 . Subordinating inflections are discussed in section 3 . 6 .  
The nuclear slot will not be expanded until section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 .  
3 . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1  Pronomi na l  person markers 
Verbal pronominal markers indicate the actor and undergoer
7 8 of the clause 
within which the verb occurs . The actor marker is obligatory in the basic 
independent verb . The undergoer is optional with most  verbs ; when manifested , 
it immediately follows the actor marker . The person markers have the same form 
as do person-number-gender terminators of noun phrases and thus indicate the 
person , number and , for third-person-singular , gender of the actor and undergoer . 
They are listed in Table 65 . 
Tabl e 64 : Expanded VP base wi th peri phera l i nfl ecti ons 
Functions Elevational l Inchoative Actor Undergoer Elevational z 
>t ... -I.l '" -I.l ... Q) .,-i Q) () '" Q) Ul '0 r-! Ul Q) '0 Q) '0 s:: to to s:: 0. 0 '0 
� Q) Q) Q) Q) Ul � � E-< :r:: P:: E-< � 
exponents Elevational -ak person person Elevational 
prefixes ' inchoative ' markers markers suffixes 
(v.  Table 68) ( v .  Table (v .  Table ( v .  Table 
65 )  65 )  35 )  
* 
Tabl e 65 : Pronom i na l  person markers 
Singular Dual Plural 
1 -a { n } * - ne; { n }  -nem 
2 - ¢ { n }  - f.i. n - ki'; {m }  
3 M - r  
F - t  - f  -m 
The morphophonemic rules governing the manifestation 
of person markers is the same as with NP terminators . 
The final nasals which are in parentheses reduce word­
finally unless ,  in the case of second-person-singular , 
it follows a consonant . 
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The actor and undergoer person markers are illustrated by the two paradigms 
in Tables 66 and 6 7 .  
Act 
1 -
2 -
3 [ M] -
F 
Tabl e 66 : k i t  (go . present . perfect i ve )  
Singular Dual Plural 
1 k i t-a k i t-ne k i t-nem 
2 k i t-n * k i t - f.i. n k i t - ke 
3 M k i t - r  
F k i t - t  k i t - f  k i t-m 
* 
The second singular form in the imperfective is k i t -we- ¢ 
Und 
3 [ M] 
F 
1 
2 
Tabl e 67 : t a t -we 
Singular 
tat-w-an-[  r ] t 
t a t -we- n -a 
.. 
[
r
] t a t -we- -n t 
(hit- i mperfecti ve )  
Dual Plural 
t a t -we-nen - f  tat -we-nem-m 
ta  t -we-f.i. n -ne t a t -we- kem-nem 
t a t -we-f - f.i. n  tat -we-m- ke 
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3 . 3 . 1 . 2 . 2  E l evati onal markers 
Two sets of elevational markers are primarily used to indicate the direction 
( up ,  down , or level )  of motion verbs or the location of non-motion state or 
action verbs with reference to the speaker .  
The prefixes indicate the direction o f  the motion o f  the predicate , or 
presupposed motion leading to the action of the predicate , or the direction in 
which experiencer v(�rbs are effected . They indicate directions on a level 
plane , sloping up , sloping down , or straight down . Prefixes indicating motion 
on a level plane and one set indicating upward motion also indicate whether the 
motion is toward or away from the speaker . 7 9  
Tab l e  68 : E l evat i onal prefi xes l 
I,evel Sloping Sloping Straight 
up down down 
Toward ya r i (m} - 2 
speaker 
yua-
me- m i - ,  yhi:!(m} - wa-
Away from r i (m) -
speaker 
u -
I The prefixes are semantically very much like motion verbs . They are 
distinct from the bound motion verb brn  move in that 1 )  brn  cannot occur 
without an elevational prefix ; 2) b r n  must indicate a direction toward or 
away from the speaker by - i  (possibly derived from y i  go ) or -ay (possibly 
from nayay come ) suffixes respectively ; and 3) brn i or b rnay may occur as 
a part of a complex verb stem ( thus following the I .  past tense marker ) 
rather than in the linear position occupied by elevational prefixes 
( cf .  Table 64) . 
The prefixes indicating ' s loping up ' form complementary sets . 
verbs require the distinction between toward and away from the 
and others do not when hosting prefixes for ' sloping up ' .  
2Final nasals elide preceding heterorganic consonants . 
Elevational prefixes are i llus trated in example 228 below .  
228 (a ) . ya r i m-ak  - r  - t  
ELEV -get-3sM- 3SF 
He got it ( toward the speaker) .  
(b ) . u -h t t i t -we - r  -m 
ELEV-see -IMPF- 3SM- 3PL 
He is looking up at them ( away from the speaker) . 
( c ) . me -dbehna y - r  
ELEv-sick -3SM 
He was sick ( upward) . 
(d ) . m i  - b rn i - r  
ELEV-move . away- 3sM 
He went down. 
(= Having gone up� he became sick. ) 
Certain 
speaker 
( e ) . yhem-ht t i t-we - r  -m 
ELEV-see -IMPF-3SM- 3PL 
He is looking down at them. 
( f ) . wa -fayk- r - t  
ELEV-get - 3SM- 3SF 
He got it down be low. 
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In contrast to the prefixes , the elevational suffixes do not imply motion , 
but they locate the action or state of non-motion verbs or the goal ( destination) 
of motion verbs with respect to the position of the speaker .  These elevationals 
indicate the spatial relationships upward , downward , or on a level plane , s o  
e . g .  
- i ( t ) o 
- ko 
-we 'V -he 
on a level plane 
up 
down 
These same elevationals occur in the termination of noun phrases ( cf .  3 . 2 . 3 . 1 ) . 
Examples in 229 illustrate the elevational suffixes . 
229 ( a) . fayk- r - t  - i to 
get -3SM- 3SF-ELEV 
He got it (over there , on a plane level with the speaker) . 
(b ) . dbehnay - r  - ko 
sick - 3SM-ELEV 
He was sick up there . 
( e ) . y i f i  - r  -we 
gO . I . PST- 3SM-ELEV 
He went down there . 
Elevational prefixes may co-occur with elevational suffixes as illustrated 
in example 230 . 
230 ( a) . wa -m i - teh  - n  -we 
IMPER-ELEv-stand-2S-ELEV 
Stand down� down there ! 
(b) . yua -mu h -we - r  -we 
ELEv-climb-IMPF- 3SM-ELEV 
He is climbing up down there . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 2 . 3  I nchoat i ve 
Inchoative is defined as the initiation phase of an event , or the initial 
phase of a state . 
The inchoative morpheme normally co-occurs with an elevational prefix . In 
the unmarked case the elevational prefix r i (m) - is used with the inchoative . 
This usage of the elevational r i  (m) - does not index elevational or directional 
factors ; the construction is a stylised use of the morpheme which together with 
the inchoative is literally something like ' get to . . .  ' ,  e . g  . . r i - . . .  -ak  to­
. . .  -get� as in ' get to work ' , which has an inchoative sense in English . When 
elevational and directional factors are intended to be portrayed as well , any 
appropriate elevational prefix may be used in conj unction with the inchoative . 
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Otherwise the most neutral elevational prefix ( r i (m) - ' away from speaker on 
level ground ' )  is used as a part of the inchoative formula .  Examples in 231 
i llustrate the use o f  the inchoative suffix . 
23l ( a ) . r i  -yuk '-a k  - rah- r  
ELEV-bathe·- INCHO-FUT- 3SM 
He wiZ Z  begin bathing . 
(b ) . wa -m i -yuk -ak - n  
IMPER-ELEv·-bathe-INCHO-2S 
Begin bath-ing down (there ) .' 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 Expanded verb stem : ser ia l  constructi ons 
In this section we will examine the structure of complex verb stems . 
Structurally the complex verb stem is a serialisation of roots ( verb , noun , 
adjective , time word and adverb) . Serialised constructions range from stem­
l ike derived and compound sterns , to constructions resembling predicates of 
merged clauses accompanied by strict constraints on possible combinations of 
clause participants . a l  Others are phrase-like constructions wi th head plus 
modi fying constituents . 
There is no discrete boundary between derivational-like constructions and 
phrasal sequences of roots ; therefore they are all described as serial construc­
tions . For example , there are more than 30 roots which function structurally 
l ike derivational affixes and semantically as modi fying aspectuals . Among 
these , some are bound roots ( genuine affixes ) , other are verb roots which 
seldom manifest the stern of a simple verb in naturally occurring speech , and 
others are common verb roots , i . e . , clearly serialised roots rather than 
derivational affixe s .  The bound roots do not appear to be any more restricted 
in distribution than the common verb roots , as might be expected if they 
represented functionally contrasting sets such as derivation versus inflection . 8 2 
Sequences of verb root ( s )  plus verb , noun , adjective , time word , or adverb 
root are described as serial constructions . As each type o f  sequence is 
discussed below , evidence is presented for treating them within the same frame­
work , i . e .  as serial constructions . The general constraint in common to all 
of these types of sequences is that only commonly associated notions (states , 
events , participants , ideas , etc . )  can be encoded by serial constructions .  
This general constrain t ,  it will be seen , has certain secondary e ffects on the 
types of roots or particular combinations of roots which are serialised ( e . g . , 
generic and non-specific noun roots are most commonly ' incorporated ' ) . Sapir 
( 1911 : 265) , in his defence of the notion of noun incorporation in Amerindian 
languages ,  associated noun incorporation with verb compounding by characterising 
noun incorporation as , "but a particular case of verb composition . . .  " .  
Furthermore , he described a general constraint on noun incorporation in similar 
terms to our general constraint on serial constructions as follows : 
I t  can only be suggested that what may be called typical or 
characteristic activities , that is , those in which activity 
and object are found regularly conjoined in experience . . .  
tend to be expressed by verbs with incorporated objects , 
whereas accidental or indifferent activities . . .  are rendered 
by verbs with independent , syntactically determined nouns . 
I t  must be admitted , however , that a hard and fast line between 
' characteristic ' and ' accidental ' activities would be difficult 
to draw . (Sapir 1911 : 264) 
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More recently Lord ( 19 7 3 : 269) has made similar observations on the con­
straints in serial verb constructions . Longacre ( 1976 : 1 50ff) employs a similar 
concept in his notion of ' Expectancy Chain ' which relates to " actions which 
customarily occur in sequence" . Longacre does not apply the notion to serial 
verbs , but he does use it in his discussions of  the interclausal semantic notion 
of ' frustrated succession ' .  
All of the serialised constructions discussed in this section are described 
formally as verb stem constructions . The verb stem display is presented in 
Table 69 . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1  Ser i a l  verb root constructi ons 
Since there is no non-arbitrary way to structurally distinguish deriva­
tional constructions from non-derivational serial ones , this section will be 
organised essentially on a semantic bas is . Derived forms which result in a 
valency change on the verb will be discussed first . Derived and serial forms 
which add aspectual components to the verb will be discussed next followed by 
a discussion of compounding and reduplication . Finally , serial constructions 
which resemble predicates of so-called ' merged clauses ' ,  the least cohesive 
serial type , will be described . Section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 6  will summarise the con­
straints on all of these constructions . 
The semantic and structural similarities between all of these serial 
constructions suggests that derived and compound stems originated from ' merged 
clause ' serial forms . This hypothesis will form part of  the explanation for 
the unusual constraints on causative and benefactive processes as discussed in 
the section on transitivity ( 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 ) . The contrasts between idiomatic 
compounds ,  pure compounds and merged serial constructions wi ll be summarised 
in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 6  along with certain constraints common to all of these 
structures which distinguish them from dependent and independent clause 
constructions . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 1  Deri vati onal processes : causati ve , benefacti ve , and reci procal  
The first expansion of the verb stem to be discussed is the derivational 
level . The three morphological derivations which change the valency of the 
verb , causative , benefactive and reciprocal are discussed in this section . 
Causative and benefactive constructions will be discussed together due to 
certain formal and semantic similarities between the two types , although the 
morphological causative constructions will dominate the discussion . 
Analytic causative constructions will be included here along with the 
synthetic causatives . This will allow us to see the entire semantic range 
covered by the various causative constructions . It will also demonstrate the 
structural continuum that exists from morphological derivations to phrasal 
series of roots . 
Causa tives 
The causative formants are listed in Table 69 . Two of them are derived 
from verb roots ( hay give and yak get ) and one of them doubles as a benefactive 
marker ( - hay) . Both of these roots occur in serial constructions with their 
�---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- -----------
Tab le  69 : Verb stem construction 
Functions ± Derivation + Nucleus ± AsP l  ± ASP2 ± Asp 3 ± Asp" ± Derivation 
Causa tive one or more Adverbial Spatial Auxiliary Temporal Benefacti ve 
juxtaposed roots aspect roots aspect ( - hay )  
v.  roots roots roots ( -nho)  
exponents ( hay- give ) v .  stem v .  roots v .  roots 
(yak- get ) n .  root 
adj . root 
( ha- )  Time word root 
( ka - )  
Reciprocal 
( na- ) 
Notes : The noun root , adjective root , and time word root manifest the nucleus function without the potential 
of hosting derivational or aspectual slots . A noun root occurs initially ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 2 ) and 
an adjective root or time word root occurs non-initial ly in a sequence of juxtaposed stems (cf . 
sections 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 3  and 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 4 ) . The aspectl slot may be repeated and an imperfective-like temporal 
aspect root (aspect4 ) may be followed by the cessative temporal aspect in a repetition of the aspect" 
slot or vice-versa. The aspect 3 slot may permute to any posthead position . 
Derived stems cannot be embedded into derived stems of the same type . Only one embedding of a stem 
into another verb stem is allowed . A reciprocal (derived) stem cannot be embedded . Only aspect 3 
and/or aspect4 occur as aspects of an embedded stem which has an aspect slot associated wi th i t .  
These allowable readings o f  the verb s tem construction are illus trated i n  example 237 . Other con­
straints on serial constructions are discussed in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 6 ) . 
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basic lexical meanings intact . As serial roots they bear either a causative or 
benefactive relationship with another root or merely a temporal relation ship to 
another root ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 5 ) . 
Table 70 outlines the 
implications of each type . 
gression from synthetic to 
types of causative constructions and the semantic 
The table is organised to demonstrate the pro­
analytic structures . 
Tab l e 70 :  Causati ves 
Causative types Descrip t ion , definit ion , examples 
I .  SYNTHETIC CAUSATIVES 
( Derived stems ) 
De r .  Nucleus 1 .  Direct physical 
causative (DP . CAUS) : ka- case frame 1 and 4 verb roots · 
The actor ( i . e .  causer) causes the effect on the undergoer ( i . e .  
the causee) by doing something involving physical contact with the 
undergoer . The undergoer is  only a passive participant , that is , he 
either did not intend to participate in the happening or he was unable 
to do so under his own power . 
a .  ka - fkne -me - r  -m 
DP . CAus-enter-R. PST-3SM-3PL 
He caused them to enter (something) by physical ly taking them. 
Der .  Nucleus 2 .  Direct event 
causa ti ve (DE . CAUS) : ha- case frame 1 and 4 verb roots 
Something (x )  happens to the causee (or the causee does x) because 
the same thing (x )  happens to the causer ( or the causer does x) , or 
because a similar thing (y)  happens to the causer (or the causer does 
y) where y involves a feature in common to both x and y .  That which 
happens to the causer and causee (or that which they do ) occurs at or 
near the same time and while the causer and causee are in physical 
proximity . 
b .  ha - f kne -me - r  -m 
DE . CAUS-enter-R .  PST-3SM-3PL 
He caused them to enter (something) by entering with them. 
A common usage of this causative involves the causer and causee in 
the same event (necessarily at the same time ) and in physical contact 
such as in example c .  
c .  m i  -yoht ta- t ha - s u h  -me - t  - r  
tree-branch- 3SF DE . CAUS-fa l l-R. PST- 3SF- 3SM 
The tree branch caused him to fal l  by fal ling with him 
( i . e . � by breaking as he stood on it) . 
l
c f .  3 . 5 . 1 . 2 . 1  for a description of case frames of verbs . 
Table 70 cont . . . .  
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An example involving the causer in an action which includes only a 
feature of the action of the causee is provided in example d .  Here the 
causer may be carrying the object ( them) up an incline , or simply li fting 
them up with his hand ; in the latter case the action of the causer and 
that of the causee share only the feature of ascension . 
d .  y i ma - r  ha -muh -me - r  -m 
person- 3sM DE . CAUS-ascend-R. PST-3SM-3PL 
A man Zifted them up. 
3 .  Direct causa ti ve 
(D .CAUS) : 
Der .  
kak- ( l i t .  get ) 
hay- ( l it .  give ) 
Nucleus 
case frame 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  
and 5 verb roots 
The causer is the means of the effect which is predicated of the 
undergoer . The causer is involved in close proximity with the undergoer 
when the effect occurs . 
e .  ya rmu - t ha - t  kak - kkah-me -t -a 
( tree var . ) -skin- 3SF D . cAus-hot -R. PST- 3SF-1S 
The yarmu bark b Zanket made me hot .  
f .  h t n u  - t  doh - t  hay - n i l -me - t  - t  
high. !Jater-3SF canoe-3SF D . CAUS-go -R. PST-3SF- 3SF 
The high water took (czway) a canoe. 
II . ANALYTIC CAUSATIVES 
( Serial verbs ) 
1 .  Indirect causa tive 
(I . CAUS) : 
Nucleus 
case frame 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  
and 5 verb roots 
and hay- give 
case frame 
1 , 2  , 3 , 4 ,  and 
5 verb roots 
The causer of which the first verb root is predicated ( Actor of the 
construction) causes the effect (predicated of the undergoer by the 
second root) . The effect need not overlap or occur in immediate succes­
sion with the cause and the two participants need not be at the same 
place when the effect takes place . 
g .  y i ma - r  hay - noh -me - r  -a 
person- 3sM give-unconscious-R. PST-3SM-1S 
A man gave me (something) (causing) me (to become) unconscious . 
h .  w i fer- t f t r  -genng t -me - t  -a  
wind - 3SF b Zow-coZd -R. PST-3SF-1S 
The wind b Zew (on) me (causing) me (to be) coZd. 
IWord-medially the verb root i go sometimes exhibits the allomorph n i . 
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Comparing the four types of causative expressions semantically , several 
defining features emerge . Causatives are distinguished according to how directly 
or indirectly the causer is involved in the situation ; that distinction implies 
varying degrees of involvement of the causee in the resulting effect . Cole 
( n . d . ) has noted these features of causatives in a number of unrelated 
languages . 
The notions of indirect and direct causation can be made more explicit in 
terms of spatial and temporal orientations and the congruence of the cause and 
the effect . The direct causatives imply close physical proximi ty between causer 
and causee with the predications involved in the cause and the effect occurring 
at or near the same time . The involvement of the causee refers to his own 
intention or ability to participate in the effect . With direct causatives the 
effect is either an automatic result ( involving entities with no volition or in 
circumstances in which they cannot exercise their volition) , or one in wh ich the 
causee did not choose (without reluctance) to participate in the effect . 
Direct causatives can be further distinguished . The direct event causative 
( ha- ) construction implies close physical proximity and the same time reference . 
The requirement of congruent time reference of the cause and effect events is 
stricter with this construction than with other direct causatives since both 
events must either be the same or at least share crucial features while occur­
ring simultaneously . Thus in example d in Table 70 , while the causer himself 
may not have ascended bodily with the causee , some part of him ( e . g . , his arms ) 
did ascend with the causee . Physical proximity is required but the requirement 
is not as exaggerated as it is with the ka- construction . For example , ha- s i na 
( cause-rise) may imply that the causer stood up , causing the causee to auto­
matically rise because they were in some direct physical contact ;  in another 
context , however , the causer may have stood up which , due to certain circum­
stances , forced the causee to stand alongside the cause r .  The physical contact 
is not required but the congruence of events is required with the ha- construc­
tion . 
The direct physical causative ( ka - )  construction , on the other hand , is 
more strict with the physical proximity requirement than with the congruence 
of the events . With this construction close physical proximity is interpreted 
strictly as physical contact .  The ka - construction can be considered to be the 
most direct of the causatives since the cause and effect must  occur at the same 
time , the causer and causee must be in physical contact , and the causee 
exercises less of a choice concerning his participation in the effect than wi th 
other constructions . The last point can be il lustrated by comparing ha- and 
ka- constructions in examples a and b in Table 70 . 
structurally , there is a general correlation with the degree of synthesis 
in causative constructions and the degree of direct causation . The analytic 
construction encodes an indirect causative . The synthetic constructions are 
more strict about the temporal and spatial relationships of the cause and 
effect and causer with causee . Among the synthetic structures themselves , 
those with transparent verb roots as causative markers are less strict than 
the variations with causative markers with no such apparent relationship to 
serial verb constructions . 
Peter Cole ( n . d . )  has tentatively suggested that there are semantic 
correlates to s tructural variations in causative constructions , e . g . , vari­
ations of the grammatical role chosen for the causee . The basic semantic 
parameter involved in Cole ' s  discussion is the degree of control the causee 
retains in the resulting predicate . For example , the causee which automatically 
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undergoes the effect of the predicate without opportunity for choosing or not 
choos ing to participate exercises no control in the resulting predicate . This 
parameter and its correlate , the degree of involvement of the causer , have been 
associated with types of causatives in general by Comrie (1978)  as illustrated 
in Table 71 . 
Tab l e  7 1 : Semant i c  correl ates of 
( Comr ie  1 978)  
causati ve types 
Degree of di rect Type of Degree of control 
invol vement. of construction retained by the 
causer causee 
1 indirect analytic high control synthetic direct lexical low control 
The Alamblak data generally support the schema in Table 7 1 . Direct 
involvement of the causer can be measured in terms of the temporal orientation 
of the cause and effect and the physical proximity of the causer and causee . 
The control retained by the causee is measured in terms of the causee ' s  ability 
or opportunity to exercise a choice concerning his own participation in the 
resulting predicate . The correlation of indirect cause with high control by 
the causee and direct cause with low control by the causee is a predicatable 
relationship . The Alamblak system focuses on the degree of di rect involvement 
by the causer , encoded by different causative formatives . 
Shibatani ( 1976 )  has discussed causation in English in similar semantic 
terms . He has characterised the most direct causation in English as the 
"manipulative causative" which involves physical manipulation of the causee 
by the causer .  This category ( for lexical causatives) in English is comparable 
to the Alamblak direct physical causative for the synthetic ka- construction . 
At least two more degrees of causer involvement ( indirec t ,  direct and direct 
event causatives)  are distinguished for Alamblak .
8 3  
Benefacti yes 
The two benefactive formatives ( c f .  Table 69) are - hay ' indirect benefac­
tive ' ( from hay give ) and -nho ' direct benefactive ' .  The irregular allomorphs 
of -hay are simi lar to those of the verb ' to give ' . -yahu occurs in immediate 
past and present tenses compared to the forms of give fahu and kahu  respectively . 
This formal difference distinguishes the benefactive from a serial construction 
with ' give ' in a nuclear function whereas , the two constructions are 
potentially ambiguous in other tenses . 
Parallels between causative and benefactive constructions are obvious . 
One of the formatives is the same ( hay give prefixed as a causative and 
suffixed as a benefactive ) and similar semantic features characterise both . 
As with causatives , indirect and direct benefactive are measured in terms of 
temporal orientation and physical proximity of the two participants and whether 
or not they are engaged in the same event . Both causee and beneficiary are 
encoded by the inner obj ect .
8 4  
Direct benefactive 
The direct benefactive is defined by five factors : 
( 1 )  Same time , i . e .  the event and the effect happen at the same time ; 
( 2 )  Same place , i . e .  the benefactor ( actor) and bene ficiary are in close 
physical proximi ty ; 
( 3 )  Same happening , i . e .  both the benefactor and beneficiary experience the 
same state or event ; 
( 4 )  Intentional , i . e .  the benefactor acts intentionally ; 
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( 5 )  Good effect ,  i . e .  the benefactor intends the event to have a good effect 
on the beneficiary . 
The direct benefactive is i llustrated in 232  below . 
232 (a ) . suh  -nho -me - r  - r  
fal l- D . BEN-R. PST-3SM-3SM 
He fel l  purposely with him for his benefit. 
(b) . kunt h i ngna-nho -me -m - r  
house work - D . BEN-R . PST-3PL-3SM 
They helped him bui ld a house . 
Indirect benefacti ve 
The indirect benefactive is  defined by only one factor : 
( 1 )  Effect , i . e .  something happens to the actor or h e  does something 
which has a good or bad effect on the beneficiary (depending on the 
meaning of the nuclear verb root or the wider context in the case of 
verbs which are neutral with respect to the effect on the beneficiary ) • 
The indirect benefactive is  much less restrictive than the direct 
benefactive . 
with respect to time , the initial event and its subsequent effect need 
not be experienced at the same time although that would commonly be the case . 
With respect to place , the benefactor and beneficiary need not be in 
close physical proximity . 
with respect to the same happening , the benefactor and beneficiary do not 
necessarily experience the same state or event . 
With respect to the intentionali ty of the benefactor , he does not 
necessari ly act intentionally . 
The effect on the beneficiary may be good or bad . The notion of good 
effect , or benefit can be made more explicit . In all cases of good effect the 
beneficiary is affected positively either physical ly or psychologically or both . 
With multi-place verbs , the benefit may be substitutionary , that is , the bene­
factor does something so that the beneficiary does not have to do it himsel f .  
The indirect benefactive i s  illustrated i n  2 3 3  below . Suh  fal l  in ( a )  
implies a good effect ;  noh die i n  (b ) implies a bad effect ; and tu  throw i n  ( c )  
is neutral with respect to its effec t .  
233 (a ) . s u h  -hay -me - r  - r  
fal l-I . BEN-R. PST- 3SM-3SM 
He fe ll with a good effeot on him ( e . g. to his delight) . 
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233 {b ) . noh-hay -me - r  -m 
die- I . BEN-R. PST-3SM-3PL 
He died with a bad effect on them ( e. g. to their sorrow) . 
( c ) . kef ra t  t u  - hay -me - r  - r  
spear throw- I . BEN-R. PST-3SM-3SM 
He threw the spear to him for his benefit. 
(Such as to a defenseless man facing a wild pig . )  
He threw the spear to his detriment .  
( Such as  to the pig ,  the implication being that the pig  was wounded or  
killed . ) 
Reciprocal 
The reciprocal prefix na- is a de-transitivising prefix . It  occurs with 
basic or derived transitive verbs with only one non-singular ( actor) participant 
marked on the verb . 
Examples in 234 illus trate the reciprocal form of basic transitive verbs . 
234 ( a) . ma ruham na -hay -me - f  
money REc-give-R. psT-3D 
They (two) gave money to each other. 
(b) . na -h + t i -me -m 
REC-see -R. PST-3PL 
They saw each other . 
When a derived reciprocal stem occurs in a serial construction in a 
sequence of stems or when another stem is embedded in the reciprocal construc­
tion ( c f .  Table 69 ) , the same constraints on the form of the predicate apply , 
i . e .  only the actor NP ' s  may be coreferenced on the predicate . Examples in 
2 3 5  illustrate the reciprocal in a serial construction and in a derived 
reciprocal-causative verb . 
235 ( a) . Steml Steml 
(b ) . 
,----, 
yen - f  m+ y t  muh -na -ta t-me - f  
child- 3D tree climb-REC-hit-R. PST- 3D 
(Two) children climbed a tree (and) hit each other. 
Reciprocal stem 
,--- I 
Causative stem 
I I 
yemrem na -hay -dbehna-me -m 
meat REC-give-sick -R. PST-3PL 
They gave meat to each other (and caused) each other to be sick. 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 2 Aspectua1 s 
More than thirty roots function as aspectual markers in a verb stem . The 
relative ordering of morphemes and manifestations of function slots is  given 
in the display of the verb stem (Table 69 ) . 
The thirty-one aspectual roots are classi fied below with general definitions . 
Examples in 236 il lustrate minimal and expanded patterns . The distributional 
potential of the aspects varies greatly . Al l of the semantic constraints on 
co-occurrences have not been specified here . 
Adverbial aspects (Aspect l )  
Emotive 
Speed 
Value 
beb ra 
d i f ren 
d i mand i 
yow 
foray 
beb 
nheh 
Miscellaneous 
p i ray 
af  
f r u  
nfe  
rafe 
rh t i  
t t t t bt t t t  
yah i yah  
desiderative 
anxiously 
quickly 
slowly 
empty� of no consequence 
badly 
feignedly 
very 
pro lative� indicating the separation of participants 
following the event which is described by the predicate 
( PROL) 
pro lific 
restfully 
hinderingly 
trickingly� testingly 
half-heartedly 
noisi ly 
Spatial aspects (Aspect2 )  
ha b r i  
heh r i  
hetfas 
nehta 
t i rna 
thon i 
encirc ling 
around 
from p lace to p lace 
evenly distributed 
off the mark 
a l l over ( literally : drift ) 
Auxiliary aspects (Aspect a )  
won 
t i ta 
won feh 
attemptative 
unsuccessful attemptative 
competence 
Temporal aspects ( aspects 4 )  
hakru 
han i 
hase 
y i faht ta 
kotha 
n i 
tan i 
tay 
t tmbhe 
' habituative ' (HAB )  
' continuous toward a goal ' (CONT . to )  
' continuous in  a state ' ( CONT . at) 
' durative ' ( DUR) 
' durative with comprehensive action ' 
' progressive ' (possibly a serialised form o f  y i  go ) 
' completive ' ( CPL) 
' process ' 
' cessative ' ( l iterally : cut )  
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(Wi th adverbial aspect) : 
236 (a ) . y�n r nu r- nheh -m� - r  
child cry-feignedly-R. psT-3SM 
A child cried feignedly . 
(With spatial aspect) : 
(b) . yen r n u r- b�tfas -me - r  
child cry-from place to place-R. PST-3SM 
A chi ld cried from place to place . 
(With temporal aspect) : 
( c ) . y�n r nu r-has� -m� - r  
child cry-c:oNT . at-R. psT- 3SM 
A child cried for some time . 
(With auxiliary aspect) : 
( d ) . y�n r mu h - t i t a -m� - r  - t  
child climb-unsuccessful-R. psT- 3sM-3sF 
A child tried but fai led to climb it . 
(Expanded form) : 
( e )  . 
r
ASP 1 Asp z � � I I " 
yen r nur-nheh -het fas - hase -me - r  
child cry-feignedly-from place to place-CONT . at-R. PST-3SM 
A child continual ly cried feignedly from place to place. 
Examples in 237 illustrate more cOlnplicated constructions ; in some cases 
patterns of embedding require constituent analysis within the verb stem . 
(With repeated aspect l )  : 
237  ( a) . verb stem 
j I 
p t t ha- rht i -yah i yah-fora -me - r  
talk -trick-noisily-empty-R. PST- 3SM 
He talked trickingly and noisily with no point. 
(With juxtaposed roots) : 
(b )  • Verb stem 
Nucleus Asp 
I I r-I 
tandh i -a k  - n i - d i f ren -me - t  -m 
cook -get··go-anxious ly-R. PST- 3SF-3PL 
She cooked, got them (and) went anxious ly . 
(With repeated aspect4 ) : 
( c )  • Verb stem 
Asp" ASP4 I I I I 
ma r danr  h i ngna t t mbhe hakru t -we - nem 
sun middle work cessative HAB -IMPF-IPL 
We. habitual ly stop working at midday . 
(With embedded stem) : 
237  (d )  . Verb stem 
I 
Der .  Nucleus 
r-1 i I 
VB stem 
I I 
hay - b ro- tay -me - r  - r  
CAus-big-PROC-R. PST- 3SM-3SM 
He caused him to become big. 
(With embedded stem plus aspect 3 ) :  
( e )  • Nucleus 
Verb stem 
i
NUC I � 
h i ngna - t fmbhe - t i ta -me -m 
work - cessative-unsuccessful- R . PST-3PL 
They tried unsucces8fully to 8tOP working. 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 3 Compou ndi ng 
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The approach to compounds taken here is similar to the discussion of 
' compound ' nouns ( section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 . 1 ) . In general there is no discrete 
distinction between compound stems and the serial verb construction . Compound 
verbs are located toward the end of a continuum of varying degrees of cohesion . 
The point at which a serial verb construction deserves a place in the lexicon 
as a lexical compound is dependent upon the frequency of co-occurrence of verb 
roots in a particular context and the degree to which the meaning of the con­
struction has become idiomatic .  An example of an idiomatic compound stem is 
given in example 238 (a} . 
238 (a }  . Stem 
I 
kak-y i rona -me - t  
get-feel . pain-R. psT-3SF 
(= fee l  birth pangs) 
She had birth pangs . 
Compare example (a )  with the serial verb construction in example (b ) : 
(b ) . hoh ra-t  ka k-y i rona -me - t  - t  
thorn- 3SF get-feel . pain-R. psT- 3sF-3sF 
She got/held the thorn and fe lt pain. 
Serial verb constructions are paraphrasable by sentences whereas idiomatic 
compounds are not , e . g . , example 239 can be a paraphrase of example 238 (b} , but 
no such paraphrase is available for example 238 (a } . 
239 . hoh ra-t  yak- ha te , y i rona -me - t  
thorn- 3SF get-sA fee l . pain-R . PST- 3SF 
Having gotten (a hold of) the thorn (same actor ) , she fe lt  pain. 
In the case of example 238 (a}  one of the verb roots ( kak get ) does not 
individually bear a semantic relation to any NP in the clause . This is one 
reason why the meaning o f  the idiom cannot be derived from the combined meanings 
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of its roots . This has been illustrated by the lack of sentence-level para­
phrase potential for the idiom in contrast to the serial verb construction 
( example 238 {b) . ) . 
other compound verbs , while idiomatic to a certain degree , are more similar 
to serial verb constructions . These cases can be simply referred to as compound 
verbs . One of the di fferences between these compound verbs and pure idioms is 
that each verb root in a compound still bears a semantic relationship individu­
ally to an NP in the clause . Consider,  for example number 240 : 
240 . kef ra-e feh r tu -ft nah -me -an- r 
spear- INS pig throw-arrive-R. psT-1S-3SM 
I shot the pig with a spear. 
The compound verb in example 240 has an idiomatic interpretation in that the 
arrival of the spear at the pig can be understood only in a very specific way , 
a way in which the root ( f tnah  arrive ) is  not understood in other contexts . 
The idiomatic meaning and its abstraction from the component roots of the 
construction is much more transparent , howeve r ,  than with pure idioms . Part 
of the reason for thi s  is that each verb root still bears a semantic relation­
ship to an NP in the clause . Thus someone threw the spear and the spear 
arrived . 
While compound verbs contrast with idioms in that respect ,  they also con­
tras t with serial verb constructions in that the case frame of the compound 
cannot be deduced from a combination of the case frames of the individual roots . 
The ' spear ' , patient of ' throw ' and actor of ' arrive ' , is instrument of the 
compound ; ' pig ' is patient of the compound but only locative of the root 
' arrive ' . 
Like idioms , compounds cannot be expressed by sentence-level paraphrases 
to mean exactly the same thing . 
241 . kef ra - t  t u  -me - t  -an-t  f t nah -me - t  - r  
spear-3SF throw-R. PST-DA-1S- 3SF arrive-R. psT- 3SF-3SM 
I threw the spear (different actor) (and) it arrived at the pig. 
The statement of example 241 does not imply that the spear pierced the pig as 
that of example 240 does . Compared to idioms , however ,  it is at least possible 
to get close to the Ineaning of the compound by the paraphrase since the individual 
roots can be matched with an NP in the clause . A paraphrase of example 238 {a )  
cannot be formulated even with a different meaning because there is no NP in 
the clause that could fill the patient role of kak get .  
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 4 Redupl i cat i on 
Two construction types can be discussed under the rubric of reduplication . 
Stems formed by reduplication are the most  cohesive of the serial verb construc­
tions . A repeated verb root may be either juxtaposed or joined by a ligature 
( LIG) . 
Juxtaposed repeated verb roots indicate an extended predication with non­
stative verbs and a continuative aspect with stative verbs . Onomatopoeic verb 
roots are usually reduplicated . Being imitations of sounds which are typically 
made by a re?eated action , they signal the repetition by reduplication of the 
root . Non-onomatopoeic , non-stative roots which are typically reduplicated are 
illustrated in example 242 . 
242 (a ) . b u r  -bu r -na-han i t  -we - r  -m 
drop-drop-do-CONT. to-IMPF- 3SM-3PL 
He is dropping them atong the way . 
Reduplicated stative roots signify an extended continuous aspect , e . g . 
(b) . h i p  - h i p  -w -a 
perspire-perspire-IMPF-IS 
I am oontinuing to perspire . 
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Repeated verb roots with the conjoining ligature ba indicate an intensifi­
cation of the meaning of the repeated verb root . 
(c ) . h i ngna -ma rna -ba -marna -me - r  
work -straight-LIG-straight-R. PST-3SM 
He worked very we t t .  
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 5 Sequences o f  roots a s  pred i cates o f  merged c l auses 
Serialised constructions of verb root plus verb root which are semantico­
syntactically less constrained than derived or compound stems can be likened to 
' merged clauses ' .  The relationship between verb roots in these constructions 
resembles a productive syntactic relationship more than the morphological 
relations of verb roots in derived and compound forms . 
The semantic relationships that obtain between these serialised roots 
include temporal relationships ( simultaneity and sequentiality) and a head­
modi fier relationship . 
Temporal relationships 
Juxtaposed verb roots which are related temporally may express s imultaneous 
or sequential states or events . As with all serial constructions , only roots 
expre��ing commonly associated states or events may be juxtaposed in the verb 
stem . 
243 . g rha -nu r-me -m 
danoe-ory-R . psT- 3PL 
They danoed {white they } oried. 
and then� 
The events expressed by the verb roots in example 243 are commonly associated 
in a simultaneous relationship and thus the simultaneous interpretation is 
preferred . Examples for which a sequential interpretation is preferred or for 
which there is no preference are given in example 244 below . 
244 (a ) . y i ma r kemb ru r muh -hamb re -me - r  - r  mt5 -n  
man possum otimb-searoh. for-R . PST-3SM- 3SM tree-s . sET 
A man otimbed a tree {and se�rohed} for a possum. 
searoh1-ng 
(b) . hoe - toweh-me - r  
s teep-dream-R. PST-3SM 
He s tept and dreamt. 
The distinction between a s imple sequence o f  events and a cause-effect 
relationship is a subtle one , but it is possible to make such a distinction in 
many cases . The semantic commonality between sequentially associated events 
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and cause-effect is obvious . Cause-effect relationships involve a sequence of 
events which is inte rpreted in such a way as to attribute to the chronologically 
prior event the role of being the cause of the subsequent event.  In the clearest 
cases of  cause-e ffect , the undergoer of the first verb root is the actor of the 
second root . A cause and effect relationship is illustrated by the examples in 
245 . 8 6 
245 (a ) . w i fe r t  f t r  -genngt -me - t  -a 
wind blow-co ld -R. PST- 3SF-1S 
The wind blew (on) me (and) I was cold. 
(b) . t a t - noh-me -an - r  
hit-die- R. PST-1S-3SM 
I kil led him (with a hitting action) . 
Head-modifier relationships 
Even though there is no clear-cut semantic distinction between serial verb 
constructions of the head-modifier type and the verb stem construction which is 
mani fested by a verb root plus an adverbial root ( section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 2 ) , the 
head-modifier constructions are discussed separately to highlight some of the 
structural di fferences and to emphasise the nature of the structural continuum 
of stem to phrase-like structures that is evident with serial verb constructions . 
Structurally , head-modifier type serial constructions are composed of  two 
verb roots , the second of which being a stative , action , or process verb , 
modifies the first root . Since the modifying roots are common verb roots , they 
may also be interpreted as being temporally related to the first root . 8 7 
Example 246 has two possible interpretations . 
246 . d behna- noh-me - r  
sick -die-R. psT- 3SM 
He was {deathly sick } .  
sick and died 
As a head-modi fier construction , the man was deathly sick but did not actually 
die . As a sequential serial construction , his sickness did in fact result in 
his death . 
Modi fier-head rela tionships 
Verb roots in the reverse order from the more common head-modifier order 
have been observed . Sequences of roots which could be related either temporally 
or as head-modifier may express the modi fying verb root firs t .  Thus example 
247 is structurally grammatical and semantically unambiguous , since the 
sequential interpretation is not possible due to the meanings of the lexical 
items . 
247 . noh-d behna-me - r  
die-sick -R. PST- 3SM 
He was deathly sick. 
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3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 6 Constra i nts on seri a l  verbs and compounds 
Semantic constraints on serial constructions have some formal ( structural 
and distributional ) correlate s .  In general , the more semantical ly constrained 
a structure is , the more internally coherent it is . Serialised constructions 
may be compared and distinguished by this metric as well as distinguished as a 
whole from higher-level sentential structures . Features which contrast serial 
constructions with higher-level constructions will be included in the discussion 
of the constraints on serial constructions . Some of the contrastive features 
of serial constructions themselves are summarised as follows : 
Idiomatic compounds 
1 .  The meanings of individual roots do not equal the meaning o f  the 
complex . 
2 .  Roots do not individually bear a role relationship to an NP in the 
clause . Only the complex construction as a whole bears a role relationship 
to the NP ' s  in the clause . 
. 
3 .  There is no equivalent sentential paraphrase for the idiomatic compound 
which uses the same elements of the compound . 
4 .  The scope of a negative word and elevational affixes encompasses the 
entire complex . 
Pure compounds 
1 .  The combined meanings o f  individual roots equal the meaning of the 
complex with only minor extensions of meaning . 
2 .  Individual roots do bear role relationships with NP ' s  in the clause 
but these roles are not those which the complex as a whole bears with them . 
3 .  A sentential paraphrase of the compound using the same elements is 
poss ibl e ,  however the meaning of such a paraphrase is not equivalent to the 
meaning of the pure compound . 
4 .  The scope o f  a negative word encompasses the entire complex . 
Serial constructions 
1 .  The meaning of the complex is derived directly from the meanings of 
its parts . 
2 .  Roots individually bear role relations with NP ' s  in the clause . These 
roles are often the same roles that the complex as a whole bears with those NP ' s .  
3 .  A sentential paraphrase of a ' merged ' serial construction is meaningful 
and carries the exact same logical content . The paraphrase differs only in 
factors of focus or conceptualisation of events as two or more related events 
rather than as a single whole event . 
4 .  The scope of a negative word may extend to any one or more roots in 
the complex . Elevational affixes do not always encompass the entire set of 
roots . 
As with serial constructions , compounds may have only one actor . 
Co-occurrence restrictions for compounds are the same as they are for serial 
constructions , viz .  only commonly associated events may combine . Idioms are 
not semantically analysable into their component verb roots . 
As wi th serial constructions , the scope of tense-aspect and illocutionary 
force covers all verb roots for compounds and idioms . 
Compounds and idioms are more internally cohesive than ' merged ' serial 
constructions with respect to the scope of the negative and elevational markers . 
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The negative covers the entire complex verb , the elevational prefix also 
encompasses the entire complex . I f  an elevational suffix occurs , it must 
designate the same direction as does the prefix . These restrictions do not 
apply to ' merged ' serial constructions . 
Case frames 
The nuclear participants coreferenced in a serial construction bear 
semantic relations to individual verb roots . In general , each root must have 
the same actor except in cases of cause-ef fect and part-whole relationships . 
These and other clause-level constraints are discussed in detail in section 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 5 .  
Co-occurrence of roots 
Co-occurrence restrictions on component verb roots are defined culturally 
by the general rule that only commonly associated events can be consolidated 
into a single clause by the serial verb construction as discussed on pp . 152 f f .  
The type of events which can b e  combined as ' commonly-associated events ' include 
events which are related in terms of event-purpose ,  event-resul t ,  and cause­
effect . Even these notions can only be defined specifically for a given 
culture according to the world view of that culture . Specifically , events like 
corning and going are commonly associated with just about any situation . With 
other events it is often impossible to predict allowable combinations . For 
example , sentence 248 (a )  is unacceptable as a serial construction ; even though 
the two events often occur in the same situation , they are not associated as a 
single event or process . Such a situation must be expressed by separate clauses 
as in example 248 (b) . 
248 ( a ) . *hodaryt  yoh t yak-fet -me -t - t  
axe st�ing . bag get-string . from. head-R. PST-3SF- 3SF 
(b )  • hoda ryt yak- hate yoht 
axe get-sA string . bag 
Having gotten the axe ( same 
her head. 
Tense-aspect 
fet -me - t  - t  
string · from. head-R. PST- 3SF- 3SF 
actor) ,  she strung the string bag from 
The tense-aspect (outside the verb stern) is the same for all verb roots in 
a serial construction . The same constraint governs a sequence of predicates 
conjoined by subordination at the sentence level . 
Eleva tionals 
The scope of the elevational prefix covers all roots unless an elevational 
suffix occurs , in wh ich case the prefix applies to the first root ( s )  and the 
suffix applies to the last root . In subordinate clauses , by contrast ,  an 
elevational prefix applies only to the predicate of which it is a constituent 
part and does not extend to the next predicate (example 249 ( c ) ) .  By this 
feature the serial verb construction acts like a single complex predicate 
( as of a ' merged clause ' ) .  
249 ( a ) . wa - r i m  -ak  - h t ta-n -m 
IMPER-ELEV-get-put -2S- 3PL 
Get them (and) put them away from me ! 
249 (b ) . wa -ya r i m-ak -ht ta-n -m - ko 
IMPER-ELEV -get-put -2S- 3PL-ELEV 
Get them toward me (and) put them up (there) .f 
( c ) . wa - r i m  -ak  - kah-n -n  wa - r i m  - h t ta-n  -m 
IMPER-ELEv-get-IRR- 2S-DEP IMPER-ELEV-put -2S- 3PL 
Get (them there) away from me� and if/when you do� put them (there) 
away from me .f 
Illocutionary force 
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All verb roots in a serial construction must exhibit the same il locutionary 
force ; thus , the commands in example 249 apply to both ' getting ' and ' putting ' .  
This constraint is not a requirement for subordinate clauses where the 
illocutionary force may change between some subordinate clauses and their 
associated main clause ( c f .  3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 ) . 
Nega tive 
Only one negative word may occur with a serial verb construction (as i t  
is a single predicate ) , but its scope may cover any one o r  any . combination o f  
verb roots ( as i f  they were sequences of predicates ) .  For example , sentence 
250 (a )  could be fol lowed by any of the sentences (b) - ( g) which clarify j ust 
which verb root ( s )  the negative in sentence (a )  applied to . 
250 ( a ) . r i tm f i nj i  tand h i -ak -n i - r -me - t  -m 
insects NEG roast -get-go- IRR-R. PST-3SF- 3PL 
She did not roast (and) get the insects (and) go . 
(Negative on ' roast ' ) :  
(b) . n t f r i m  hayn i metm 
new (uncooked) she .  took. them 
(Negative on ' get ' ) :  
( c ) . tand h i het taynhate y i me t  
having. roasted. (and) . left . (them) she . went 
(Negative on ' go ' ) :  
(d ) . yoh r e  tandh i ya k i tehha s i wetm 
sti ll she .  is . roasting. (and) . ho lding . them 
(Negative on ' roast '  and ' get ' ) : 
( e ) . n tf r i m  hettaynhate y i me t  
new sA. r�ving. left . (them) she . went 
(Negative on ' get ' and ' go ' ) :  
( f ) . tand h i hate  rohhaseme t 
SA. having . roasted. (them) she . was . remaining 
(Negative on all three roots ) : 
( g) . yoh re tand h i twe tm 
stil l  she . is. roasting. them 
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3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 2  Noun i ncorporati on 
The stem of the verb can be expanded to include a series of roots , one of 
which is a noun root ( c f .  Table 69) . This  phenomenon occurs to a limited extent 
in the stem of a verb in an independent clause and to a much greater degree in 
verbs of dependent clauses . 
Independent clauses 
The most common noun root which may be incorporated into the verb stem of 
a predicate in an independent clause is the class of inalienably possessed nouns 
( i . e .  body parts , names , and body odour) in actor or patient roles . Other noun 
roots which are incorporated are generic or indefinite obj ects in a patient role 
in the clause . 
Derived transitive verbs may host  two unincorporated NPs with the 
inalienable possession coreferenced as actor and the possessor as undergoer in 
the specific role of patient . The inalienable possession is encoded as actor 
since its function as the origin (or cause)  of the state , action , or process , 
places it in more of an agentive role than the possessor plays ( c f .  a fuller 
discussion of inalienable possession in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 4 ) . Example 251 
illustrates clauses of this type . 
251 (a ) . Act A 
,---, � 
yen r wu rat 
ohild foot 
A ohild ( 's)  
yehne -me -t -r  moh -oha t-n 
desoend-R. PST-3SF-3SM hole-path-s . sET 
foot went down the hole on him. 
(b) . Act A 
r------o ,---, 
yen r nung ramt k+na-me - t  - r  
ohi ld throat dry -R. PST- 3SF- 3SM 
A ohild ( 's) throat is dry on him. 
Example 252  exhibits the incorporated body part . The syntactic result of 
incorporation is that ( 1 )  the incorporated noun occurs to the left of the 
first verb root , ( 2 )  it can no longer be coreferenced on the verb , and ( 3 ) i t  
loses i t s  own phrase terminator , ( 4 )  it then may be bounded by verbal inflection 
as any other verb s'tem (c ) . 
25 2 ( a) . yen r wu ra-yehne -me - r  moh -oha t-n  
ohild foot·-desoend- R . PST-3SM hole-path-S . SET 
A ohild went down into the hole (up to his)  foot.  
(b) . yen r n ung ram- k+na - me - r  
ohild throat"-dry - R. PST-3SM 
A ohild is thirsty . 
( c ) . wa -yufa-yuta-n - r  
IMPER-name-oall-2s-3SM 
CaLL  (his) name ! 
That the incorporated body part is not a definite noun is substantiated by 
the fact that it cannot be modified so as to make it definite , e . g .  
253 . * re rho nung ram- k+na -me - r  
his throat -dry -R. PST- 3SM 
Inalienably possessed NPs as objects of transitive verbs may be incorporated 
in the same way . Consider the examples in 254 . 
254 (a ) . nan-ho wu ra-t  
IS -GEN foot- 3sF 
I aut my foot .  
(b) . na wu ra- fuf r-a  
IS  foot-aut -IS 
fufr-an-t  
aut -lS-3SF 
I aut (myse lf) (on the ) foot.  
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Noun incorporation in independent clauses is fairly rare apart from the 
incorporation of inalienably possessed nouns . Noun incorporation is much more 
frequent in dependent clauses as discussed in the next few pages . An instance 
of an incorporated generic patient noun root in a basic two-place clause is 
given in example 255 . 
255 . naku-nta -me -f  
sago-pound-R . PST- 3D 
They (two) pounded sago . 
This particular example offers clear phonological evidence for noun incorporation 
( c f .  example 115 (b» . The roots [ naku J sago palm and [ n t ta J pound with four 
phonetic syllables reduce to three syllables with the loss of the epenthetic 
vocoid of the first syllable of [ n t ta J .  
Dependent clauses 
Noun roots may be incorporated into the verb stem of the predicates o f  
relative clauses , (non) -possessed modi fiers , ( c f .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 ) , and 
nominal clauses ( c f .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 ) . Incorporated nouns are not restricted 
to a particular class as they were when incorporated in predicates of independent 
clauses . 
Generally , subj ects of intransitive predicates , and objects 
may be incorporated . NP ' s  with peripheral semantic roles ( e . g .  
be incorporated also . 
of transitives 
locatives)  may 
Nouns must be generic or non-specific to be incorporated in Alamblak . This 
restriction derives from both the syntactic effects of noun incorporation and 
the pragmatic constraint allowing only commonly associated roots to serialise . 
The syntactic effect referred to is that the incorporated root cannot manifest 
the person-number-gender terminator (a deictic feature of almost all other noun 
phrases ) , nor can it be coreferenced by the verb agreement system . In effect , 
the illocutors are deprived of powerful syntactic clues for identifying the 
referent of an incorporated noun . In the case o f  inalienably possessed NP ' s ,  
the problem of the identification of the referent is minimal even without those 
deictic clues . I t  is for that reason that inalienably possessed NP ' s  are 
readily incorporated . Similarly , there is no problem of referent identi fication 
when generic or non-specific things are being talked about . Therefore the loss 
of PNG marking and verbal cross referencing does not unduly impair communication . 
Pragmatical ly ,  the occurrence of a generic NP with a verb almost automatically 
implies a commonly occurring state or event ; it is therefore the easiest type 
of noun to use to fulfill the general constraint of conjoining commonly 
associated elements in a serial construction . 
I t  is important to emphasise that the primary constraint is the pragmatic 
one which restricts serialisation to commonly associated elements . The con­
straint restricting most cases of incorporation to generic or non-specific 
nouns is secondary rather than primary . Not all cases of incorporation involve 
generic or non-specific nouns ( e . g .  incorporated inalienably possessed items ) . 
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The constraint of  com on association , however , not only explains the fact that 
generic and non-specific nouns are most commonly incorporated , but it also 
explains the variation in acceptability and frequency of occurrence of incor­
porations of various body parts with certain verb roots . Mefha-ka head-eat 
(= headaohe) is a cOlrumon serialisation since , although virtually any part of 
the body can be a source of pain , the head is a very frequent one . Serialisa­
tions l ike example 254 (b) , however ,  are not readily accepted by all Alamblak 
speakers . Too many things can be cut and one is no more likely than another to 
be associated with this frequent event . 
The ( non) -possessed modifier is particularly oriented to characterising 
an NP by a typically occurring state or event . With that primary function , the 
(non) -possessed modifier is often preferred for noun incorporation to other 
relative clause forms . Sentence 256 ( a) is quite acceptable but (b) with the 
imperfective aspect is somewhat better , and Alamblak speakers clearly prefer 
the (non) -possessed modi fier in ( c )  to either (a) or (b) . 
256 ( a) . th i -was -me y i ma r  
turt le-spear-R . PST man 
the man who speared {some turtles } 
? turtles 
(b ) . t h i  -wa s -me -w -a y i ma r  
turt le-spear-R. PST-IMPF-PRSUP man 
the man who was spearing {turt les } 
some turtles 
( c ) . t h i  -was -et  y i ma r  
turtle-spear-POSSD man 
the {turt le- } spearing man 
*some turt les-
One or another clause in example 256 may be selected for reasons which have 
nothing to do with the incorporated noun root (e . g .  example (b)  implies that 
the man no longer spears turtles ) .  It is suggested here , however , that assuming 
appropriate contexts for each sentence , the ( c )  form is the most preferred 
because the incorporated noun is generic , and (b) is better than (a )  because 
the noun may be interpreted equal ly well as either a generic or a specific , 
whereas the noun in example (a )  clearly favours the specific interpretation 
over the generic one . We conclude , therefore ,  that nouns used in a generic 
sense are preferred for incorporation . 
In a similar way , purpose relative clauses and nominal clauses are commonly 
employed for reporting generic situations . 
257 ( a) . feh- t u f t nah-yuk nam 
pig-shoot -PUR arrows 
arrows for shooting pig 
(b) . kun - h i ngna- nef - t  
house-work -NOM-3SF 
house building 
In our discussion of noun incorporation , we have discussed several factors . 
The basic  controlling factor , a functional constraint on all serial construc­
tions , is that only commonly associated elements may be encoded by serial 
constructions . With incorporated nouns , the noun must be commonly associated 
with the predicate in real world events . Only classes of obj ects ( generics and 
non-speci fics ) ,  vis-a-vis unique individuals and speci fic obj ects , can form a 
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common association with states or events meeting the general constraints on 
serial constructions . Thus , the observation that most incorporated nouns must 
be generic or non-specific is an effect of the general constraint on serial 
constructions rather than an independent syntactic constraint on noun incorpor­
ation . 
We have also noted that noun incorporation in Alamblak is more common in 
dependent clauses than in independent clauses .  This is  not an independent 
arbitrary constraint either . It  has been suggested by Frantz ( 1971 )  that 
incorporation has the effect of shifting the focus to the pos sessor in the 
case of incorporated body parts . In other words , an incorporated noun is back­
grounded in the situation vis-a-vis other participants in the clause . A reflex 
of this effect is that incorporated nouns are not inflected for person , number ,  
and gender , nor can they be coreferenced by the verb agreement system (which 
signals a role relationship between NP ' s  and the predicate ) .  Given that back­
grounding is a function of incorporation , it is not an independent constraint 
that noun incorporation is much more frequent in dependent clauses than in 
independent clauses , since dependent clauses are semantically backgrounded 
vis-a-vis the predication of the matrix clause . 
3 .3. 1.3.3 Adj ecti ve root i ncorporation 
The verb stem may manifest a descriptive adj ective as one of  a series of 
roots ( c f .  Table 69) . The incorporated descriptive adj ective follows the verb 
root which bears a semantic role relationship with the NP with which the 
adj ective is associated . 
Verb serialisation with an adj ective root , i . e .  adj ective incorporation , 
may be compared to what has been called ' quantifier floating ' in other languages . 
Quantifier floating has been discussed as a feature of the subject noun phrase 
of a clause in Keenan ( 1976 : 320)  ; 8 8  it is discussed here as a process of 
adjective incorporation . It does not turn out to have any significance for 
the identification of the subject  noun phrase but rather ,  l ike incorporated 
nouns , tends to associate patient NP ' s  with the verb . The so-called launching 
NP ' s  in various clause types are enclosed in Table 7 2 .  
Tab l e  72 : Mod i fi er l aunch i ng NP ' s  
l subj ect obj ect 1/2-place predicate 
subject 
I
- - - - - - - ------J obj ect two-place predicate 
subject 1 inner obj .  outer obj . three-place predicate 1 
1 
1 _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - -
The dotted line enclosing ' inner obj ect '  in a three-place clause indicates that 
the incorporated adj ective may , in double function , refer to both obj ects , but 
it cannot modi fy the inner obj ect ( i . e . , the recipient) without also modi fying 
the outer obj ect . The solid l ine around the subject and obj ect of a basic 
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1/2-place clause indicates that the incorporated adj ective may refer to either 
subject or obj ect ( the obj ect being the NP manifesting a location or time 
setting role) , or both . 
Before outlini g further constraints on adj ective incorporation , the basic 
pattern will be illustrated in the examples in 258 in which the quantifier 
-buga all is incorporated. 
Quanti fier of a subject NP of an ' intransitive ' PRED : 
258 ( a) . y i ma -m hoe -buga-me -m 
pepson- 3PL sleep-al l  -R. PST-3PL 
The men all  slept .  
Quantifier of an  obj . NP of an  ' intransitive ' PRED : 
(b) . r--------------------------------------------6' 
v i rna - r  km i -m hoe -het fas -buga-me -r -m 
pepson- 3sM p lace- 3PL s leep-fpom . p lace . to .p Zace-al l  -R. PST-3SM- 3PL 
A man slept fpom p lace to p lace (at) all (of) the places . 
*Quantifier of a Subj . NP of a ' transitive ' PRED : 
( c )  . r - - - - ---------- --------- -----A' 
*y i rna -m feh- r was -buga-me -m - r 
pepson- 3PL pig-3SM speap-al l  -R. PST-3PL-3SM 
*The men all speaped the pig. 
Quanti fier of an In . Obj .  NP of a ' transitive ' PRED : 
(d)  • r-- ----------------------6' 
y i ma - r  fih-m was -buga-me - r  -m 
pepson- 3SM pig- 3PL speap-all -R. PST-3SM-3PL 
A man speaPed all  the pigs . 
Quantifier of an In .  Obj . NP of a three-place PRED : 
( e )  • 
met - t  
woman- 3SF 
{ *The woman 
The woman 
r----------------------------6' 
v i rna -m fehr hay -buga-me - t  -� 
pepson- 3PL pig give-all  -R. PST-3SF- 3PL 
gave all  the men the pig. } 
gave all  the men all  the pig. 
sentence 2 58 ( e )  is only grammatical with the interpretation that the outer 
object is related to the incorporated adj ective . The sentence necessarily 
implies that the pig was cut up into pieces and that the pieces were all given 
to the men . 
Quantifier o f  an Out . Obj .  NP of a three-place PRED : 
( f ) . Out . Obj . r--l 
met -t  y i ma - r  fehm hay - buga-me - t  - r  
woman- 3SF pepson- 3sM pigs give-al l  -R. PST- 3SF- 3SM 
A woman gave a man all  the pigs . 
Quanti fier of In.  and Out . Obj . NP of a three-place PRED : 
258 ( g) . r - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
In . Obj . Out . Obj . U 
I ,--, n 
met - t  y i ma -m fehm hay - buga-me - t  -m 
woman- 3SF person- 3PL pigs give-al l  -R. PST- 3SF- 3PL 
A woman gave a l l  the men a l l  the pigs . 
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Only one adj ective may relate to any single verb root even i f  it appears 
that more than one NP has ' launched ' the same adjective into the verb . Thus 
only one adj ective root occurs in example ( g) . 
The scope of the incorporated adjective covers all verb roots to the left 
of the adj ective . In example 259 the man put all of the fish into all o f  the 
baskets and the baskets were all ful l .  
259 . In . Obj . Out . Obj . 
I I r---1 
y i ma - r  J l ng -m y i ram hembre - k i h  -buga-me - r  -m 
person- 3SM basket- 3PL fish put . into-full-all  -R. PST-3SM-3PL 
A man fi lled all  (of) the baskets (with) all  (of) the fish . 
Any category of adj ective may be incorporated . The examples so far have 
incorporated the quantifier ' all ' . A few examples will be given with other 
types of adj ectives . 
' Age ' descriptive adj ective : 
260 ( a ) . g i nafm fa - n f r i -me -an-m 
grubs eat-new - R. PST-1S-3PL 
I ate grubs alive . 
' Physical property ' descriptive adj ective : 
(b ) . m i yukham fa - n f r i -me - an -m 
tree.  fruit eat-new -R. PST-1S-3PL 
I ate fruit raw. 
Thus far it has not been di fficult to analyse the incorporated adj ectives 
as floating adj ectives which have been launched from an NP in the claus e .  Some 
constructions with incorporated adj ectives cannot be analysed as floating 
adjectives , however ,  since the meaning which results from the serialisation of 
verb root and adjective cannot be equated with the relationship between the 
same adj ective and a head noun of an NP . Consider example 261 . 
' Dimension ' descriptive adj ective : 
261 . yen r fehm h t t i - b ro-me - r  -m 
child pigs see -big-R . PST-3SM-3PL 
A child saw pigs (as being) big. 
(= Pigs appeared large to the chi ld) . 
Example 261 is not semantically equivalent to its parallel sentence with the 
adjective in the noun phrase ,  (yen r bro fehm h t t i me rm child big pigs he . saw. them3 
A child saw big pigs . ) The speaker of sentence 261 is denying that the pigs 
which the child saw were big as pigs go , even though the child would have 
described them as being big . 
Some incorporated adjectives combine with a verb root in a way which is 
very similar to two verb roots combining . 
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262 . mt t i teft teh -�-me -an-t  
vine pull- long -R. PST-1S-3SF 
I stretched a vine out . 
(= I pulled a vine out straight . )  
While a vine which has been stretched out straight is a straight vine , example 
262 is  not an appropriate paraphrase for example 263 with the adj ective in the 
noun phrase . 
263 . � mt t i tef-t teh -me -an-t  
long vine -3SF pul l-R. PST-1S- 3SF 
I pul led a long/straight vine . 
An incorporated adj ective of this type results in a serial verb which is very 
much like a sequential serial construction expressing cause and e ffect . The 
adj ective in the noun phrase ,  however ,  expresses a quality of the head noun 
which is already true of the noun . 
In constructions such as example 262 , the border between grammatical 
categories of adj ective and verb becomes very fuzzy . 8 9  We will not embark on a 
theoretical debate on the relationship between adjectives and verbs since such 
a discussion would digress too far from the purpose of this  primarily descrip­
tive work . The question of ' quantifier (or adjective ) launching ' , however , can 
be fairly quickly dismissed as a cogent description of adj ective incorporation 
as discussed here . The semantic shifts which occur between sentences like 
' the child saw the big pigs ' , and ' the pigs appeared large to the child ' 
prohibits the latter from being a derivative of the former.  
The final constraint on  adjective incorporation is the general constraint 
of common association on all serial constructions . A serial construction such 
as ' pull-short ' comb ines logically incompatible elements ( in a context like 
example 262) . But ' see-red ' or other combinations which are not logical ly 
incompatible , are nonetheless unacceptable . These restrictions can only be 
culturally defined by a pragmatic constraint such as our general constraint on 
serial constructions . 
3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 4  T i me word root i ncorporati on 
An incorporated time word root ( c f .  3 . 1 . 2 . 9 ) follows the verb root in a 
verb stem. Semantically the time word functions l ike an aspect of the verb by 
indicating the extent of the predicate in terms of time . 
264 . yaw - kr i f  -me - r  
walk-after. noon-R. PST-3SM 
He walked until afternoon. 
3 . 3 . 2  Non-fi n i te verb phrases 
Two independent non- finite VP ' s  are described below , the copular and 
exis tential VP .  
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3 . 3 . 2 . 1  Copul ar verb phrase 
The general form o f  the copular verb is displayed in Table 7 3 .  
Tabl e 7 3 :  Copu l ar VP  
Function + Nucleus + Copular + Terminator 
exponents nominal-verbal - e  ( v .  Table 65)  
base ( Table 20) 
POSS PH 
PUR REL CL 
(Non) -POSSD Mod . 
Copular verb forms are prolific . Among the few elements that do not 
manifest its nucleus are stative verbs and the existential verb . The semantic 
interpretation of the copular verb is discussed in contrast with equative 
constructions in section 3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . Briefly , the copular verb predicates the 
identity of a subject in terms of the essence of that subject , in the case o f  
non-verbal head constituents , and i n  terms of a n  identifying predication i n  the 
case o f  a verbal head constituen t .  I t  is a tenseless construction but inherently 
refers to the present time . Non-present expressions employ a form of the 
equative clause . Examples of these are given below . 
265 ( a ) . kun -e - t  
house-COP-3SF 
It is a house . 
(b) . feh- r yawym how i t-e - r  
pig-3sM dogs bite -COP-3SM 
The pig is { (one) bitten by dogs } '  
(one which) bites dogs 
( c ) . kui'i - t  roh -me - t  
house- 3SF sitting-R . PST-3SF 
It was a house . 
3 . 3 . 2 . 2  Exi stentia l  verb phrase 
The existential verb predicates the existence of a subj ect . It is a 
tenseless construction and , like the copular verb , non-present time expressions 
employ the equative clause form. 
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Tabl e  74 : Ex i stent i a l VP 
Functions ± Proximity + Nucleus 
exponents a- near te 'V y .. be se  
u- far 
The existential verb is illustrated in example 266 below . 
266 ( a ) . 
(b )  • 
y .. a -se- r 
near-is- 3SM 
He is here . 
te- r 
is-35M 
He exists . 
3 . 4  Syntax of i ndependent cl auses 
3 . 4 . 0  I ntroducti on 
+ Terminator 
( v .  Table 6 5 )  
There are two general types o f  clauses i n  Alarnblak , dependent and indepen­
dent . Independent clauses are those that may stand on their own as minimal 
sentences , in contrast to dependent clauses which may not . This section des­
cribes the structure of independent clauses ; dependent clause types are dis­
cussed in sections 3 . 6  and 3 . 7 .  Dependent clauses which are embedded in the 
noun phrase have been discussed in section 3 . 2 .  
In what follows , the general structures o f  independent clause types are 
discussed first , followed by a discussion of the peripheral and nuclear noun 
phrase constituents of the clause . Specifications of the form of the verb 
phrase ( section 3 . 3 ) are discussed for the various structural types of clauses 
rather than being discussed in a separate section devoted to predicate types . 
3 . 4 . 1  C l au se types 
The structure of independent clauses is described in terms of three 
parameters , viz . , transitivity , declaration , and polarity . There are seven 
features of transitivity , three of declaration , and two of polarity . Clause 
types are defined by the intersection of these features as shown in Table 75 . 
The transitivity parameter as used in this section indicates various 
combinations of phrasal constituents of the clause , i . e .  peripheral NP ' s ,  
subj ect , obj ects , and predicate . 
Tab l e  7 5 :  Typol ogy of i ndependent c l auses 
Transitivity 
Copulative Equative 1- or 2- 2-place 2- or 3- 3-place 3-place 
place clause place locative clause 
polarity Declaration clause clause clause 
Declarative + + + + + + + 
Affirmative Yes/No
l 
+ + + + + + + 
INTERR 
Content 
+ + + + + + + 
INTERR 
Declarative + + + + + + + 
Negative Yes/No 
+ + + + + + + 
INTERR 
Content 
+ + + + + + + 
INTERR 
l Declarative and yes/no interrogative clauses have the same syntactic form but contrast intonationally . 
Since the semantic contrast is so basic they are distinguished here . 
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The declaration parameter indicates whether the mode o f  the clause is a state­
ment or one of two question types . This parameter overlays various feature 
specifications on the basic structure provided by the transitivity parameter 
usually without altering that basic structure . The polarity parameter speci fies 
whether the mode of the clause is affirmative or negative . Negative polarity 
features usually affect the basic structure of the clause by adding function 
slots to i t .  
3 . 4 . 1 . 1 Trans i t i v i ty parameter 
There are seven features in the transitivity parameter of clause types 
( Table 7 5 ) . The traditional terms ' intransitive ' and ' transitive ' have not 
been employed here ; they are discussed in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 2  in terms of a complex 
of semantic features (with syntactic reflexes)  whereby verbs may be classified 
and are not to be equated simply with the number of participants in the clause . 
Table 76 indicates the NP ' s  which occur in each clause type as defined by 
the transitivity parameter . The NP ' s  for a given clause type cannot be 
speci fied meaningfully for Alamblak in a context-free way . Table 76 speci fies 
the constituents of clauses in a context in which the information in the clause 
is new to the hearer . In this context the pronominal person markers on the 
verb are not sufficient indicators of third-person referents of the clause 
participants and therefore cognitively obligatory participants must be mani­
fested as NP ' s  in the clause . g O  
>. 
.j.J 
OM 
::-
OM 
.j.J 
OM 
en 
I::: 
C1l 
\..I 
E-< 
Tab l e  76 : Tran s i t i v i ty features i n  cl ause types 
Function slots 
Periph . Locative
l 
Subj ect Inner Outer Pred . 
functions obj ect obj ect 
Copulative + 
Equative ± + + 
1- or 2-
place ( 1/2)  ± + ± 
clause 
2-place 
clause 
( 2 )  
± + ± + 
2- or 3-
place ( 2/3 )  ± + + ± 
clause 
3-place [ ! J  LOC ( 3-LOC) ± + + [+ J  
clause 
3-place 
clause ± + + + 
I The locative function is subsumed under the periphery for all clause 
types other than the three-place locative clause . 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Unmarked (declarative , affirmative ) clauses are used below to illus trate 
each transitivity type . A display of each clause type is presented in Tables 
77 , 78 , and 80-8 2 .  A general discussion of rules , e . g .  co-occurrence 
restrictions , permutability , etc . , will follow the presentation of the seven 
basic clause types .  
3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 1  Copu l ati ve c l ause 
The copulative predicate predicates a state or identity of the subject.  
The predicate is manifested by an existential or copular verb . The head of 
the copula VP base is manifested by adj ectives or verbs for stative predica­
tions and by nouns for identity predications . 
Functions 
exponents 
Tabl e 7 7 :  Copul ati ve c l ause 
+ Subject 
NP 
+ Predicate 
Copular verb 
( c f .  § 3 . 3 . 2 )  
PNP Existential verb 
( c f .  § 3 . 3 . 2 ) 
l
Clause types have been described with cognitively 
obligatory NP ' s  marked as syntactically obligatory . 
In many contexts the NP need not be manifested , however 
( c f .  discussion in Part One p . 5 and in note 90) .  
To account for those cases , a zero manifestation is 
allowed for in descriptions of clause types . 
267 ( a ) . y i ma r  b roe r 
man he . is . big 
The man is big . 
(b ) . y i ma r  a s � r  
man he . is .  here 
The man is here . 
3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 2  Equat i ve cl ause 
Tab l e  78 : Equati ve cl ause 
Functions ( Periphery) + Subj ect + Outer obj ect 
exponents Allative NP (v . Table NP 
Referent NP 7 7 )  PNP 
G . Setting NP Resemblance P 
S . Setting NP 
+ Predicate 
VP manifested 
by classi fi-
catory verbs 
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The equative predicate identifies the subject as being equivalent to the 
object  either totally , e . g .  
268 . Subj . 
r------=---r 
P i an r  y i ma yen r korhwir 
Pian person child he . sits 
Pian is a human ahild. 
or in some partial ( and unspeci fied) way , e . g . , 
269 . yin r tuk i a  haf i t  korhwir 
child myself like he . sits 
The child is like me . 
The copulative ( Table 7 7 ) , while simi lar to the equative , contrasts semantically 
with it . The copulative predicates the identity of the subj ect in terms of 
what it is in essence . Compare the two clauses in example 270 . 
270 ( a ) . Copulative CL . 
I -, 
kun -e - t  
house-COP- 3SF 
It is a houHe . 
(b )  . Equative CL. 
I 
kun - t  korh -we - t  
house-3SF sitting-IMPF-3SF 
It is a house .  
The entity in  the copulative clause (example (a »  is identified as  a house on 
the basis of its formal and functional properties . The entity identi fied by 
the equative clause ( example (b»  can be equated with a house because it shares 
some but not all of the formal and/or functional features of a typical house . 
This contrast between copulative and equative clauses is supported by the 
fact that equative predicates but not copulatives can appear in the imperative 
mode . 
271 (a ) . kaunse l  wa - tih - twa 
counse l lor IMPER-standing-FUT . IRR 
Be the counse l lor! 
(b) . '�wa - kaunse l -e 
IMPER-coUnse l lor-coP 
The equative can be commanded to come about (presumably because of possible 
control over a situa·tion by an addressee ) .  The copulative , however , is a 
description of essen·tial identity which is not subj ect to the wil l  of a 
potential addressee . 
The exponents o f  the predicate and outer obj ect functions in the equative 
clause require further discussion . 
Predica te function of the equative clause 
The predicate function is mani fested by classificatory verbs . The two 
clas si ficatory verbs are roh sitting and teh standing. When these verbs are 
used in 1/2 place clauses to identify the location of the subj ect , then they 
also indicate its physical position ( either sitting or standing) . In the 
equative clause they are used metaphorically . Certain states are metaphorically 
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related to a sitting or standing position much the same , for example , as ' to be 
seated ' is in English with the installation of parliamentarians . Thus teh 
'standing ' is the appropriate classificatory verb in example 271 ( a)  whereas 
roh sitting would not be appropriate . 
The actor pronominal reference marker must occur on the verb but the under­
goer marker cannot occur . ( Refer to section 3 . 3 . 1 . 2  for a discussion of 
pronominal person markers ) • 
Outer object function of the equa tive clause 
The outer object is syntactically defined as an NP which is unmarked for 
case and which cannot be coreferenced by the undergoer marker on the verb ( c f .  
3 . 4 . 3 ) . A relator-related phrase ,  the resemblance phrase ,  may manifest the 
outer obj ect  function . I t  is described in Table 79 . 
Tab l e  79 : Resemb l ance phrase 
Functions + Related nucleus + Rel ator 
exponents NP kanj e like 
GEN . relative clause k i nde like 
Nominal clause ha f i t similar 
measurement 
Resemblance phrases are illustrated in an equative clause and in a 2-place 
clause in example 272 . 
272 ( a )  . RES . Phrase 
I 
t nda r yen r tuk i a  ha f i t  korhwer 
this ohild myself similar he . is.  seated 
This ohild is similar to me (e. g .  in size) . 
(b)  • RES . Phrase 
G. REL. Cl.  Relator 
I j I 
yen r nerw i t  g u rwer y i femr gu rwa kanje  
ohild s lit . drum beats father beats like 
The ohild beats the slit drum like (his) father beats . 
The resemblance phrase ( RES p) is structurally similar to case-marked 
relator phrases ( c f .  3 . 4 . 2 ) . The structure is most like a referent NP ( c f .  
Table 89) . The resemblance phrase manifests the outer obj ect function in an 
equative clause , however .  Therefore the RES P is paradigmatically related to 
non-case-marked NP ' s  in the outer obj ect slot rather than being related to 
case-marked relator phrases in the periphery of the clause . A further example 
of an equative clause manifesting a resemblance phrase is given in 2 7 3 . 
273 . RES P 
tnd y i ma r  taprfat k i nde tehwer 9 1 
OEM man wren like he . is . standing 
The man is a wren . 
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 3  1 /2-p 1 ace cl ause 
The 1/2-place clause structurally contrasts with other clause types by its 
feature of an optional inner obj ect9
2 
function slot (cf . Table 76) . Subtypes 
of the 1/2-place clause (as well as other types ) will be discussed in section 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 ,  where possible exponents of the predicate and obj ect slots will be 
discussed on a semantic basis . 
Tabl e 80 : 1 / 2-p1 ace cl ause 
Functions ( Periphery) + Subject ± Inner obj . + Predicate 
exponents Adessive NP 
Path NP 
Referent NP 
S . Setting NP 
G . Setting NP 
Allative NP 
Instrument NP 
Resemblance P 
Purpose CL . 
(v .  Table 
7 7 )  
NP 
PNP 
¢ 
VP 
The 1/2-place clause is illustrated in example 274 .
9 3  
274  (a ) . 
(b) • 
Subj . 
y i ma - r  noh-me - r  
person- 3SM die-R. PST- 3SM 
A man died. 
r------------------, 
In . Obj . 
I 
y i ma - r  nan -ho 
person- 3SM lS -GEN 
A man died (in) my 
kun - t  
house-3SF 
house . 
U 
n 
noh-me - r  - t  
die-R. PST-3SM-3SF 
( c )  . S .  Sett ing NP 
(d) • 
I 
nan-ho kun - t  -n y i ma - r  noh-me - r  
l S  -GEN house-3SF-S . SET person- 3SM die-R. PST-3SM 
A man died in my house . 
y i fung-t  -n  y i ma - r  
night -3SF-S . SET person-3SM 
A man died (in) my house in 
r-----------------, 
In . Obj . 
I 
nan-ho kun - t  
lS -GEN house-3SF 
the night. 
u 
n 
noh-me - r  - t  
die-R. PST-3SM-3SF 
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3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 4 2-pl ace c l ause 
The 2-place clause structurally contrasts with other clause types by the 
obligatory absence of the outer obj ect when the inner obj ect is manifested and 
conversely the absence of the inner obj ect when the outer obj ect is manifested . 
That is , the obj ect may either be coreferenced on the verb ( and thus inner 
obj ect)  or not coreferenced ( and thus outer obj ect) . 9 4 
Tabl e 81 : 2-pl ace cl ause 
Functions ( Periphery ) + Subj . [ � ]  Inner [
-
] Obj .  + 
exponents ( v .  Table ( v .  Table NP 
80) 77 )  PNP 
¢ 
The 2-place clause is illustrated in example 275 . 
275 (a )  . 
(b) • 
( c )  • 
r-------------------, 
Subj . In . Obj . U 
I I n 
y i ma - r  kun - t  fknay-me - r  - t  
person-38M house- 3SF enter-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF 
A man entered a house . 
Out . Obj . 
I I 
y i ma r  kun - t  
man house- 3SF 
A man entered a 
fknayme r 
he . entered 
house . 
r- -----------------, 
Ins . NP In . Obj . U 
I I n 
Outer 
Obj . 
NP 
PNP 
¢ 
doh -e y i ma - r  kun - t  fknay-me - r  - t  
canoe- INS person- 38M house- 3SF enter-R. psT-3SM- 3SF 
A man entered a house by canoe . 
3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 5 2/3-p l ace c l ause 
+ Predi-
cate 
VP 
The 2/3-place clause structurally contrasts with other clause types by 
obligatorily exhibiting an inner obj ect and optionally exhibiting an outer 
object.  
Functions ( Periphery) 
exponents ( v .  Table 
80) 
Tab l e  82 : 2/3-pl ace c l ause 
+ Subject + Inner 
obj ect 
( v .  Table ( v .  Table 
77 )  81 )  
± Outer + Predi-
obj ect cate 
( v .  Table VP 
81)  
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The 2/3-pl ace clause is illustrated in example 276 below . 
276 ( a) . r----------------------, 
Subj . In . Obj .  U 
r n 
y i ma - r  yen - t  gebrerna-me - r  - t  
person-3SM ahild- 3SF rub - R . PST- 3SM- 3SF 
A man rubbed a girl .  
(b)  . r - -- - -- - -- ---, 
fn . Obji ' U Out . Obj . 
n I i 
y i ma r  yent geb rernamer t  heh rampam 
man girl rubbed. he . her mediaine 
A man rubbed a girl (with) mediaine . 
( c )  . INS NP 
I . 
y i ma r  yent gebrernamer t  hehrampa-e 
man girl rubbed. he . her mediaine-INS 
A man rubbed a girl with mediaine . 
(d ) . INS NP Out . Obj . 
i i i 
rmentha-e y i mar  yen t  geb rernamert  hehrampam 
aloth - INS man girl rubbed. he. her mediaine 
A man rubbed mediaine (on) a girl with a aloth. 
3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 6 3-pl ace l ocati ve cl ause 
The 3-place locative clause structurally contrasts with other clause types 
by obligatorily manifesting either a locative NP or an outer object . 
Tab l e  83 : 3-pl ace l ocati ve c l ause 
Functions (periph) . [ ; J 
Locative + Subject + Inner [ : J  
Outer + Predi-
obj . obj . cate 
exponents (v . Table S . SET NP (v .  Table ( v .  Table ( v .  Table VP 
80) 7 7 )  8 1 )  81 ) 
The 3-place locative clause is illustrated in example 277  below . 
277 (a )  • 
S . SET NP Subj . 
r-----�����----__,I rl ���-, 
r--- -------------------, 
In . Obj . 
I I 
u 
n 
J l ng - t  -n y i ma - r  y i ra-m hembre -me - r  -m 
inseat. basket-3sF-S . SET person- 3sM fish-3PL put . into-R. PST-3SM-3PL 
A man put fish into an inseat basket .  
277 (b)  . 
( c )  • 
1-- ------------------------------, 
r-
_---:;I.;:.:n:..:..---:;O""b.:!.
j:..:.. __ • Out . Obj . U I I  I n 
y i ma - r  J l ng - t  y i ra-m hemb re -me - r  - t  
person- 3SM insect. basket- 3SF fish- 3PL put . into-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF 
A man fi l led an insect basket (with) fish .  
r------------------, 
S . SET NP In . Obj . U Out . Obj . 
I I n I I 
kun - t  -n  y i ma r j i ng t  hembremer t  y i ram 
house- 3SF-S . SET man insect. basket fil led. he . it fish 
A man fil led an insect basket (with) fish in a house . 
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The peripheral speci fic setting phrase in example 277 (a )  is manifested as inner 
obj ect in example (b ) , and the inner obj ect of example ( a )  is mani fested as 
outer obj ect in example (b) . 
3 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 7  3-pl ace cl ause 
The 3-place clause structurally contrasts with other clause types by an 
obl igatory outer obj ect slot . 
Tab l e  84 : 3-pl ace c l ause 
Functions ( periphery) + Subject + Inner + Outer + Predi-
ob ject object 
exponents (as in Table 8 3 )  
278 . 
The 3-pl ace clause is i llustrated in example 278 below . 
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ ---, 
Subj . In . Obj . Out . Obj . U S . SET NP 
I I  I I I n I 
met - t  y i ma - r  nua -m hay -me - t  - r  kun - t  - n  
woman- 3SF person-3SM food- 3PL give-R. PST-3SF-3SM house- 3sF-S . SET 
A woman gave a man food in a house . 
cate 
Before turning to the marked features of declaration and polarity ,  we will 
now make certain generalisations about the optionality and permutability of the 
constituents of  the clause types discussed thus far . The 2-place clause is 
perhaps the most  interesting to consider from the point of  view of word order 
typology . 
optionality of cla use l evel cons ti tuents 
Approximately 50% of two-place clauses in running texts exhibit only two 
function slots ( subject or obj ect and predicate ) ; approximately 30% exhibit 
three slots . The function of verbal person markers which often makes the 
mani festation of subj ects and obj ects redundant has been discussed earlier 
( c f .  p . 180) . In two-place clauses , an object NP occurs approximately seven 
times as often as does a subj ect NP . 
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Permutabil i t y  of clause-level constituents 
The basic word order of a two-place clause is SOVi however , it is flexible . 
The object may follow the predicate with or without the presence of the subject . 
The object may precede the subject for pragmatic reasons . 9 5 Peripheral slots 
seem to be able to intervene anywhere within the clause . 
3 . 4 . 1 . 2  Decl arat i on parameter 
The three features of the declaration parameter are as follows : unmarked 
declarative , yes/no interrogative , and content interrogative . All yes/no 
interrogative clauses are syntactically unmarked for the interrogative feature . 
They are phonologically marked as described in section 2 . 4 .  
Non-finite 
clauses 
( copulative ) 
Finite 
clauses 
( equative , 
1/2-place , 
etc . )  
Tabl e 85 : Di sti ncti ve features 
of the dec l arati on parameter 
Declarative Yes/no 
interr . 
Content interrogative 
(unmarked) 
(unmarked) 
yes/no 
inton­
ation 
( cf . 2 . 4 )  
Subject 
QNP 
Predicate 
{EXIST vp } 
[ COP VP l 
Copulative 
rnterrogatiJ 
Predicate 
VP 
[ + PRSUp J 
Table 85 indicates that in a copulative content interrogative clause , either 
the subject function is manifested by a question noun phrase (QNP ) , 9 6 or the 
copulative construction of the predicate slot is based on an interrogative form. 
For finite content interrogative clauses , 1 )  any one of the non-predicate func­
tions must be manifested by a question NP and 2 )  the VP must exhibit the pre­
supposition mood if a form of the verb occurs which can also host the presup­
position marker. Several examples will be given to illustrate the distinctive­
ness of the content interrogative clause . Following the presentation of the 
structure of the basic (neutral ) content interrogative clause , subtypes and 
their real and rhetorical functions will be discussed . 
3 . 4 . 1 . 2 . 1  Copul at i ve content i nterrogati ve c l ause 
In the copulative content interrogative clause an interrogative element 
must manifest either the subject or the predicate function . 
279 . f i teh y i man b roem 
which men big . are . they 
Which men are big ? 
280 . (y i mam ) f rehem 
(men) who . ape . they 
Who are { the men} ? 
they 
3 . 4 . 1 . 2 . 2  F i n i te content i nterrogati ve cl auses 
Table 85 indicates that finite content interrogative clauses exhibit at 
least one non-predicate function slot which is manifested by a question NP . 
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A QNP , however ,  cannot manifest the inner object function , i . e .  it cannot be 
coreferenced by the second person marker on the verb . The predicate is mani­
fested by a verb which must select the presupposition marker i f  possible ; that 
is , i f  the verb exhibits a form which can co-occur with the presupposition 
marker ,  then the presupposition marker must be manifested . Thus imperfective , 
present tense , or future tense forms of the verb must host the presupposition 
marker , but perfective past tense forms do not . 
Permutabili ty of constituents of content interrogati ve clauses 
The basic order of the constituents of the clause is the same for 
interrogative clauses as it is for declarative clauses . The function slot 
which is manifested by a question NP does not shift to the front or any other 
position in the clause . 
Example 281 illustrates several forms of the content interrogative clause . 
281 ( al • Subj . 
I 
f reh- r kaunse l  teh -w -a - r ?  
who - 3SM counsel lop standing-IMPF-PRSUP-3SM 
Who is the counsel lop? 
(b l . Al NP 
I 
f i tehko v i -me - r  
whepe . to go-R. PST- 3SM 
Whepe did he go ? 
( c l . LOC NP 
I 
f i tembha nua -m ton-w -a - t -m 
which. place food- 3PL " fpy-IMPF-PRSUP- 3SF-3PL 
Whepe is she fpying the food? 
( dl . Subj . 
I 
f reh-m nua -m ton-w -a -m -m 
who - 3PL food- 3PL fpy- IMPF-PRSUP-3PL-3PL 
Who is fpying the food? 
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28l ( e )  . Out . Obj .  
I I 
met -m tameh-m yayk-w - a  -m 
woman- 3PL what - 3PL get -IMPF-PRSUP-3PL 
What are the women getting ? 
( f )  . INS NP 
I -, 
tamehtet-e tat- rhw-a - r - t  
what - INS hit-FUT-PRSUP-3SM-3SF 
With what wi l l  he hit it? 
Note that in example 28l (e )  the QNP manifests an outer object NP even though 
it questions a semantic role which is encoded by an inner object in declarative 
clauses ( vi z .  patient ) . 
Types of interrogative clauses 
Real questions 
Three types of questions are covered here , neutral , leading and alternative . 
Echo questions have not been investigated . 
Neutral 
The neutral interrogative type is the basic content interrogative described 
above . 
Leading 
Leading questions which have been observed expect a negative answer . They 
are of two types , both yes/no interrogatives . The first ,  illustrated in 126 
(repeated here as 282) occurs as a positive clause with marked intonation . 
282 . 
�fJ 
you morning bathed. you 
You did not bathe this morning� did you? 
The second type is a negative clause which co-occurs with the verb 
ka (muka )  I say/think ( 283 ) . The same construction with a positive clause 
produces a neutral question ( 284 ) . These clauses manifest the unmarked inton­
ation as described in section 2 . 4 .  
283 . ka 
say/think 
I wonder� 
f i nj i  yuk rfe9 7 
NEG bathe . IRR . I . PST . 2S 
did you not bathe ? 
284 . ka b i fukn 
say/think finished bathed. you 
I wonder� have you bathed? 
Al terna ti ve 
The alternative question sentence is described in section 3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 3 .  
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Rhetorical ques tions 
Questions have been observed to be used rhetorically to express affirmation 
of a fact or a conviction , uncertainty or deliberation , and a negative evaluation 
opinion . 
Affirma tion of a fact 
The common unmarked yes/no interrogative can be used to affirm a fact or 
conviction as illustrated in 285 below . 
285 . rem dbha fukm? 
3PL morning bathed. they 
kferhwat rm 
say . wi L l . not. he . them 
Adukayanhowahn ; t i ksa 
think. worry . do . not. you teacher 
afe 
NEG 
Did they bathe this morning? (Of course) . Do not worry; the teacher 
wi l l  not be angry with them. 
Uncertainty or del iberation 
Uncertainty or deliberation may be expressed by a content interrogative 
manifesting a hortative predicate as illustrated in 286 . 
286 . f i nj i  akfea? 
what should. say . I  
What should I say ? (= I don 't know what to say . ) 
Negative eval uation 
A negative evaluative op1n10n can be expressed with the use of the question 
form ' why ' in a content interrogative clause . In fact , the ' why ' question 
usually connotes a negative evaluation and is seldom used in real questions . 
287 . Tamempne dukayanhowa? N i  dbha fukn . 
what.  REF think. worry . IMPF . PRSUP You morning bathed. you 
Why are you worrying ? (don 't) . You bathed this morning. 
3 . 4 . 1 . 3 Pol ari ty parameter 
There are two features of the polarity parameter , affirmative and negative . 
Affirmative is unmarked , but negative is marked in different ways depending 
on the transitivity type of the clause and the mode of the verb which manifests 
the predicate . The reflexes of the negative parameter of the clause are given 
in Table 86 . 
The distinctive features of negative clauses include specifications of the 
exponents of the predicates and additional function s lots which are not a part 
of affirmative clauses . A negative function s lot is included in declarative 
clauses and in contrafactual hortative clauses . A rhetorical predicate slot 
is included in hortative clauses . Exponents are more restricted in the 
contra factual hortative compared to their affirmative counterparts . Finally , 
negative polarity specifies that finite declarative predicates and contrafactual 
hortative predicates must be marked for irrealis and , where allowable , pre­
supposition . 
Q) 0. 
:>. +l 
:>. +l .� 
:> .� +l .� 
CIl 
C 
III 
1-1 
Eo; 
Non-finite . . .  + 
clauses 
Tab l e  86: 
Declarative 
Negative . . .  
D i sti nct i ve features of negat i ve cl auses 
v E R B A L M 0 D E 
Hortative (non-past) Hortative (past ,  contrafactual )  
- - - ---
( copulative )  nha i no 
Finite 
clauses 
( equative , 
1/2-place . 
etc . )  
. . . + 
f i nj i 
not 
Neg 
(non-FUT) 
afe not 
( neg of 
. . . 
uncertainty) 
taf i te 
not yet 
nha i no 
+ Pred. 
vp 
[ + IRR ] + PRSUP 
. . . ± Rhetorical 
predicate 
r- VP :  
- r-
m i  [ + say [ +  FUT ] + 
---
� 
- - '-
+ Pred 
-
vp 
l .person ] HORT. 
vp 
NEG .  J HORT . PR 
-
. . . + Rhet . 
Pred . 
VP :  
may say a fe 
+ IRR [ + PST ] 
Note : n ha i no only rarely manifests the negative function in finite clauses . 
+ Neg 
� 
i . e .  
+ Pred 
vp 
l .perSOJ FUT IRR 
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Permutabil i ty of the nega tive function slot 
A general statement of permutability can be made for most negative clauses . 
In clauses with a negative function slot , the negative slot may permute to any 
pre-predicate position . The changes in scope resulting from possible 
permutations have not been investigated here . When both the rhetorical predi­
cate slot and the negative slot are manifested , then the negative slot must 
follow the rhetorical predicate and immediately precede the predicate . 
Negative clause types are illustrated in examples 288 below . 
Negative copulative cla use 
288 .  y i ma r nha i b roe r 
man no big . is . he 
The man is not big. 
Negative fini te declara ti ve clauses 
289 ( a) . 
(b) • 
( c )  . 
(d )  • 
kaunse l 
counsellor 
He was not 
Neg 
I I 
taf i  te re r 
NEG he 
He has not 
� 
f i iij i 
NEG 
being 
teh - r  -me -w -a - r  
standing-IRR-R. PST-IMPF-PRSUP-3SM 
the counseUor. 
noh - r  - fe - r  
die-IRR-I . PST- 3SM 
yet died. 
Neg 
r---'I 
y i ma r 
man 
A man 
nuam f i iij i  yak-kah - r  -m 
food NEG get-PR. IRR-3SM-3PL 
is not getting food. 
I
Ne� 
afe h i  - r hwat - r  -m nuam 
NEG give-FuT . IRR-3SM-3PL food 
He wi ll not give them food. 
Nega ti ve hortative clauses 
290 (a ) . Rhet .  Pred . 
I 
m i  - rah-r  kaunse l  a - teh -a 
say-FUT- 3SM counse Uol' HORT-standing-1S 
He wiU say (but should not)  "I should be counse Uor ". 
(= He should not be the counsel lor. ) 
(b) . Rhet . Pred . 
I I 
yen r m i  - rah- r a - i -a 
boy say-FUT- 3SM HORT-go-ls 
The boy wiU say (but should not)  "I should go " .  
(= The boy should not go . )  
( c ) . nuam a -yay-wah -n -m 
food HORT-eat-NEG. HORT . PR-2S-3PL 
You should not eat food. ( to a person who is eating or about to eat) 
r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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290 (d ) . Rhet . Pred . 
I I 
yen r m i  - ra h - r  j i ng t  a -hemb re -an-t  y i ram 
boy say-FUT-3SM insect. basket HORT-put. into-1S-3SF fish 
The boy wi ll say (but should not)  "I should fil l  an insect basket 
(with) fish . "  (= The boy should not fil l  an insect basket (with) fish. ) 
( e ) . met t  y i ma r  nuam a - h i  -wah - t  - r  
woman man food HORT-give-NEG . HORT . PR- 3SF- 3SM 
The woman should not give a man food. 
Rhetorical predicate function of nega ti ve hortative clauses 
The rhetorical predicate encodes a negative hortative expression with a 
declarative future surface form of the predicate . It is not a literary device 
inasmuch as this is the only way to express a negative hortative in future time . 
The term ' rhetorical ' is employed here , since the surface form is ambiguous and 
is interpreted in this context in a way which is not indicated by the morphology 
of the verbal exponent . 
Negative contrafactual hortative clauses 
291 ( a) . Rhet. Pred . NEG 
r-r 
y i ma r  may - r  -me - r  kaunse l  afe teh - rhwa t - a  
man say-IRR-R. PST-3SM counsel lor NEG standing-FUT . IRR-1S 
The man (should) have said3 "I wil l  not be the counse l lor ". 
(= The man (should) not have been the counsellor. ) 
(b )  • Rhet .  Pred. NEG 
I r-l 
yenm may- r  - re -m afe ho i - rhwat - nem 
boys say-IRR-N . PST- 3PL NEG s leep-FUT . IRR-IPL 
The boys (shou ld) have said3 "We wil l  not sleep ". 
(= The boys should not have slept . ) 
( c ) . Rhet . Pred . NEG 
r-r 
y i ma r  yen t may- r  - fe - r kahpam a fe gebrerna- rhwat -an-t 
man girl say-IRR- I . PST-3SM oil  NEG rub -FUT . IRR-1S- 3SF 
The man (should) have said3 "I wil l  not rub the girl (with) oU ". 
(= The man should not have rubbed the girl (with) oil . ) 
Rhetorical predica te function of negati ve contrafactual hortative clauses 
The rhetorical predicate encodes a negative contrafactual hortative with 
an irrealis form of the verb . The semantic component of obligation is clearly 
present even though the verb is not marked with the hortative prefix . ( Refer 
to section 3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 2  for examples of hortative irrealis verb forms encoding 
affirmative contrafactual hortative expressions ) .  
This concludes our description of transitivity , declaration , and polarity 
parameters of independent clauses . One more example is given below exhibiting 
both marked features of declaration (viz . content interrogative) and polarity 
(viz .  negative ) . 
292 .  yen r tamehm a -yay-wah - r  
child what HORT-eat-IRR .  HORT . PR-3SM 
What should the chi ld not eat ? 
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3 . 4 . 1 . 4  Voi ce 
The verbal exponent of finite clauses has been discussed in section 3 . 3 .  
In the typical form , the actor pronominal marker i s  obligatorily present on the 
verb and the undergoer pronominal marker may or may not occur apparently accord­
ing to various factors such as redundancy and referential patterns ( cf .  note 
96) . There is a limited phenomenon in Alamblak whereby the actor of a mUlti­
place clause and its verbal pronominal suffix are unspecified, leaving a patient 
noun phrase which is coreferenced by the only pronominal marker in the verb . 
For instance , compare examples 293 (a ) and (b) . 
293 ( a) . y i ma - f  mty -m pok- rah- f -m 
man - 3D tree- 3PL cut-FUT- 30-3PL 
(Two) men wi Z Z  cut (the) trees . 
(b) . mty -m pok- rah-m 
tree- 3PL cut-FUT-3PL 
The trees wiZ Z  (be) cut . 
The Alamblak verb is analysed as ' voice-neutral ' ( Lyons 1968 : 378) inasmuch 
as a transitive verb may occur with either agent or patient ' subjects , . Y 8 
Either noun phrase may occur , furthermore ,  with the same form of the verb . 
Finally ,  when a patient subject occurs , the clause must remain agentless unless 
the patient and agent are coreferential , e . g .  
294 . y i ma-m pok- rah-m 
man - 3PL cut- FUT-3PL 
The men wiZ Z  cut (themse Zves) . 
Examples 294 need not be interpreted reflexively if another subject or object 
is understood in the linguistic or extralinguistic context . See section 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 2  for a detailed discussion of reflexivity . 
3 . 4 . 2  Peri pheral noun phrases ( case marki ng )  
The noun phrases discussed here may be considered to be those bearing 
non-nuclear grammatical relations to the verb in the clause . 9 9 It is easier 
to associate these NP ' s  with specific semantic roles than it is with nuclear 
NP ' s  ( cf .  section 3 . 5 . 1 ,  role structure ) .  
An overview of relations encoded by the peripheral ' relator-related ' 
phrases is given in Table 87 . 
Several of the ' case ' enclitics may encode more than one meaning . Specific 
rules for encoding or interpreting the appropriate meaning are discussed with 
each phrase .  For exan�le , the adessive NP plus a motion verb encodes ' to '  as 
its meaning ; with a non-motion verb , the adessive NP encodes ' at '  as its meaning . 
The peripheral NP ' s  structurally group into three types depending on the 
presence or absence of terminator slots and/or their ordering relative to other 
function slots . Table 88-90 present an overview of basic structural contrasts 
between peripheral NP ' s .  Exponents of the terminator function are person-number­
gender markers ( cf .  Table 34 , p . 96 ) . The emphatic and elevational markers are 
explicated in sections 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 2  and 3 . 2 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 
Tabl e 87 : The semanti cs of peri pheral noun phrases 
Semantic Specifications 
Relator At To Toward From In rela- In On Along By means Efficient Comitative Animate 
markers tion to of cause head 
Adessive + + - - - - - - - - - --kor 
Path ± - - - - - - - + - - --oha 
Referent + + ? + + - - - - + + ± -pne 
Specific 
setting + - - - - + + - - - - ± 
- n  
General 
setting - - - - - + + - - - - ± 
-nane 
Allative 
- - + - - - - - - - - --ko 
Instrument + - - - - - - - - - - -
- e  
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Tabl e 88 : Peri pheral NP ' s  1 
Related Relator Terminator Emphatic Elevational 
nucleus marker marker 
Adessive NP + + ± ± ± 
Path NP + + + ± ± 
Tab l e  89 : Peri pheral NP ' s  2 
Related Terminator Relator Elevational 
nucleus marker 
Referent NP + + + ± 
Specific 
setting NP + +/_/±
l + ± 
l This notation means that the terminator slot must not be manifested 
under certain circumstances but must be manifested or is optional 
under others ( cf .  section 3 . 4 . 2 . 4 ,  specific setting NP) . 
Tabl e 90 : Peri pheral NP ' s 3 
Related Relator 
nucleus 
General setting NP l + + 
Allative NP + + 
Instrument NP + + 
l The general setting NP does rarely exhibit a terminal 
slot following the relator ( cf .  the discussion of the 
general setting NP of this section) . 
.-------------- ----------------------------------------------------, 
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3 . 4 . 2 . 1  Adess i ve NP 
The adessive NP contrasts with other peripheral NP ' s  because of the exponent 
of the relator function and the optionality of the terminator . Furthermore ,  the 
adessive NP manifests a base which functions as a distributional unit in other 
NP ' s  ( e . g .  specific setting NP) . 
Tab l e  91 : Adess i ve NP and NP  base 
Func + Nucleus ± Terminator ± Emphatic ± Elevational + Related + Relator 
Head 
exp o CO COOR NP Base PNG markers -n Elevational NP Base - ko r  
AD NP Base ( v .  Table ' emphatic '  markers LOC com-
34 ) (v .  Table 3 5 )  plex base 
Notes : The adessive NP encodes two semantic roles , adessive and allative . 
The particular semantic interpretation of an NP is predictable by 
the class of the co-occurring verb in the clause . Adessive 
co-occurs with non-motion verbs , and allative co-occurs with 
motion verbs . 
Adessive role 
Adessive , defined as the locale at which a state or event is centred , is 
illustrated by example 29 5 .  
295 ( a ) . Adessive NP 
r--- I 
metm 
women 
Women 
y i ma roh mong-kor g r haywm 
men 's back-AD dance . they 
dance at the back of the men. (= Women dance behind the men. ) 
(b )  • AD NP 
I 
f i nj i  teh rmem bus -kor-t  
NEG they . did. not .  stand forest-AD -3SF 
They did not live in the forest.  
Allative role 
Allative is defined as the locale toward which the predication is directed 
or at which the predication is terminated . The adessive NP with the allative 
interpretation relates only non-human locales to the predicate . 
296 . Adessive NP 
I I 
womr b r i ha -kor fakrmemer 
the . other/another outside-AD ran . in . fear. he 
The other/another ran away in fear outside . 
Exponents of the AD NP base 
Loca tive complex base 
The locative complex base was referred to in section 3 . 1 . 2 . 8 .  It is 
composed of a head noun plus a locative position as displayed in Table 92 . 
Functions 
exponents 
For example ,  
297 (a ) . kun -k  i mb 
house-beside 
Tabl e 92 : 
(b ) . doh -dan 
aanoe-along . the . middle 
Locati ve 
+ Nucleus 
noun root 
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compl ex base 
+ Location 
positional root 
(v .  § 3 . 1 . 2 . 8 . 2 ) 
Example 298 illustrates an adessive NP which includes a locative complex base . 
298 .  AD NP 
LOC CMPLX B 
I I 
kun - k i mb - kor tehwer 
house-beside-AD is. standing. he 
He is standing beside the house . 
3 . 4 . 2 . 2  Path NP  
The path NP construction is similar to the adessive in that the relator 
suffix precedes any terminations . The main difference between the two , apart 
from different exponents of the relator suffix , is that the person-number­
gender marker is obligatory in the path NP while only optional in the adessive 
NP . 
Tab l e  93 : Path NP  and NP base 
Func + Nucleus + Terminator ± Emphatic ± Elevational 
exp Path NP Base : PNG markers -n Elevational 
(v .  Table ' emphatic ' markers 
Func + Related + Relator 34 ) ( v .  Table 
Nucleus 3 5 )  
exp NP Base -oha 
Loc com-
plex base 
Notes : The term ' path ' is taken from Longacre (1976 : 34 ) . "The 
locale or locales transversed in motion etc . predications 
The path NP base is potentially distributed in the specific 
setting NP manifesting the related nucleus function ; that 
distribution is necessary when co-occurring with non-motion 
predications . 
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299 ( a) . Path NP 
I 
yhoty-oha - t  kawwr 
road -PATH-3SF walk. IMPF. he 
He is walking along the road. 
(b) • Path NP 
WC CMPLX B 
I 
kun - k i mb -oha - t  kawwr 
house-beside-PATH- 3SF walk . IMPF. he 
He is walking along beside the house . 
3 . 4 . 2 . 3  Referent NP 
The referent and specific setting NP ' s  differ from the adessive and path 
NP ' s  in relative ordering of constituents . 
Tabl e 94 Referent NP 
Func + Nucleus + Terminator + Relator ± Elevational 
exp o NP Base PNG markers - pne Elevational 
NP Base (v .  Table 34 ) markers AD ( v .  Table 35 )  
Notes : The referent case marker is a multi-factor morpheme encoding 
several semantic roles , viz . , adessive , allative , and elative . 
The referent marker also serves to conjoin NP ' s  in the comitative 
NP ( c f .  3 . 2 . 4 . 3 ) ; it marks the cause ( i . e .  reason) in an efficient 
cause sense ( cf .  section 3 . 6 . 1 ) ; and it marks an NP as a point-of­
reference for a positional orientation . These notions will be 
expounded with further definition and examples below . 
Adessi ve rol e 
300 . Referent NP 
ka -wa-ker theb i -me - t tembt nungwa r t u  -hombha - r  -pne 
cAus-up-twist. and. turn-R. psT- 3SF shotgun bird E/R . PRoN-p lace - 3SM-REF 
The shotgun fatally wounded the bird up where it was . 
Allative role 
301 . Referent NP 
yen - r  - pne htnameanr  nungwa r 
child- 3SM-REF brought. I. it bird 
I brought a bird to the child. 
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Ela tive role 
Elative is defined as the source or locale away from which a predication is 
directed . 
302 . Referent �P 
303 . 
I 
tnd-embha- r  - pne m i t hona l getanem 
OEM-place-3SM-REF floated. down . al l . the . way . we 
From there we floated down all  the way . 
REF � 
I 
nha i worn -m -pnc w i kna - r  -me -an- r 
NEG other-3PL-REF buy -IRR-R. PST-lS-3SM 
I did not buy it from anyone . 
Efficient cause role 
Certain causative expressions are formed by marking the causer NP of the 
clause with the referent marker . The efficient cause in these constructions 
indicates the inanimate NP which is the indirect cause of , or reason for , the 
predication . 
304 . REF NP 
ma r- r - pne h i pwene 
sun-3SM-REF we . are . perspiring 
Because of the sun we are perspiring . 
A precipitating event can be the cause of a predication as wel l ,  e . g .  
305 . REF NP 
I 
t nd na-t  -pne fakrmemet 
OEM do- 3SF-REF ran . away . in . fear. she 
Because of that happening she ran away in fear. 
One of the interrogative structures translated 'why ' utilises a referent 
marker with an interrogative root form . The superficial gloss ' why ' may be 
analysed as something like 'with reference to what cause ' (cf . the discussion 
of interrogatives in section 3 . 1 . 2 . 5 ) . 
306 . REF � 
na tame-m - pne nohwaa 
I what- 3PL-REF am. I. dying 
What am I dying from? 
Comi ta ti ve function 
The relator marker - pne also functions as a comi tative marker . The 
comitative NP has been described in section 3 . 2 . 4 . 3  on coordinate and semi­
coordinate noun phrases . A semantic analysis of the comitative NP and its 
associated NP is presented in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 3 . There are structural di fferences 
between the comitative NP and the Ref NP with other functions in the clause .  
For purposes of convenient comparison , the comitative NP is described here in 
Table 95 . 
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Tab l e  95 : Comitati ve NP 
Func + Related + Terminator [ ± J Relator 1 [ : J Relator 2 ± Elevational nucleus + 
exp NP Base PNG markers -pne - rpa t Elevational 
307 (a ) . 
(b )  • 
( c )  . 
( v .  Table 34 ) ' comitative ' 
COM NP 
yen r y i ma - r  - pne y i -me -f  
boy person-3SM-COM gO-R. PST- 30 
A boy went with the man . 
COM NP 
yen r y i ma - r  - rpat 
boy person- 3SM-together 
A boy went with the man. 
COM NP 
yen r y i ma - r  - pne- rpat 
y i -me -f  
gO- R . PST-30 
boy person- 3SM-CoM-together 
A boy went with the �an . 
y i -me - f  
gO-R . PST-30 
Point of reference (P of R) rol e 
together markers 
( v .  Table 35 )  
Point-of-reference characterises the orientation of a spatial position not 
involving contact , or it limits the predication to a particular time or 
explanation , with implications of a possible cause-effect relationship between 
the referenced time and the predicate . 
The referent NP in example 308 delineates the time of the predicate . 
Example 308 (b )  references the time of the clause in a flash-back section of 
discourse . 
308 (a )  . 
(b )  . 
REF NP 
I 
t nd yha - r  - pne dbehna-me -w -m 
OEM day- 3SM-REF sick -R. PST-IMPF- 3PL 
At that time they were continually sick. 
REF NP 
I I 
tnd-embha h i r  - ha -muh -nef-t  -pne 
OEM-place float-cAus-gO . Up-NOM- 3SF-REF 
there with reference to going up (river) 
(= there3 on the way upriver) 
When the referent marker characterises the orientation of a spatial 
position , it relates a head noun root to a positional ( c f .  locative roots in 
section 3 . 1 . 2 . 8) . In this function the referent marker is not relating a 
constituent to the predicate and thus the REF NP relator construction is best 
described as an embedded constituent of a locative phrase . This usage is 
illustrated in example 309 below . 
309 ( a) • 
(b) • 
LOC P 
I 
REF NP 
I I 
ret-pne b rbe y i -doh ra 
her- REF near gO-NONPOSSD 
without going near her 
LOC P 
REF . NP 
I 
t i k  - t  -pne yurak waheg i r twan t  
table-3SF-REF above hang . up . you . it 
Hang it above (with reference to ) the tab le ! 
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3 . 4 . 2 . 4  Speci fi c  setti ng NP  
The specific setting NP contrasts with the referent NP in terms of its 
exponents of the related-nucleus function and the pattern of manifestation of 
the terminator slot . 
Tabl e 96 :  Spec i fi c  sett i ng NP  
Func + Related +/-/± + Relator ± Elevational 
nucleus terminator 
exp NP base PNG marker - n  Elevational 
positionals (v .  Table 34 ) markers 
Loc . roots ( v .  Table 3 5 )  
Temp . roots 
Adessive NP base 
( v .  Table 9 1 )  
Path NP base 
( v .  Table 93)  
Notes : The +/-/± notation for the terminator slot is to be interpreted as 
indicating that the terminator function slot must occur with certain 
exponents of the related nucleus , cannot occur with certain others , 
and is optional with locative and temporal roots . 
The case marker ( - n )  encodes the roles of interior location , surface 
location , adessive , and temporal reference . The specific interpret­
ation in each case is predictable from the meaning of the exponent 
of the head . 
Interior location role 
Interior location is defined as the locale of a predication which is 
bounded by a three-dimensional object . 
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310 . S . Setting NP 
I I 
t u  -ne kun - t  -n tehkfet 
E/R. PRON-ID house-3SF-S . SET to . stand 
We ( 2 )  ourselves pemain in the house . 
Surface location role 
Surface location is defined as the locale of a predication involving 
contact with the surface of an object . 
311 . 
y i menem 
went . we 
We went 
Adessive role 
S . Setting NP 
yu rak-nane km i nsef -m -n  
up -G . SET mountain-3PL-S . SET 
up on the mountains . 
Adessive is defined as the locale at which a state or event is centred . 
312 . S . Setting NP 
AD NP Base 
I 
y i menem bukt -kor-n 
went . we head. wateps-AD -S . SET 
We went to the headwateps . 
Temporal reference role 
Temporal reference is defined as the period of time within which a 
predication takes place . 
3 1 3 .  S . Setting NP 
I I 
nuam watonh i twana dbha -n 
food you . fpy . fop. me mOPning-s . sET 
Fpy food fop me in the mopning! 
3 . 4 . 2 . 5  General sett ing NP 
The general setting NP contrasts with the specific setting NP , apart from 
the different exponent of the relator slot , in that the terminator in the 
G .  setting NP is highly restricted , whereas the S . Setting NP almost always 
manifests a terminator . 
Func 
exp 
Tabl e 9 7 :  General setti ng NP  
+ Related 
nucleus 
positionals 
temporal roots 
terminated adverbs 
+ Relator 
i nane] 
hnaneh 
+/- Terminator 
r - - -
] 
I pNG markers Uv .  Table 34 ) 
The semantic contrast between the specific setting NP and the general 
setting NP does not correlate with the difference in their labels , which at 
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best reflects a structural difference ( the general setting NP typically does not 
identify the person , number ,  and gender of the related nucleus , whereas the 
specific setting NP typically does ) . Actually , definite , indefinite , specific , 
and generic NP ' s  may occur in either setting phrase . 
Semantically , the general setting NP is in some ways more restricted in use 
than the specific setting NP , but it is more versatile in others . The general 
setting NP encodes interior locative , surface locative , temporal reference , and 
manner roles . 
Surface loca ti ve role 
314 . G .  Set NP 
I I 
y i menem yu rak-nane km i n sefmn 
went . we up - G . SET mountains . on 
We went up on the mountains . 
Temporal reference role 
315 .  G . Setting NP 
I 
dbha -nane met t  tonhemet r  nuam 
morning-G . SET woman she . fried. for. him sago 
In the morning the woman fried sago for him. 
Manner role 
Manner role is defined as the manner in which the predication occurs . 
316 . G . Setting 
I 
bumb r i - t -nane pa i l a t r  fak rekutabmert  
hurry - 3SF- G . SET pilot switched. he . it 
The pilot switched over in a hurry . 
3 . 4 . 2 . 6  Al l a t i ve NP 
The allative NP and the instrument NP contrast with other relator phrases 
in their lack of a terminator function slot . 
Tab l e  98 : Al l ati ve NP 
Functions + Related nucleus + Relator 
exponents NP Base -ko 
[ -animate ] 
positionals 
Note : The allative NP encodes the allative role . 
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317 ( a )  • Allative NP 
nayay rahnem 
oome . wi l l .  we 
We wi ll oome 
I I 
km i - ko 
vi l lage-AL 
to the vi llage . 
(b) . Allative NP 
,..-----, 
r l ene mku -ko wu tentemb rat 
went. we pieoe-AL to . knook. down . breadfruit 
We (two) went to the (other) side to knook down breadfrui t .  
3 . 4 . 2 . 7  I nstrument NP  
The instrument NP indicates the manner or means whereby the predicate is 
carried out . 
Tabl e 99 : Instrument NP  
Functions + Related nucleus + Relator 
exponents NP Base -e 
[ -animate ] 
The instrument NP encodes the agent- focal direct instrument and indirect 
instrument roles , and the more patient-focal manner instrument role . It is 
unlikely that ambiguities involving the three interpretations of instrument 
would arise very often , thus there is little pressure to differentiate them 
syntactically . There is , nonetheless , the potential for ambiguity which 
indicates that three distinct semantic roles are operating ( cf .  examples 
3 32 and 333 in section 3 . 5 ) . 
Direct instrument role 
The direct instrument is defined as the role of the inanimate entity 
( including body parts ) which is used directly in the action of the predicate 
by an agent whereby the predicat.ion is realised . 
Example 318 illustrates the direct manipulation of the instrument by the 
agent . 
318 . INS NP 
j 
yuf  - toa -e geb rernamean r  
y u f . tree-leaf-1NS rubbed. I. him 
I rubbed him with a Yuf leaf. 
Indirect instrument 
The indirect instrument is defined as the role of the inanimate entity 
which is used indirectly ( involving one or more unstated events ) by an agent 
whereby the predication is realised .  
--------------------
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Example 319 illustrates an indirectly manipulated instrument . 
319 . INS NP 
I 
ma ru ham nem kaykwenem tnd  y i fen -e 
money we get . we DEM carving-INs 
We get money by means of the carvings . 
Example 320 illustrates an instrumental which is somewhere between a direct 
and indirect use by the agent and which emphasises the means and manner in 
which the event occurs . 
320 . INS NP 
y i menem doh -e 
went . we canoe-INS 
We went by canoe . 
Manner instrument role 
Manner instrument is defined as the role of the inanimate entity ( including 
body parts) which is manipulated directly in the action of the predicate by an 
agent to realise the predication . 
321 . INS NP INS NP 
I I I  
yawym t i r  -e wu ra-e fakn i ha te Y l me r  
dogs hand-INS foot-INS having . gotten went. he 
Having nudged the dogs by hand and foot� he went.  
3 . 4 . 3  Nucl ear noun phrases ( verb ag reement)  
A nuclear NP is defined as an NP which is either syntactically or 
cognitively obligatory in a given clause type , and/or potentially coreferenced 
by one of two verbal affixes . Nuclear NP ' s  distinguish clause types along the 
parameter of transitivity ( cf .  Table 74 ) . 
3 . 4 . 3 . 1  General features 
The three most common nuclear NP ' s  in Alamblak are subject , inner object , 
and outer object . These constructs are not understood to be primitive notions 
in Alamblak grammar . 
' Subject ' will be discussed in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 3  as a conflation of several 
features . The use of the notion subject is j ustifiable , however ,  for practical 
as well as theoretical reasons . 
The widespread use of the term ' subject ' , with connotations which are more 
or less identifiable in a large number of the world ' s  languages ,  makes the term 
useful in a language such as Alamblak where a traditional ' subject ' can be 
identified in most clauses . Its use here is especially desirable in the case 
of scholars who may wish to make cursory reference to Alamblak syntax . 
In contrast to the term ' subject ' , the terms ' direct object ' and ' indirect 
object ' as used in traditional grammar can be considerably misleading when 
applied to Alamblak syntax . 
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Bas ic structural patterns of traditional D .O .  and 1 . 0 .  are coincident with 
Alamblak patterns for inner object and outer object , respectively . Namely , the 
D . O .  in traditional grammar is structurally the s�ne in both transitive and 
ditransitive clauses . Similarly , the Alamblak inner obj ect is identi fied in 
one way (by verb agreement) for multiple-place clauses . 
The pattern of mapping semantic case roles onto D .O .  and 1 . 0 . , however , is 
not the same as the Alamblak mapping onto inner object and outer object. The 
semantic case role traditionally associated with D .O .  ( i . e . , patient) is the 
same for transitive and ditransitive clauses alike . For Alamblak , however , the 
roles encoded by inner object are not the same for two-place and three-place 
clauses . The di fferences are diagr�atically represented in Table 100 . 1 0 0  
Tabl e 100 : Two systems of rol e  encodi ng by objects 
Traditional constructs Alamblak constructs 
Trans Ditrans 2-place CL 3-place CL 
Semantic 
case roles D .O .  D .O .  1 . 0 .  In . Obj .  In . Obj . Out . Obj . 
Patient x x x x 
Recipient/ x x benefactive 
The D . O .  NP in traditional grammar has been closely associated with the 
patient role which it consistently encodes . To use a traditional label for 
NP ' s  which do not consistently encode the same role as they do in traditional 
gr�ar is considered to be more confusing than introducing new labels in a 
grammar of Alamblak . 
3 . 4 . 3 . 2  Syntacti c  features 
In this section we discuss and illustrate the general syntactic features 
of nuclear NP ' s .  
In general , the subject NP is unmarked for case , is coreferenced by the 
first pronominal suffix on the verb , and occurs left-most vis-a-vis other 
nuclear NP ' s  in the clause . Subject NP ' s  in 1/2-place , 2-place and 3-place 
clauses are illustrated in example 3 2 2 .  
3 2 2  ( a )  . ,------------, 
Subj . NP 
I 
A 
h 
y i ma - r  y i -me - r  
person- 35M gO-R. PST-3SM 
The man went . 
322  (b) . 
( c )  • 
r---------------------, 
Subj . NP 
I 
A 
n 
y i ma - r  feh-m fak-me - r  -m 
person- 3SM pig- 3PL get- R. PST-3SM-3PL 
A man got the pigs.  
r----------------------, 
Subj . NP 
I 
A 
n 
y i ma - r  feh-m hay -me - r  - t  
person-3sM pig- 3PL give-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF  
A man gave her pigs . 
The inner object is unmarked for case and is coreferenced by the second 
pronominal suffix on the verb . 
3 2 3  ( a )  • 
(b )  • 
( c )  • 
r-----------------------� 
In. Obj .  NP u 
n 
y i ma - r  t u  - r  -ho  kun  - t  fakrme -me - r  - t  
person- 3SM E/R. PRON-3SM-GEN house- 3SF run. away-R. psT- 3SM- 3SF 
A man ran away (to) his own house . 
r-----------------, 
�.�j . U 
I I n 
y i ma - r  feh-m fak-me - r  -m 
person- 3SM pig- 3PL get-R . PST-3SM- 3PL 
A man got the pigs . 
r-- -------------- --� 
In . Obj . U 
I I n 
y i ma - r  met - t  hay -me - r  - t  feh-m 
person- 3SM woman- 3SF give-R. psT- 3SM-3SF pig- 3PL 
A man gave a woman the pigs.  
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The outer object is unmarked for case and is not coreferenced on the verb . 
324 ( a) . 
(b ) • 
Out . Obj . NP 
y i ma - r  fakrme -me - r  t u  - r  -ho kun  - t  
person- 3SM run . away-R. psT- 3SM E/R. PRON- 3SM-GEN house- 3sF 
A man ran away (to) his own house . 
y i ma - r  feh-m fak-me - r  -m  
person- 3sM pig- 3PL get-R. PST-3SM- 3PL 
A man got pigs (in) the forest.  
Out .  Obj .  
I I 
b r i ha - t  
outside-3sF 
( c ) . Out . Obj . 
I I 
y i ma - r  met - t  hay -me - r  - t  feh-m 
person- 3SM woman- 3SF give-R. PST-3SM-3SF pig- 3PL 
A man gave a woman pigs . 
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3 . 5  Semant i c s  of i dependent cl auses 
3 . 5 . 0  I ntroduct i on 
The basic structures of the clause and its constituents have been described 
in section 3 . 4 .  The ways in which this basic equipment of the clause is used 
to talk about the real world are determined largely by semantic considerations . 
In this section we look at the clause from a semantic viewpoint , considering 
first the structure of the clause as a whole and then its elements and the ways 
in which they interrelate . Section 3 . 5 . 2  deals with the interrelationship of 
syntax and semantics . That section investigates aspects of the encoding of 
semantic roles , the structural reflexes of the semantic features of transitivity , 
and the notions of referentiality and perspective . 
3 . 5 . 1  Rol e structure 
In general terms , the semantic structure of the clause we are concerned 
with here can be described as structured relations which allow the speaker to 
identify the role each participant is playing (partiCipant roles ) , the relation­
ships of staging elements in the setting to the predicate and/or participants 
(orientation roles ) , and the means and/or manner whereby the predication is 
carried out (modal roles ) . The elements of the clause , then , include the 
predicate and its arguments which have participant , orientation , or modal roles 
in the predication . 
The discussion is organised as follows : each set of semantic roles is 
explicated and defined , followed by a discussion of the overt case markers and 
case marking systems which encode them . The surface case markers are defined 
semantically and rules are postulated whereby each overt marking may be inter­
preted as a speci fic role . 
It is suggested here that a ' surface ' case-marking system can and should 
be semantically characterised . Such a concrete general specification will not 
fully explicate the precise semantic roles of NP ' s  in most clauses . A more 
finely-analysed system of covert role relationships is necessary to complete 
the picture . Fillmore ( 1968) emphasised the inadequacy of assigning single 
comprehensive meanings to surface case markers since, for one thing , such 
meanings could not represent satisfactory semantic primi tives . It is contended 
in this section , however ,  that both the overt case-marking system and the 
covert system of specific roles have semantic functions and an attempt has been 
made to describe them both . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 Ori entati on rol es 
Orientation roles provide the spatial and temporal orientation of the 
proposition . They are summarised as follows with approximating Engl ish glosses : 
adessive 
path 
allative 
elative 
efficient cause 
point of reference 
interior location 
surface location 
temporal reference 
at 
along 
to/toward 
from 
because of 
in relation to 
in 
on 
in/on ( time referring word) 
These roles and the case-marking systems which encode them have been 
discussed in section 3 . 4 . 2 .  We have therefore only summarised them here and 
now proceed to discuss interpretation rules associated with the case markers 
that encode them . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 1  Adess i ve NP  
As indicated by its label , this case marker may be characterised by the 
adessive role which it primarily encodes . It exhibits conditioned meaning 
variants as follows : 
Adessive NP : Adessi ve role with non-motion verbs 
All a tive role with motion verbs 
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The adessive NP is interpreted as having an allative role when co-occurring 
with motion verbs and an adessive role when co-occurring with non-motion verbs , 
v .  examples 295 and 296 in section 3 . 4 .  
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 2 Path NP  
The path NP is characterised by the path role which it encodes ,  v .  example 
299 in section 3 . 4 .  
Path NP Path role 
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 3 Referent NP 
The referent case marker is a multifactor case marker encoding five roles 
as well as functioning as a comitative conjunction . As such this case marker 
is very generalised with little semantic content . It does little more than 
identify a referent which is relevant to the predication in some way . 
Referent NP : Adessi ve role with non-motion verbs and a locative 
Interpreta tion rules 
head noun 
Allati ve role with motion verbs 
Ela ti ve role 
Efficien t  cause role 1 0 1  with an inanimate head noun 
Point-of-reference role relating a locative noun and 
another NP 
Only a partial explanation of an interpretation strategy for the referent 
case marker can be attempted here . In general terms , the semantic content of 
the participants and/or predicate of a given clause will constrain the possible 
interpretations of the referent NP . 
The adessive role is assigned to a locative nominal co-occurring with 
non-motion verbs ( v .  example 300 in section 3 . 4 ) . 
The point-of-reference role relates a locative positional with another NP 
(v .  example 309 in section 3 . 4 ) . 
2 1 2  
Most manifestations of the referent N P  have potentially vague or ambiguous 
interpretations . An ' ambiguity ' implies that a construction has the possibility 
of two or more interpretations involving distinct semantic roles . The hearer 
must make a choice since the construction must mean one thing or another but not 
either or both . By ' vagueness ' it is meant that the construction in question 
does not specify one way or the other but may be understood with any of its 
possible interpretations . 
One case of vagueness arises when a time word manifests the head of 
the referent NP . It may be interpreted either as a simple point-of-reference 
or as an efficient cause role . Example 308 ( a) in section 3 . 4  is repeated here 
as example 3 2 5 .  
3 2 5 . t nd yha - r  -pne dbehna-me -w -m 
DEM time- 3SM-REF sick -R. PST-IMPF- 3PL 
{At this time they were continual ly sick. At this time and because of it they were continual ly sick. } 
The vagueness arising from a sentence like example 325 has to do with 
conceptualisation processes . When two events or an event and a particular time 
or location are frequently associated together , an observer is likely to inter­
pret the whole situation as involving a cause-and-effect relationship . 
Two cases of ambiguity can be discussed : when a referent noun phrase 
exhibiting an animate nucleus co-occurs with a motion verb , and when certain 
motion verbs co-occur with certain reference NP ' s  exhibiting inanimate head 
nouns . 
When a referent noun phrase exhibiting an animate head noun co-occurs with 
a motion verb it could potentially be interpreted as comitative , allative , or 
elative . If the particular exponents of the head noun and predicate in a given 
context do not select a particular interpretation for the referent NP , an 
interpretation strategy will operate as follows : 
REF NP : Comitative > Allative > Elative 
For example , 
326 . Ref NP 
yen - r  - pne ht namenen r nungwa r 
chi ld- 3SM-REF brought . we .  (2) . him bird {we (two) (I) with the child brought the bird. } 
We (two) brought the bird {f
to 
} the child. rom 
The referent NP in example 326 will receive a comitative interpretation unless 
the context does not allow i t ,  in which case the allative interpretation will 
be chosen , or , as a final option , the elative interpretation . 
Another ambiguous construction results when certain motion verbs co-occur 
with certain referent noun phrases with inanimate heads . In these cases , the 
referent NP may be either efficient cause , comitative , allative , or elative . 
3 2 7 . Ref NP 
I 
y i fen - r  - pne Y l menem 
carving- 3sM- REF went . we lwe went because of the carVing. } 
We went with the carving. 
We went to the carving. 
We went from the carving. 
2 1 3  
There does not seem to be a conventionalised strategy for interpreting a sentence 
such as example 327 , except that the elative interpretation appears to be the 
last choice made . 
It  is  suggested here that example 326 has a well-defined interpretation 
strategy and example 327 does not , partially because of the nature of the head 
noun of the referent noun phrase .  In example 326 , an animate NP is a typical 
exponent of an actor role and therefore the comitative interpretation which 
speci fies the animate NP as actor is preferred . 1 0 2 In the case of  example 3 2 7 ,  
an inanimate noun i s  a possible exponent for any o f  the roles involved i n  the 
interpretations listed , therefore no role has preference over any other role in 
an interpretation strategy . 
In both cases of ambiguity discussed above , the adessive role will be 
assigned to the head noun of a referent NP only i f  the context so dictates . 
I f  a context happens to be compatible with both allative and elative interpret­
ations , then the allative role will be chosen . There would seem to be a 
practical reason for the preference for allative over elative interpretation . 
When changing scenes in a discourse , for instance , closing one scene by tel ling 
from where X went is not as important as setting the stage for the next scene 
by telling to where X went . The latter is essential to the flow of the discourse 
whereas the former is optional . Since the elative role is relatively infrequent , 
the allative role wil l  be assigned be fore the elative role on the basis of 
probability, where context allows either interpretation . 
The importance of the elative role in discourse in general having been 
pl ayed down , there are speci fic predicates which require an elative role in 
their conceptual framework . Thus , verbs like fakrme run away and w i kna buy will 
interpret a referent NP as an elative rather than an allative . 
Allative and e fficient cause roles are automatically selected by the 
semantics of certain predicates and arguments . The referent NP in example 328 
can only be interpreted as e fficient cause . 
328 . Re f NP 
ma r- r - pne h i pwene 
sun-3SM-REF perspiring . are . we 
We are perspiring because of the sun. 
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 4 Spec i f i c setti ng NP 
The speci fic  setting case marker provides a setting for the predication . 
Specific setting NP : Interior location 
Surface location 
Adessive 
Temporal reference 
The interpretation strategy for the specific  setting case includes an 
interpretation hierarchy as follows : 
Temporal re ference - with time words 
Interior location > Surface location > Adessive - with other nouns 
The second part of the strategy means that the left-most interpretation which 
is compatible with the case-marked noun and the rest of the clause wi ll be 
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chosen as the interpretation of the case marker .  For example , the specific 
setting marker will relate the predicate to the interior of a three-dimensional 
obj ect where that interpretation is compatible with the predicate and partici­
pants in the clause . If the ' interior location ' is not compatible with the 
rest of the clause , then the ' surface location ' role wil l  be applied , etc . 
down the hierarchy . 
1 0 3  
329 . 
The procedure can be il lustrated with examples 329 and 330 . 
y i ma r  
man 
A man 
kun - t  - n  korhwer 
house-3SF-S . SET sitting . he . is 
is sitting in the house .  
Example 3 2 9  has only one possible interpretation a s  reflected i n  the translation . 
I f  the surface location interpretation is desired by the speaker ,  the sentence 
wi ll have to be marked to specifically indicate that as in example 330 . 
330 . y i ma r 
man 
A man 
yu rak kun - t  - n  korhwer 
up house-3SF-S . SET sitting . he . is 
is sitting up on the house .  
Examples 311 and 312 ( section 3 . 4 )  illustrate surface and adessive interpreta­
tions with case-marked nouns which are compatible with those interpretations 
but are not compatible with interpretations higher up the hierarchy . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 5  Genera l  setting  NP  
The G .  setting case marker provides a setting for the predication i n  
much the same way that the S .  setting marker does . 
General setting NP : Surface location 
Temporal reference 
The G. SET case marker contrasts with the S .  SET marker in that it has 
not been observed to encode interior location or adessive roles . The G .  SET 
case  marker does occur with nominalised adverbs to encode the manner role ( cf .  
the discussion in the next section on modal roles ) , a function the S .  SET case 
marker does not have . A time reference and a surface location interpretation 
are il lustrated in examples 314 and 315 in section 3 . 4 .  
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . 6  Al l ati ve NP 
The all ative phrase has a unitary function and therefore can be character­
ised directly by the allative role (example 317 in section 3 . 4 ) . 
Allative NP : Allative role 
3 . 5 . 1 . 2  Moda l  rol es 
Modal roles indicate the means or manner in which the predication is 
carried out . They are de fined below . 
Manner ' the manner in which the predication is realised ' 
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Direct instrument ' the role of the inanimate obj ect ( including body 
parts ) used directly by an agent being the means 
and implying something of the manner in which he 
realises the predi cation ' 
Indirect instrument - ' the role of  the inanimate entity used indirectly 
(that is,  involving one or more unstated events ) by 
an agent being the means whereby the predication 
is realised ' 
Manner instrument ' the role of the inanimate entity which is 
intimately related to the undergoer NP ( including 
body parts ) and is manipulated directly by an 
agent and indicates the manner in which the 
predication is realised ' 
The case markers which are employed to encode modal roles are the 
G .  setting case and instrument case . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 2 . 1  General setti ng NP 
General setting NP : Manner role - with nominalised adverbs 
The G .  setting case and i ts interpretation as surface location and 
temporal reference roles have been discussed under orientation roles (p . 214 ) . 
Nominalised adverbs , i . e .  adverbs which are terminated with a PNG marker ,  may 
be marked with the G .  setting case  marker indicating the manner of the predi­
cation , as in example 331 . 
3 3 1 . G . SET NP 
I 
bumb r i - t  -nane pa i l a t r  fakreku tabmert  
hurry - 3SF-G. SET pilot switched. over. he . it 
The pilot swi tched it over in a hurry . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 2 . 2  I nstrument NP 
Instrument NP : Direct instrument 
Indirect instrument 
Manner instrument 
There is no 
instrument case . 
different roles . 
instrument . 
general strategy for interpreting the precise role of  the 
The fact that ambiguities exist is itsel f motivation for the 
Example 332  illustrates ambiguity between direct and indirect 
3 32 . ma ruham kekwenem tnd kury -e 
money get . we DEM tongS-INS 
M t {with tongs . } e ge money by means of tongs . 
The first translation of  example 332 suggests a direct use of the tongs ( such 
as by picking up pieces of money from within a clay pot) . The second trans­
lation suggests an indirect use such as by making and selling decorative tongs . 
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Example 3 3 3  illustrates ambiguity between direct and manner instrument 
roles . 
3 3 3 . yawy r t i r  - e  
dog hand-INS 
Having gotten a 
fakn i hate y i mer 
having . gotten went . he 
d . {by hisi forefeet } hej went . ogl with his j hand(s) 
The first translation of example 333 is appropriate for the manner instrument 
interpretation where the ' hands ' referred to belong to the dog which the agent 
took ahold of in some unstated way ( in contrast to taking ahold of his tail , 
ears , or hind legs , etc . ) .  The second translation is appropriate for the 
direct instrument interpretation where the ' hands ' referred to are the hands of 
the agent whereby he grasped some unstated part of the dog ( in contrast to 
picking him up with some other instrument such as a net) . 
Our discussion of the orientation and modal roles has associated these 
roles with case markers of peripheral noun phrases which typically encode 
them. These roles , however , may be mani fested as nuclear noun phrases of the 
clause as wel l .  Orientation roles , in general , may be manifested by the inner 
and outer obj ect NP ' s .  Of the modal roles , instruments may be manifested by 
the subject NP . The manner role may occur as an unmarked adverb (but it cannot 
be coreferenced in the verb) . Participant roles , as we shall see next , are 
typically mani fested by nuclear noun phrases . 
3 . 5 . 1 . 3 Parti c i pant rol es 
Participant rol es are speci fications of the roles , i . e .  the types of 
involvement ,  that referents of nuclear noun phrases have in the situation 
which is predicated by the verb . These referents are ' participants ' in the 
si tuation in contrast to staging elements which provide the orientation or 
setting for the situation . The participant roles which are employed in our 
description of Alamblak clauses are defined below .  
Agent (Ag) 
Force ( For) 
Controlled experiencer 
( Ctr Exp) 
uncontrolled experiencer 
( Uctr Exp) 
Experiencer (Exp) 
Patient ( Pat) 
The role of the animate entity which instigates 
an action or acts of its own accord . 
The role of the entity which unintentionally 
condi tions a state or causes a change of state . 
(Adapted from Longacre ' s  ( 1976 : 31 )  instrument) 
The role of the animate entity to which an 
emotion event or state over which he exerts 
control is attributed . 
The role of the animate enti ty to which an 
emotion event or state over which he exerts 
no control is attributed . 
The role of the animate entity to which a 
perception or cognition event or state is 
attributed . 
The role of the entity of which a state or 
location is predicated or which undergoes a 
change of state or location . 
Affective (Aff) 
Range ( Rg)  
Referent ( Ref) 
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The role of the animate entity which is  either 
benefited or malaffected in some unspecified 
way as a result of the predication ; or the 
inanimate entity which is totally ( in contrast 
to being partially) affected by the predication . 
The role of the entity that "completes or 
further speci fies the predicate ; the product 
of the activity of a predicate " ( Longacre 
1976 : 29 ) . 
The role of the entity with re ference to which 
an action occurs or which is the obj ect  of 
perceptual or cognitive events or states . 
The appropriateness of a role for a participant in a given situation is 
dependent on the meanings of the verb and the noun phrase which identi fies the 
participant . participant roles , then , are essentially features of the semantics 
of individual verbs and as such are not directly encoded by the syntax . 
The syntax establishes only three types of constituents which can encode 
participant roles , viz . , subject , inner obj ect and outer object . The encoding 
of participant roles in a clause is one of the major functions of these three 
nuclear constituents ; other functions are discussed in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 3 . The 
verbal pronominal markers , which are largely responsible for identifying the 
nuclear NP ' s ,  are specifically the indicators of the roles of the subj ect and 
inner obj ect and , by inference , the outer object.  The verb agreement markers , 
therefore , wi ll dominate our discussion of the case marking system which encodes 
the participant roles . They may be semantically characterised as general frame­
works or generalised role indicators within which specific roles of nuclear 
participants of the clause can be predicted by the class of the verb in the 
predicate . 
The first agreement suffix on the verb , which coreferences what has 
tentatively been described as the subject , mani fests an actor function . 1 0 4  
The second agreement suffix , which coreferences the inner obj ect , mani fests an 
undergoer function . These functions will be defined shortly . The third 
nuclear NP , the one which is not coreferenced on the verb , mani fests the obj ect 
function . 
The terms " actor" and "undergoer" are adapted from A .  Hale ( 1974) . Hale ' s  
third role is termed the " site " .  He never explicitly associates his roles with 
the grammatical relations of subject , direct obj ect and indirect obj ect , 
although the parallel is obvious . 
Hale has restricted his role.s to de fining relationships "without incorpor­
ating elements which should actually be analysed as parts of the meanings of 
individual lexical items " (Hale 1974 : 61 ) . The system of semantic roles he 
devises is perhaps the least  abstract yet proposed . More abstract role systems 
proliferate the number of roles by making finer distinctions between them , 
e . g .  Longacre (1976 : 25 )  has compared nine case role systems which vary from 
three to fi fteen roles . Longacre ( 1976 : 36 )  suggests that structures of  differ­
ent degrees of abstractness do coexist  and that they "correspond to varying 
goals and applications of theory" . ! 0 5  
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3 . 5 . 1 . 3 . 1  Actor person marker 
The first pronominal suffix on the verb functions to designate the actor , 
i . e .  A ( ct ) , in the si tuation predicated by the clause . The actor function may 
be defined as the participant which may be thought of as the causer or performer 
o f ,  or at the least the entity whose state is predicated by the predicate . 
Actor person marker : Agent 
Force 
Controlled experiencer 
Uncontrolled experiencer 
Experiencer 
Patient 
The actor marker can serve to encode agent , force , experiencer , controlled 
expe rience r ,  uncontrolled experiencer ,  and patient roles which vary in the 
degree to which they may be thought of as being performers or causers of a 
predication . Different agents may vary along the same lines as well , indicating 
that the semantic case roles are not primitive notions . 1 0 6  This variability 
will figure in the discuss ion on features of transitivity in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 .  
There is a neutralisation in the actor function between typical agentive 
roles and the non-agentive patient role in intransitive type predications . 
This neutralisation is typical of most  languages which do not di fferentiate 
these  roles in one-place predications . 
Example 334 illustrates the different roles which are encoded by the actor 
person marker coreferencing a nuclear NP in the clause . 
3 34 ( a ) . 
(b)  • 
r-----------------, 
Subj (Ag) A 
I n 
y i ma - r  feh-m fayk- r -m 
person-3SM pig- 3PL get - 3SM-3PL 
A man got pigs. 
r-- ---------- ---------, 
Subj ( Uctr Exp) A 
I l n 
y i ma - r  feh-m fehtas - r  -m 
person- 3SM pig-3PL start . at- 3SM-3PL 
A man started at pigs . (= A man was startled by pigs . ) 
( c ) . r---------- ----------- --- ---, 
( d) • 
Subj ( For ) A 
I I n 
mty - t  feh-m suh - ta t -me - t  -m 
tree-3SF pig- 3PL fal l-hit-R . PST-3SF- 3PL 
A tree fel l  and hit some pigs . 
,------------, 
( For) A 
n 
yen - r  rahoy-t  korhey-t  - r  
child- 3SM post - 3SF heavy - 3SF- 3SM 
The post was heavy for the child. 
--------------------------- ----�----------------------------
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3 . 5 . 1 . 3 . 2  Undergoer person marker 
The second pronominal suffix on the verb functions to designate the under­
goer in the situation predicated by the clause . The undergoer function is 
defined as a non-agentive obj ect which can be thought of as a crucial participant 
in the situation predicated by the clause . Such a semantically diffuse element 
can be used to encode many semantic roles , e . g . , 
Undergoer person marker :  Affective 
Uncontrolled experiencer 
Patient 
Range 
Referent 
Adessive 
Path 
Allative 
Elative 
Interior location 
Surface location 
Temporal reference 
Different roles which are encoded by the undergoer person marker core fer­
encing an inner object are illustrated in example 335 below .  
335  ( a) . 
(b)  • 
( c )  • 
(d )  • 
( e )  • 
r ---- --------------, 
In . Obj . (Aff) U 
I I r1 
y i ma - r  met - t  he -me - r  - t  
person-3SM woman-3SF give-R. PST- 3SM-3SF 
A man gave a woman pigs . 
1---------------------------------------, 
In . Obj ( UctrExp) U 
I I n 
na nandem- r hay -fehtas -r  - a  
l S  snake - 3SM CAuS-start . at- 3SM-1S 
A snake startled me . 
r--------------------, 
In . Obj . ( pat) 
I I 
y i ma - r  feh-m 
person-3SM pig-3PL 
A man got the pigs . 
U 
n 
fak-me - r  -m 
get-R. PST- 3SM- 3PL 
r--------------------, 
I n . Obj . ( Rg) U 
I I n 
y i ma - r  kun - t  h i ngna-me - r  - t  
person- 3SM house- 3SF work -R. PST-3SM- 3SF 
A man built a house .  
r --------- ----------------, 
In . Obj . (Ref)  
I I 
U 
n 
y i ma -r feh-m fehtas -me - r  -m 
person- 3SM pig- 3PL start . at-R. psT-3SM-3PL 
A man started (at) the pigs . 
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3 3 5  ( f )  . 
( g) • 
(h )  • 
( i )  • 
( j )  • 
(k ) • 
� - - ------------------, 
In . Obj . (Ad) U 
I n 
y i ma - r  i nd k�i - t  dbihna-mi - r  - t  
person- 3SM OEM vil lage- 3sF sick - R . PST-3SM-3SF 
A man was sick (at ) the vi llage . 
�-------- ---- -----------, 
In .  Obj . ( Al )  U 
I n 
y i ma - r  tu  - r  -ho kun - t  fakrme -mi - r  - t  
person- 3SM E/R-3SM-GEN house- 3SF run . away-R. PST-3SM-3SF 
A man ran away to his own house .  
�------------------ , 
In . Obj . (Path) 
I I 
y i ma -m tekthemb - t  
person- 3PL river. bank- 3SF 
Men ran (along) the river 
U 
n 
tone-me -m - t  
run - R . PST- 3PL- 3SF 
bank . 
r------- --------- -----, 
In . Obj . ( In . Loc . )  U 
I I r1 
y i ma -m b ro kun - t  g rha -me -m - t  
person- 3PL big house- 3SF dance-R. PST- 3PL- 3SF 
Men danced (in) the big house . 
r- -------------- -------, 
In . Obj . ( Sur . Loc . )  
I I 
y i ma -m yu rak kun - t  
person- 3PL up house- 3SF 
Men sat up (on) the house .  
U 
IT 
roh -mi -m - t  
sitting-R . PST- 3PL- 3SF 
�---- ---------------------, 
In . Obj .  ( Temp)  u n 
y i ma -m me rm yha - r  dbihna-me -w -m - r  
person- 3PL (kind. of. tree) time- 3SM siak -R. PST-IMPF-3PL-3SM 
Men were being sick (at)  the Merm tree time (for flowering) .  
3 . 5 . 1 . 3 . 3  Outer ob ·ect NP  
The outer object , the non-coreferenced and non-case marked noun phrase , 
functions to designate the non-agentive object which can be thought of as an 
important participant in the situation predicated by the clause , although of  
comparatively less prominence than the undergoer . The outer object is 
obl igatory with some verb types and thus is as important as the inner object 
with those verbs at least ( cf .  Table 101) . The outer object is less prominent 
inasmuch as the highly salient affective role cannot be encoded by i t ,  which 
is always encoded by the inner object ( undergoer) when it occurs in a clause . 
With the exception of the affective rol e ,  all roles which may be encoded by 
the inner object  may also be encoded by the outer object.  
Example 336 illustrates two of the roles which are encoded by the outer 
obj ect noun phrase . 
336 ( a )  . Out . Obj . ( pat) Out . Obj . ( In . Loc) 
I I I I 
y i ma - r  yen - f  yemre-m 
person- 3SM child- 3D meat - 3PL 
kemb r i - hay-me - r  - f  
put . in-BEN-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF 
A man put meat (into) a dish 
nengay- t  
dish - 3SF 
(for) children . 
(b) . Out . Obj (Pat) 
I I 
y i ma - r  met - t  feh-m he -me - r  - t  
person- 3SM woman- 3SF pig- 3PL give-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF 
A man gave a woman some pigs . 
3 . 5 . 2  The i nterrel at ionsh i p of syntax and semanti cs i n  the cl ause 
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Section 3 . 4  was devoted to a discussion of the basic  syntactic structures 
of the clause . In the section above we have discus sed some of the basic 
semantic structures of the clause . It  has been impossible to keep the two 
areas completely separate , although some artificial separation has been 
necessary for the sake of presentation . 
In this section we will first discuss the relationship between the semantic 
role of a participant and the selection of its grammatical role in the clause . 
This interpl ay of semantics and syntax wi ll naturally lead to a discus sion of 
the notion of transitivity . That discussion will centre on case frames of 
several classes of verbs and the kinds of semantic roles which are encoded by 
subj ect and object noun phrases which occur with each verb type . Finally ,  the 
notion of subject wi ll be analysed in terms of the features of role , 
referentiality , and perspective ; these features will be related to encoding 
patterns of surface structures . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 1  Ro l e  h i erarc h i es and the se l ect ion of nucl ear noun phrases 
Role hierarchies were introduced in section 3 . 5 . 1 . 1  as  strategies for 
interpreting certain case markers (especially the referent and specific setting 
markers ) .  The role hierarchies discussed here are not presented as ways of 
deciphering which semantic roles the nuc lear NP ' s  are encoding ; rather they are 
presented as constraints on which roles of a given set may be encoded as 
nuclear NP ', s in the clause . 
The following hierarchies apply to the selection of actor and undergoer .  
Actor selection : 
{ctr experiencer } 
{ Agent} > 
Uctr �xperiencer 
Force Exper�encer 
patient 
Undergoer selection : Affective > {patient } > Locative > Temporal 
Range roles re ference 
Re ferent 
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By the first hierarchy , if  an agent or force co-occurs with an experiencer , 
the experiencer cannot be coreferenced as the actor ( example 337 ( a » . If  one 
of the participants is interpreted as a re ferent instead of an agent or force , 
then the experiencer is chosen as actor and the referent is coreferenced as 
undergoer , e . g . example 3 3 7 (b) . 
3 3 7  ( a ) . 
(b )  • 
r--------- ---------, 
( Uctr Exp) (Ag) A 
I 1 1 H 
yen -m nandem- r hay - fehtas - r  -m 
child- 3PL snake - 3SM CAUS-start . at- 3SM-3PL 
A snake caused the children to start . 
(= A snake gave the chi ldren a start . )  
1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  
Sub ' ( Uctr Exp) In . Obj ( Ref)  A 
1 J ---"j I 1 H 
yen -m nandem- r fehtas -m - r  
child-3PL snake - 3SM start . at- 3PL-3SM 
Children started (at )  a snake . 
The second hierarchy speci fies that a role can be coreferenced as undergoer 
only in the event that no role to its left on the hierarchy is present in the 
clause . This hierarchy is illustrated by the clauses in example 338 . 
338 ( a) . 
(b )  . 
1------ -------------- -------------, 
In . Obj (Aff) O . Obj ( Pat) U 
J I I  H 
y i ma - r  met - t  mug r  -m he -me - r  - t  
person- 3SM woman- 3SF crocodi le- 3PL give-R. PST-3SM- 3SF 
A man gave a woman crocodiles. 
r---- --------- --, 
{ *Aff } Out . Obj 
Pat 1 1 
*Pat 
In . Obj { 
ff
} 
I 1 A 
y i ma r  mett  mug rm 
*A man gave a woman crocodiles . 
A man gave the crocodi les a woman . 
U 
n 
hemerm 
The inner obj ect in example (b)  must be interpreted to be an affective rather 
than a patient role . Apparently the role hierarchy determines which participant 
is encoded as inner object rather than an animacy hierarchy , since the non­
human affective NP must be chosen as the inner object in preference to the 
human patient NP . 
( c )  • 
( d )  • 
r--------- ------------------ ------, 
In . Obj ( Ref )  
J 1 
U 
H 
na y i ma - r  kun - t  -n 
IS person- 3SM house- 3SF-S . SET 
I saw a man in a house .  
h t t i -me -an-r  
see - R . PST-lS- 3SM 
�-----------------, 
In . Obj . ( In . Loc . ) U 
I 1 H 
*na y i ma - r  kun - t  h i t i -me -an-t  
IS person- 3SM house-3SF see -R. PST-lS-3SF 
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Example (d )  is ungrammatical since the interior locative role cannot be 
coreferenced as inner object in preference to the re ferent y i ma r man . A 
re ferent interpretation of kunt house is not possible since this predicate 
cannot double on referent roles in the clause ( except in a case of inalienable 
possession , cf . 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 4 ) . 
3 38 ( e) . 
'�nk i f ra -m 
ancestor- 3PL 
r- -------------------------, 
In . Obj (Temp) U 
I II 
km i - t  -n merm yha - r  dbehna-me -w -m - r  
village- 3SF-S . SET (k. o .  time- 3sM sick -R. PST-IMPF- 3PL- 3SM 
tree) 
Example ( e )  is ungrammatical since the temporal reference role is coreferenced 
as undergoer when a preferential locative role is present in the clause . A 
temporal reference role can be coreferenced as undergoer only i f  no other role 
supersedes i t ,  e . g . , example ( f) .  
( f) • r- ---------------------------, 
In. Obj ( Temp) U 
II 
nk i f ra -m merm yha - r  dbehna-me -w -m - r  
ancestor- 3PL (kind. of. tree) time- 3sM sick -R. PST-IMPF- 3PL- 3SM 
The ancestors were sick during the me rm ( type of tree- flowering) time . 
Role hierarchies have been recognised by other linguists . Cook ( 1971 ) 
established a hierarchy of agent > experiencer > instrument > obj ect > source > 
goal for subj ect selection and experiencer > obj ect > goal for obj ect selection . 
Grimes ( 1975 : 1 32 )  notes that agent , instrument and force outrank other roles 
for subject position . The undergoer ( inner obj ect)  selection hierarchy for 
Alamblak is more detailed than other proposed hierarchies for obj ect selection . 
Locative roles have preference over the temporal reference role for a nuclear 
position in the clause ; this fact substantiates Halliday ' s  ( 1970 : 149 )  cl aim 
that location is more central to the predication process than time . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2  Trans i t i v i ty 
Hopper and Thompson ( 1980) have defined transitivity as the transferring , 
or carrying over , of an activity from one participant to another which involves 
"a number of components , each associated with some aspect of effectiveness with 
which the transitive event takes place . . •  " (p . i ) . Some of  these components of 
transitivity include the number of participants , the potency and volitionality 
of the agent , the individuation and affectedness of the obj ect as well as 
features of kinesis , perfective aspect ,  punctuality ,  affirmation , and realis 
mode of the verb . To the extent that positive values of these features are 
present in a clause , that clause is said to have a relatively high degree of  
transitivity . 
Alamblak clause structure shows some reflexes of the type of continuum of 
transitivity which Hopper and Thompson ( and others ) 1 0 7 have attempted to define . 
Some of the proposed features of positive transi tivity in Alamblak are as 
follows : ( 1 )  the clause must exhibit two or more participant roles , ( 2 )  the 
referents of which are distinct from each othe r ;  ( 3 ) the actor performs or 
causes the action , ( 4 )  exerts control , or ( 5 )  acts willingly , or ( 6 ) is active ; 
( 7 )  the undergoer ( i . e .  the obj ect) is  totally affected , or ( 8 )  a psychologically 
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affected animate being , (9) potentially affected , or ( 10 )  a speci fic item , 
( i . e .  highly individuated in Hopper and Thompson ' s  terms ) , or ( 11 )  the obj ect 
toward which an action is proj ected . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 1  Case frames of s i mp l e verbs 
We will begin our discussion by presenting the major verb classes which 
range from low in transitivity to high in transitivity . Other predicate types 
which fall between the two extremes , and certain types of participants which 
affect the transitivity of the clause , will provide some insight into factors 
of transi tivity . 
We are working on the hypothesis that transitivity is a relative notion , 
operating on a continuum rather than a system of discrete categories . I f  that 
is true , then categories ,  e . g .  verb classes , based on the notion of transitivi ty 
are l ikely to be only rough categories with overlap between them . Depending on 
the common features which are used as criteria for classi fication , verbs do seem 
to group into basic classes with an overlap of transitivity features between the 
clas se s .  
Verb clas ses are based on contrasting case frames ( i . e . , the semantic roles 
of the nuclear NP ' s  ass9ciated with the verb) , and the syntactic potential of  
the verb type to  undergo derivational processes which either add to  or  decrease 
transitivity . In some cases subclassifications are made on the basis of differ­
ing e ffects of applying these derivational processes to the basic case frame . 
Case frames tend to proliferate quickly ; Longacre ( 1976) lists 48 logically 
possible verb classes based on case frames . Only a sampling of verb types will 
be presented here ; even our sample wil l  not be fully speci fied for the 
selectional features of each verb type . The selectional features which are 
speci fied are those which are particularly correlated with the syntactic basis 
of a given verb clas s .  The semantico-syntactic frames used here will include 
( 1 )  Obligatory roles and ( 2 ) optional roles ( in parentheses ) which are diagnostic 
to the verb class (being encoded by nuclear NP ' s ) , and ( 3 ) the syntactic form 
which encodes them , e . g .  actor ( A) and undergoer ( U) verbal pronominal markers , 
outer obj ect ( O . Obj ) , and case-marked noun phrases . 
Modifications of  these basic case frames can be made by syntactic processes 
affecting the valency of the verb as wel l  as by special exponents mani festing 
the NP slots in the clause . These modifications will be dealt with separately 
in sections 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 2  ( causative , benefactive , etc . )  and 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 4  ( inalienable 
possession) . 
I .  1/2-p1ace predicates 
Case frame 1 :  
U 
[ 
A 
{Ag } 
Pat 
( { LoC } )  ] verb types : 
Tern 
Extrinsic 
Statives , e . g . roh 
Process , e . g .  
Action , e . g . 
teh 
genngtay 
noh 
y i  
g rha 
sitting 
standing 
be cold 
die 
go 
dance 
3 39 .  
340 . 
34 1 .  
r---------------, 
Subj (Pat) In . Obj ( Loc) A U 1 0 8 
I I I  IT M 
na t ndar  kun - t  genng tay-an-t 
lS OEM house-3SF cold -lS- 3SF 
I am cold (in) this house . 
Case frame 2 :  
A U 
r---T 
Ctr Exp 
( {
LoC } ) 
T�me 
verb type : 
Controlled 
Experiencer , e . g .  n i nge laugh 
nu r  cry 
r---------------------, 
In . Obj . ( Loc) A U 
I M M 
t ndar  t k i t - t  nu r-beb-me - r  - t  
OEM p lace-3SF cry-bad-R. PST-3SM-3SF 
He cried badly (at)  this place . 
Case frame 3 :  
A U 
r--l r--l 
[ {pat } { - } ] 
For Aff 
verb type : 
Intrinsic 
Stative , e . g .  korhe heavy 
f rk i  h ful l  
r----------- ----------, 
RP (Aff) ( For) A U 
I I i  r1 IT 
na rahoy-t  korhey-w - t -a  
lS  post - 3SF heavy -IMPF- 3SF-1S 
The post is heavy for me . 
f totoa light ( i . e .  not heavy) 
II . 2-place predicates 
Case frame 4 :  
342 ( a ) . 
A U 
IT r---f 
Ag Loc 
] 
verb type : 
Action , e . g .  fknay enter 
r------ -----------, 
In . Obj ( In . Loc) A U 
I I r1 IT 
kun - t  fkne - r  - t  
house- 3SF enter- 3sM- 3SF 
He entered a house .  
fakrmay run away in fear 
w i ta  enter up into 
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342 (b) . r-----------------, 
34 3 .  
344 . 
345 . 
In . Obj (El )  A U 
I n n 
y i ma - r  fakrmay - t  - r  
person- 3SM run . away- 3SF-3SM 
She ran away from a man . 
Case frame 5 :  
A U 
" 
Uctr Exp Ref ] 
�-- -- ------------, 
In . Obj ( Ref) A U 
I I !T n  
nandem- r fehtas  -an- r 
snake - 3SM start . at-1S- 3SM 
I started at a snake . 
Case frame 6 :  
A U 
r--r II 
verb type : 
Uncontrolled 
Experiencer . e . g .  fehtas start at 
y i ndhor be happy 
fsaske be angry 
Exp Ref verb type : 
Perception , e . g .  wan hear 
hh i see 
r-----------------, 
In . Obj  ( Ref)  A U 
I I r-t h 
nandem- r h t t i -me -an-r  
snake - 3SM see -R. PST-1S-3SM 
I saw a snake . 
Case frame 7 :  
A 
11 
{Ag } 
For 
verb type : 
Action-proc . ,  e . g .  was pierce 
t a t  hit 
r-------------------, 
I n . Obj ( Ref)  A U 
I I r-r n 
nandem- r was -me -an- r 
snake - 3SM pierce-R. PST-1S-3SM 
I speared a snake . 
346 . 
Case frame 8 :  
A U 
r--t II 
Ag Aff 
r - - - - - - -- - - - - -,  
In . Obj ( AFF) A U 
I I r--l n 
yen - r  fuk - a n - r  
child-3SM bathe-ls- 3SM 
I bathed the chi ld. 
Case frame 9 :  
A U 
II r--l 
verb type : 
Re flexive action-process , 1 0 9  e . g .  yuk bathe 
Ag Rg verb type : 
Factitive , e . g . h i ngay make 
teng b low (= make a fire ) 
w i ndeh sing 
34 7 .  1- ------ -----------1 
In . Obj ( Rg) A U 
1 1 M M 
kah - t  teng-we - r  - t  
fire- 3sF blow- IMPF-3SM-3SF 
He is blowing up a fire . (= He is making a fire by b lowing . ) 
III . 2/3-place predicates 
Case frame 1 0 :  
348 .  
[ 
A U O . Obj 
r1 r--r r-------o 
Ag Aff ( Pat) verb type : 
Action-pro c . , e . g . gebrerna rub 
yen smear 
1----------- - ------ --- ---------, 
Subj ( Ag) In . Obj ( Aff) O . Obj ( Pat) A U 
I I I j ,., n 
na yen - r  heh rampam gebrernay-an- r  
IS child-3SM medicine rub -lS- 3SM 
I rubbed medicine (affecting) a child. 
IV. 3-place loca tive predicates 
Case frame 11 : 
[ 
A U 
r1 1 I 
Ag { LaC-Aff } 
Pat ; 
verb type : 
O . Obj s . settin'i 
r-------o I 
{ p
_
at; } { - } 
Lac 
Lacative-action-proc . , e . g .  hemb re put into (a) 
kemb re put into (b) 
h t ta put 
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349 ( a) . ,--------------- -------------, 
In . Obj . ( Lec-Aff) O . Obj (Pat) A U 
, " rI iT 
na j i ng - t  y i ra-m hembray -an-t  
l S  inseot . basket- 3SF fish- 3PL put . into- 1S-3SF 
I fil led the basket (with) fish. 
(b )  • �-------------------, 
___ -=S..:.. . .::.s.=e.=t.=t.::i=n."-g ___ -r In . Ob j ( pat) .- , , I 
A U 
I1 n  
na J l ng - t  -n  y i ra-m 
lS inseot. basket- 3SF-S . SET fish- 3PL 
I put fish into a basket .  
hembray -an-m 
put . into-1S- 3PL 
V. 3-p1ace predicates 
Case frame 1 2  
[ 
A U 
" r--r 
Ag Aff 
O . Obj . 
i , eat } ] 
Ref 
verb type : 
Action-Proc . ,  e . g .  hay give 
nohas explain 
350 . ,---------------------------------, 
In . Obj . (Aff) O . Obj . (Pat) A U 
' "  li M  
na yen - r  heh rampam hay -me -an-r  
l S  ohild- 3SM medioine give-R. psT-1S-3SM 
I gave a ohi ld medioine . 
These twelve classes of verbs can be compared on a scale of transitivity . 
Table 101 arranges them according to the basic feature of the number of obliga­
tory roles which are manifested in the case frames of the verbs . They are also 
arranged according to their potential modification by derivational processes 
which affect transitivity . Causative and benefactive processes ( discussed in 
section 3 . 3 ) typically add participants to the clause and therefore it has 
been assumed that they operate at least on predicates of low transitivity . A 
reciprocal form ( c f .  3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 1 ) necessarily involves at least two participants , 
and a reflexive construction , " in which the subj ect and object refer to the same 
person (or thing) " (Lyons 1968 : 361 )  also operates on predicates which potentially 
transfer action from one participant to another . Therefore it has been assumed 
that reciprocal and reflexive forms operate on predicates of high transitivity 
( c f .  the discussion in the next section) . 
The arrangement of case frames on Table 1 01 generally follows the pre­
theoretical outline .  The first five classes may be causativised; of the first 
five , all except nUlnber four have only one Obligatory participant role , and all 
except number five have no reflexive and/or reciprocal form . The remaining , 
numbers six to twelve , have two or more obligatory participant roles ; none of 
these may be causativised , al l have a reciprocal form , and all but the las t  two 
have reflexive forms . The benefactive process does not correlate with either 
end of the Table , but rather it operates on all case frames where it does not 
result in doubling of affective roles ( cf .  the discussion on p . 231-2 32 .  Case 
frames four and five are in an area of overlapping transitivity features 
according to the basis whereby the Table is arranged. The continuum from low 
to high transitivity will be evident in comparing other case frames as wel l .  
Tabl e 1 01 : Deri ved case frames 
1 (die) 2 (laugh) 3 (heavy) 4 (ente!') 5 (sta:t't at) 6 (see) 7 (pie!'ae) 
A U A U A U A U A U A U A U r--; ,-, ,-, .----. ,-, r-1 rT ,-, r--r " " " rT r--r 
{Ag } ( { LeC } ) Ctr ( {LeC } ) [ pat ] [ A�f ] Ag Lec Uctr Ref Exp Ref Ag { Ref } Pat Temp Exp Temp For Exp Pat 
Transitivity-
affecting 
processes 
causative A U A U A U A U 0 . 0  A U -- --rT r--r r-1 r-1 rT ,-, r; 1 r-T rT r--r l" :: 000] ["J 
Ctr Ref Ag Pat Ag Lec Ag Uctr 
Exp [ +  hi con- Exp 
trol l *A U 0 . 0  trol ) 
rT r-T r-T 
For Exp Ag For Aff For "J [ +  low [ +  low control ] control ) '- '-
Benefactive A U A U A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  ? A U 0 . 0  r-1 r-1 r-1 r-1 r-1 r-1 r--r rT r--r r-T r--r r-T r-T II ,-, r-1 {Ag } Aff Ctr Aff For Aff <P Ag Aff Lec Uctr Aft Ref Ag Aft {Ref} Pat Exp Exp Pat 
*A U 0 . 0  r-1 r-1 r-1 
For Aft Aff 
Reflexive -- @ A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  -- -- -- ,..----, n r-1 ,..----, n r--r j i n r-1 
Uctr ¢ t u  Exp-Ref ¢ tu  Ag- { Ref } ¢ t u  Exp-Ref Pat 
Reciprocal -- -- --( ? )  -- A U A U A U 
r-----r n r-----r n j i n 
uctr ¢ Exp-Ref ¢ Ag-{Ref } ¢ Exp-Re f Pat 
@ A reflexive form of · case frame two predicates may occur only with a causative construction. 
Tabl e 1 01 : Deri ved case frames ( cont . ) 
8 (bathe) 9 (rub) 10 (put) 11 (make ) 12  (give) 
A u A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  S . Set A U A U 
rl r--t rI r--t r--t f"I I I rr r--1 11 11 f"I r--r 
Ag Aff Ag Aff ( Pat ) Ag [ LOC-Aff ] [
pat ] [�J Ag Rg Ag Aff Pat 
Transitivity-
affecting 
processes 
Causative * *  * *  -- -- -- -- --
Benefactive A U 0 . 0  S . Set A U 0 . 0  -- -- f"I r-T r--t r--o f"I r--t r--t --
Ag Aff Pat In . Loc Ag Aff Rg 
Reflexive A U A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  S . Set 
I I r--t I I n II I I n r--t r-----T -- --
Ag-Aff ( {�c } ) Ag-Aff ¢ ( { pat } ) Ag-Pat ¢ [r�C l� [�J T�me t u  
Reciprocal A U A U 0 . 0  A U 0 . 0  S . Set A U 
I I n I I n I  I I n r-1 
0 
-- I I n 
Ag-Aff ? Ag-Aff ¢ ( Pat) Ag-Pat ¢ bJ Ag-Aff ¢ 
* *  A causative form of predicates of case frames 8 and 9 may occur only with a reflexive construction . 
0 . 0  
r-, 
{pat} 
Ref 
0 . 0  
r-r 
Pat 
tv 
W 
o 
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The features of transitivi ty which were summarised earlier can be deduced 
from the ways in which the four processes change transitivity and from the 
features of the individual case frames themselves . The processes affecting 
transitivity are discussed in the next section and features of trans itivity 
associated wi th the case frames are discussed in the following section . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 2  Causati ve ,  benefacti ve ,  refl ex i ve and reci procal processes 
Valency change and the gramma tical roles of the causee and affectee 
The causative process increases transitivity generally by adding one 
participant . In most cases the additional participant is marked as actor and 
is the causer of the state or event . The causee , manifesting the undergoer 
function , usually functions like an actor (with agent , force , patient , or one 
of the experiencer roles ) . 
Synthetic causativisation is restricted to intrans itive-like verbs 
deriving two-place causative constructions from them with the causee in the 
grammatical role of inner object . Causative expressions formed with two- or 
three-place verbs are normally analytical in nature . Experiencer verbs are 
interesting examples to examine more closely s ince they are deviant in various 
ways . Two types of experiencer verbs will be discussed in this respect in the 
next section . 
It is very unusual for a language to have morphological causative con­
structions which are restricted to basi cally intransitive predicates . The 
explanation for this constraint i s  to be found in the hi storical origin o f  
causatives in Alamblak , viz . , the serial verb construction . This point is 
taken up in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 5  where case frames of serial constructions are 
discussed . 
Like the causative construction , a bene factive construction , also adds a 
participant , thus increasing transitivi ty . The additional participant functions 
as an undergoer in the affective role , i . e .  is an animate obj ect which is 
psychologically affected , or an inanimate entity which is totally affected . 
A major difference between causative and benefactive structures has to do 
with valency changes . Whereas causatives are restricted to deriving 2-place 
predicates from 1/2-place verbs ( or intransitive-like 2-place verbs in the 
case of uncontrolled experiencer verbs) benefactives may derive 2-place or 
3-place verbs from 1/2-place and 2-place verbs . Benefactives can derive 
4-place verbs from 3-place locatives but not from basic 3-place verbs . 
Example 351 ( a) il lustrates a derived 3-place benefactive and example (b)  is 
an ungrammatical causative construction with the same verb . 
351  (a)  . 
(b )  • 
Subj . Inner Obj . Out . Obj . 
r--�"-- --tl 1 I 1 1 
y i ma - r  y i ma t  - r  kr ty - t ta t-hay -me - r  - r  
person- 3SM friend- 3sM chicken-3SF hit- I . BEN-R. PST- 3SM- 3SM 
A man hit (= ki l led) a chicken for the benefit of a friend. 
, _  ...:.S_ub--,,-j_._-. 
In . Obj . Out . Obj . 
1- 1 1 I I 
*y i ma - r  y i ma t - r  kr ty -r {�:y}-tat -me 
ka 
- t - r 
person- 3SM friend- 3SM chicken- 3SF CAus-hit- R. PST- 3SM- 3SM 
*A man caused a friend to hit a chicken . 
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The benefactive can derive a 4-place predicate from a 3-place locative predicate 
as in example 352 (a )  I but not from a simple 3-place predicate (example (b» . 
352 ( a) . Subj . In . Obj . Out . Obj . Out . Obj . 
r--i l I I  I I  I 
na y i ma - r  yemre-m nengay-t  kembr i  - hay -me -an- r  
lS person-3SM meat -3PL plate -3SF put . into-I . BEN-R. PST-1S-3SM 
I put meat into a plate for a man . 
(b ) . Subj . In . Obj . Out . Obj . out . Obj . 
r------T I I I I I 
*na y i fem - r  yen - r  gebrerna- { hay } -me -an - r  heh rampa-m nho 
lS father- 3SM child- 3SM rub - BEN -R. PST-1S-3SM medicine- 3PL 
*I rubbed a child (with) medicine for the benefit of his father. 
Causatives cannot derive 4-place predicates from 3-place predicates eithe r ,  
e . g .  
( c )  • Subj . In . Obj . 
r--I I 
>"na y i fern - r 
Out . Obj . 
i I 
yen - r  {�:y}-gebrerna -me -an-r  Out . Obj . I hehrampa-m 
lS father- 3SM chi ld- 3SM 
*I caused father to rub the 
cAus-rub - R . PST-1S-3SM medicine- 3PL 
child (with) medicine . 
The restrictions in both cases ( c ausative and benefactive forms ) are not 
syntactical ly based ( e . g . constraints on syntactic doubling) . 
Syntactic doubling of  outer objects is allowed in example 352 (a ) . Doubling 
of outer obj ects also occurs with simple 3-place verbs in non-derived form , with 
certain restrictions , e . g . 
3 5 3 . Subj . In . Obj . Out . Obj . Out . Obj . Ins . 
r--I I  I I I I I I  I 
na  yen -� wu ra- t heh rampa-m rment ha-e gebrerna-me -an- � 
lS child- SM leg - 3SF medicine- 3PL cloth -INS rub -R. PST-1S- � 
I rubbed me �c�ne (on) the leg (of) a child with a cloth. 
The restrictions are semantic ; neither allows doubling of agents or benefactees 
in the same clause . There is no syntactic doubling in the ungrammatical example 
351 (b)  but there are two agents , the man and his friend . Simi larly , example 
352 (b)  cannot be made grammatical by reducing the syntactic doubling of outer 
objects as in example 3 54 , since two benefactees ( father and child) remain in 
the clause . 
354 . Subj . I n .  Obj . Out . Obj .  Ins . 
r----1 1 I I I I 
*na y i fem - r  yen - r  gebrerna- { hay } -me -an- r heh rampa-e n ho 
lS father- 3SM child- 3SM rub - BEN -R. PST-1S-3SM medicine-INS 
These restrictions are consistent with restrictions on serial verb constructions 
in general . Two verb roots must have the same actor unless a second actor is  
interpreted as  an  instrumental or  force role ( inanimate actor , thus a non-agent) 
as in example 3 5 5 .  
355 . Out . Obj . 
Subj . ( Ag) ( Pat-Forl In . Obj . 
i I I  r I 
y i ma - r  mty - t  team - f  foh - t a t -me - r  - f  
person- 3sM tree-3SF coconut .  palms-3D fel l-hit- R. PST- 3SM-3D 
A man fe l led a tree (causing the tree to) hit (two) coconut palms . 
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When a causative and benefactive co-occur , the causer is marked a s  actor and the 
affectee is coreferenced as the undergoer ( inner object NP) , e . g .  
356 . r -- ------ ------------------------ --- ---, r-- ------, 
Subj . (Ag) Out . Obj . (Pat) 
I I I I 
A U In . Obj . (Aff) 
li n  I I 
na yawy-t  hay -noh- hay-me -an-m rem 
IS dog -3SF cAus-die-BEN-R. PST-lS-3PL 3PL 
I caused a dog to die3 affecting them. 
Reflexives 
The reflexive form reduced transitivity by effecting the loss of the 
transfer of action from one participant to another ,  which is the basic part 
of the de finition of transitivity . Structurally , there is no participant 
mani fested in the undergoer function (wi th the exception of reflexive predi cates 
in case frame eight) . Semantically , the actor function mani fests a coalescence 
of roles of the actor and undergoer functions of the underived form. Most  
reflexive constructions employ the emphatic/reflexive pronoun to  clarify that 
the identity of the referent of the actor function and that of the under goer 
function is the same . Examples of reflexive constructions are given in 357 . 
3 5 7 ( a ) . Uctr 
Subj . ( Exp-REF) Out . Obj . ( Ref)  
I I I I 
na tuk i a  
A 
M 
fehtas -a  
IS E/R. PRON 
I started at myse lf. 
start. at-ls 
(b) . Subj . ( Ag-Aff) 
I I 
A 
n 
na fuk -a  
IS bathe-IS 
I bathed. 
( c ) . Subj . (Exp-Ref)  
� I 
A 
n 
na tuk i a  h t t i -me -a 
IS E/R. PRON see -R. PST-IS 
I saw myself. 
(d ) . Subj . ( Ag-Ref) 
I I 
A 
iT 
na t uk i a  was -a 
IS E/R. PRON pierce-IS 
I speared myse lf. 
( e ) . Subj . ( Ag-Aff) 
I I 
Reciprocals 
na t uk i a  heh rampa-m rment ha-e 
IS E/R. PRON medicine- 3PL cloth -INS 
I rubbed medicine (on) myse lf with a cloth . 
A 
n 
gebrernay-a 
rub -IS 
Reciprocals structurally parallel the intransitive-like reflexive with 
only one ( non-singular) participant marked on the verb ( i . e .  no undergoer 
person marker on the verb) . The clause as a whole , however,  retains its 
transitive form with at least two nuclear NP ' s .  Morphological ly , then , the 
reciprocal verb parallels the detransitivising reflexive ; semantical ly , however ,  
there i s  an augmentation rather than a loss o f  trans itivi ty , since there is  a 
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two-way trans fer of activity (cf . p . 160 for examples of reciprocals) . 
We will now briefly look at each case frame in Table 101 to il lustrate 
other features of transitivity . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 3  Other features of tran s i ti v i ty 
In case-frames one and two , there is only one obligatory NP . When there 
are two ( one manifesting an agent or patient , and another mani festing a locative 
or temporal role coreferenced as undergoer) , the undergoer is usually marked as 
definite . Thus , the predicates of case-frame one and two may structurally 
parallel other transitive predicates , i . e .  increase in transitivity , if  the 
inner obj ect is highly individuated . The effect of causativisation on c ase­
frame-two predicates will be discussed in comparison with case-frame five . 
Case-frame-three predicates ( e . g .  ' heavy ' )  are at the low end of the 
transi tivity scale . When a predicate of case-frame three exhibits only one 
participant , it manifests no features of transitivity ; there is only one 
participant and it has none of the features of an actor , i . e .  is neither 
performer , causer , controller , nor willingly active . This form may be causativ­
ised ( a  feature of low transitivity) , whereby the actor is now the causer of  
the state which has an  effect upon the undergoer .  
I n  some ways case-frame-three predicates have a higher �rans itive factor 
than those of frames one and two . When two participants occur in underived 
constructions with case-frame-three predicates , the second participant has 
features of a higher degree of transitivity than do undergoers in frames ones 
and two . The undergoer is affected by the state of the first participant . 
Example 341 is repeated here as 358 . 
358 . 1-- - -- ---------------------- ----, 
RP ( Aff) 
I I 
( For) A U 
r1 h 
rahoy - t  korhey-w - t  -a  na 
lS  
The 
post -35F  heavy -IMPF-3SF-1S 
post is heavy for me . 
The fact that the undergoer in 358 manifests an affective role is substantiated 
by the fact that a causative form is not allowed if it adds another participant 
in the affective role , thus doubling affective roles . For example ,  sentence 
359 ( a )  is ungrammatical ; without the second affected participant the causative 
form would be grammatical (example (b» . 
359 ( a) • O .  Obj . (Aff) In . Obj . (Aff) 
I I 
rahoy-t  
post - 3SF  
(b)  • 
I i 
'� bu - r  na 
rain- 3SM lS 
w i h  -korhey-w - r  - t  
rain-heavy -IMPF-3SM- 3SF 
In . Obj . (Aff) U 
I I r1 
bu - r  rahoy-t  w i h -ko rhey-w - r - t  
rain- 35M post - 3SF  rain-heavy -IMPF- 3SM-3SF 
The rain is raining (causing) the post (to be) heavy . 
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The predicates of case-frame three have been termed ' intrinsic statives ' ,  
in contrast to ' extrinsic statives ' in case-frame one . Intrinsic statives 
describe intrinsic or non-transitory features of things which cannot be 
associated with particular spatial or temporal settings . There fore they do 
not host orientation roles in a nuclear function ( i . e .  as inner obj ect) . 
Structurally , the inner obj ect position is vacant for participants with other 
roles . 
Semantically , a participant described in its intrinsic features may be cast 
as a force , i . e .  a cause of an effect on other participants . Therefore the 
structural vacancy may manifest an affective role without recourse to a derived 
form ( vi z .  benefactive ) , even though the bene factive construction is allowable . 
An actor which can be interpreted to be the causer of a predication is also 
then a feature of transitivity which characterises case- frame-three predicates . 
This is another feature which makes these predicates more transitive than those 
of case frames one and two . 
Case-frame-four , predicates ( i . e .  ' enter ' )  are transitive to the extent 
that they host two obligatory participants . They are transitive in no other 
way , howeve r ,  as evidenced by the fact that they mani fest derived causative and 
benefactive forms but neither reflexive nor reciprocal forms . The explanation 
for these ' intransitive ' characteristics has to do with the nature of the 
second participant ( inner obj ect) . It lacks most of the features of an undergoer 
which mark a posi tive degree of transitivity . It  is in no way affected by the 
predicate , nor need it indicate a speci fic referent .  I t  mani fests only the 
weakest feature of transitivity in being the obj ect toward which the action is  
proj ected . 
The predicates of case-frame five , ( e . g .  ' start at ' )  manifest features of  
transitivity and intransitivity to a relatively equal degree . On the transi tive 
side of the scale , they host two obli gatory participants . The actor NP 
( uncontrolled experiencer role ) may be viewed as the performer of the state or 
event ; the undergoer NP ( referent) is the object toward which the predication 
is directed.  As a reflex of a certain degree of transitivity , these predicates 
may assume reflexive or reciprocal forms . 
The predicates of case- frame five also manifest intransitive features as 
suggested by the fact that they may be causativised . At best the actor NP 
( uncontrolled experiencer role) is a very weak actor , being a performer of the 
state or event but possessing no other actor-like features . The undergoer NP 
is also a very weak undergoer ,  being hardly more than a catalyst for the situ­
ation . These experiencer predicates maintain this  orientation of experiencer 
as actor rather than the referent , because the experiencer is considered to be 
more of a performer of the action than the referent is a causer of the action , 
( c f .  example 343 ) . The experiencer perspective governs these predicates in a 
si tuation which is  very marginal as far as deciding which of two participants 
is to be viewed as the actor , i . e .  the controlling , initiating, or performing 
participant . 
The potential for causativisation has been appealed to as evidence of the 
intransitivity of case-frame- five predicates . Even here , however , these 
predicates are more transitive-like than other causativisable predicates . This 
is so because no participants are added by causativisation , a feature which is 
unique to this class of  predicates . The causativisation process merely 
reverses the perspective by viewing the referent as an active causer of the 
predication and the experiencer as an affected obj ect and less of a controlling 
performer of the action . 
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The causative process still  increases transitivity , although wi thout 
adding participants . Transitivity is increased by the actor NP becoming a 
causer and not merely a performe r ,  and by the undergoer becoming an affected 
object and not merely a catalyst or incidental cause of the predication . 
Compare the causative form wi th the underived form of  example 34 3 ,  repeated 
here as example 360 .  
360 . 
361 . 
r------------ -----, 
Subj . ( Uctr EXp) In . Obj . ( Ref)  U 
j I I I If 
na nandem- r fehtas -an-r  
IS snake - 3SM start . at-lS- 3SM 
I started at the snake . 
1--- -- --------------------------, 
Subj . (Ag) ( Uctr Exp) 
j I I  I 
nandem- r na 
snake -3SM IS 
A 
If 
hay -fehtas - r  -a 
D . CAus-start . at- 3SM-lS 
The snake caused me to start . (= The snake startled me . )  
Predicates of  case- frame five ( i . e .  uncontrolled experiencer verbs ) are 
similar to controlled experiencer verbs ( case-frame two) in terms of the 
semantic roles involved . They di ffer , however , in how they are affected by 
causativisation . Following causativisation , a controlled experiencer verb (e . g .  
' laugh ' )  retains the experiencer role as subj ect , whereas the uncontrolled 
experiencer verb ( e . g .  ' be startled ' )  encodes the experiencer role in undergoer 
function as inner obj ect . Compare the clauses in example 362 . 
362 ( a )  . 
(b)  • 
r--------------------- ----------------, 
Subj . ( Ctr Exp) 
I -, 
A 
If 
y i ma - r  met - t  ha -n i ngay-me - r  - t  
person- 3SM lJoman-3SF D. CAUS -laugh -R. PST-3SM-3SF 
A man laughed at a lJoman. 
r----------------- -----------------, 
In . Obj . ( Uctr Exp) j I 
met - t  y i ma - r  
lJOman- 3SF person- 3SM 
A lJoman startled a man . 
U 
If 
hay -fehtas -me - t  - r  
D. CAUS-start . at-R. PST- 3SF- 3SM 
Both predicate types are unique in the way they are causativised . predi­
cate types one , three , and four and reflexive forms of eight and ten add a 
participant in actor function when causativised . The uncontrolled experiencers 
reorient the predication without adding a participant.  The controlled 
experiencers add a participant , but in the undergoer rather than the actor 
function . ( For this reason , class-two predicates are termed ' controlled 
experiencers ' ,  since they are encoded as controlling actors in causative 
constructions . ) 1 1 0 The experiencer role remains in the actor function with the 
features of performer of the action who exerts control over the action . l l l  
These predicates presuppose at least a greater degree of control than do the 
uncontrolled experiencers ( e . g . ' be startled ' ,  ' be happy ' ,  ' be angry ' )  which 
portray the experiencer as undergoer in causative constructions . To this 
extent controlled experiencer verbs are more transitive than uncontrolled 
expe riencers . Controlled experiencer verbs are less transitive than 
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uncontrolled experiencer verbs , however , by other criteria ( e . g .  the potential 
for reflexive and reciprocal constructions ) .  The feature of control on the 
part of the actor is thus only a weak feature of transitivity ; it can character­
ise an actor even when it is the only participant in the clause . 
Predicates of case-frame-six (perception verbs ) are the first of  the fully 
transitive predicates , according to structural and syntactic criteria . That is , 
two obligatory participants occur in underived forms , and the verb may not be 
causativised but may have re flexive or reciprocal forms . According to our list 
of semantic transitivity features , howeve r ,  this class only manifests a low 
degree of transitivity . The actor NP is perhaps the performer , exerting some 
control but it is not an active causer of the predicate . The undergoer NP is 
only potentially affected , but typically nothing more than a catalyst which 
enables the predication to be completed . 
Predicates of case-frame-seven ( e . g .  ' pierce ' )  are the transitive set par 
excel lence . There are two obl igatory participants . The actor NP is typically 
a controlling causer who is active in the predication ; the undergoer NP is 
typically an affected object toward which the action is proj ected . 
Predicates of case-frame eight ( e . g .  ' bathe ' )  are clearly trans itive with 
some intransitive features . That is , the reflexive construction occurs without 
the emphatic/reflexive pronoun tu which typically occurs in re flexive construc­
tions of other predicate types . Secondly , the undergoer function , which is  not 
employed in other reflexive constructions , may host locative or temporal roles 
with the reflexive use of the verb . Only the least transitive predicate types 
( case-frames one and two) have the potential to host orientation roles as 
nuclear participants . Because of  this feature , the reflexive forms of these 
predicates are analysed as being as basic as their transi tive forms , hence the 
label ' re flexive action-process verbs ' .  Examples in 363 illustrate the 
re flexive form with an orientation role mani fested in the periphery ( a) and in 
the nucleus of the clause (b) . 
363 ( a) .  1------------------------- --------------, 
(b)  • 
Subj . (Ag-Aff) A 
1 I n 
na buj - t  - n  fuk -me - a  
IS water. hoLe-3SF-S . SET bathe-R. PST-IS 
I bathed (myseLf) in a water hoLe . 
r---------- ---------, 
Subj . (Ag-Aff) In . Obj . ( Loc) A U 
I 1 1 r-t n 
na buj - t  fuk -me - a n - t  
IS  water. ho Le- 3SF bathe-R. PST-lS-3SF 
I bathed (in) a water ho Le . 
The high probability of these verbs being in a reflexive form is  one reason 
that a second participant ( locative or temporal re ference) may manifest the 
undergoer function without much chance of ambiguity ( interpreting the undergoer 
as either an orientation or a participant role) . 
Predicates of case-frame nine ( e . g .  ' rub ' )  are simi lar to reflexive verbs 
of case-frame eight in that they host an affective role and thus cannot take 
a benefactive form. 
Case-frame nine di ffers from case-frame eight in certain ways as well . 
For example , the transitivity factor is higher since it potential ly hos ts a 
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third nuclear participant . Furthermore , the undergoer marker cannot coreference 
an NP with an orientation role in reflexive forms due to the role hierarchy for 
undergoer selection , which restricts orientation roles from the undergoer 
function when a patient role potentially may occur in the undergoer slot .  
Predicates of  case-frame ten (e . g .  ' put ' )  are highly transitive with a 
potential for three nuclear participants . When the third participant ( locative)  
is mani fested as a nuclear participant , it may occur as inner obj ect ( undergoer 
function) thus superseding a patient role , which is higher on the role hierarchy 
for selecting the undergoer function ; the patient then occurs as the outer 
object . This is permissible only because the locative role coalesces with the 
affective role , which supersedes a patient for the selection of undergoer . The 
affective role with an inanimate location indicates a total ( in contrast to a 
partial ) affect of the re feren t .  This feature o f  total affect of the undergoer 
is one of the features of high transitivity suggested by Hopper and Thompson 
( 1980) . 
The semantic contrast between sentences having the locative role 
amalgamated with affective as an inner obj ect and those with the locative role 
as a peripheral case-marked NP is i llustrated in example 349 . An animate 
location in the affective role indicates affectedness ; in a locational role 
unaffectedness is implied , as illustrated in example 364 . 
364 ( a) . 
(b )  • 
,------------------------- ----------------, 
In .Obj . ( Pat) S . Setting ( Sur . Loc)  U 
I 1 1 I M 
y i ma - r kahpa-m nanho met - t  -n heta-me - r  -m 
person- 3sM oil - 3PL my woman- 3SF-S . SET put -R. PST-3SM- 3PL 
A man put oil on my wife . ( Implication : the oil did not affect her . )  
1-- -----------------------------------, 
In . Obj . (Loc-Aff) O . Obj . (Pat ) U 
1 I 1 1 rt 
y i ma - r  nanho met - t  kahpa-m heta-me - r  - t  
person-3SM my woman- 3SF oil -3PL put -R. PST- 3SM- 3SF 
A man put oil on my wife . ( Implication : the oil did affect her . )  
Predicates of case-frame eleven ( factitive )  are transitive predicates 
which cannot be reflexive . A transitive action which cannot be re flexive 
suggests a strict maintenance of the transference of action by keeping the 
participants distinct , thus manifesting a high degree of transitivity . 
The predicate of case-frame twelve ( ' give ' ) is listed as the highest in 
transitivity in Table 101 . The reason for this placement is  the combination 
of having three nuclear participants and the constraint against deriving a 
reflexive form . 
Although Table 101 does not exhaust all of the verb types in Alamblak , i t  
does illustrate the range of transitivity among Alamblak predicates . Our 
discussion has focussed on some of the features involved in transitivity . 
Other verb types combine the features discussed above in various ways . 
Ultimately the full specification of  verbs must be left for the lexicon . 
The e ffects of inalienable pos session in the clause will be discussed 
next . 
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3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 4  Syntact i c  i nal i enabl e possessi on 
The discussion of  transitivity thus far has focussed on selectional 
features of verbs and how certain derived constructions modify basic case 
frames of verbs . The selection of clause constituents themselves may also 
modify the basic case frame of predicates . In particular , the selection of 
an inalienably-possessed item will affect the case frame of a verb since its 
presence automatically implies the presence of another entity ( the possessor) 
which is inextricably involved with the possessed item . Given the necessity 
of a second entity , a role may be assigned to it in the clause , either as 
affective or referent .  
An inalienable possession in  Alamblak is an item which is thought to be 
an integral part or possession of an animate being . Specifically , these items 
include body parts , names , and odours . 
Predicates of case-frames one (e . g .  ' die ' )  and three ( e . g .  ' heavy ' )  may 
select inalienable possessions as actors ( force role ) . Case-frames five (e . g .  
' be startled ' ) , six ( e . g .  ' see ' ) ,  and seven ( e . g .  ' pierce ' )  may select 
inalienable possessions as undergoers or obj ects ( i . e .  inner objects or outer 
objects) in a referent role . Case frame nine (e . g .  ' rub ' )  may select inalien­
able possessions as undergoers or objects ( in a patient role) . 1 1 2 
The case frames of basic classes one and three thus modified by the 
presence of an inalienable possession have the form : 
[ � � J  ---- For Pat . 
There are several possible configurations of a clause involving an inalienably­
possessed item. Clauses with items of inalienable possession , with the 
possessor as patient role ( case-frames one and three) , occur in the following 
patterns : 
Tab l e  1 02 :  I nal i enab l e  posse s s i on cl ause pattern 
RP NP (patient) Act ( Force) Predicate ["P1 tP , NP + n . root] - ( Force ) (pat) v. stem + A ± u I (::) I (poss .ph v . stem + A ( Force) ± u (pat) - n . root + v . root + A (Pat) 
[ + poss ' d J  
- -
The cases of inalienable possessions incorporated into the verb stem (row four 
of Table 102) have been discussed in 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 2 .  The other patterns in Table 
102 are illustrated in example 365 . 
365 ( a) . ,------------- --1 
Act (Force ) 
, , 
A 
r1 
tha - t  genng tay-t 
skin- 3SF coZd - 3SF 
(Someone /s) skin was co Zd. 
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365 (b) . 
( c ) • 
( d) • 
1- -------------, 
RP NP (pat)  Act ( For) A U 
I I I I II II 
(yen - r )  tha - t  genngtay-t - r  
chi ld- 3SM skin- 3SF cold - 3SF- 3SM 
{A child} was co ld from (his) skin. 
He 
,--------------, 
Act ( Force ) A 
n 
yen rho tha - t  genngtay- t 
child 's skin- 3SF cold -3SF 
A child 's skin was cold. 
r------ -------, 
Act ( Force ) A U 
I ------r II II 
yen rho tha - t  genngtay - t - r 
chi ld 's skin- 3SF cold - 3SF- 3SM 
A child was cold from his skin. 
The pattern of verbal cross-referencing exempli fied in example 365 ( d) 
indicates that the verbal person marker system encodes participant roles in the 
clause and is not simply a concord system ; the participant which is coreferenced 
as undergoer is not an independent clause constituent but rather is embedded as 
a possessive phrase in the NP which is coreferenced by the actor marker on the 
verb . 
The clauses in example 365 contrast with those which manifest alienable 
possessions in the clctor role . In those cases the possessor cannot be 
coreferenced as undergoer ; in fact , it cannot be a nuclear NP , unless the 
construction is in a derived causative or benefactive form. Compare examples 
365 (b )  and ( d) with 366 ( a) and (b) . 
366 ( a) • r-------------, 
RP NP Act (For) A U 
I I  I II II 
*y i ma - r  yen - t genngtay-t - r  
person-3SM child- 3SF cold - 3SF- 3SM 
(b )  . Subj . ( Pat) A U 
I n 11 
y i ma rho yen - t genngtay - t - {*
�} 
man 's chi ld- 3SF cold -3SF- * 3SM 
{ A man 's child was cold. } 
*A man was cold from his child. 
When the basic case-frame three Ce . g . ' heavy ' )  includes an inalienable 
possession manifesting the actor function , the case frame assumes the following 
configuration : 
A U 
-- For Pat 
This modi fied frame contrasts a patient role with the affective role of  
the basic case frame viz .  
A 
For 
U 
Aff J . 
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The semantic contrast is illustrated in example 367 . The predicate in 367 (a )  
has the basic case frame as  it appears in Table 101 . The case frame of the 
predicate in (b) has been modi fied for inalienable possession . 
367 ( a) . 1- ---------------------------- ----, 
RP NP (Aff) Act ( For) A U 
1 1 1 rt h 
na rahoy-t ko rhey-we - t -a 
lS post - 3SF heavy -IMPF-3SF-1S 
The post is heavy for me . 
(b)  . r -- --------- --------------------, 
RP NP (Pat) Act ( For)  A U 
1 1 M rt 
na wu ra-t korhey-we - t  -a 
lS leg -3SF heavy -IMPF- 3SF-1S 
I am heavy from ( i . e .  because of) (my) foot .  
(= I feel  heavy, i . e . s luggish . . . ) 
The di fference between example 367 ( a) and (b) is that a statement about an 
inalienably possessed item is in some sense a statement about the possessor . 
In example (b)  the undergoer is heavy , therefore he is in a patient role being 
the entity of which a state is predicated . In example ( a )  the undergoer is  
not heavy , but , in an  affective role , is benefited or malaffected in  some 
unspeci fied way as a result of the predication . A syntactic result of this 
semantic difference is that a causative form is  possible with an inalienable 
possession as a constituent of the clause , whereas it is not allowable other-
wise , i . e .  with the [ � 
U
ff
] case frame ( c f .  Table 101) . The causative 
-- For A 
is  permi ssible because it does not add a second affective role participant , e . g .  
368 . 1------------------------------, 
Act ( For-Causer) 
I 1 
wu ra-t 
A 
h 
he - korhe-me -t -a 
leg - 3SF 
(My ) leg made 
D. cAus-heavy-R. PST-3SF-1S 
me (feel) heavy . 
Case-frames five ( e . g .  ' be startled ' )  and six ( e . g .  ' see ' ) , when manifest­
ing an inalienable possession , are modi fied to the following configuration : 
[ � 
-- Exp 
U r Ref 
J (possessor) Ref (possession) (possession) 
l OU\
e
�bj . 
J 
] 
Case-frame seven ( e . g .  ' pierce ' )  is similarly modi fied to the following : 
A 
Ag 
U 
{ Ref } 
Pat 
(possessor ) 
{ Re f} 
Pat 
(possession ) 
out .  Obj .  
{ Re f} 
Pat 
(possession) 
] 
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Case- frame nine ( e . g .  ' rub ' )  is similarly modi fied to the following : 
A U Out . Obj . Out . Obj .  
Ag l Pat l [ pat 
J [ 
Pat 
J (possessor) (possession ) Pat Pat (possession) 
Constraints on configurations of clauses corresponding to these modi fied 
case frames are similar to those represented in Table 102 . Primarily , the 
possessor participant may be coreferenced by the undergoer marker on the verb 
whether or not it is mani fested as an independent consti tuent NP of the clause . 
I f  it is not so manifested , the item possessed may be coreferenced as undergoer .  
369 ( a) . O . Obj . (Re f : possession )  A U 
I I r1 M 
na yen - 11 I -ho wu ra- t fehtas -an- rrl 
IS child- 3S� -GEN foot- 3sF start . at-ls- � 
I was startled at a child (because of his) foot .  
( b )  . r---------------------------, 
In . Obj . ( Pat :possessor) O . Obj . U 
I I I M 
na yen - r  
IS child- 3SM 
I cut a child (on his) 
wu ra-t fufr-an-r 
foot- 3sF cut -lS-3SM 
foot .  
( c ) • r----------------------------------------------, 
In . Obj . ( Pat :poss ' r) 
I I 
na yen - r  
IS child- 3SM 
U 
M 
wu ra- t heh rampa-m gebrernay-an- r 
foot- 3sF medicine- 3PL rub -lS- 3SM 
I rubbed medicine (on) the foot (of) a child. 
Example 369 ( a) contrasts with cases involving alienable possessions , e . g .  
example 370 . ' Child ' cannot be coreferenced a s  undergoer i n  example 370 (b)  as 
it is in example 369 ( a) . 
3 70 ( a) . 
(b )  • 
r-------- --------------, 
In .Obj . ( Ref) U 
I M 
na yen rho nandem- t fehtas -an-t 
I S  child 's snake - 3SF start . at-lS-3SF 
I started ( i . e .  was startled) at the child 's snake . 
"'na 
IS 
Out . Obj . (Ref)  U 
I I M 
yen -rrI -ho nandem- t fehtas -an- trI 
child- � -GEN snake - 3SF start . at-ls- � 
The inalienable possession may occur in a case-marked NP for each case 
frame , in which case it is non-nuclear . In those cases the basic form of  the 
case frame would remain unchanged , e . g .  
371 . r-------------------- ---------, 
Subj . (Ag)  In . Obj . ( pat) S . Set ( S . Loc ) 
I I I I I I 
A U 
IT M 
na yen - r  wu ra-t -n 
IS chi ld- 3SM foot- 3SF-S . SET 
I cut a child on the foot . 
fuf r-an - r 
cut - lS-3SM 
.r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 4 3  
3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 5  Case frames of seri al  constructi ons 
For any verb comple x ,  only one actor and one undergoer may be identi fied 
since there are only two verbal pronominal markers per verb phrase .  Therefore , 
combinations of two or more verb roots must be constrained in such a way as to 
al low for , at leas t ,  the matching of the participants with each verb root and 
the identification of the role relationships that obtain between the participants 
and the verb roots . To accomplish such a mUltiple coding with a minimum of 
pronominal markers will obviously require constraints on how many different 
participants may occur , and conventions for determining the core ferentiality 
of participants when the same participant bears a relationship to more than one 
verb root .  
Our discussion wil l  be l imited to combinations of two verb roots . Within 
this limitation the general framework of coreferencing will be presented by 
their basic types wi thout going into the details of specifying combinations of 
roles with ve rb types , since that has been covered in a previous section . 
Seven basic case frames are presented here which vary according to the 
combinations of verb types and patterns of coreferentiality of the partic ipants 
of the two verbs . The basic governing factor of these constructions is that 
the complex has one case frame as a whole ; one of the actors of the predicates 
must be a plaus ible actor for the whole construction and an actor or undergoer 
must be interpre table as an appropriate undergoer for the whole . This means 
that serial roots must have the same actor ( marked as actor on the construc tion) 
unless one of two different actors may be considered to be the undergoer , such 
as the causee in a cause-e ffect relationship . There is the same general con­
straint here , however , as with morphological causative constructions , i . e .  the 
doubl ing of agents is not permitted . This  constraint causes a certain tension 
between the degree of agentiveness of a participant and the possibil ity of view­
ing him as an undergoer of the whole event . Highly agentive actors ( i . e .  agents) 
cannot be perceived as undergoers , but less agentive actors (e . g .  uncontrol led 
experiencers ) can be . There is variation between idiolects in the treatment of 
actors which are neither strongly nor weakly agentive , e . g . controlled experi­
encers , whether or not they may manifest an undergoer function in a serial 
construction . 
There is an explanation here for the unusual constraints on morphological 
causative construc tions . In particular , why are causative constructions 
restricted to basically intransitive verbs? If causative constructions 
historically derive from serial verb constructions , and it seems likely that 
this is the case , then the constraint of one actor and one undergoer per 
construction provides the answer .  A causer and a highly agentive actor ( such 
as mani fested by multiple-place verbs ) cannot co-occur in the same ' serial ' 
construction since there is only one actor marker with whi ch to re ference the 
actor of the construction . The present constraints on causative constructions 
follow the same principle of forbidding doubling on agents in a clause , and it 
is likely that this principle derives from a common origin in serial construc­
tions . 
In the case frames discussed below , the actor bears a role rel ationship 
with at least the first verb root .  The undergoer typically bears a ro le 
relationship wi th the second verb root , although it does not always do so . 
The verb classes re ferred to are those which are summarised on Table 101 . 
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I .  1 /2-place predi ca tes 
Case frame A 
I---------t ------------ ----, 
( 1/2-place vb) ( 1/2-place vb) 
A .  � 
U .  
J 
A .  
� 
U .  J 
A 
{ Ag } 
Pat 
U 
( {
LoC } )  ] 
Temp 
L _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J 
Case frame A combines verb roots with coreferential actors . If the undergoer 
function is mani fested , it must identify an orientation which is coreferential 
for both roots . 
3 7 2 . r-------------------, r----------, 
Subj ( Pat) A U In . Obj . 
I I iT iT 
yen - r  hoe - toweh- r  - t  nanho kun - t  
chi ld- 3SM s leep-dream-3SM- 3SF my house-3SF 
A child s lept (and) dreamt in my house . 
II . Two-place predicates 
Case frame B 
r---------------------------------, 
A U 
( 1/2-place vb ) 
A .  
� 
{ ( 1/2-Place Vb» ) 
( Uncontrolled 
Exp vb) 
A .  J 
{��r} 
Pat 
{Pat } uctr 
Exp 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J 
Case- frame B combines verb roots with non-identical actors . This construction 
implies that an actor of the second verb root maintains a low degree of control 
( i . e .  is a weak agent) and is thus viewed as the undergoer of the construction.  
An action verb hosting an agentive role or a controlled experiencer verb cannot , 
therefore , mani fest 1:he second verb root . The features of case-frame B are 
those of a direct causative construction ( c L  the discussion in 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 3 ) . 
3 7 3  ( a ) . Subj . (For) In . Obj . (Pat) A U 
I I I I ..-r r--o 
yen - r  met - t  hoe -h i p  - r - t 
child-3SM woman-3SF s leep-pepspipe- 3SM- 3SF 
A child s lept (and) a woman pepspiped. 
(= A chi ld slept in such a way as to cause a woman to pepspipe . )  
(b) . Subj . (Ag) In . Obj . ( Uctr Exp) A U 
I , I  I r-t r--o 
yen - r  met - t  s i na- fehtas - r  - t  
child- 3SM woman- 3SF  pise-staPt . at- 3SM- 3SF 
A child pose (and) staPtled a woman . 
Case frame C 
I--------------------r-----------l 
( multiple­
place vb) Ul/2-Place v� uctr Exp vb . 1 
A 
{ Ag } 
Exp 
u 
[pat 
�ctr EX� - 1 
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0 . 0  
Case frame C combines a two- o r  three-place verb root with a 1/2-place verb 
root or uncontrolled experiencer verb roo t .  With the 1/2-place verb root the 
undergoer of the firs t  root is coreferential with the actor of the second . 
With the uncontrol led experiencer root the actors of each root are coreferential 
with the undergoers of the other roo t .  The relationship between the verb roots 
is , as in frame B ,  cause and e ffect ; s imilarly , therefore , action verbs and 
controlled experiencer verbs are restricted from the second position ( c f .  
ungrammatical examples 3 74 ( c )  and ( d) ) .  
3 74 ( a) • r------------------l 
In . Obj . (Pat) A U 
1 1 11 r--t 
yawy - r tat-noh-an- r 
dog - 3SM hit-die-15-35M 
I hit a dog (and) (he) died. 
(b) . 1------------------------------------1 
5ubj . (Ag) In . Cbj . (Aff-Exp) A U 
1 f I I r--t r------1 
yen - r  mtmem - t  hay - feh tas - r  - t  nandem- r 
child- 35M mother- 35F give-start . at- 3sM- 35F snake -35M 
The boy gave (his) mother a snake3 startling her. 
( c ) . 5ubj . (Ag) In . Obj . (Pat-Ag) 
1 i i i 
A U 
IT r--t 
*na yawy- r tat-fakrmay -an - r 
15 dog - 35M hit-run. away-ls-35M 
(d ) . 5ubj . (Ag) In . Obj . (Pat-ctr Exp) 
I f I . . I 
*na yen - r  tat-nu r-an- r 
15 chi ld- 35M hit-cry-1S- 3SM 
Case frame D 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - T - ------- -------, 
(multiple- ( 1/2-place vb) 
place vb) 
A . 
� 
u 0 A . 
A 
{ Ag } 
Exp 
u 
¢ 
0 . 0  {Re f} 
Aff 
Pat 
0 . 0  ] 
( Loc)  
� I I----t_-_-_-_�-_-_-:_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_�-_-_-_-_-_-_-_�_-_-_-:_-________ _ 
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Case frame D exhibits the same verb root configuration as frame C but it differs 
from case frame C in that the actors of the two verb roots are coreferential . 
Theoretically , any combination of  verb roots may occur since doubling of  agents 
wi ll not occur , there being only one agent . Case frame D exhibits a detransi­
tivised form with no participant coreferenced as undergoer ( as in reflexive 
forms ) . This  ' reflexive ' form is the means of encoding the fact that the 
actors of the two verb roots are coreferential . In other words , the undergoer 
of the first verb root is not the actor of the second as in case frame C .  With 
that restriction goes the impl ication that there is not necessarily any cause­
effect relationship between the two situations referred to by the two verb roots . 
The construction simply indicates either a simultaneous or sequential relation­
ship between the two situations . 1 1 3  
3 75 (a )  . 
(b )  • 
,- - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---, 
Subj .(Ag) O . Obj.( Loc)  O . Obj.( Pat) A 
I I r- I I  I r:-:-r nem doh - t  wu ska -m m i  -kemb ray - r i -nem 
lPL canoe-3SF things- 3PL ELEv-put. into-go . N . PST-1PL 
We filled (the) canoe (with) things (and) went. 
,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ----, 
Subj.(Ag-Ctr Exp) O . Obj.(Pat) 
, I I I 
A 
r-T 
yen - r  mtmem - t  tat-nu r-me - r  
child- 3SM mother- 3SF hit-cry-R. PST- 3SM 
A child hit (his) mother (and) cried. 
Case frame E 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -T - - - - - - - - - - - --- , 
( l/2-pl ace vb ) (multiple­
pl ace vb) 
A .  
� 
A .  
� 
u 
A 
{ Ag } 
Pat 
u 
{�;} Aff Pat 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _  J 
0 . 0  ] 
( Pat) 
Case frame E combines a 1/2-place verb root with a 2- or 3-place verb , with 
the actors of the two roots being coreferential . 
376 . ,---------------------------------, 
Subj.( Ag) In . Ob j.(pat) 
I I I I 
A U 
li r-T  
na yawy- r  s i na-tat-me -an- r 
lS dog -35M rise-hit-R. PST-1S-3SM 
I rose (and) hit a dog . 
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Case frame F 
r-----------T-----------, 
( mul tiple­
place vb) 
(multiple­
place vb) 
U A .  U 
A 
Ag 
U 
Loc 
Re f 
Aff 
0 . 0  
Loc 
Re f 
Aff 
Pat Pat 
A . 
� 
l _ _ _ _ _ _  � _ _ _ _  l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  l _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J 
S . Set 
( Loc) 
Case frame F combines two 2- or 3-place verb roots , with the actors of the two 
roots being coreferential . I f  the undergoers of the two roots are not core fer­
ential ,  either one may be core ferenced as the undergoer of the construction . 
The semantic implications of the speaker ' s  choice here are not clear ( c f .  the 
discussion on perspective in the next section for a possible explanation) . 
Co-occurrence restrictions on roles are not indicated in case-frame F (or G) . 
As a general constraint on clause structure , two participants in the affective 
role or the same locative role may not co-occur in the same clause . 
377 (a )  • 
(b) • 
r ------------ -------------------, 
Subj.( Ag) In . Obj.(Pat) 
I , I  I 
met - t  r i t  -m 
woman-3SF insect- 3PL 
A woman roasted (and) 
Subj.( Ag) In . Obj.( Ref)  
I , I  I 
A U 
r-r r-r 
tandh i - h t tay-t  -m kun - t  -n  
roast -put -3SF- 3PL house- 3SF-S . SET 
put the insects in a house . 
A U 
11 r-r  
na r i t  -m 
IS insect-3PL 
I climbed a tree 
muh -hamb ray -an-m mty - t  -n 
climb-search . for-lS- 3PL tree-3SF-S . SET 
(and) looked for insects . 
In example (b) , the undergoer of  muh climb is encoded as a S . Setting ( i . e .  a 
locative ) NP . It  may also occur in that construction with the suspend 
processing (SP) clitic -e in place of the S . Setting marker - n ,  as in ( c ) , 
or unmarked as in (d ) . 
( c )  . 1------------------------------------------, 
( d)  • 
In . Obj.( Loc) Out . Obj.( Ref)  A U 
I I i I 
mty - t  -e r i tm 
tree- 3SF-SP insects 
I climbed a tree (and) 
11 r-r 
muh - hamb ray -an- t 
climb-search· for-ls- 3sF 
looked for insects . 
r----------------- ------ --, 
In . Obj.( Loc) A U 
I I 11 r-r  
r i t  -m -e mty - t  muh -hamb ray -an-t  
insect- 3PL-SP tree- 3SF climb-search. for-lS-3SF 
I climbed a tree (and) looked for insects . 
The -e suffix on ' tree ' in example ( c) and on ' insects ' in example (d ) , is  the 
same form as the second coordinate conj unction marker in a coordinate NP . It  
clearly does not signal a coordinate NP here , howeve r ,  (cf .  the description of  
the coordinate NP construction in  3 . 2 . 4 . 3 ) . The -e suffix occurs on the first 
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NP of j uxtaposed inner and outer objects ( they may occur in either order) . 
Either NP may be chosen as undergoer on the verb ( i . e .  inner object) , but the 
hearer will not know which NP is the inner obj ect until it is indicated by the 
undergoer pronominal marker on the verb . The -e suffix on the first of the two 
NP ' s  in question acts as a signal to the hearer to suspend his processing of 
these NP ' s  until the ir status in the clause is indicated on the verb . This 
pragmatic function parallels that of the subordinate marker of the same shape 
( -e after a consonant and -ne after a vowel ) in the general dependent clause 
which occurs in several sentence types ( c f .  3 . 6 . 2 ) . l l 4 
The existence of a morpheme with a pragmatic function such as this is 
unusual . It  is also strong evidence for the significance of the speaker ' s  
choi ce to encode a given NP as either inner or outer obj ect in clauses where 
two NP ' s  may compete for the inner obj ect status . This will be signi fi cant for 
the discussion of factors of referentiality and perspective in the next section . 
The SP morpheme does not itself indicate which NP is the inner obj ect ,  
since i t  may occur on the outer object i f  the outer obj ect precedes the inner 
obj ect ( c f .  example 377 ( d» . Thus , the SP is not functioning as a topicaliser ; 
i f  anything , the undergoer marker on the verb is the topicaliser in these cases . 
The pragmatic marker ( -e) in Al amblak only warns the hearer that he will have 
to wait to find out which of two NP ' s  the speaker has in mind as being the more 
prominent .  
Case frame G 
r-----------------------, 
(multiple­
place vb ) 
A .  
1 
U .  
J 
(multiple­
place vb) 
U
k 
A .  
J 
A 
Ag 
0 . 0  
Pat-For 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J I 
L _ _ _ _ _  l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 
] 
Case frame G is  simi lar to frame C firstly in that the two actors are not 
coreferential . Secondly , the undergoer of the first root is coreferential 
with the actor of the second , an indication of the cause-and-effect relation­
ship between the verb roots . The control on the types of actors (only one 
highly agentive actor is allowed) is not accomplished by constraining the 
exponents of the second verb root as in frame C ,  but by restricting its actors 
to those with a force role . There is a third nuclear participant in this case 
frame , which is coreferenced as the undergoer .  The suspend processing (SP)  
morpheme which was discussed with case frame F ,  only optionally occurs with 
the inner or outer obj ects here . While the speaker has no choice for his 
encoding o f  NP ' s  as either inner or outer object , the hearer is  still confronted 
with two NP ' s  for which he cannot determine a grammatical role until he at 
least hears the form of the serialised verb . Thus the SP morpheme is still a 
functional aid for the hearer . 
378 . r-------------------, 
Subj.( Ag) O . Obj.( pat-For) In . Obj.( Re f) A U 
i I ,--- I i I r--l r--l 
na mty - t  ( -e )  team - f  foh - tat-an-f  
lS tree- 3SF ( -SP) coconut . palm-3D fel l-hit-1S-3D 
I fel led a tree (causing it to) hit (two ) coconut palms . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 3  Semanti co- syntact i c  propert i es of subj ects 
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The grammatical categories of subject and inner obj ect are generally 
coherent syntactic constructs in Al amblak syntax . There are a few constructions , 
however ,  which require these constructs to be analysed into more primitive 
features . 
For the majority of clauses , a subject NP can be identi fied by several 
semantic and syntactic features . The basic  syntactic features of Alamblak 
subj ects , given in section 3 . 4 . 3 ,  are as follows : sub j ect NP ' s  are 
( 1 )  unmarked for case , 
( 2 )  coreferenced by the first verbal pronominal suffi x ,  
( 3 ) the left-most of the nuclear NP ' s  in the clause . 
These features are illustrated by examples in 322 in section 3 . 4 .  
The basic  semantic feature o f  subj ects , a s  in most l anguages , i s  that : 
( 4 )  the subject is the agent or causer of the clause , i f  there is one . 
Thus , the causer in the causative clause in 379  exhibits the syntactic 
properties of subj ects . 
3 79 .  1- -----------------------------, 
Subj . 
i 
w i fer-t kun -m 
wind -3SF house- 3PL 
The wind caused the 
A 
r-T 
kasuh - t -m 
DP . CAus · fall- 3sF-3PL 
houses to faU .  
To these features may be added the characteristics of controlling o r  under­
going the syntactic process of 
( 5 )  switch re ference and 
( 6 )  relativisation . 
3 . 5 . 2 . 3 . 1  I nal i enabl e posses s i on 
In clauses with two NP ' s ,  one of which is inalienably possessed by the 
othe r ,  the above mentioned subject properties are divided between the two 
phrases . The referentially prominent possessor NP manifests two subject 
properties and the inalienably possessed causing actor mani fests two sub j ect  
properties as indicated in Table 103 . 
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I Tabl e 1 03 :  I nal i enabl e subject propert i es 
Possessor NP Possessed NP 
Left-most .; 
Verbal cross- .; 
reference 
Swi tch reference .; 
control 
Relativisation .; 
The first two properties are illustrated by example 380 ; a change in word order 
is not permitted . 
380 ( a) . r----------------, 
Possessor NP Possessed NP A 
I I I  I .--t 
y i ma - r  nung ram- t ktna-me - t  - r  
person- 3sM throat -3SF dry -R. PST-3SF-3SM 
The man is dry { (in) } (his) throat.  (= The man is thirsty . )  
(because of) 
(b) • r--------- -------------------, 
Possessed NP A 
I r--t 
*nung ram- t y i ma - r  ktna -me - t  - r  
throat - 3SF person- 3sM dry--R. PST-3SF-3SM 
The left-most NP in 380 ( a) exhibits a second subj ect property , that of  
rel ativisation ( cf .  381 ( a» . The second NP in 380 ( a) cannot be  relativised on 
( 381 (b»  . 
381 (a )  . G . REL Clause 
I 
t nd t i rt fame y i ma - r  h t t i -an- r 
OEM hand ache . R. PST person-3sM see -IS-3SM 
I saw the man (whose) hand ached. 
(b) . G . REL Clause 
I 
*tnd y i ma r  fame t i r  - t  h t t i -an- r 
OEM man ached hand- 3sF see -IS-3SM 
*I saw the hand (which) ached (on) the man. 
The second NP in 380 (a)  not only exhibits the subject property of 
controlling the first verbal cross reference marker ,  it also controls switch 
reference as in 382 . 
382 . 1----------------------, 
Possessed NP A A 
I I ,--, r---T 
y i ma - r nung ram- t ktna-me - t  -� - r  bupam f u t  -� 
person- 3SM throat - 3SF dry - R . PST-OA- 3SF -3SM water drink- 3SM 
A man was thirsty (because of his) throat DIFFERENT ACTOR] an he 
drank water. 
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In this example the first predicate is  marked with the different actor marker 
-t indicating a switch of actors from ' throat '  in the first clause to ' he '  ( = 
( = the same man) in the second . 
Other off norm word order occurs in clauses where a referentially 
prominent ( RP) NP usually occurs left-most in preference to the less prominent 
actor NP . 
383 ( a) . r -----------------------, 
RP 
y i ma -m bu - r  w i h  - r  -m 
person- 3PL rain- 3SM rain- 3SM-3PL 
The rain rained (on) the peop le . 
(b) • r-------------------------------, 
RP A U 
" r---1 
y i ma -m doh - t  korhey-w - t  -m 
person- 3PL canoe-3SF heavy -IMPF- 3SF- 3PL 
The canoe is heavy (for) the men. 
3 . 5 . 2 . 3 . 2  Comi tati ve construct i ons 
Clauses with comitatives involve a perspective distinction between an 
unmarked NP and the comitative-marked NP . A role distinction is not made 
between them for the purposes of verb agreement ,  however . The construction 
as a whole , therefore , exhibits the subject  property of control ling the first 
verbal cross-reference marker .  I n  other ways , however , the two o r  more NP ' s  
related by a comitative do not function as a s ingle constituent in the clause . 
The coordinate conj unction joins NP ' s  in a single clause consti tuent as in 
example 384 . 
384 . r-------- ----------------, 
Subj ( Ag) A 
r--; 
y i ma - r  - i  yen - r  y i -me - f  
person- 3SM-CONJ child- 3SM gO-R. PST- 3D 
A man and a boy went . 
The compound NP as a single constituent is  coreferenced as subj ect by verb 
agreement ,  so that two singular NP ' s  are coreferenced by the dual suffix in 
the verb . 
At first  glance the comitative suffix -pne would appear to conjoin NP ' s  
in the same way as the coordinate conj unction does , at least in some cases . 
385 . r-- --------------------� 
Act A 
11 
yen - r  y i ma - r  - pne y i -me -f  
chiZd- 3SM person- 3SM-COM gO-R. PST- 3D 
A boy went with a man . 
As with example 384 , the conjoined NP ' s  in 385 are coreferenced in the 
verb by the third-person-dual pronominal suffix as i f  they formed a single 
constituent in sub j ect posi tion . 
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There are clear contrasts between examples 384 and 385 , however .  For 
example ,  ROss ' s  ( 1967)  Co-ordinate Structure Constraint ( esC) is applicable to 
sentence 384 but not to sentence 385 . Neither of the NP ' s  in senteLce 384 may 
be relativised on ( c f .  example 386 (a » , whereas the unmarked NP in example 385 
may be ( c f .  example 386 (b » . 
386 (a )  . 
(b) • 
G . REL Clause 
I 
*y i ma - r  - i  y i -mi y�n - r  
person- 3SM-CONJ gO-R . PST chi ld- 3SM 
*The boy (who) and a man went .  
G . REL Clause 
y i ma - r  - pn� y i -m� yin - r  
person- 3SM-COM gO- R. PST child- 35M 
The boy (who) went with a man . 
Furthermore , the comitative NP ( y i ma-r-pn� with the man ) in example 385 cannot 
be relativised on ( c f .  example 387) . 
38 7 .  G . REL Clause 
I 
*y�n - r  y i -m� y i ma - r  -pn� 
child- 35M gO- R. PST person- 3sM-COM 
The man with (whom) a boy went. 
The fact that , of examples 384 and 385 , only the unmarked NP in 385 is 
relativisable suggests that the unmarked NP in 385 is  singled out as being 
somehow in perspective . l ! 5  
It is  a curious fact , however , that the NP-plus-Comitative complex is 
core ferenced on the verb as if it were a single conjoined constituent even 
though it is not constrained by the CSC in the same way as the coordinate 
construction i s .  I t  i s  true that two animate NP ' s ,  one being marked as 
comitative , are both actors in the predication of the verb . As such , they are 
both coreferenced by the actor verb agreement marker , the function of which is 
to indicate the semantic case roles of NP ' s  in the clause . Both NP ' s  are not 
equivalent in the speaker ' s  perspective , however . 1 1 6 
The comitative has been analysed , then , as a conjoining function which 
joins NP ' s  which are equivalent in their general role but not equivalent in 
every way . The coordinate conj unction joins NP ' s  for which a distinction in 
roles is not made from the speaker ' s  perspective . Both constructions share the 
subject property of controlling verb a.greement ,  but are distinguished otherwise . 
3 . 6  Sentences : coordi nat i on and subord i nat i on 
3 . 6 . 0  I n troduct i on 
The notion of sentence in Alamblak is defined by both its semantic and 
structural features . We adopt , as our starting point , Longacre ' s  ( 1976 : 276)  
semantic definition of sentence as " a  combination of predications . "  This 
distinguishes a sentence from a clause , which is the domain of a simple 
predication or proposition . Structurally , the sentence is composed of one or 
more predicates conjoined by one or more features of sentence cohesion . Link­
ing intonational patterns ( c f .  note 1 21)  and/or interclausal conj unctions are 
suggested as the cohesive features which are definitive of Alamblak sentences . 
Subordinating clitics and other subordinating features are common but non­
distinctive cohesive features of sentences . 
2 5 3  
Sentences will not be contrasted with higher grammatical levels , such as 
paragraph , in this study , although tagrnemicists generally postulate two or more 
grammatical levels above the sentence . In Longacre ' s  work , the higher levels  
are defined almost entirely semantically l
l 7 and the structural di fferences seem 
to be little more than gradations of cohesiveness and size . The paragraph , for 
example , is characterised as generally " a  looser and larger package than the 
sentence . "  ( Longacre 1976 : 2 76) . Such a gradation is clearly evident in 
Alamblak , but any dividing point between paragraph and sentence , i . e .  clauses 
or sentences with a rel atively low degree of cohesion versus those wi th a high 
degree of cohesion , is largely arbitrary . l
l S 
In this section Alamblak sentences are described in terms of their 
structural form and the semantic relationships which relate two or more 
clauses . Semantic relationships between clauses will include logical relations 
and discourse features of information flow ( e . g .  communicative dynamism , new 
and old information , foregrounding,  and backgrounding) . 
3 . 6 . 1  The semant ics  of sentences 
The semantic structure of sentences involves at least two aspects : the 
logical rel ations between the clauses and the relationships between clauses in 
terms of discourse factors . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 1  Logi cal rel at i ons 
The system of logical relations between clauses used here is adapted with 
little alteration from Longacre ' s  (1976 : 98- 164 ) expanded statement calculus . 
Longacre sees a primary division between basic and elaborated types which are 
further subdivided into sequential and non-sequential . The overall system of  
types of logical relations between clauses is  presented in  Table 104 . Aspects 
of each of these semantic relationships are discussed briefly in the next few 
page s .  
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 1  Conjo i n i ng 
The semantic relationship of conjoining includes coupling , contrast ,  and 
comparison . 
Coupling is a very general notion which subsumes other notions such as 
temporal succession , which in turn subsumes certain cause-effect relationships . 
Coupling is not restricted to conjoining temporally related events , however , 
and to avoid overlap in semantic analysis , Longacre uses coupling to designate 
non-temporal ' and ' relations . 
Longacre reserves the term contrast for cases involving two pairs of  
contras t .  The predicates of two clauses may contrast and one term may contrast 
between the predications , or two outer terms may contrast e . g . "Bill works 
outdoors during the day and indoors at night" ( Longacre 1976 : 1 06 ) . 
Tabl e 1 04 :  Longacre ' s  ( 1 976 : 1 59 )  semanti c sys tem �+ sentences V I  
statement calculus 
basic  elaborated 
non-sequential sequential non-sequential sequential 
a b a b a b a b 
conjoining alternation temporal implication paraphrase illustration deixis attribution 
a = intra-situational , realis 
b extra-situational (extrapolation) , irrealis 
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The notion of exception is included here where the contrasted terms are 1 )  the 
universal set minus one member ,  and 2 )  the excluded member of that set . Longacre 
does not distinguish between antithetical and complementary contrast which seems 
to be the import of the di fference between examples 388 (a)  and (b) . 
388 ( a) . The man went to town during the flood but his wife stayed horne . 
(b) . He goes by road during high water time and by river during low 
water time . 
Comparison is a rel ationship which associates two predicates in terms of 
the similarity or difference by degree between their terms , e . g .  X is  the same 
or greater or lesser P than Y is P .  
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 2 Al ternation 
Propositions may be alternatives . The opposition may either be binary 
(with two possible alternatives)  or mUltiple .  
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 3 Tempora l 
Temporal relationships between predications is  an important feature of  
human language . The two basic relationships here are simul tanei ty and -
succession . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 4 Impl i cat i on 
Implicational relationships between predications involve logical rather 
than temporal organisation , although the two are closely related . Impl ications 
are essentially logical interpretations imposed upon essentially temporally 
related predications . Four major types of implication are post�lated : 
conditionali ty ,  causation , contrafactuali ty , and warning . 
Subsumed under condi tionali ty are hypotheticality , universal quantifie r ,  
contingency , and proportions . Hypothetical i ty "states a relation between an 
antecedent and a consequent , i . e .  the consequent does not follow unless the 
condition stated in the antecedent also holds " ( Longacre 1976 : 120 ) . With 
hypotheticality , the speaker is non-committal about the likelihood of  the 
ful filment of the condition . The uni versal quantifier seems to be essentially 
the same relationship as hypotheticality with the further specification that 
an element of the antecedent embraces a universal set of a particular semantico­
syntactic category ( expressed in English by universal quantifiers like wheneve r .  
whereever , whoever ,  whatever , etc . ) . Contingency , while very s imilar to a 
simple temporal relation , is included to accommodate languages which have a 
distinct surface structure to encode a relationship of temporally related events , 
one of which is  contingent upon another .  With contingency , the speaker assumes 
that the prior event or state will eventuate , enabling the realisation of the 
contingent even t .  The relationship o f  proportions is one involving correlative 
statements such as " the bigger they are , the harder they fall . "  
Subsumed under ca usation are e fficient caus e ,  final cause (purpose) , and 
circumstantial causation . Longacre characterises an efficient cause as the 
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cause that pushe s ,  i . e . , with a perspective on the antecedent situation . Final 
cause (purpose) , on the other hand , is the cause that pulls , i . e .  with a perspec­
tive on the consequential situation . Circumstantial causation is weak causation 
which essentially expresses the same logical relation as expressed by efficient 
cause , differing only in the degree of causality between one situation and 
another . Longacre may be reacting to di fferences between those causes which 
are the sole reasons for resulting situations ( i . e .  efficient cause ) ,  and 
circums tantial causes , which may be relatively insignificant or one of many 
extenuating circumstances contributing to a resulting si tuation . Note the 
similarity here with degrees of direct involvement of the causer and causee in 
analytic and synthetic causative constructions ( c f .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 . 1 ) . 
Contrafactuality is a contingency involving a double implication . 
Hypotheticality is involved , as wel l .  One implication states that one situ� 
ation is contingent upon another .  The second implication states that the 
hypothetical situation is not true , however ,  and therefore the contingency is 
not true , either . For example , "Had he come early , he would have gotten a 
seat" involves getting a seat being contingent on coming early ; furthermore 
it implies that he didn ' t  come early , therefore he did not get a seat . Longacre 
does not mention here that the same value judgment is made for both consti tuents 
whether good , bad , or neutral . For example , "Had he come early [ he did not and 
that is bad ] he would have gotten a seat [ so he did not and that is also bad ] . "  
Or , "Had he come late [ he did not and that is good ] he would not have seen the 
Queen [ he did and that is also good ] . "  We will see later that Alamblak sentence 
structure differentiates contrafactuals which imply negative value j udgments 
from other types of .contrafactuals ( implying good or neutral , i . e . , contextually 
determined , value j udgments ; see sections 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 5  and 3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 6 ) . 
The final category of implicational relations is warning . This relation 
also clearly implies a certain value j udgment in a situation . One predicate 
expresses an obligation to a course of action or presents it as highly desirable ; 
the other predicate expresses an undesirable result of the (overtly expressed 
or implied) opposite hypothetical course of action . For example , "We should 
not walk through the swamp in the rain lest a snake bite us . "  
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 5 Paraphrase 
Paraphrase is the first of the ' elaborative ' and ' rhetorical ' devices of 
discourse discussed by Longacre . He elucidates several types of paraphrase :  
equivalence , negated antonym , negated extremes , generic-speci fic , amplification , 
specific-generic , contraction , and summary . Paraphrase seems to be less clearly 
a rel ationship within a sentence than a function of the cohesion between sen­
tences (or larger units )  in the discourse .  In paraphrase , one constituent is 
a restatement of another . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 6  I l l ustration 
Illustration is an elaborative relationship utilising simile and 
exemplification . Simil e  is the association whereby " two dissimilar things are 
paired by virtue of their possess ing one point of similarity . "  ( Longacre 
1976 : 141 ) . Exempli fica tion involves one constituent illustrating another by 
way of example .  
3 . 6 .  1 . 1 . 7 .  De i x i s  
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The notion of de ixis in a broad sense of the term is used by Longacre to 
refer to exis tential or equational predications . He distinguishes introduction 
whereby the existence of a participant is predicated and commented on , from 
identi fica tion whereby a participant is introduced and his function in the 
discourse identi fied . This type of ' discourse ' deixis is more commonly a 
feature of discourse cohesion than it is the function of a particular sentence 
construction . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 8  Attri buti on 
Attribution is an elaborative relationship between a speaker and what he 
speaks ( speech a ttribution , i . e .  direct and indirect quotation ) and between a 
being and what he knows or thinks ( awareness a t tribution )  . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 1 . 9  Frus trati on 
The l ast semantic parameter cross-cuts al l of the others . Frustration , 
which we will re fe r  to as contra-expectancy , involves a frustration or counter 
expectation of " some sort of implication of collocational expectancy . "  
( Longacre 1976 : 149-150 ) . The antithetical sentence in Engl ish , as in Al amblak , 
encodes most of the frustrated relationships between clauses . 
It is in this context that Longacre ( 1976 : 151 )  discus ses "expectancy 
chains" which " involve actions which customarily occur in sequence . . • .  " 
Longacre proposes that frustrated temporal succession e . g . " I t  fell down but 
it didn ' t  break , "  is only appropriate where an expectancy chain is blocked,  
i . e .  a presupposition associated with a prior statement is contradicted in a 
following statement .  We have already found that such a notion as " expectancy 
chain" is important in the analysis of serial verb constructions ( section 3 . 3 ) , 
where only commonly associated predicates are allowed to combine . 
The logical relations suggested by Longacre and discussed above form the 
basis for describing one of the semantic systems in operation within sentences 
in Alamblak . The other system which is referred to is much more di fficult to 
explicate in an obj e ctive way . This will be a ' functional ' approach to the 
sentence and discourse , which though broad and ill-defined in many ways , does 
seem to provide meaningful insi ghts- into the internal organisation of sentences . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 2  D i scourse factors 
Among the many l inguists who have written under the rubric of functionalism, 
the work of the Prague school is one of the most established and wel l  developed . 
Within this school of linguistics , several notions commonly used elsewhere 
( although not always in the same sense) are related to the functional sentence 
perspective . Some of these notions include theme , old information , and new 
unknown in formation . Firbas attempts to identi fy a more general system which 
he calls communi cative dynamism ( CD) . He views the sentence as being 
structured by a distribution of CD . He states , "by the degree of  CD carried 
by a sentence element we understand the extent to which the sentence element 
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contributes to the development of the communication , to which it ' pushes the 
communication forward , '  as it were . "  ( Firbas 1964 : 2 70) . CD seems to be a product 
of differing communicative values for di fferent types of lexical materi al ; 
thus , it is possible to change the distribution of CD by changing word order . 
As Firbas notes for Czec , however ,  this can be done only with accompanying 
effects of emotive colouring. 
The most  general identi fication of lexical material with high CD is lexical 
material expressing new in formation ( information not previously encountered in 
the discourse nor known by the context or extra-linguistic convention) .  Most 
commonly , the degree of communicative dynamism increases in the sentence from 
start to finish . It follows , then , that new information tends to occur toward 
the end of a sentence , and old , known information toward the beginning ; that 
is one of the most  widely agreed-upon assertions of the functional approach to 
syntax . High and low CD are not to be equated wholly with new and known infor­
mation , howeve r .  Firbas proposes that even i n  sentences composed entirely of 
new information , the degrees of CD are not the same throughout the utterance . 
Without further de fining the notion of CD , he simply labels the sentence element 
(or elements ) which carry the lowest degree ( s )  of CD as the ' theme ' of the 
sentence . 
Whi le Firbas does not quite succeed in providing us with a rigorous 
de finition of communicative dynamism, he is claiming to describe an intuition 
about sentences common to Mathesius ( 1939) , Travnicek ( 1962 ) , and himsel f  in 
a more adequate way than was previously done . It would appear that many other 
linguists possess similar intuitions expressible by such notions as back ground­
ing and fore grounding ( Grimes 1975 : 55ff) , focus of interest ( Zubin 1976) , and 
focus of attention (Mi ller and Johnson-Laird 1976 : 1 39) . 
For our purposes we will define some of these notions as follows : 
New information : that which the speaker assumes he is 
introducing , by what he says , into the addressee ' s  
selective attention . 
New information is not to be restricted to the introduction of participants 
into a discourse , but it may include information about the roles of participants 
in the discourse as wel l .  
Old information : that which the speaker assumes to be 
in the addressee ' s  selective attention at the time the 
sentence is spoken . 
These de finitions are the same as those in Chafe ( 1976 : 30 , 54 )  with the 
alteration of "selective attention" being substituted for Chafe ' s  "consciousness " .  
By these definitions some of what Firbas includes as old , known information 
( i . e .  that which is predictable from the context) may be considered to be new 
in formation . such predictable information would still have a relatively low 
degree of CD in Firbas ' terms . 
We will argue that for purposes of communication in a discourse , elements 
of new information may be di fferentiated with respect to CD , even as Firbas 
allows . The semantic factor of back grounding is one such means of varying the 
CD across elements conveying new information . 
Background information : " secondary information that is 
used to clarify a narrative" ( Grimes 1975 : 56) , or 
supportive information which centres the attention on 
other information in the discourse . 
As secondary information which clarifies a narrative , Grimes includes 
unspecified premises , flashback , foreshadowing , and sometimes other events 
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which are not removed from the main time of the narrative as are flashback and 
foreshadowing . A premise may be left unstated i f  it is highly predictable 
information which the speaker feels can be left unsaid without suffering a 
breakdown of communication . A stated premise will be included here as background 
information as well , s ince it leads up to and centres the focus of attention on 
the conclusion . For example , certain premises of conditional , contra-expectanc y ,  
and contra factual sentences , v i z  . . non-final and general dependent clauses ,  
are subordinated with the same ' presupposition ' form of the verb that subordi­
nates general relative clauses ( cf .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 3 ) . Whatever the precise 
function of the ' presuppos ition ' marker , it seems clear that it typically 
marks backgrounded information in discourse ,  including the premises of the sen­
tence types mentioned above . 
3 . 6 . 1 . 3 Thes i s  
In our discussion of Alamblak sentences ,  we will attempt to demonstrate a 
general relationship between the cohesiveness between clauses and some of these 
features of communicative dynamism. Specifically , there is a tendency for the 
degree of syntactic cohesion between clauses to be correlated with the degree 
of imbalance in the distribution of CD among the clauses . A loose construction 
(with low cohesion) tends to present new information in both clauses .  A con­
struction with high cohesion between the clauses tends to present new informa­
tion in one clause and old or backgrounded new information in the other . 
Old or backgrounded information may be characterised as semantically 
subordinated but cannot be correlated with the syntactic subordination of 
unilateral dependency between clauses . 1 1 9  Highly cohesive sentences may 
involve either unilateral dependence ( syntactically subordinate) or mutual 
dependence ( syntactically coordinate ) between constituent clauses . These 
correlations of syntactic and semantic features of sentences are portrayed in 
the typology of sentences in Table 105 . 
3 . 6 . 2  Syntax of sentences 
Taking the semantic and syntactic features discussed in the last section , 
Alamblak sentences may be organised into a system as represented in Table 105 . 
The notions of coordination and subordination are syntactic notions reflecting 
different types of structural nexus between clauses . The semantic features 
which are employed include new information and semantically subordinated old 
information and backgrounded information , as well as logical relationships 
between clauses which are reflected in the labels given to various sentence 
types .  
The organisation o f  sentences i n  Table 105 is  a rough one at best .  The 
division between sentences with low and high cohesion is an arbitrary one which 
only generally correlates with a homogeneous and heterogeneous distribution of 
communicative dynamism between the constituent clauses . As Conrad ( 1973 : 41 )  
observes , " The distinction between tight and loose sentences has been made by 
Longacre in a number of languages with varying degrees of success . ,, 1 2 0 
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Antithetical and conditional sentences can be classified under both 
coordination and subordination , depending on different co-occurrences of 
constituent clauses .  They have been placed on the chart according to their 
most  distinctive pattern . 
Tab l e  1 05 :  Typol ogy of sentences 
Low cohesion High cohesion 
(new + new) (new + old/background) 
Types of nexus : I I .  Coordination 
A .  Independent Anti thetical S 
clauses 
(x + y)  
B.  Mutually Contrast S Conditional S 
dependent 
Comparative S Contra-expectancy S 
I clauses (x  � y )  Contrafactual S Simile S 
II . Subordination Paraphrase S Tightly conjoined S 
(x +- y) 
Quotation S Reason S 
Alternative 
question S 
Loosely 
conjoined S 
The syntactic notions of coordination and subordination , which have been 
employed in Table 105 , are defined here according to their use in describing 
Alamblak sentences . 
Coordination : "A coordination is  a construction consisting 
of two or more members which are equivalent as to grammatical 
function , and bound together at the same level of structural 
hierarchy . "  (Dik 1968 : 25 )  
Clauses which are equivalent in grammatical function may b e  either both 
independent or both dependent . Coordinated independent clauses both present 
new information and are joined with low degree of cohesion . Mutually dependent 
clauses may be joined with low cohesion (and both present new information) or 
with a high degree of cohesion ( in which case a premise presents backgrounded 
new information and a conclusion presents new information) .  
Subordination is given a very general definition in terms of structural 
and phonological dependency which will cover a range of language-specific 
means of encoding dependencies between clauses . 
Subordination : The joining of two or more clauses one of 
which is independent and the others dependent upon it , 
i . e .  they are unable to stand in isolation as single 
clauses , but they are not embedded within the independent 
clause as constituents of i t .  
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Alamblak clauses are subordinated by one of several subordinating inton­
ational patterns ; 1 2 1 they may optionally manifest a subordinating clitic ; the 
predicate may manifest a non-finite verb form , with or without actor pronominal 
reference marking ; and the clause may in other ways be morphologically non­
isolable as a minimal sentence . These subordination features may be present in 
varying amou�ts in different subordinate clauses . Sentence types are arranged 
according to their degree of internal cohesiveness in Table 106 . 
Thompson and Longacre ( flc , p . 2 )  have characterised subordinate clauses 
quite differently in some ways . They state , "Syntactically , a subordinate 
clause is simply a sentential expansion of a nominal , adj ectival , or adverbial 
slot in the main clause . "  In this treatment of Alamblak , clauses which function 
as constituents of other clauses are termed "embedded clauses " ,  whereas subordi­
nate clauses are constituents of sentences . Embedded clauses are syntactically 
and phonologically bound more tightly to the main predicate of the matrix c lause 
than subordinate c lauses are to the predicate of the independent clause . Other 
differences between subordinate and embedded clauses are discussed in section 
3 . 7 .  
While Thompson and Longacre indicate that subordinate c lauses are marked 
as dependent in some way , they do not allow for phonological marking of that 
dependency . In the present work , intonation is given a prominent place as an 
indication of dependency . While intonation is not a syntactic marker , it is 
not usefully distinguished from syntactic markings of dependency in a functional 
approach to sentences .  For example , clauses which are marked as dependent only 
by intonation function in the same way that syntactically (as wel l  as inton­
ationally) marked dependent clauses function . Embedded clauses , which function 
quite differently , are not characterised by the intonational pattern that is 
found on subordinate clauses (cf . the discussion of the purpose clause in 
section 3 . 7 . 2 . 2 ) even though they share some of the syntactic features of 
subordinate clauses . 
Furthermore , Thompson and Longacre have restricted the notion of subordinate 
clause to those clauses which exhibit the same illocutionary force as that of 
the main clause . "Whether or not a clause has independent i llocutionary force 
can be taken as a universal criterion for its status as a semantic main or 
subordinate clause" (Thompson and Longacre (flc , p . 3 ) . This latter feature of 
subordinate clauses is not a part of our use of the notion here . On the 
contrary , its validity as a universal criterion wil l  be seriously questioned 
by examples of conditional sentences which manifest a hortative dependent clause 
and a declarative independent clause (cf . p . 271 ) . 
We now proceed to describe and illustrate the basic sentence constructions 
in Alamblak . A full explication of co-occurrences of clauses and recursively 
embedded sentences has not been attempted here ; such a formidable task is 
beyond the scope of this study and probably of negligible value . 
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3 . 6 . 2 . 1 Coord i nat i on 
Sentences with coordinately related clauses relate two or more independent 
or mutually dependent clauses .  
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 1 Coord i nate sen tence wi th i ndependent cl auses : anti theti cal  sentence 
The conjoined independent clauses in an antithetical sentence are 
considered to be independent because they lack all of the definitive cohesive 
features of dependent clause conjoining . The one feature which the antithetical 
sentence may share with sentences involving at least one dependent clause is 
the conjunction particle or particle complex . Unlike dependent clauses , however , 
two independent clauses of an antithetical sentence manifest sentence final 
intonation and lack other subordinating features ( clitics , presupposition marker , 
reduced verb forms , etc . )  common to the dependent clauses of other sentence 
types .  
Tab l e  1 07 :  Anti thet i ca l  sentence 
Functions + Base l + Link + Base2  
intonation (Non- ) falling (Non- ) falling Falling 
exponents Indep . clause ( to )  nha i Indep . clause 
but no 
Quotation S to t f i t  
( and most other but then 
S types ) 
Non-final clause 
G. Dependent CL 
Logical relations : counter expectancy in coupling , temporal succession and 
simultaneity , alternation , efficient cause ,  purpose , and intent . 
The semantic cohesion between the two bases of the antithetical sentence 
involves the second base blocking an implication of the first base whereby an 
' expectancy chain ' is frustrated . The conflicting clause in base two must bear 
a close enough association with the ' expected ' ,  or commonly associated event , 
so as to be recognisably contrasting with the expected predicate . 
389 . Base l : Independent clause 
I I 
Link : 
y i f i -a y i ma - r  -ho h t t i - t ; 1 2 2  
go . -IS person- 3SM-GEN see - INF 
to nha i ; 
but no 
Base2 : f i i'ij i  h t t i - r  - fe -an- r .  
NEG see -IRR-I . PST-lS-3SM 
I went to see the man; but no; I did not see him. 
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Example 390 (a )  111ustrates an unacceptable sentence which is too elliptical 
to encode as a counter-expectancy and therefore would have to be encoded as a 
conj oined sentence ( e . g .  as in example 390 (b» . 
3 90 (a ) . Bas e p  �'y i  f i -a kemb ru-haj oh- t ;  
gO . I . PST-1S possum-hunt - INF 
Link : to nha i ; 
but no 
Base 2 : k i sh - t  r i m  - krup i sk i ek- t .  
torch-3SF ELEV-extinguish-3SF 
(b ) . ( Loosely conjoined sentence)  
Dependent base : y i f i  -a kemb ru-hajoh-t  -e , 
gO . I . PST-1S possum-hunt - INF-DEP 
Independent base : k i sh - t  r i m  -krup i sk i ek-t  
torch-3SF ELEv-extinguish-3SF 
I went to hunt possum, and the torch went out . 
Consti tuent clauses of the anti thetical sentence 
The following variations of the basic pattern shown in Table 107 are of a 
subordinating rather than a coordinating type of pattern . A quotation sentence 
( cf . Table 121)  manifesting base one optionally occurs with the subordinating 
clitic -ne ,  although the intonational pitch remains as a falling pitch instead 
of the rise-with-step-down pattern associated with the clitic elsewhere . A 
copulative clause in base one occurs with a rising pitch and the remainder of 
the sentence is as in Table 107 .  Two other dependent clauses , the non-final 
clause and the general dependent clause , may manifest the first base . 
Non-final cla use 
Structurall y ,  the non-final clause is nearly the same as an independent 
clause , but it differs by the potential of its verb to host the different-
actor switch reference marker (cf . section 3 . 7 . 4 ) , and the presupposition marker 
( cf .  section 3 . 3 . 1 . 1 . 3 ) , and by its suspensive level or rising intonation . It 
occurs in the antithetical sentence without the presupposition marker manifested 
in the verb . Where the presupposition marker is manifested in the predicate , 
it is not restricted as it is in independent clauses ( i . e .  restricted to occur­
ring either in content interrogative clauses or with imperfective irrealis 
forms ) . Elevational affixes have not been observed in a non-final clause . I f  
they in fact cannot occur , i t  i s  a further indication o f  the backgrounded role 
of the non-final subordinate clause within most sentences .  
The non-final clause cannot manifest the presupposition marker when 
occurring in the antithetical sentence . Furthermore , it presents new information 
in the antithetioal sentence . 
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Tab l e  1 08 :  VP  o f  the non-final  c l ause 
Functions + Nucleus ± Switch reference + Termination 
intonation level/rising 
exponents VP Base - t  ' different Act Und Elev? 
actor ' (PNG mkrs ) (ELEV mkrs ? )  
An example o f  the non-final clause manifesting base one o f  the antithetical 
sentence is given in example 3 91 below . Other examples of the non-final clause 
are given in examples 3 9 2 ,  306 , 3 11 ,  and elsewhere in this chapter . 
391 . Base l : 
Link : 
Non-final clause 
I 
b ro n i n t yen r ho i - t  - t  - r ,  
big centipede chi ld sting-DA-3SF-3SM 
to nha i ; 
but no 
Base 2 : f i nj i  noh- r -fe - r  
NEG die- IRR- I . PST-3SM 
A big centipede stung a child ( DIFFERENT ACTOR) �  but no; he 
did not die .  
General dependent clause 
The general dependent clause is a clause whose predicate manifests the 
subordinating clitic -ne and optionally the presupposition marker . The verb 
forms which manifest the predicate are presented in Table 109 . 
Tabl e 1 09 :  /-ne/ - Dependent VP 
Functions + Nucleus ± Switch + Actor + Link 
reference term 
intonation rising-step-down 
exponents declarative - t  ' different PNG -ne and� then 
verb base actor ' 
(Non) -POSSD 
verb base 
(v .  Table 
42) 
Copular VP 
( v .  Table 
73) 
The different actor marker cooccurs only with a declarative verb base . 
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The coordinating ( linking) clitic -ne has the following allomorphs : 
I 
{ r} 
m 
elsewhere 
I- nel + {-ne � -ne � -n - n  � -el 
The step-down intonational pattern with a sustained level low pitch only occurs 
when the vowel of the morpheme is manifested . This pattern can only occur 
clause-finally , so if the subordinate verb is not the last constituent of the 
clause , only the -n allomorph can be manifested . 
As Table 109 indicates , the coordinating clitic does not co-occur with the 
undergoer pronominal marker of a multi-place verb . The conditions which control 
the choice between expressing a multi-place verb as a non-final clause (with the 
undergoer marker manifested) or as a general dependent clause (with the under­
goer not manifested , displaced , so to speak , by the linking clitic)  are not 
clear at this stage of research . 
When the verbal (non) -possessed base manifests the predicate , the general 
dependent clause expresses simultaneity with or without an implication of 
efficient cause . This  usage is  discussed in section 3 . 7 . 2 . 1  together with the 
discussion of the simultaneous clause . 
Coordinate sentences wi th mutually dependent clauses 
The clause constituents of contrast sentences ,  comparative sentences ,  
summary sentences , conditional sentences ,  contrafactual sentences ,  contra­
expectancy sentences , and simile sentences are coordinately related . Both 
clauses in these sentence types are marked in some way as dependent on each 
other and thus are mutually dependent . These sentences may be grouped generally 
into those exhibiting a relatively low degree of cohesion and those with a 
relatively high degree of cohesion . The general correlation of the distribution 
of communicative dynamism with internal cohesiveness tends to apply here . 
Low cohesiveness 
The sentences with low internal cohesiveness between the clauses , contrast 
S and comparative S ,  present new information in both clauses and thus have a 
more uniform distribution of CD than the others . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 2 Contrast sentence 
Tab l e 1 1 0  
Functions + Base l + Base2 
intonation rising falling 
exponents non-final clause contrastive negation clause 
Logical relations : contrast of one term and the predicate by 
antonyrnity or negation . 1 2 3 
392 . Base l : y i ma - r  g i naf-m k i  - han i t -we - r  -m ,  
person- 3SM grub - 3PL eat-PROG -IMPF-3SM-3PL 
Base2 : yen - r  nha i ; f i nj i  ye - kah - r .  
child- 3SM no NEG eat-PR . IRR-3SM 
The man is eating grubs, (but) not the chi ld; he is not 
eating (them) . 
Constituents clauses of the contras t sentence 
Bas e l  of the contrast sentence is manifested by a non-final clause (cf . 
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Table 108) .  Base2 is manifested by a contrastive negation clause . A contrast­
ive negation clause is distinct from a negative clause . The negative clause 
has a single negation clause constituent ( cf . Table 86) which is usually mani­
fested by one of the negation particles other than nha i no . 
The contrastive negation clause exhibits a negative function slot manifested 
only by nha i no which occurs in the periphery of a clause of either positive or 
negative polarity . This clause with a negative polarity , then , manifests two 
similar function slots : a negative slot manifested by nha i no , and a negation 
slot manifested by one of the other negative particles . 
Tab l e  1 1 1  : Contrast i ve negati on cl ause 
Functions + Topic + Negative (Other functions as for 
structures of independent 
finite clauses)  
intonation rising falling falling 
exponents NP nha i no (Other exponents as for 
independent finite clauses)  
For an example of a contrastive negation clause , see Base2 of example 392 . 
The topic NP i s  in contrast with a term in the clause of Base l in the contrast 
S .  The notion o f  topic as used here is merely a specially marked NP . The topic 
NP in the contrastive negation clause retains all of the syntactic properties 
of the NP in simple clauses which would encode the role of the ' subj ect ' NP .  
For example , a topic is , like a subj ect , coreferenced on the verb as actor . 
Unlike topics in other languages ,  the NP or a copy of it  may not reappear in 
the clause following the negative . 
The predicate of the contrastive negation clause is either a negation of 
the predicate in the first base or a semantically contrasting one . 
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3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 3  Comparati ve sentence 
Tab l e  1 1 2  
Functions + Base 
exponents Comparison clause Comparison clause 
Logical relations : Two clauses compare terms by contrasting 
a feature which differs in degree between the twO . l 2 4 
393 . Base l :  Base2 : 
I I I I 
Y i r i a r ,  b roe r ;  P i an r ,  habh i ene r .  
Yiria, he . is.  big Pian he . is . small  
Yiria is  bigger than Pian . 
Longacre ( 1976 : 110 , 111 ) argues that Papua New Guinean languages typically 
employ a single structure for the semantic relations of contrast and comparison 
(degree conjoining such as in example 393 above) . In fac t ,  he even suggests 
that the logical notion of non-equivalent comparison (a differing of a feature 
by degrees) may not be a part of the semantic structure of papua New Guinean 
languages and that contrast is all that is expressed by sentence such as 
example 393 above . Alamblak seems to be a clear example of a Papuan New Guinean 
language with contrasting sentence structures for comparison and contrast ( cf .  
Table 110 ) . I n  other words , the sentence in example 393 is not an ambiguous 
sentence which could express contrast or simple coupling as well as a comparison . 
It  encodes only comparison . No claim is being made in the example above that 
one person is big or small in a general way, but they are big or small only in 
relation to each other . Admittedly there is a similar basis for comparative 
statements like this example which specify non-conventional standards of com­
parison , and an absolute statement ( ' he is big ' )  or contrast ( ' she is big but 
he is small ' )  which are appealing to some conventional standard against which 
the absolute judgment is made . Both types of expressions have components of 
contrast and comparison with a standard . Different surface structures ,  however ,  
serve to differentiate the comparison based o n  non-conventional standards 
( comparative S )  from those based on conventional standards ( contrast S ) • 
Constit uent clauses of the comparati ve sentence 
Both bases of the comparative sentence are manifested by the same clause 
type ; it thus provides the clearest example of the coordination of mutually 
dependent clauses . Comparison clauses are marked as dependent by their internal 
intonational pattern . As with the contrastive negation clause , where the con­
trasting NP was termed the ' topic ' ,  the NP ' s  whose referents are being compared 
are termed ' topics ' for s imilar reasons . In both cases , for example , the topic 
is separated from the rest of the clause intonationally . 
Functions 
intonation 
exponents 
Tab l e  1 1 3 :  Compari son cl ause 
+ Topic 
rising 
NP 
(other functions as for structures 
of independent clauses) 
falling 
(Other exponents as for 
independent clauses) 
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For an example of a comparison clause , see either base of the sentence in 
example 393 . 
High cohesiveness 
The next set of sentence types to be considered exhibit a relatively higher 
degree of cohesion between their mutually dependent clauses . The difference in 
communicative dynamism between the c lauses is also greater than the more homo­
geneous low cohesive sentence discussed above . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 4  Condi t i onal sentence 
The f irst type of highly cohesive sentence with mutually dependent clauses 
is the conditional sentence . As with contra-expectancy and contrafactual 
sentences ,  a premise is coupled with a conclusion with the optional aid of a 
l inking particle . The conditional sentence may manifest either an independent 
or a dependent clause in its second base . Due to its semantic affinity to 
contra-expectancy and contrafactual sentences , it has been included with them as 
a coordinate sentence , although i t  embraces both unilateral and mutal dependency 
relationships between its constituent clauses . 
Functions 
intonation 
exponents 
Tabl e 1 1 4 :  Cond i t i onal sentence 
+ Base l 
non-falling 
Non-final CL 
G .  dependent CL 
Subordinate 
imperative/ 
hortative CL 
± Link 
non-falling 
[ rising ] 
aw i wait 
[ level ] 
b t t  ( n )  then 
[ level ] 
be enough� 
finish� okay 
falling 
Independent CL 
Irrealis CL 
[ negative ] 
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Logical relations : hypotheticality and contingency . Any 
distinction between pure hypotheticality ( ' if ' )  and contingency 
which is based merely on a temporal relationship ( e . g .  ' when ' )  
is only vaguely represented by the conditional sentence . That 
is , in most contexts the hearer cannot deduce how the speaker 
feels about the probability of the stated premise by his use of 
the sentence type . 1 2 5  
The link b t t ( n )  then has been observed postposed to Base2 . In that posi­
tion it carries a low-level pitch following the falling pitch over the second 
clause . As the above Table indicates ,  the linking conjunction i s  optional . 
The subordinate imperative/hortative ( IMP/HOR) clause , furthermore ,  never 
occurs with a conj unction . Neither does it co-occur with the irrealis clause . 
394 . G .  DEP CL . 
I 
rer nayay-w - r  -e , 
he come - IMPF-3SM-DEP 
Link Base 2 : Indep. CL .  ,.--, I I 
b t t  na nayay- rhw-a 
then I come -FUT-1S 
If/when he comes, then I wil l  come . 
Some manifestations of the conditional sentence are almost exactly the same as 
the loosely conjoined sentence .  Superficially , example 394 without its optional 
conjunction would be just such a case . A tense change from present to future 
in the two clauses in this example , however ,  restricts the semantic interpreta­
tion to one of hypotheticality and thus contrasts with a conjoined sentence . 
395 . Base l : Subordinate IMP/HOR CL 
I I 
a -naya-kah- t - t , 
HORT-come-IRR-DA-3SF 
Independent CL I . 
tu-f tnah- rhw-an-t  
shoot -FUT-1S-3SF 
Let it come, (and) if/when (it does) I wi l l  shoot it . 
Cons ti tuent cla uses of the condi tional sentence 
The non-final clause and dependent clause have been discussed previously 
( c f .  Tables 108 and 109) . The other subordinate clause constituent of Base l 
is the subordinate imperative/hortative clause which may be analysed as a 
subtype of either the non-final clause or the general dependent clause with a 
present tense form of the irrealis imperative or hortative verb manifesting the 
predicate . 
Tabl e 1 1 5 :  Present i rreal i s  i mperati ve/hortati ve VP base 
Functions + Mode l ± Elev . + Head + Mode 2 
exponents wa- (Table 68 verb stem -kah 
' imperative ' p . 150)  ' present 
irrealis ' a-
' hortative ' 
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The imperative and hortative prefixes occur with second-person and non-second­
person actors , respectively . 
One more example of the subordinate imperative hortative clause in a 
conditional sentence is  given here by way of illustration . 
396 . Base l : 
Basez : 
Sub . IMP/HOR CL 
I 
wa - j  - kah-n -n  kun -ko 
IMPER-go-IRR-2S-DEP house-AL 
Indep. Imper.  CL 
wa -hoay - twa -¢ 
IMPER-S Zeep-FUT . IRR . IMP/HOR-2S 
Go to the house ( and) if/when (you do), s Zeep .' 
The subordinate imperative/hortative clause demands further discussion 
with regard to the nature of subordinate clauses .  Thompson and Longacre ( f/c) 
have suggested that subordinate clauses cannot manifest independent 
illocutionary force . The subordinate imperative/hortative clause , however ,  
may be subordinated to an independent clause with a different illocutionary 
force (cf . example 395 ) . Examples like 395 are certainly unusual compared to 
the more common cases (e . g .  396 ) where the two clauses have the same 
illocutionary force ; examples like 395 have been verified as completely 
acceptable nonetheless , by more than one Alamblak speaker.  
That the subordinate imperative/hortative clause is indeed a subordinate 
clause can be justified by other criteria of subordination . Most importantly , 
it cannot stand in isolation as a single clause . 
397 . *wa - j  - kah-n l 2 6  
IMPER-gO-IRR-2S 
Semantically , the subordinate imperative/hortative presents backgrounded new 
information . That is , i t  is a stated premise which " leads up to and centers 
the focus of attention on the conclusion " (cf . the discussion of background 
information in section 3 . 6 . 1 ) . In Thompson and Longacre ' s  terms ( f/c , p . 2 ) , 
it is " taken as given" ,  which enables " the main proposition to be used 
felicitously . "  
The unusual thing about the subordinate imperative/hor�ative in Alamblak 
is that it combines a sense of obligation (by the hortative prefix ) with a sense 
of conditionality (by the irrealis suffix ) . This particular combination is 
not allowed in a single English clause . Thus , example 395 must be translated 
in English by a coordinate sentence (or two sentences )  with the contingency 
subordinated to one of the independent clauses , e . g . , ' Let it come and if/when 
it does , I will shoot i t . ' The combination of both features (obligation and 
conditionality) in a single clause in Alamblak allows for the change of illocu­
tionary force from the dependent to the independent clause . The subordinate 
imperative/hortative clause , then , is a counter-example to Thompson and 
Longacre ' s  restriction on subordinate clauses regarding independent illocu­
tionary force . 
One more constituent clause of the conditional sentence is yet to be 
discussed , viz . , the irrealis clause , which may manifest the second base of 
the sentence . The irrealis clause is  similar to a negative declarative clause 
with several differences . The negative particle in a negative irrealis clause 
is only optional and it is always the so-called ' negative of uncertainty ' 
( a fe ) ; l 2 7  secondly , the verb manifests two irrealis markers for the contingent 
�-------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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form or the present irrealis marker with a complex serial form for the con­
ditional form . In a positive irrealis clause a negative particle does not 
occur and the verb manifests one irrealis marker . The verb of an irrealis 
clause is described in Table 55 in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 1  where various readings of 
the table are discussed . 
By combining the negative particle of uncertainty ( a fe) and the future 
irrealis ( - t )  with a past irrealis ( - r )  and past tense in the verb , the 
clause becomes a negative statement about an unconfirmed or hypothetical past 
situation . Whi le any past tense may occur , the immediate past tense may be 
extended with reference to any time in the past . This  can be analysed as an 
extended use of the immediate past tense as a perfect tense aspect marker . 1
2 8 
The negative hypothetical conditional form of an irrealis verb occurs 
with a formulaic serialised stem co-occurring with the present tense irrealis  
marke r .  The serialised stem is  composed of a form of the (non) -possessed 
modifier (Table 4 2 )  plus one of two auxiliary verb roots roh sitting or y i  go . 
An example of a conditional sentence manifesting an irrealis clause in 
the apodosis clause is given in example 398 . The negative hypotheti�al form 
of the irrealis predicate occurring in the protasis  clause is illustrated in 
example 399 ( d )  in the discussion of the contrafactual sentence . 
398 .  Base l :  Non-final CL 
I 
I 
tef i ma ruham hay -me -m - r ,  
sma l l . amount money give-R . PST-3PL-3SM 
Link Base2 : (negative) Irrealis CL 
r-----r I 
be , bek wuskam afe w i kna - r  - fe - t  - r  -m . .  
finish p lenty things uncer . neg buy -IRR-I . PST-IRR-3SM-3PL 
If they gave him a small amount of money, wel l, he would not have 
bought plenty of things . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 5  Contrafactual sentence 
Tab l e  1 1 6 :  Contrafactual sentence 
Function + Base l ± Link + Base2 
intonation non-falling non-falling falling 
exponent subordinate aw i wait Irrealis CL 
HORT CL 
Non-final CL b-i-t ( n )  then 
Irrealis CL 
[ negative ] 
Logical relations : Contrafactuality . 1 2 9 
The Alamblak contrafactual sentence has the following features : Base l 
expresses the contrafactual hypothetical premise and Base2 the contrafactual 
hypothetical conclusion . The factual state of affairs ( the opposite of what 
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is stated) is implicit i n  both clauses . An implication o f  the sentence a s  a 
whole is that the conclusion was to have been contingent upon the premise . The 
subordinate imperative/hortative clause ( in Base l )  further expresses the notion 
of obligation ; thus , the predications of both bases should have happened i . e .  
the speaker would have considered it desirable had they happened . Other 
exponents of the first base are neutral in this respect .  Whether or not it 
would have been desirable for the predications to have happened is determined 
by the lexical content of the clauses and/or the context . In all cases the 
desirability of the conclusion is governed by the desirability of the premise . 
The predicates in both clauses may be of positive or negative polarity and 
need not be the same . In the case of a negative clause , e . g .  the negative 
subordinate hortative where the implication is that it did not but should have 
happened , a double negative situation results . In other words , as in example 
399 ( c ) , had the actor not hit her (Base l )  (he did not , not hit her however , but 
he should have not hit her) , then he would have not gone to goal (Base l )  (but 
in fact he did) . 
The time reference of the contrafactual sentence is before the time of the 
utterance . Two of the possible exponents of Bas e l  are non-finite , with the 
precise tense of the sentence indicated by the clause manifesting Base2 . 
399 (a) . Base l : (positive) Subord . Hortative CL I I 
a - i  -kah-n -n 
HORT-go-IRR-2S-DEP 
Link Base2 : (positive) Irrealis CL 
.--t l i 
aw i , h i k  - r  -fe -an-n o 
wait fol low-IRR-I . PST-lS-2S 
You should have gone (and) if you had, we ll, I would have fol lowed 
you (I wanted to) . 
(b) . Base l : (positive ) SUbord . Hortative CL 
I 
a -yak rme -kah-f  - n , 
HORT-run . away- IRR-3D-DEP 
Link Base2 :  (negative ) Irrealis CL .--t l 
aw i , a fe was - r  -me - t  -m - f .  
wait uncer . neg pierce-IRR-R. PST-IRR-3PL-3D 
They (two) should have run away (and) if they had, we ll,  they would 
not have pierced them (two) [ I  did not want it to happen J .  
(c ) . Base l : (negative ) Subord . Hortative CL I I 
a - ta t-dohra - roh - kah- r - t , 
HORT-hit-NONPOSSD-sitting-IRR-3SM-3SF 
Base2 : (negative ) Irrealis CL 
I 
a fe y i - r -me - t  - r  ka l abus 
uncer . neg gO-IRR-R . PST-IRR-3SM goal 
He should not have hit her (and) if he had not, he wou ld not have 
gone to gao l [ I  did not want him to J .  
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------� 
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399 (d ) . (negative) Irrealis CL I 
hoay -doh ra - roh - kah-an-n , 
sleep- NONPOSSD -sitting-IRR-1S-DEP 
Link B_a=s�e�2�: _ _ (�p�o�s��=
· t�i�v�e�)�I=r=r�e�a=1==i=s�C=;L ,--, r 
aw i , wan - r  -me -an-n o 
wait hear- IRR-R .PST-1S-2S 
If I had not been sleeping, we ll, I would have heard you. 
( e ) . Base l :  positive non-final CL 
I 
r i p  - kor  V i -me -nem , 
swamp-AD gO-R.PST-1PL 
Base2 :  positive Irrealis CL 
I . .  nandemm was - r  -me -m -nem 
snakes pieroe-IRR-R. PST-3PL-1PL 
Had we gone to the swamp (we did not) snakes would have bitten us 
(they did not ) .  
Consti tuent clauses of the contrafactual sentence 
Constituent subordinate clauses of the contrafactual sentence include the 
non-final clause ( c f .  Table 108) , irrealis clause (conditional and contingency ) ,  
and the subordinate hortative clause . 
The subordinate hortative clause conveys the notions of obligation , contra­
factuality and hypotheticality without the illocutionary force of a command . 
It  contrasts with the subordinate imperative/hortative clause which lacks the 
notion of contrafactuality but conveys the force of a command ( cf . section 
3 . 3 . 1 . 1 ) . The predicate of the subordinate hortative clause exhibits a 
hortative form of ei ther the positive or negative irrealis verb . See sentences 
399 (a ) , (b ) , and (c )  for examples of the subordinate hortative clause . 
Tabl e 1 1 7 :  Form-mean i ng correl ati ons 
of the contrafactual sentence 
Contrafactual hypothetical Contrafactual hypothetical 
conditional premise contingent conclusion 
Positive CL Negative CL Positive CL Negative CL 
with undesirable SUbord . neg SUbord . 
implication ( irrealis ) ( irreali s )  
( the opposite 
should have Hortative CL Hortative CL 
happened) 
Irrealis CL negative 
Irrealis CL 
with neutral 
Non-final CL Irrealis 
implication 
neg . 
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Summarising the variants o f  the contrafactual sentence in Table 117  facilitates 
the inference of form-meaning correlations . It is easy to see , for example , 
that the hortative forms contribute the component of obligation . The most 
general correlation is that the notions of conditionality and contrafactuality 
are encoded by the irrealis verb forms . The exception to this is of course the 
non-final clause of the premise which expresses hypotheticality and contra­
factuality only by a rising intonation ( the same mechanism is employed in the 
conditional sentence to encode hypotheticality only) . From this general 
correlation and the pattern of the system, an irrealis clause should appear 
where the non-final clause does . If that were the case , then the difference 
between the first and second rows of the Table would be the presence or absence 
of the hortative marker and the difference between the first and second columns 
would be the absence or presence of the feature ' ne1ative ' ;  and the feature 
' irrealis ' would appear in every cell of the Table . 3 0 
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 6  Contra-expectancy sentence 
The contra-expectancy sentence is very similar to the contrafactual sentence . 
The two are semantically distinct as signalled by different linking particle 
complexe s .  To help elucidate their semantic differences , they are discussed as 
separate types . 
Tab l e  1 1 8 :  Contra-expectancy sentence � 
Functions + Base l + Link + Base 2 
intonation non-falling non-falling falling 
exponents Subordinate to i nj i  (negative , contingent) 
hortative clause but/yet thus Irrealis clause 
Non-final CL ( ? )  Irrealis clause 
Logical relation : Frustrated contrafactuality .
l 3 l 
Base l expresses the contrafactual hypothetical premise , and Base 2 expresses 
the unexpected hypothetical conclusion , which may or may not convey contrafactu­
ality . Like an antithetical sentence , there is a blockage (by Base2 )  of an 
expected implication which is expressed in Base l .  Contrary to the contrafactual 
sentence , the subordinate hortative clause in Bas e l  of the contra-expectancy 
sentence does not convey obligation , and there is no implication as to the 
desirability or otherwise , had the contrafactual premise actually eventuated . 
400 . Base : 
I 
(negative) Subordinate Hortative CL 
I 
a -beb-ta  -doh ra -y i -kah-n -n 
HORT-bad-PROC- NONPOSSD -AUX-IRR-2S-DEP 
Link Base : (negative ) Irrealis CL 
I I  I 
to i nj i  muh - r  - fe - t  -n  - t  
yet thus climb- IRR-I . PST-FUT . IRR-2S-3SF 
Had you not become bad (i . e .  grown old) � even so you would not have 
climbed i t .  (= You would not have climbed it even if you had not already 
grown old. ) 
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The contrafactuality in sentence 400 is that the hearer actually has become old; 
there is no sense of obligation or regret , such that he should not have become 
old . The expected implication is that if he were not already old he would have 
cl imbed the obj ect;  the blockage of that expectancy is that he would not have 
climbed it even then . Sentence 401 may be analysed in a similar way . 
401 . Base : (negative ) Subordinate Hortative CL , 
m+y -e a - t a t-doh ra - roh- kah -n  - t , 
tree- INST HORT hit- NONPOSSD -AUX-PR . IRR-2S-3SF 
F,L,;::i;.::.nk:..:-_" jrB.:::a.:::s.:::e---..::_..:I=r:..:r:..:e:..:a=l=�=' S"--C=L=-__ --" 
to i nj i  nayay - r  -me -¢ ka l abus 
yet thus come - IRR-R. PST-2S gaol 
Had you not hit her with a tree (i . e .  a stick)�  even so you wouut have 
come to goal . 
[ I f ,  for example , other acts were committed which were serious 
enough on their own to call for a goal sentence . ] 
In sentence 401 , Bas e l  expresses a contrafactual statement ; Base 2 is not contra­
factual but merely a hypotheti cal statement which is conditional upon the premise 
in Base l . 
Clause consti tuents of the contra-expectancy sentence 
The constituents of the contra-expectancy sentence have been discussed 
previously . See discussions of the irrealis clause , and subordinate hortative 
clause on pp . 27l , 272  and 274 . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . 7  S i m i l e  sentence 
Tabl e 1 1 9  : S imi l e  sentence 
Functions + Base l 
intonation rising 
exponents Infinitive complement 
clause 
Logical relation : Illustration by simile . 1 3 2  
402 . Base l : nandemrho that  t i r t yakt i -kfe t , 
snake 's skin hand touch-INF 
Base2 : i nj i  genng tay-w - t  wu rat 
like . that cold - IMPF-3SF foot 
+ Base2 
falling 
Resemblance clause 
A hand� to touch a snake 's skin� like that (my) foot is cold. 
(= MY foot is c� ld like the touch of a snake 's skin . ) 
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Clause constituents o f  the simile sentence 
The two constituents of the simile sentence are the infinitive complement 
(Base l )  and the resemblance clause (Basez ) .  
The infinitive complement includes a non-finite predicate which is marked 
with the infinitive marker -kfet ( freely fluctuating with the allomorph - t ) . 
This construction more frequently manifests the predicate of a purpose clause , 
and thus it will be described in more detail in conjunction with the discussion 
of the purpose clause in section 3 . 7 . 2 . 2 .  
The resemblance clause is composed of a relator or link i nj i  thus� like 
that plus an independent clause (cf . in example 402) . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2  Subord i nat i on 
Low cohesiveness 
The sentence types with a relatively low degree of internal cohesion -
paraphrase sentence , quotation sentence , alternative question sentence , and 
loosely conjoined sentence - can be compared in Table 106 . Apart from sub­
ordinating intonational patterns , they manifest minimal features of cohesion . 
Specifically , the paraphrase sentence exhibits a conjunction ; the quote formula 
of the quotation sentence is not isolable as a minimal sentence ; and the 
alternative question sentence exhibits a conjunction . The loosely conjoined 
sentence is somewhat more cohesive with a non-final clause or a general dependent 
clause manifesting the dependent base . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 1  Paraphrase sentence 
Tab l e  1 20 :  Paraphrase sentence 
Functions (+ Dependent base) R ± Link + Independent base 
intonation rising level falling 
exponents Negation clause be enough/ Positive independent 
finish 
Logical relations : Negated antonym, negated extremes . 1 3 3  
clause 
The dependent base may be repeated for encoding the relationship of negated 
extremes .  
403 . Negation CL I r 
nha i mas a t  h i ngnakah r ,  
no much not .  work 
Link 
r--1 
Negation CL 
I I 
nha i rhofra kah r ,  
no not . be . idle 
be nhofj e h i ngnayw r .  
just carefully he . works 
No� he does not work vigorously� no� he is not idle� he just works 
carefully .  
.--------�---�-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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Without repeating the dependent bas e ,  the relationship of negated antonym is 
encoded by the sentence . 
404 . Negation CL I I 
nha i feh r tufnah rfer , 
no pig he . did. not . shoot� 
No� he did not shoot a pig� 
nungwat tufnah r .  
bird shot.  he 
he shot a bird. 
Clause consti tuents of the paraphrase sentence 
The dependent base is manifested by the negation clause . The negation 
clause ,  a subtype of a negative declarative clause (cf . Table 86) digresses 
in minor ways from the general pattern of a negative clause . The negation 
function slot in a negation clause can be manifested only by the particle 
nha i no . Other negative declarative clauses only rarely employ nha i in their 
negation slot . More commonly the other negative particles occur,  i . e .  f i nj i  
not (non-future ) ,  a fe not (negative of uncertainty) and taf i te not yet . The 
preferred linear ordering of the negation function slot differs for the two 
clause types as well . The negation slot of the negation clause occurs clause­
initially ; the negation slot of a negative declarative clause tends to occur 
immediately before the verb . Of the particles manifesting the negation slots 
of these two c lause types ,  the negative particle nha i no commonly occurs as a 
minimal utterance (e . g .  as an answer to a question) . Of the other particles , 
only taf i te not yet occurs as a minimal utterance . 
Thus , the negation clause marginally contrasts with a negative indicative 
clause structurally . There are also differences in distribution , howeve r .  
That form o f  a negative indicative clause which we have termed a negation 
clause would only rarely occur in isolation as an independent clause . It  is 
subordinated by a ' suspensive ' intonational pattern in the paraphrase sentence ; 
thus , it is subordinate in the same way that a non-final clause is . 
From our discussion of the paraphrase sentence and its position in Table 
106 , it is clear that the dependent clause is subordinate to the independent 
clause only to a minimal degree . This fact is reflected in the nearly even 
distribution of communicative dynamism between the clauses . Even here , however , 
the positive statement must exhibit a greater degree of CD than the anticipatory 
negative statement . A negative statement provides the hearer with only a minimal 
amount of information , as important as that could be in a given situation , which 
prepares him to focus on the positive statement of the actual state of affairs . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 2  Quotati on sentence 
Tabl e 1 21 : Quotat i on sentence � 
1---_--,--______--.-1 
Functions + Quote formula + Quotation 
intonation level falling 
exponents Quotation clause Independent clause 
Logical relations : Direct quotation , contrary-to-fact obligation . 1 3 4 
405 . Quotation clause 
I I 
y i ma r  famu r na tndko r  k i ta-a 
man said/thought 18 there go -18 
A man said, "I am going there. " 
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Example 406 illustrates contrary-to-fact obligation interpretations of the 
quotation sentence . 
406 (a) . Quotation CL 
I I 
may- r -me - r  
say- IRR-R . P8T-38M 
fehm a - t u  - f tnah -an-m 
pigs HORT-throw-arrive-18-3PL 
He shou ld have said, "Let me shoot the pigs ".  
(= He should have shot the pigs . ) 
(b) . may - r  -me - r  fehm t u  - f t nah - rhw-an-m 
say-IRR-R. P8T-38M pigs throw-arrive-FUT-18-3PL 
He should have said, "I wil l  shoot the pigs ".  
(= He should have shot the pigs . ) 
The quotation clause is used as a rhetorical device rather than as a quotation 
introducer in example 406 above . It is described as manifesting the rhetorical 
predicate function of the contrafactual hortative in section 3 . 4 . 1 . 3 .  The 
predicate of the quotation clause (may say ) takes the irrealis form ,  but the 
clause itself must be of positive polarity . It  also takes a past tense and an 
actor marker . The predicate of the independent clause is either hortative or 
future indicative in form and may be of either polarity . It must host the 
first-person-singular actor marker . 
Clause consti tuents of the quota tion sentence 
The quote formula function of the quotation sentence is manifested by a 
quotation clause . A quotation clause consists of a predicate which is  manifested 
by may say/think ; in all other respects the clause is the same as any other 
indicative clause . 
The subordinate relationship of the quotation clause to the independent 
clause is manifested by the fact that the quotation clause cannot stand on its 
own as a minimal sentence . Functionally the quotation clause is anticipatory 
to the main assertion to be made by the speaker . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 3  Al ternat i ve quest ion sentence 
Funct:ions 
intonation 
exponents 
Tabl e 1 22 :  Al ternati ve questi on sentence 
+ Dependent base 
rising 
Non-final CL 
+ Link 
low level 
Independent clause 
whose predicate is  
manifested by  a form 
of may say/think 
( n ) o  or 
Logical relations : Alternation with two alternatives .  
+ Independent base 
falling 
Independent clause 
,------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------� 
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The alternative question is a neutral question with respect to the speaker ' s  
attitude . That is , the speaker does not have any expectancy as to the correct 
answe r ,  although he limits the range of possible answers by providing alter­
natives for the hearer to choose from . 
407 . Dep. Base Link I -; I I 
b i  fnoh- r ,  kamuk _a 1 3 5 
already died- 38M PR. say/think- 18 
Has he died, I think he remains ? 
Indep. Base I I 
te- r 
is- 38M 
(= Has he died or is he still alive ?) 
The non-final clause of the dependent base is , like a normal yes/no 
interrogative clause , morpho-syntactically indistinguishable from an independent 
declarative clause . A yes/no interrogative is intonationally marked ( c f .  
section 2 . 5 ) , but the non-final clause i n  an alternative question sentence is 
not marked intonationally as a yes/no interrogative . The non-final clause is 
marked intonationally as a yes/no interrogative . The non-final clause is marked 
with a rising ' suspensive ' intonation which is common to subordinated declarative 
clauses as well as the interrogative clauses here . 
The internal cohesion of  this sentence type , then is very weak , depending 
only on the intonational pattern on the first clause . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 4  Loosel y  conj oi ned sen tence 
Functions 
intonation 
exponents 
Tabl e 1 23 :  Loosel y  conj oi ned sentence 
(+ Dependent base) R 
non-falling 
General dependent 
clause 
Non-final clause 
+ Independent base 
falling 
Independent clause 
Logical relations : Coupling which may or may not imply temporal 
relationships , and may or may not imply efficient cause by the 
subordinate clause . 
The subordinate non-final clause may manifest a very low degree of cohesion 
with the independent clause ; example 408 manifests a non-final clause which is 
subordinated only by a ' suspensive ' level intonational pattern . 
408 . Non-final clause Non-final clause 
I I I I 
womr b i  kawhan i t r ,  womr dambu r  k i t r ,  womr t t kwanohwe r .  
another already he . is . walking, another spider going another he . is . crawling 
One is already walking, another is going (like) a spider (i . e .  creeping) ,  
(and) another is crawling. 
A higher degree of cohesion is obtained if the verb in the non-final clause 
manifests the presupposition marker and the switch reference marker . (Example 
409 (b) can be interpreted with an efficient cause relationship . )  
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409 (a)  . Non-final clause 
y i mam nakum n t t i -w -a - t  -m -m , 
men sago . palms pulverise- IMPF-PRSUP-DA-3PL-3PL 
metm nef -we -m -m . 
women strain- IMPF-3PL-3PL 
Men pulverise sago palms, (Different actor) women strain (the pulp) . 
(b) . Non-final clause 
mar r  tay -w -a - t  - r ,  y i ky i  -w -a . 
sun shine- IMPF-PRSUP-DA-3SM perspire-I�WF-1S 
The sun is shining, (Different actor) I am perspiring. /Because the 
sun is shining I am perspiring . 
The general dependent clause appears to always manifest the 
marker (PRSUP ) when occurring in the loosely conjoined sentence . 
the loosely conjoined sentence which employs a general dependent 
much internal cohesion as the sentences in example 409 . 
presupposition 
As a result , 
clause has as 
410 . 
I 
General dependent CL 
nengorf  ha - ton i t-w -a - r  -ne , kunm h i ngnaywe r .  
trucks CAUS -run - IMPF-PRSUP-3SM-G. DEP houses builds . he 
He runs (two) trucks, (and) builds houses.  
The general dependent clause can be interpreted as the reason in an efficient 
cause relationship as was the case with the non-final clause in example 409 (b) . 
The bases may occur in either order producing a reason-result of  result-reason 
relationship . 
411 (a )  • G.  DEP . Clau se 
I I 
faw - n i fha -nayay- r - n , hoe - k r i f  -we - r  
walk-unti l .  daybreak-come - 3SM-G . DEP s leep-unti l . afternoon-IMPF-3SM 
(Since) he walked coming unti l daybreak, he is s leeping until the 
afternoon . 
(b )  • G .  Dep. Clause 
I 
hoekr i fwer n i nga-k rkot  -w -a - r -n 
he . is . sleeping . unti l . afternoon eye -s leepy- IMPF-PRSUP-3SM-G . DEP 
He is s leeping unti l the afternoon (because) he is s leepy . 
Example 412 further illustrates coupling which implies sequential temporal 
relationship between the clauses . 
412 . G .  DEP . CL G .  DEP . CL G .  DEP .  CL . 
I I I I rl __ -=-.:'---.::.=:....:...--=.:=..c:... __ ---, 
hoe - r  -n s i na - r  -n , yaw - n i mbho-han i - r  -n , 
sleep- 3SM-G . DEP rise- 3SM-G . DEP walk-piece -PROG-3SM-G. DEP 
He s lept, arose, walked a short distance, (and) arrived. 
High cohesi veness 
me - f tnah - r .  
ELEv-arrive- 3SM 
Sentences with a high degree of cohesion approach an area of indeterminacy 
where it is difficult to determine whether the sentence or clause is the mos t  
appropriate level for describing the relationships between clauses . Two sen­
tence types will be discussed in this section , the tightly conjoined sentence 
and the reason sentence . In the next section , clauses exhibiting an even 
greater degree of dependency ,  time and purpose adverbial clauses ,  will be 
,--------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------,. 
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discussed . Adverbial clauses and other subordinate clauses in sentences with a 
high degree of cohesion all tend to encode backgrounded or old information in 
the sentence . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 5  Ti ghtly conj oi ned sentence 
The tightly conJoined sentence is similar to the loosely conjoined 
sentence , differing only in the degree of internal cohesion and flexibility of 
semantic encoding . 
Tab l e  1 24 :  Tightly  conj o i ned sentence 
Functions (+ Dependent base) R + Independent base 
intonation rising falling 
exponents Truncated clause Indpendent clause 
Logical relation : Coupling which may or may not imply temporal 
relationships . 
The truncated clause manifests a high degree of cohesion with the indepen­
dent clause . Some of its features of dependency are as follows : it is not 
isolable as a minimal sentence , inasmuch as its predicate lacks tense and the 
actor pronominal aff1x , aspect , and mode marking . The truncated clause must 
have the same tense , actor , aspect , and mode , as the independent clause . 
413 . Truncated clause 
i I 
rpa w i k r  h i ngna , worn w i k r roh - foray-w -a 
one week work another week sitting-empty- IMPF-1S 
(I) work for one week, another week I remain idle . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . 6  Reason sentence 
The reason sentence itself fulfills an important role in the cohesiveness 
of discourse . The subordinate clause of the reason sentence manifests a pro­
verb which recapitulates the previous sentence as the reason for the predi­
cation of the main clause . 
Functions 
intonation 
exponents 
Tabl e 1 25 :  Reason sentence 
+ Recapitulation base 
rising 
Reason subordinate 
clause 
Logical relation : Efficient cause . 
+ Independent base 
falling 
Independent clause 
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In example 414 , the reason sentence follows a sentence as it  would in discourse . 
414 . y i ra buga- m fa - me - r -m . 
fish all -3PL eat-R . PST-3SM-3PL 
Reason sentence 
I 
t nd-net - r -n , ya t i  - fa -me - r . 
OEM-do -3SM-G . OEP stomach-eat-R . PST-3SM 
He ate all  of the fish. He did that (therefore) ,  he had a stomach ache . 
Clause constituents of the reason sentence 
The reason subordinate clause is a formulaic subtype of the general 
dependent clause . The demonstrative is incorporated into the predicate which 
is manifested by the pro-verb net do .  The pro-verb manifests the actor suffix 
followed by the linking marker -ne . 
Syntactically , the subordinate clause is dependent upon the main clause by 
its subordinated form . Semantically only old information , known from the 
immediate linguistic context , can be encoded by the subordinate clause . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 3  Compl ementat i on 
Complementation may be defined as the complementing or completing relation­
ship of a sentential unit to the main verb of the sentence . This type of 
relationship is handled in a number of ways in Alamblak with little recourse to 
the notion of complementation in the analysis ; one type of dependent clause , the 
infinitive clause and a subtype of i t ,  the purpose clause ,  may be best 
described as bearing a complementation relationship to the main predicate . 
The infinitive clause functions dependently as a complement clause or 
independently as a paragraph or discourse topic sentence or expressing a 
customary event or state . In all of its functions time deixis is not important 
and often participants are either incidental or backgrounded vis-a-vis the 
event or state itself . Accordingly , the predicate of the infinitive clause 
lacks tense and actor or undergoer markers . It  comprises only a stem with 
optional prefixes plus the infinitive suffix . 
Tab l e  1 26 :  I nfi n i ti ve verb 
Functions ± Elevational + Nucleus + Infinitive 
exponents Elevational One or more -kfet � - t  
prefixes juxtaposed 
( v .  Table 7 1 )  verb stems 
The dependent infinitive clause functions as a complement of the main verb 
in the matrix clause as in example 415 . The infinitive verb signals the comple­
ment function without the aid of complementiser particles or other subordinators . 
As with other embedded clauses clausal arguments may be incorporated into the 
verb or genitivised (cf . sections 3 . 3 . 1 . 3  and 3 . 7 . 1  for discussions of these 
processes) . 
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415 ( a) . INF CL 
na i Rj i  waRf tnahmeant ba r i rpat rhu -haku - t o 
lS thus hear. arrive . R. Past . 1S . 3SF lake . only remain-always- INF 
Thus, I have heard it up to now (that) it is always only a lake . 
(b)  • INF CL 
I i 
nanho wu rat Kt f i wt Yamkoptn tho nayay- Kfet , 
lS . GEN foot speak . PRES . 3SF Amongabi . GEN come -INF 
(If/when) (my) foot speaks [ =when/if I like ] to come 
I wi U come . 
nayayrhwa . 
come . FUT . 1S 
to Amongabi, 
In lieu of a systematic analysis of Alarnblak discourses in this study , the 
other functions of the infinitive clause will be illustrated here . The infini­
tive form is used as a paragraph or discourse topic sentence in all types of 
discourse genre as in example 416 . 
416 . INF CL 
I 
ne b i  yenetene , be . Nanho Y i famtmampne teh - Kfet . 
10 noW child. poss . COP . 10 enough . lS . GEN parents . with stand-INF 
(When) we have chi ldren now, that 's all . (Then) staying [ =living ] with 
my parents !  
The infinitive clause is frequently employed i n  procedural and hortative 
discourse genres where tense reference is incidental and often the participants 
are secondary to the event being described . Use of the infinitive is one 
strategy for reducing the prominence of the actor , much as the passive does in 
other languages ( example 4l7 (b» . 
4l7 ( a) • INF CL 
I I 
ne nenga ma ru yakn i hate , y i famtmamn hembre - Kfet yohrn . 
10 plate money get . go . SA parents . EMF put . into-INF string . bag. in 
We, having gotten and taken the money p late, (our) PARENTS put (it) 
into a string bag. 
(b ) . INF CL 
I I 
Tas-hate  ye - Kfet . 
cut-SA eat- INF 
Having cut up the meat, (it) is eaten . 
These uses of the infinitive in independent clauses employ the same form as in 
its dependent complement use . Pragmatically , the work it does of focussing on a 
tenseless event or state is accomplished well in both cases . 
The purpose clause , a subtype of the infinitive clause , also functions as 
a complement in a matrix clause . It is discussed along with adverbial clauses 
in the next section . 
Many cases of complementation in English are equivalent to dependent 
clauses manifesting a function within the noun phrase in Alamblak . Thus the 
nominal clause (v .  section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 )  manifesting the nuclear function is used 
in Alamblak for constructions such as , ' his going to school ' in ' I  desire his 
going to school . '  A relative clause (v . section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4 )  or a direct 
quotation ( cf . the Quotation sentence in section 3 . 6 . 2 . 2 )  or a juxtaposed but 
intonationally integrated copulative clause ( cf . section 3 . 3 . 2 . 1 ) may be 
employed in Alarnblak for ' that ' complements in English , e . g . , 
4l8 (a )  . 
(b) • 
G .  Rel . CL 
I 
na kun t  h i ngname mf rek f fef-t  
l S  house buiZt taZk - 3SF 
I heard the taZk (that) I buiZt 
wanuya 
I. heard 
a house . 
COP CL 
y i ma r wan -ak -me - r  - r  b i  b f rbe-e - r .  
man hear-get-R . PST-3SM-3SM now near -COP-3SM 
The man heard him now he is near-by . 
(= The man heard him (that) he (was) near-by . )  
3 . 7  More on dependent c l auses 
3 . 7 . 0  Introducti on 
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Dependent clauses have been described in section 3 . 6 . 2  under coordination 
and subordination . In this chapter other dependent clauses which are typically 
not sentence constituents are discussed . These , called embedded clauses ,  
include time clauses , relative clauses , the purpose clause and nominal clauses . 
The discussion will include a description of syntactic and semantic structur�s 
as well as a section on coreference between clauses . 
3 . 7 . 1  Embedded c l auses 
Embedded clauses contrast both structurally and distributionally with 
subordinate clauses .  Distributionally embedded clauses may (or must) occur as 
constituents of phrase or clause level constructions . The term subordination 
has been reserved for a relationship which holds between clauses on the sentence 
level . 
Structurally , embedded clauses are the least sentential of the dependent 
clauses in that they exhibit a lesser degree of independence from the main 
clause to which they are associated ; in other words , there is a greater degree 
of cohesion between embedded clauses and the main clause of the sentence . 
Phonologically , embedded clauses are usually thoroughly integrated within the 
matrix clause whereas subordinate clauses within the sentence are marked with a 
' suspensive ' intonational pattern (cf . section 2 . 4 ) which potentially includes 
a pause following the clause . structural features of subordinate clauses and 
three embedded clauses and the degrees of cohesion which characterise them can 
be reviewed in Table 106 . 
Functionall y ,  some of the embedded clauses parallel subordinate clauses in 
terms of encoding old and/or backgrounded information in the claus e ,  e . g .  time 
clauses and relative clauses . Other embedded clauses , viz . the purpose 
clause and nominal clauses cannot be particularly associated with either 
backgrounded or fore grounded information . Thi s  is true even though they exhibit 
the greatest degree of structural cohesion within the clause , which tends to 
correlate with a low degree of communicative dynamism in subordinate clauses 
and other embedded clauses .  
Embedded clauses are compared according to their salient structural 
features in Table 127 . 
r-------------- -------- - ---------------------- - -------------------------------------______
____
________
__ 
,. 
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Tab l e  1 27 :  Embedded cl auses 
Non-finite No pronominal Noun Genitivised 
suffixes incorporation nouns 
5 1  M .  Time CL - X - -
5E Q .  Time CL X X - -
Ge neral �L 
X - X -
cl ause 
(N on) -P055D . 
X X X 
difier 
-
mo 
Pu rpose �L 
X X X X 
cl ause 
Pu rpose clause X X X X 
No minal CL X X X X 
Embedded clauses 1) typically exhibit a non-finite verb form, without 
actor and undergoer pronominal markers (cf . 3 . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 ) , 2) potentially 
incorporate nouns into the verb (cf . 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 ) , and 3) potentially employ 
genitive forms of noun phrases corresponding to nuclear NP ' s  of independent 
clauses . These features contrast with independent clauses which do not have 
genitivised nuclear NP ' s ,  and they tend to neither exhibit non-finite verbs 
nor incorporate nouns into the verb , but they do employ person markers .  By 
these features , then , the embedded clauses near the top of Table 127 are the 
most sentential . The relative clauses ( including the (non) -possessed modifier )  
and nominal clauses are described i n  section 3 . 2 .  The others , i . e .  the 
adverbial clauses , are described in the next section . 
The phenomenon of noun incorporation is discussed in section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 ,  for 
both independent and embedded clauses . The pattern of genitivisation is 
basically that the nuclear noun phrase which is least accessible to verbal 
cross-referencing in independent clauses is most accessible to genitivisation 
in embedded clauses . Formally , an ergative pattern is followed with subjects 
of intransitives and obj ects of transitives being optionally marked with the 
genitive ( i . e .  possessive )  marker . with three-place predicates , the outer 
obj ect ( i . e .  ' patient ' noun) is marked with the genitive . If  both the inner 
object ( i . e .  ' benefactive ' or ' recipient ' noun) and outer object  are manifested , 
the inner obj ect will be genitivised only if the outer object is incorporated 
into the verb , which is the typical case if there are two or three arguments 
extant in the clause . The nominal clause varies slightly from this pattern as 
discussed in section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 6 . 2 .  Noun phrases with peripheral semantic roles 
( i . e .  locationals , etc . )  may occur as an outer object in the genitive form if 
one of the two object positions is available . Thus , syntactic doubling of 
genitivised objects is disallowed . 
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3 . 7 . 2  Adverb i al cl auses 
Adverbial clauses are a part of the setting of either sentences or clauses , 
i . e .  they provide a temporal reference for or indicate the purpose of the main 
predication . 1 3 6 Temporal clauses manifest a sentential adverbial function as 
readily as they do a clausal adverbial function . The purpose clause on the 
other hand seems to function only on the clause level . 
3 . 7 . 2 . 1  Ti me cl auses 
Two types of time clauses are distinguished by verbal affixes , the 
simultaneous clause and the sequence clause . One form of the general dependent 
clause which relates to the main clause by expressing temporal overlap will be 
discussed here as well . 
Time clauses have been compared with other embedded clauses in Table 1 2 7 . 
According to the parameters of Table 127 , time clauses are the most sentential 
of the embedded clauses in Alarnblak . According to the degrees of cohesiveness 
outlined in Table 106 , on the other hand , time clauses are among the least 
sentential ( i . e .  the least independent) of the subordinate clauses . Time 
clauses can be located , then , midway between those clauses which are typical 
sentence constituents and those which are typical clause constituents . 
Time clauses occur sentence-initially or finally . In their most common, 
initial position , they manifest a ' suspensive ' rising intonation . In a final 
position , they manifest a final intonation following a clause which also 
manifests a final intonation ;  this indicates that the sentence-final position 
functions as an afterthought or clarification position . 
3 . 7 . 2 . 1 . 1  S i mu l taneous c l ause 
The non-verbal constituents of a simultaneous clause are the same as those 
of an independent clause . The predicate manifests all of the elements of the 
predicate of an independent clause except that the terminal actor and undergoer 
pronominal affixes are replaced by the subordinating suffix -hat  (non-future) ,  
- thombat ( future) . 
The subordinating suffix of the simUltaneous clause relates the times of 
the main predicate and the dependent predicate as being overlapping or 
sequentially juxtaposed . With the present tense , and the imperfective aspect ,  
the notion of universal temporal quantifier ( e . g .  ' whenever ' )  may be expressed 
as well . With future time reference (manifested by the - thomba t  form without 
a tense marker on the verb) the clause may express either temporal overlap or 
conditionality (e . g .  ' while ' ,  ' when ' ,  or ' if ' ) .  
Simultaneous clauses are illustrated in example 4 19 with different tenses . 
419 (a )  . SIM CL 
I I 
n i ke h i ngna-me -hat , h + t i -me -an-ke 
you . PL work -R . PST-SIM see -R. PST-1S-2PL 
Whi Ze you (pl ) worked, I saw you (pl ) . 
r-------�-------------
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419  (b )  • 
( c )  • 
SIM CL 
I 
y i mam noh-han i t -we -hat , worn km i t  
people die-PRoG -IMPF-SIM another place 
Whenever people continue dying, we go to 
SIM CL 
I 
y i mar  nayay - thombat ,  ma ruham h i rah rnem 
k i t-we - nem 
go -IMPF-1PL 
another place . 
man come -SIM money give . FUT . 3SM . 1PL 
When/if the man comes, he wil l  give us money . 
Simul tanei ty wi th the general dependent clause 
A general dependent clause , whose predicate manifests a verbal (non) ­
possessed modifier (v .  Table 42 ) , provides an orientation which is simultaneous 
with the main clause . It may or may not be interpreted as the efficient cause 
of the main clause . 
420 (a)  • 
(b)  • 
G .  DEP Clause 
I 
(Non) -Possd Mod . 
I I 
hoay -e t - r  -ne , kunt f i nj i  fknay- r  - fe -a 
s leep-possD-3SM-G. DEP house not enter- IRR-I . PST-1S 
Whi le/since he (was) s leeping, I did not enter the house. 
G. DEP Clause 
nerw i t g u r  - hayn-et - r  -n , yar i m- f t nah -me -m y i mam . 
s lit . gong beat-PROG-POSSD-3SM-G . DEP ELEV -arrive-R. PST-3PL men 
While he was beating the drum, the men arrived. 
3 . 7 . 2 . 1 . 2  Sequence cl ause 
The non-verbal constituents of a sequence clause are the same as those of 
an independent clause . The predicate is non-finite and manifests the subordi­
nating suffix -hate in place of actor and undergoer pronominal suffixe s .  This 
suffix indicates that the time of the main clause follows that of the dependent 
clause . The suffix also functions as a switch reference marker indicating same 
actor ( SA) . 1 3 7 
421  (a ) . 
(b) • 
SEQ Clause I 
rem km i - t hef -m y i - ha te , kemb rur skunet-me -m - r . 
they p lace-resident- 3PL gO-SA possum singe -R . PST-3PL-3SM 
They, the vil lagers, after having gone, singed the possum. 
SEQ Clause SEQ Clause I I I 
skunet -buga-hate , r fetoa-e n i nget-hate , tas - hayn-me -m - r .  
singe -al l  -SA leaves-INS scrape-SA carve (meat)-PROG-R. PST-3PL-3SM 
After having thoroughly singed (him),  after having scraped (him) with 
leaves, they carved him up. 
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3 . 7 . 2 . 2  Purpose c l ause 
By its structural and phonological features coupled with its semantic 
function , the purpose clause is best analysed as a constituent of a clause 
rather than a constituent of a sentence . Structurally , the purpose clause is 
among the least sentential of Alamblak clause types ( c f .  Tables 106 and 127 ) . 
Phonologically , it is the only subordinate clause in Table 106 which manifests 
neither a clause-final nor a non-final subordinating intonational pattern . 
It is , in contrast to the other subordinate clauses , thoroughly integrated 
phonologically into the clause with which it occurs . When it occurs in the 
periphery of the main clause (either before or after the predicate) ,  there is 
no potential for pause to set it apart from the main predicate . Syntactically , 
the purpose clause may occur within the independent clause , which is evidence 
of its status as an embedded clause . 
Semantically , the purpose clause expres ses the purpose or goal of its 
assoc iated predicate but does not do the same for a sentence ( i . e .  a main 
clause with its associated subordinate clauses ) . Functionally , in terms of 
communicative dynamism, the purpose clause does not parallel sentential 
subordinate clauses .  It was indicated in section 3 . 6 . 1  that an increase in 
cohesion tends to correlate with a differentiation of CD (with the subordinate 
clause presenting back grounded or entirely given information) .  The purpose 
clause , however , which is the most tightly bound of the dependent clauses , 
typically encodes new information with no apparent difference in backgrounding 
in comparison to the main predicate . I t  is concluded , therefore , that the 
purpose clause is best analysed as a clause constituent with a purpose-complement 
function within the clause . 
Functions I (Peripheral 
functions)  
exponents (cf . clause 
periphery 
in sect . 3 . 4 ) 
Tabl e 1 28 :  Purpose cl ause 
+/± (+ Subj . ± In . Obj . 
r :: l 0GEN . NP� 
± Out . Obj . + Predicate 
infinitive 
verb 
Notes : The +/± notation indicates that a nuclear NP either must occur , 
or may not occur . More explicity , a one-place verb does not 
require a nuclear NP to be manifested but a multi-place verb does . 
The purpose clause i s  a subtype of the infinitive complement (section 
3 . 6 . 2 . 3 ) . On the one hand , the predicates of the two constructions are the 
same ; they are non-finite and they both manifest the infinitive ( subordinating) 
suffix -kfet � - t  in place of actor and undergoer suffixes . On the other hand , 
the nominal constituents of the two constructions tend to assume different forms . 
The nuclear participants of the infinitive complement do not as often assume a 
genitive form as they do in the purpose clause . 
The more general infinitive clause may function syntactically either 
.--------------------- ---------------------------------------
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independently or dependently . Its semantic functions are more general than the 
specific purpose clause . 
422 (a ) . 
(b) • 
(c )  • 
(d)  • 
PUR CL 
yuk - t  k i t -w - a .  
bathe-INF go -IMPF-1S 
I am going to bathe . 
PUR CL 
I ( 
k i t-w-a yuk- t .  
I am going to bathe . 
PUR CL 
yen r feh- r - ho h + t i - k + fe t  nayay -we - r  
ehild pig- 3SM-GEN see - INF eome - IMPF-3SM 
A ehild is eoming to see a pig . 
wa - ha - n i - twa - n -m 
IMPER-CAUS-go - FUT . IRR. IMP /HOR-2S-3PL 
PUR CL 
rem metm wuska - r-oh w i kna-hay-kfet 
they women things-3-GEN . PL buy -BEN-INF 
You take them for them to buy things for women . 
3 . 7 . 3  Rol e  s tructure of dependent cl auses 
Embedded clauses (Table 127 ) , adverbial c lauses , and two subordinate 
clauses (viz . the truncated clause and the infinitive complement) lack semantic 
role encoding suffixes on the verb . The roles of the participants of the 
clauses ,  therefore , must either be identified in some other way , or they must 
remain unmarked requiring interpretation according to context . In general , 
the role encoding systems in these clauses will not be as precise as that of 
independent clauses ;  more cases of structural ambiguity are allowed in 
subordinate c lauses where there are potentially more contextual clues for 
identifying the roles of the participants . There are three mechanisms for 
encoding role structure in these clauses , word order , genitive case marking 
on nuclear participants , and rules of coreference between the actor participants 
of the dependent and independent clause . 
3 . 7 . 3 . 1  Word order 
The word order in the dependent clauses under investigation is employed to 
encode the role structure of the clause . The rule specifies that the left-most 
nuclear NP is the actor . This ordering convention is strict in most of the 
clauses with some freedom in ordering in relative clauses . Recall that the left­
most NP in independent clauses is also the actor except in a minority of cases 
where the referential structure overrides that convention.  This word order 
rule is evident even in sequence time clauses ( example 423) , which have another 
means of identifying the actor participant , i . e .  by identifying the actor as 
being coreferential with the actor of the independent clause . 
423 (a ) . 
(b) . 
I 
(Actor ) 
I I 
SEQ Clause 
feh- t  v i rna - r  h t t i -hate v i -me - t  
pig- 3SF person-3SM see -SA gO-R . PST-3SF 
The pig� having seen the man� ( same actor) 
(= Having seen the man� the pig went . )  
SEQ Clause 
(Actor) 
I I 
*v i ma - r  feh- t  h t t i - ha te 
person- 3sM pig- 3sF see -SA 
v i -me - t  
gO-R . PST-3SF 
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went . 
Example (b) is  ungrammatical since the actor of the sequence clause , ' pig ' ,  
does not occur to the left of the undergoer ( 'man ' ) .  Feh - t  pig , which is 
concordant with the actor marker of the independent verb , is  identified as the 
actor by the same actor suffix ( hate) on the dependent verb . 
Word order , though strict in many dependent clauses , does not often identify 
the participant roles , since dependent clauses seldom manifest the entire set of 
participants in the clause . 
3 . 7 . 3 . 2  Gen i t i ve case mark i ng 
The genitive case marking on clausal participants is  another means of 
encoding the role structure . The general pattern has been discussed in section 
3 . 7 . 1 .  In general , the noun phrase which is least accessible to verbal cross­
referencing in independent clauses ( according to the actor and undergoer 
selectional hierarchies , cf . section 3 . 5 . 2 . 1 )  is the most likely to take the 
genitive form in dependent clauses . The occurrences of genitive noun phrases 
are summarised for the purpose relative clause , nominal clause and purpose 
clause in Tables 41 and 49 ( in section 3 . 2 ) , and in Table 128 , respectively . 
The selection of the genitive NP constituent is  not a strict syntactic rule 
based on a hierarchy of grammatical relations , since variation can occur . 
Usually , however ,  the genitive will occur on the non-actor if there is  more 
than one nuclear NP in the clause . The factors (e . g .  referential factors) 
which impinge on the general pattern have not been identified at this stage . 
See example of the purpose relative clause , nominal clause and purpose clause 
for illustrations of genitive NP ' s  in dependent clauses . 
3 . 7 . 3 . 3  Coreference between c l auses 
3 . 7 . 3 . 3 . 1  Covert coreference constrai nts 
Coreferencing constraints between dependent and independent clauses is  the 
third means of encoding the role structure of clauses which manifest neither 
the actor and undergoer markers ,  nor the participant NP ' s . In transformational 
terms , these constraints describe processes of coreferential deletion . 
Rules of covert coreference are governed by the predicates involved in 
both dependent and independent clauses . Some predicates imply a change of 
actors unless otherwise indicated by overt reference ; others imply identical 
actors ;  and others are neutral . 
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Predica tes which anticipate a change o f  actors 
Some main clause predicates are undergoer-focal i they anticipate 
undergoer to be the actor of the dependent predicate unless the actor 
spec ified otherwise . These predicates include multi-place verbs such 
following : 
424 (a)  • 
dndaw 
d t  i wen 
kfe- rafe 
kfe-yf i fak 
beg 
ask 
forbid 
entice 
r--------------------------, 
In . Obj . 
I 
U 
.----, 
y i faemr yenm kfe -yf i fak- rah - r  - m 
father children talk-entice-FUT-3SM-3PL 
Act 
r--t 
Nominal Clause 
y i -nef- t . 
gO-NOM-3SF 
the 
is 
as the 
¢ sku r - r  - ho 
¢ schoo l-3SM-GEN 
Father wi l l  entice the children; (about) (their) going (to) schoo l .  
(b) • PUR Clause 
U Act 
11 r--t 
yent dndaw-t -a  ¢ wuska - r-oh w i  kna-kfet 
child demand- 3SF-1S ¢ things-3-GEN . PL buy - INF 
A child demanded me (for me) to buy things. 
Predica tes which anticipate the same actors 
Some main clause predicates are actor-focal in that they anticipate the 
actor to also be the actor of the dependent clause unless a different actor is 
specified . These predicates include one-place verbs and many multi-placed verbs 
such as these : 
425 (a ) . 
(b)  • 
duka 
wofn 
y i  
muh 
t u f t nah 
think/remember 
want 
go 
climb 
shoot 
PUR Clause 
A Act 
r--t r-t 
kun - ko wa - i  -ke ¢ hoay - kfet 
house-AL IMPER gO-2PL ¢ sleep- INF 
You (pl) go to a house (for you pl) to s leep. 
Nominal Clause 
A Act 
r1 r--t 
duka -neh tay -a ¢ yemre- r-oh ye -nef-t 
think-deliberate- 1S ¢ meat - 3 -GEN . PL eat-NoM-3SF 
I debated (about) (my ) eating the meat.  
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Predicates which do not anticipate the actor 
Other predicates are neutral with respect to the anticipation of the actor 
of the dependent clause . 
426 (a )  . 81M Clause 
I 
metm wan -an-m ¢ nua t ye -ha t 
women hear- 18- 3PL ¢ food eat-81M 
I heard women whiZe ( {I was } ) eating food. they were 
(b) • PUR Clause 
I 
y i mam wa -han -n  -m ¢ ma ruha- r-oh 
IMPER-take- 2S-3PL ¢ money -3-GEN . PL get-INF 
I 
yak-kfth 
men 
Take { them } the men (for ) to get money . you 
In these cases with neutral predicates , the identification of actor of the 
dependent clause is dependent upon the context and/or combinations of sentence 
elements , e . g .  
427 . dbehna y i mam wa -han - n  -m 
sick men IMPER-take-28-3pL 
PUR Clause 
¢ heh ram - pa - r-oh yak-kfet 
¢ medicine- deriv . of-3-GEN . PL get- INF 
I 
You take the sick men (for them) to get medicine . 
3 . 7 . 3 . 3 . 2  Overt coreference and swi tch reference 
In the last section we have discussed dependent clauses with reduced 
verbs ( i . e .  verbs with no actor or undergoer markers ) .  In this  section we 
examine some of the relationships between clauses with fully inflected 
predicates . The switch-reference system which will be discussed in the final 
section includes both cases ;  in one case the dependent verb is fully inflected 
and in the other it is not . 
Overt Coreference 
The verbal pronominal suffixes coreference participants which are 
identifiable either in the linguistic discourse or in the situational context . 
In general there are no syntactic constraints on when verbal pronominal 
suffixes may be employed as the only means of referencing the most prominent 
participants in a given clause . For this reason most two-place clauses do 
not manifest both subj ect and inner object NP ' s  in the clause . Often neither 
is expressed . There are restrictions , however ,  with the less naturally salient 
participants , i . e .  those manifesting orientation roles in the clause . Predi­
cates of case frames 1 and 2 (Table 101) potentially coreference orientation 
roles with the undergoer suffix as nuclear roles . The verbal pronominal suffix 
may be the sole reference to these participants in a clause only if the noun 
phrase which is  coreferenced is  extant in the same clause or an associated clause 
of the same sentence . Thus , the sentence unit is the limit of the scope of 
pronominal suffixes which are coreferencing participants with orientation roles . 
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For example , if a location is  identified in one sentence (e . g .  a single 
independent clause such as 428 (a »  the verbal pronominal suffix cannot 
coreference it in a subsequent sentence ( example 428 (b» . The location NP 
must  be repeated in the next sentence if it is to be coreferenced on the verb 
as a nuclear participant (e . g .  example ( c » . 
428 (a ) . km i Yamkop i n- ko y i -me -a . 
(b )  • 
( c )  • 
p lace Amongabi-AL gO-R . PST-1S 
I went to Amongabi vil lage . 
A U 
11 r-t  
"'Dbehna-me -an-t  
sick - R . PST-1S-3SF 
*I was sick at it 
r--------------------, 
In . Obj . (Loc)  A U 
I I 11 r-1  
fnd  km i - t  dbehna-me -an-t  
DEM p lace-3sF sick -R. PST-1S-3SF 
I was sick (at)  the p lace . 
If , however ,  the location is identified in a dependent clause , it may be 
coreferenced by the pronominal suffix without repeating the NP in the indepen­
dent clause . 
429 (a )  . SEQ Clause A U 
I I r-r r-1 
(b) • 
( c )  • 
km i Yamkop i n-ko y i -hate , dbehna-me -an-t  
p lace Amongabi-AL gO-SA sick -R . PST-1S-3SF 
Having gone to Amongabi vil lage, I was sick (at)  it . 
General Dependent Clause 
I I 
b ro 
big 
km i - rrl teh -me -w -a -m -ne , 
place- � standing-R. PST-IMPF-PRSUP-3PL-G . DEP 
yha 
time 
They 
sick 
A U 
r-1 r-T 
yha -m dbehna-me -w -m - rr-l  
time-3PL sick -R . PST-IMPF-3PL- � 
were remaining (at) the big place, (and) 
continual ly (at) it . 
Non-final Clause 
they were being 
A I  
b ro km i - r yawy-m r i  - dbehna-ak -me -w -a - t -� 
big place- 3SM dog -3PL ELEv-sick -INCH-R . PST-IMPF-PRSUP-DA-3PL 
A U 
rr rr 
y i ma-m dbehna-me -w -m - rrl  
man -3PL sick -R . PST- IMPF - 3PL- � 
Dogs were getting sick (at ) the big place (DIFFERENT ACTOR) , (and) 
people were sick (at) it . 
This  constraint on the anaphoric use of the undergoer pronominal suffix 
may be explained by Givon ' s  (1976)  discussion on grammatical agreement . He 
demonstrated the existence of a general implicational hierarchy of types of 
NP ' s  which are likely to govern verb agreement , e . g .  
Indefinite obj . ) definite obj . ) subj ect 
He argues that such a hierarchy is governed by a "universal hierarchy of 
topicality ,  i . e .  the likelihood of various NP arguments being the topic of 
sentences , and more particularly the topic in topic-shift constructions" 
(Givon 1976 : 152 ) . He suggests that three factors interact to determine the 
topicality of NP ' s ,  natural topicality ( e . g .  human > non-human) ,  discourse 
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or referentiality ( e . g .  definite > indefinite ) and semantic case role prominence 
(e . g .  agent > dative > accusative) .  
The hypothesis that verb agreement markers derive from topic-shifted 
constructions cannot be pursued here . We have seen , however , that the factors 
of referentiality discussed by Givon are involved in the verbal pronominal 
system in Alamblak . The undergoer selection hierarchy ( section 3 . 5 . 2 . 1 ) 
governs the coreferencing of NP ' s  according to semantic role prominence .  The 
constraints on the scope of the undergoer suffix discussed here seem likely to 
be related to the natural topicality of NP ' s  in a discourse . NP ' s  which are 
locational or temporal settings of a discourse are not usually a focus of 
interest in a discourse . Therefore , if they are selected as a focus of interest 
and thus marked as a nuclear participant by the undergoer suffix , they must also 
be manifested by a noun phrase in the same sentence . 
Swi tch reference 
We turn now to the switch reference system which operates between dependent 
and independent clauses . This system monitors the actors of the clauses of a 
sentence as being different or the same . The different actor marker ( DA) occurs 
on the fully inflected predicate of non-final and general dependent clauses . 
The same actor marker (SA) occurs on the predicate of a sequence clause which 
is not marked with actor or undergoer suffixes .  
The switch-reference system must be specified as monitoring actors between 
clause s rather than subjects . In section 3 . 5 . 2 . 3  the notion of subj ect was 
analysed in terms of role , reference , and perspective . In that discussion the 
actor NP and not the referentially prominent NP was seen to control switch 
reference . Example 382 in section 3 . 5  is repeated here as example 430 (a ) . 
430 ( a )  . 
(b)  • 
r-------------------� 
Actor (For ) A U 
I r-T r-T 
y i ma - r  nung ram- t ktna-me - t  - t - r ,  
person-3sM throat - 3SF dry -R . PST-DA- 3SF -3SM 
A 
r-T 
bupa -m fu t -me - rrl 
water-3PL drink-R . PST- � 
A man was dry because of (his )  throat ( DIFFERENT ACTOR) (and) he 
drank water. 
Subj . (Act ) A Actor A U 
I I 1 1 I r-T r-T  
na h i ngna-me - t  -�' mefha - t  fa -me - rrI -a 
lS work -R. PST-DA- lS head -3SF eat (= ache) -R . PST- � -lS 
I worked ( DIFFERENT ACTOR) , and then) (my ) head hurt me . 
NOTES 
1 .  The name Sepik Hill derives from the fact that most of the Sepik Hill 
languages are spoken in the foothill region between the central range and 
the flood plain of the Sepik River . The actual area presently inhabited by 
the Sepik Hill peoples extends from the Karawari River in the east to the 
Wogamus and Leonard Schultze Rivers in the west,  with the southern-most 
group (of Hewa speakers )  located across the central range in the Southern 
Highlands and the Enga Provinces (cf . Map 1 p . 16 ) . 
2 .  Although a detailed dialect survey has not yet been conducted , it is clear 
from observations made on informal visits and from comparisons of texts 
collected throughout the Alamblak area that these two dialects are clearly 
defined and that only minor differences exist between communalects within 
these two major dialects . Both dialects were recognised in Dye , Townsend , 
and Townsend ( 1968) and they were first given the above names in Bruce 
( 1975 )  . 
3 .  The Alamblak equivalent of Karawari is Bohnmayrt ( [ bo�+n + ' maRYs J ) , which 
Haberland recorded as bogonomari in 1966 (p . 3 5 )  and as bogon�mali in 
1974 ( p . 4 ) . 
4 .  The Alamblak equivalent of Wagupmer i  is  Bhopmarir ( [ bO�op ' ma r L R ] ) , which . " 
Haberland ( 1974 : 4 )  has recorded as bogopmali . 
5 .  The term ' grammar ' is used here in the broad sense , which includes a 
phonological as well as a syntactic component . 
6 .  These notions have been discussed recently in conjunction with the notion 
of subject by Schachter ( 1977 ) , Foley and Van Valin ( 1977 ) , Olson ( 1976) , 
Zubin ( 1976) , and others . Van Valin and Foley ( 1979)  have attempted to 
integrate these notions into a theory of language , termed role and reference 
grammar , which has been a major source for section 3 . 5 .  
That the notion of subj ect is a multi-factor notion is not new . Halliday 
( 1970 : 164 ) , for example , analysed the traditional subj ect as a complex of 
four possible functions . 
7 .  E laboration of these and other features of tagmemics may be found in Pike 
( 1967 ) , Pike ( 1976 ) , Pike and Pike ( 1977 )  and Longacre ( 1965 ,  1976 ) . See 
Waterhouse ( 1974 )  for an annotated bibliography . 
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8 .  More recently the semantic hierarchy has been termed the ' relational 
hierarchy ' in Pike and Pike ( 1977 : 3 ) . 
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9 .  See Glover ( 1974)  for a formulation of the semantic hierarchy as applied 
to Gurung (Nepal) . See also Pike ( 1976)  for more recent work on the 
semantic hierarchy . 
10 . Longacre ( 1976 : 262-71 )  has developed an elaborate theory of exponence to 
allow for these patterns of distribution . 
1 1 . Franklin discusses this question as a controversy which is  not new to 
tagmemics . He cites Merrifield ( 1967 : 49ff) and Longacre as tagmemicists 
who have argued for keeping "much of the information from the lexical 
hierarchy included in dictionar ies , not the grammar" (Franklin ( 1969 : 17 ) . 
1 2 .  Some o f  the segments on Table 3 are not specified for important features 
which distinguish major allophones .  This  i s  not meant to constitute a 
claim about the phonetic content of the phoneme in the mind of the speaker . 
It  merely reflects the indeterminacy of the full phonetic specification of 
certain phonemes abstracted from their linguistic context .  For example ,  
peripheral fricatives are unspecified for voicing being manifested 
phonetically as voiced or voiceless in certain contexts . 
Other segments on Table 3 are not specified for important features in the 
system where those features are redundant , i . e .  not distinctive for those 
segments .  For example ,  voicelessness is a redundant feature for medial 
fricatives . 
For the sake or readibility phonetic symbols will be used freely as 
abbreviations for sets of features . 
13 . The symbolisation [ ·u ]  indicates a phonetically short vocoid . All instances 
of [ t ]  and [ u ]  are phonetically short and thus will not need to be marked 
as such in future transcriptions . 
14 . Peripheral fricatives do not cluster on the - surface . This  restriction is  
analysed as a phonotactic constraint requiring vowel epenthesis to  separate 
the fricative s .  Following the phonotactic rule the assimilation rule 
applies , voicing the segments in question . This phenomenon is discussed in 
section 2 . 3 . 2 .  
1 5 . Thus it is the equivalent of a morphophonemic rule . 
16 . Alternatively the phenomenon discussed here could be described as an 
assimilation of a more specified underlying nasal . Such a solution would 
require an arbitrary choice for the underlying nasal . The rule would have 
to apply vacuously in one case unless Iml were chosen as the underlying 
form . Furthermore ,  such a solution here would require adding phonotactic 
constraints elsewhere in the grammar to explain that non-assimilating 
nasals do not occur preceding these consonants .  
1 7 . This  formulation essentially postulates an archisegment which is even less 
specified than the ' phonemes ' in the distinctive feature matrix (Table 3 ) 
to specify the underlying forms of non-alternating morphemes fitting the 
structural description of the rule . To avoid distinguishing this  Praguean-
�-------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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type archiphoneme from other archisegments ( i . e .  unpronounceable under­
specified segments) the phonemic symbol Inl will be used to represent the 
cases of the underspecified [ +  nasal ] segment as well as the alveolar nasal 
segment which is also underspecified but to a lesser degree . The potential 
ambiguities of this double service of Inl are resolved in all cases by 
phonetic transcriptions of the forms involved . 
This  formulation was chosen to describe the data instead of postulating a 
more specified underlying nasal in order to catch something of the syn­
chronic state in its diachronic context . Some evidence is given in 
section 2 . 1 . 1 . 3  for prenasalisation in Alamblak . If the cases described 
by the NA rule are remnants of prenasalisation , then the results of 
resegmentation diachronically are better described in terms of a neutral­
isation through limited distribution rather than by positing a single 
arbitrary underlying nasal segment . In thi s  cas e ,  then , the class of 
phones represented in the first environment of the rule (non-front , non­
nasal , voiced stops) is a natural class which are slower to completely 
lose the feature of prenasalisation diachronically than are the front , 
voiced or voiceless and non-front , voiceless stops . The voiceless 
affricated palatoalveolar stop is the exception to that generalisation . 
It may be possible to j ustify including the voiceless palatoalveolar stop 
within that generalisation by claiming that it loses prenasalisation slower 
than other voiceless ,  non-front stops . It is also possible to remove i t  
from the rule here and account for the phenomenon b y  another phonological 
rule where , in the case of palatal assimilation , it could easily motivate 
pos iting an underlying Inl in these cases . Such a solution would require 
postulating fully abstract forms for non-alternating morphemes however ,  
and thus i t  has been rej ected here . 
18 . If  traditional morphophonemic rules were used here , then every non-tap 
alveolar-initial (or final)  morpheme would have alternate forms with a 
palatoalveolar initial (or final ) consonant . The morphophonemic rules 
needed to specify these alternates would be very cumbersome . The 
environments for palatoalveolar initial alternates would be something 
like this : 
i y i -final roots 
/palatoalveolars/ 
C rY ]  
[ R Y ]  _ �
c
�:�:o!�gicalJ palatoalveolar hosting roots 
Furthermore , an even more complicated allophonic statement involving the 
same environments would be required to derive non-phonemic tap palato­
alveolars ( [ rY ] and [ R y ] ) . 
By dispensing with morphophonemic rules the artificial distinction between 
palatoalveolar phonemes and palatoalveolar tap allophones in the structural 
descriptions of rules is abandoned. The unnecessary complexity of having 
equivalent rules operating at different levels in the derivation is done 
away with also . Furthermore ,  by allowing , in principle , abstract under­
lying forms , the morphophonemic rules of a classical approach can be 
reduced to a few maximally genera l ,  simple phonetic rules . 
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19 . The derivation could alternatively be described with only one ( y  coalescence)  
rule . The Y Deletion I rule would be necessary anyway , however ,  as 
evidenced by example 3 1 (b) , therefore it is employed here rather than adding 
another rule to the description . 
20 . Correspondences between the Karawari and Kuvenmas dialects of Alamblak 
suggest that the ay coalescence rule (cf . p . 46 ,  ay � [ e J  / ___ { C } ) 
## 
which still operates in the Karawari dialect did at one time operate in 
the Kuvenmas dialect . An older ay plus alveolar consonant sequence resulted 
in [ a J  plus palatoalveolar in the Karawari dialect and [ E J  plus alveolar 
in the Kuvenmas dialect . Compare these correspondences taken from Bruce 
( 197 5 : 100) . 
English Karawari Kuvenmas Reconstruction 
v 
l .  guardian spirits [ na{nu �  I gwafm J [ ne su�  I gwafm J */na/I yNgwa rml 
5 
2 .  older brother [ na l j em+ � J  [ nE ' dem + � J  "'/naydemrl 
3 . mayfly soup [ nan I j eRpam J [ nEn I defbam J "'/naynderP I baml 
2 1 .  Bach and Harms ( 1972 )  discuss a vowel dissimilation rule in the Rus sian 
Oboyan dialect . They look at it as a ' crazy rule ' which results from 
simplifying type rule changes historically and the generalisation of the 
resulting rules . Full specification of the Alamblak vowel dissimilation 
rule may not be possible until its historical development is understood . 
(See also footnote one , Table 10 , p . 48 . )  
22 . In this example the lal which has been raised to [ a J  has undergone further 
modification to [ o J  by the Tense-Rounding Assimilation rule ( p . 41 ) . 
2 3 . The imperfective aspect allomorphs are as follows : I-wi next to a vowel 
or approximant , and I-wei elsewhere . 
24 . cf . section 2 . 3 . 2  for a discussion of epenthetic [ + J .  
2 5 . It is possible that this rule had something to do with the origin of the 
feature of verb conjugations ( c f .  Table 59 )  in which the last vowel of 
the root is diphthongised in the immediate past and present tense s .  The 
first person actor suffix I-al is affixed to the root without an inter­
vening tense morpheme in the immediate past tense generally resulting in 
a vowel sequence with the second vowel (a) being the same or lower than 
the first . 
Two exceptions to this rule have been documented . The sequence ea i s  
realised phonetically a s  one syllable with the low vowel carrying the peak 
of the syllable ( i . e .  [ ea J ) ; the sequence ue is separated by the 
epenthetic [ y J , e . g .  Iyemue tl [ l yemuyet J it is (a kind of tree) . 
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26 . The distinction between the two y-deletion rules is  presumably due to 
different motivations for the rules . While they both conspire to remove 
yC sequences ,  the ' y '  Deletion I rule is ordered immediately following the 
Palatal Assimilation rule . The assimilation rule could , in fact , be 
interpreted as a coalescence rule thus absorbing the y-deletion process .  
This is  essentially the analysis followed in Bruce ( 1975 ) . The ' y '  Deletion 
I rule is still necessary , however ,  for cases like example 79 (a )  where 
assimilation has not previously occurred . It is suggested here that the 
y-deletion that occurs in cases like 79 ( a) may be motivated by the Palatal 
Assimilation rule which is in fact a coalescence rule . Such a coalescence 
rule would provide a commonly occurring model for a more specific surface 
phonotactic constraint than the general constraint against yC since i t  
specifically restricts ' y '  plus palatoalveolar sequences .  The ' y '  Deletion 
I rule then simply expresses the general ising of the phonotactic constraint 
which results from the y-alveolar coalescence proces s .  Refer to the dis­
cussion on rule ordering (p . 47 ) for details on the relationship between 
these two deletion rules . 
27 . It is difficult to motivate · this rule phonotactically in a way which is  
consistent with the other phonotactic rules . This  rule modifies an  under­
lying cvc .cvc structure in example 81 to produce CV . CV . VC which is then 
modified further by a y-epenthesis process finally yielding the surface 
CV . Cv . cvc . Thus , while other rules more directly restrict vowel sequences 
across syllable boundaries , this one creates a vowel sequence by syllabify­
ing to avoid the wy-sequence . Then the resulting vowel sequence is inter­
rupted by the application of the ' y '  Epenthesis rule . 
28 . An epenthetic [ y J  will not be inserted between vocoids in phonetic 
transcription unless it is pertinent to the discussion at hand . 
29 . This rule in its given form will not correctly operate on the data without 
restrictions on rule ordering . See section 2 . 1 . 4  on rule ordering for 
examples of derivations based on these phonological rules . 
3 0 .  /h i ngna/ work i s  a conjugation I I  root which diphthongises in the immediate 
past and present tenses ( cf .  p . 144 ) . 
3 1 . The Palatal Assimilation and ' y '  Deletion I rules are similarly ordered 
seeming to operate together as a single coalescence rule . Since , however ,  
' y '  deletion occurs in contexts independently of palatal assimilation , 
' y '  Deletion I must appear as a separate rule ( cf .  p . 44 ) . 
3 2 . The terms ' feed ' and ' bleed ' are taken from Kiparsky ( 1968) . Some rules 
feed others by creating forms to which those other rules apply ; other 
rules bleed by altering a form to which still other rules would have 
applied before the alteration took place . 
3 3 . Mid-periph diphthongisation (cf . p . 55 )  is  included in this step . 
34 . These are languages of the Ndu Family , a group of languages which are 
distantly related to Alarnblak . 
3 5 . Previously there were two underlying forms : /pt tha/ R . PST , N . PST , FUT) � 
/pt thay/ ( I .  PST , PR) . 
The three forms now required are : /pt tha/ ( R .  PST , N .  PST , FUT) � /pt t h i /  
� /pt thay/ ( I .  PST , PRj . 
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3 6 .  Two forms o f  the remote past tense morpheme me are given i n  example 94 . 
The third form [ me ] is given in Appendix A .  
3 7 . The [ a i ] sequences deriving from underlying layl and la i l  sequences are 
phonetically identical as evidenced by the fact that some surface forms in 
the above paradigm of go are fully susceptible to the rules which operate 
on an underlying layl sequence . Certain forms of words which involve the 
lexical root y i  go are simply exceptions to the ' y '  Deletion I and Low-Front 
Coalescence rules . I t  is  suggested that these exceptions to otherwise 
automatic phonological rules are due to the resistance against unacceptable 
obscurity in forms which would result if the regular phonological processes 
were applied indiscriminately . In those forms of go which have not 
blocked these rules the verb root is completely obscured where it has fused 
with a juxtaposed phone , or deleted next to a palatal . 
38 . Pike ( 1947 : 252 )  reserves the term open transition for a voiceless vocoid 
between voiceless consonants or a voiced central vocoid (weak) between 
voiced consonants . What is here referred to as open transition is always 
voiced whether occurring between voiceless or voiced consonants , or a 
voiceless and voiced consonant . 
39 . Kalam ( formerly Karam) is  closely related to other languages of the East 
New Guinea Highlands Stock (Wurm 197 5c : 486 ) . Kalam, with other Kalam 
Family languages ,  has presented classification difficulties due to its 
"mixed composition" . WUrm ( 1975 : 486 ) citing work by Biggs , Pawley , and 
Laycock , descr ibes Kalam phonology as essentially of the Sepik-Ramu Phylum 
type having three vowels  and a non-phonemic schwa which predictably 
separates consonant clusters . 
40 . The interaction of word stress and the rhythm and stress patterns over a 
long segment of speech has not been analysed here , nor has the phenomenon 
of secondary word stress which occurs on the first or second syllable of 
longer phonological words ( i . e . , grammatical phrase bases and phrases ) .  
4 1 .  Ih i l  give is an irregular conjugation I verb . Its allomorphs are described 
in Table 61 . 
42 . Examples from Au , a 
illustrate the same 
l (a)  . I kh -ath +n  
h I h (b ) • k -a t n - u k 
Sepik language which is unrelated to Alamblak , 
phenomenon . 
he-squeeze . off 
he-squeeze . off-it 
The Au language is a Torricelli Phylum language spoken in the West Sepik 
Province of Papua New Guine a .  The examples were supplied by David P .  
Scorza of the Summer Institute of Linguistics . 
43 . For a definition of intonation we wil l  follow Bolinger ' s  ( 1978 : 47 4 )  
quotation o f  Woo (1972 : 21 )  " Intonation covers those significant uses of 
fundamental pitch that are not associated with particular formatives ,  
whether o f  lexical tone • • .  o r  of tone harmony . "  
44 . A neutral yes-no question carries no implications of incredu li ty on the 
part of the speaker as to the possibility of an affirmative response . 
The neutral pattern contrasts with the marked yes-no question in 126 . 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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45 . A morphemic rule specifies that final nasals of the lS , 10,  2S , and 2PL 
forms of pronouns and pronominal affixes elide phrase-finally . 
46 . Research subsequent to that which provided materials for Dixon (1977 )  has 
altered a few minor facts and interpretations of other facts since the 
publication of that article . While nominals and adj ectives may appear with 
the copulative - e ,  nominals rarely function predicatively with the process 
derivational - tay ( cf . Dixon 1977b : 5l ) . The process derivational affix is 
given as - t i ' inchoative ' in Dixon ' s  article . Recent phonological analysis 
has identified - tay as the underlying form of the morpheme ( cf .  section 2 ) . 
The gloss used in Dixon ( 1977b ' Inchoative ' followed Chafe ' s  ( 1970 : 12 2 )  
usage a s  a process deriving from a state . The term ' inchoative ' has been 
reserved in this  work for another morpheme (cf . section 3 . 3 . 1 . 2 . 3 )  with a 
more traditional meaning ' the initiation of an action ' .  
47 . See Bruce ( 1974a : 1 72-l78) for a discu·ssion of Alamblak kinship terminology . 
4 8 .  Other locative constructions , the locative phrase and the locative complex 
phrase , will be described in section 3 . 4 . 3 . 1  and 3 . 4 . 3 . 3 .  
4 9 .  This term is  taken from Fries ( 1970 : 7 5 ) . 
50 . While nha i basically means no , it can be used to mean yes with a cynical , 
belittling implication with the appropriate gestures and intonation . 
5 1 . � is  pronounced as a velar click . The air stream is cut off by the tongue 
back,  while a s light vacuum is  created in the oral cavity with the down­
ward motion of the tongue back , being in contact with the velar point of 
articulation . The click sound is produced by releasing the tongue back . 
5 2 .  The sound p >  may be described as a squeaky bilabial fricative with egressive 
lip air .  The air stream is blocked by the tongue , the lips are slightly 
curled inward so that they are together , and the pocket of air which is 
built up between the lips and the teeth is  forced out between the tightly­
pursed l ips by contracting the cheek muscles . This same interj ection with 
the same meaning has been reported by Tom Dutton (personal conversation) 
for the Mountain Koiari language (one of the South Eastern Trans-New Guinea 
Phylum languages of south-eastern Papua - a language unrelated to Alamblak) • 
53 . Longacre reports that languages may have additional or fewer levels than 
the typical set (Longacre 1964 : 112 , 1 3 ;  1976 : 27 7 ) . He proposes a constraint 
of a minimum set of six levels for any given language based on empirical 
evidence . 
54 . See Longacre ( 1964 : 11 3 )  for a discussion of Cashibo structures below the 
word level with bound morphemes " exhibiting some freedom of mutual order­
ing . "  See also Matthews ' ( 1974 : 162ff) discussion of the " fixed ordering 
of constituent elements " of words . 
5 5 . The function of the possessed clitic -et  has been termed relator . It 
parallels the derivational function of stem-level derivational affixes by 
forming one base out of another base . 
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56 . A noun phrase with no determiner is  unmarked with respect to definiteness 
and may be translated with either ' the ' or ' a '  in English . Future trans­
lations of this  unmarked type will use the indefinite article in English 
unless the feature of definiteness is  particularly focal to the discussion . 
57 . Some derivational affixes , however ,  seem to completely resist separation 
from the head noun , e . g .  
1 (a ) . 
(b)  • 
N Stem 
I 
yatk  ma ru - fa - t  
old shel l-money-3sF 
An old (pieoe of) money 
*ma ru yatk-fa - t  
shell  old -money- 3sF 
58 . Actually , only a potential nuclear ( head) word of a phrase can successfully 
manifest a minimal phrase ,  because the function of the head is the function 
of the phrase as a whole . (Nouns and noun phrases identify clause 
participants ; adj ectives and adj ective phrases modify nouns . )  The adj unct 
constituents of phrases have different functions to that of the head ; they 
modify or specify the head in some way . 
59 . Noun classification is  discussed further in the section on gender on 
page 97 . 
60 . The term ' pronoun of difference ' is  taken from Jespersen ( 1976 : 179) . 
61 . wu ra five occurs in expressions containing fifteen modulo twenty . 
62 . A superficial look at this problem may suggest that a transformational 
approach would provide a better description . By such an approach the 
number agreement could be described as the result of the deletion of one 
NP under identity with an NP in the following phrase . Thus , example 167 
would syntactically derive from underlying hos y i ma-f- i r pa y i ma - t  two 
men and one man in the same way that ' two sick and one dead chicken ' 
derived from ' two s ick chickens and one dead chicken ' .  
Such a solution is a reasonable explanation for the number agreement in 
example 167 , but it cannot explain the gender agreement . The PNG marker 
agrees with the numeral which hosts the feminine in its ' unmarked ' form, 
rpa t , such as when used in counting . 
63 . Where subj ect properties are spli t  between NP ' s  of a clause , only the 
referentially prominent NP may be relativised on ; thus inalienably 
possessed items are not relativisable even though they may be marked as 
actor in an independent clause . For those NP ' s  which are nei ther subj ect 
nor obj ect , the NP accessibility hierarchy as formulated by Keenan and 
Comrie is not applicable . 
64 . The noun which is relativised on by the relative clause is  the head noun 
of the NP ( in the matrix clause ) which the relative clause modifies . The 
constraints on which grammatical roles the relativised noun may have for 
each relativisation strategy refer to the function of that noun within the 
relative clause ; its function within the matrix clause is irrelevant for 
purposes of relativisation . 
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65 . cf . sections 3 . 4 . 3  and 3 . 5 . 1 . 3  for a discussion of the roles these functions 
play in the clause . 
66 . For example ,  nem rem hayme ma roham 
we they gave money 
may mean either money we gave them, or money they gave us . The data at 
hand are insufficient to adequately test any hypothesis which introduces 
referential factors as an explanation for alternate word order ( e . g .  inner 
obj ect - subject for the second translation of the sentence above ) . One 
recorded unacceptable utterance does suggest ,  however ,  that word order is  
controlled to  some degree by some type of referential factors . Example (a )  
below is unacceptable whereas a change in word order renders it acceptable 
in (b) . 
1 (a ) . 
(b)  . 
G. REL CL 
I I 
,q nd ma roham nem hayme merhor 
OEM money us gave European 
G .  REL CL 
I 
tnd nem ma roham hayme merho r  
us money 
the European (who) gave us money/the European (to whom) 
we gave money 
6 7 .  The grammatical function of the noun phrase within the relative claus e ,  
not within the matrix sentence , is  what is referred to a s  the position on 
the AH being relativised on . 
6 8 .  The reader i s  referred t o  Bruce ( 1979 : 191-196) for a discussion o f  the 
structural continuum of close-knit phrase to compound word . The discussion 
there follows Fries ( 1970 : 11 3 )  who speaks of "varying degrees of cohesion" .  
69 . Examples in 202 are single phrases rather than phrases followed by 
appositional phrases . There is  phonological evidence to suggest this . 
The final nasal of certain pronouns elides i f  followed by an unbound 
morpheme or silence . Thus , na yawy r w i knamea I dog I. bought exhibits a 
sequence of two noun phrases . In nan- rpa-a w i knamean r  I-only-I I. bought .  him 
nan- rpa-a  is  one phrase with the non-deleted n intact in the pronoun form . 
7 0 .  The morpheme - ( n ) o  appears to be a loan from New Guinea Pidgin . Its 
allomorphic pattern is the same as that for - ( n ) e and similar to other 
nasal final morphemes .  
7 1 .  Zero morphemes will not be included in remaining examples unless they are 
in focus in the discussion . 
7 2 . Note that the immediate past tense marker follows the stern in irrealis 
forms of the verb but precedes the stern in realis forms ( c f .  Table 55 ) . 
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73 . There is morpho-syntactic evidence which suggests that -wa t is a sequence 
of morphemes -w-a- t , imperfective-presupposition-irrealis . Firstly , -wa t 
must co-occur with the negative word afe which otherwise only occurs with 
the future irrealis forms of the verb ; the irrealis suffix in that case 
is - t o  Secondly , the past tense irrealis ( - r )  occurs in declarative 
perfective forms as in Table 58 . They do not co-occur with the imperfec­
tive forms , however ,  unless they are also marked with the presupposition 
marker -a . Thus ," dbehna- r-me-w-m siok- IRR-R . PST-IMPF-3PL for they were 
siok is ungrammatical . dbehna- r-me-w-a-m siok- IRR-R . PST-IMPF-PRSUP-3PL 
they were siok is grammatical , having included the presupposition marker .  
The irrealis plus future tense seems to require the presupposition marker 
as well . Note in Table 58 that the future declarative irrealis form is 
- rhwa - t  with -t suffixed to - rhwa rather than to the realis form of the 
future tense - rhw . Since irrealis is not mutually exclusive of the 
imperfective aspect as long as it is accompanied by the presupposition 
marker ,  we would expect it to occur in the present tense with the 
imperfective marker ( -we � -w) plus the presupposition marker ( - a )  i . e .  
-w-a- t .  
Semantically the ' t '  in -wa t (present irrealis declarative ) may be 
associated with - t  ( irrealis morpheme which occurs with future forms of 
the verb) . In both cases there is a component of uncertainty where 
future events are predicted or present events are inferred from incon­
clusive evidence . 
If the ' w '  in -wat  represents the imperfective morpheme , an imperfective 
meaning should characterise the irrealis form -wa t .  The form can , in fact , 
be associated with an imperfective meaning , i . e .  either with the habituative 
or continuative sense . The meaning of the - ka h  morpheme does not contrast , 
however ,  with the imperfective sense of -wa t .  Synchronically at leas t ,  
both morphemes may express habituative o r  continuative aspects , a s  i n  
example 215 . -ka h  is not , therefore , the perfective counterpart of -wa t . 
It is possible to analyse - kah as a redundant negative marker in declarative 
verbs which has been extended to an irrealis marker in conditional and 
contra factual sentences where it co-occurs with imperative and hortative 
markers . 
74 . The term ' presupposition ' is used here in S .  Thompson ' s  sense (Thompson 
and Longacre , n . d . , p . 2 ) . That is , the information which is marked as 
presupposed is taken as ' given ' from the speakers '  point of view in order 
that he may focus the hearer ' s  attention elsewhere in the utterance . 
7 5 .  Allomorphs o f  the future declarative real i s  marker are - rhw (with IS)  and 
- ra h  (with other actors ) .  As discussed in note 73 the irrealis marker - t  
i s  suffixed to - rhwa rather than to the realis future - rhw . Since irrealis 
cannot occur with the imperfective aspect without the presupposition 
marker also , there is reason to suspect that the ' a '  in - rhwa- t  ( future . 
declarative-irrealis ) is the presupposition marker as wel l . 
Further supporting evidence comes from relative clauses . As already 
indicated (p . 109) , an imperfective form of the verb manifesting the 
predicate of a general relative clause must also exhibit the presupposition 
marker . The future tense form of such a verb is - rhwa , indicating that 
it is the future tense - rhw plus the presupposition affix -a . 
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7 6 .  Other verbs of this same basic pattern have i - final stems i n  first-person­
singular-future forms and e-final stems for other persons in the future . 
These verbs include n i nge laugh , hemb re put into and tone run . 
7 7 .  Fluctuating forms i n  the immediate past tense are indicative of reinterpret­
ation of the form of the stern based on the first-person-singular form which 
is fun i -a by regular phonological derivation ( cf .  Part Two p . 50ff) . 
7 8 .  The semantic analysis o f  the person markers i s  presented in section 
3 . 5 . 1 . 3 .  The notions of actor and undergoer are defined there . 
79 . Secondarily , two of the prefixes are used to locate an event in time . A 
future setting is indicated by me- upward ; m i - downward indicates a past 
setting . 
8 0 .  The two suffixes indicating ' up '  and ' down ' also have an extended use of 
locating a period of time in the future or past , respectively . 
81 . Constructions of this type could be likened to semantically contracted 
propositions or consolidated sequences of propositions . They are discussed 
in this section as processes something like a lexicalisation process , such 
as the derivational process . They are discussed in terms of surface 
structure ( as are morphologically derived forms ) with rules governing their 
construction , rather than as constructions which are derived from under­
lying sequences of clauses by syntactic process rules , e . g .  deletion rules . 
82 . Cook ( 1969 : 12 7 )  contrasts derivational with inflectional affixes as being 
"more numerous , but with limited distribution • . .  Derivational paradigms 
tend to be ill-defined , heterogenous , and only define single words . "  
83 . There is some suggestion from Shibatani ' s  data that English distinguishes 
finer degrees of causer involvement than his "directive causation " 
category suggests . Consider , for example , the difference between the use 
of auxiliaries ' have ' and ' make ' in Shibatani ' s  ( 1976 : 3 2 )  examples : 
( 58 ) a .  John made the chair move . 
*John had the chair move . 
The ' had ' causative requires an animate causee , which may suggest a less­
direct causer than with ' made ' which may host an inanimate causee . 
84 . The inner obj ect is the NP which is unmarked for case and coreferenced by 
the second person marker on the verb , i . e .  the undergoer marker . Inner 
obj ect encodes the patient NP of a two-place c lause and the affective , or 
recipient,  NP of a three-place clause . 
85 . For unconventional or incidental events , verb roots are separated 
minimally by an adverbial clause subordinating suffix . Refer to the 
discussion of adverbial clauses in section 3 . 7 . 2 .  
86 . Constraints on interpretation are related to constraints on case frames 
of serial verbs and the types of roots which may co-occur and in what 
order . These factors are discussed in detail in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 5 .  
-- ----_._-------
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87 . This type of ambiguity is not likely with verb-root plus aspectual-root 
constructions since the aspectual verb roots are not common independent 
verbs . In constructions with bound aspectuals , the ambiguity is impossible . 
88 . Keenan ' s  example of a clause with a floated quantifier is , "the boys all 
left" . The same clause without the quanti fier floated , or launched , is , 
" al l  the boys left" . 
89 . The semantic commonality of adj ectives and verbs has long been recognised . 
While the syntax has neutralised the verb-adj ective distinction in 
constructions like example 262 ,  this  fact does not force an analysis which 
merges adj ectives and verbs at some abstract level only to derive surface 
structures which clearly distinguish the two categories by assigning to 
them distinct functions and forms in most contexts .  
90 . This condition is  necessary for Alarnblak , as for other pronominalising 
languages , since in contexts involving known information only the equative 
clause type still requires NP ' s  to be manifested in the clause ( i . e .  the 
outer obj ect) . The other clause types may simply reference clause 
participants on the verb with no NP ' s  manifested at all . 
91 . Sentence 273 is interpreted as follows : The wren typically flits around a 
lot from branch to branch ; a man who is  equated with a wren is  one who is 
always changing his mind , having said one thing he wil l  do another . 
92 . See section 3 . 4 . 3  for a discussion of the inner obj ect . 
93 . Other possible readings of the 1/2-place clause include two S . Setting NP ' s  
manifested in the periphery ( indicating time and location settings ) , or an 
inner obj ect cross-referenced in the verb indicating the time setting only 
if a location setting is not mentioned in the clause . See the discussion 
of the case frame for verbs typically manifested in predicates of this 
clause type ( 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 1 ) for further restrictions on possible readings . 
94 . The syntactic and/or semantic constraints governing the choice of having 
or not having verb agreement is not clearly understood at this time . 
Factors of animacy or definiteness do not control verb agreement with 2 -
place clauses , a s  they do to an extent with 1/2-place clauses ( c f . 
discussion of case frame 1 in section 3 . 5 . 2 . 2 . 1 ) . 
95 . The pragmatic reasons referred to here have to do with processing the 
information of the clause . Very little work was done in the research for 
this study on identifying the factors which control word order in the 
clause . It has been observed , however ,  that in sentences containing all 
new information , the obj ect  may precede the subject if it contains con­
siderably more information than the subjec t .  The sentences in example 1 
below illustrate this . 
l (a) . Subj . I n . Obj . 
I I  I 
Ma r i wa n r  met t  fakmert  
Mariwan woman got . he . her 
Mariwan got a woman. (= Mariwan took a wife . ) 
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l (b )  . I n .  Obj . Subj . 
I I I  I 
nanho b ro menda remt Ma r i wan r  fakmert  
my big sister Mariwan got . he . her 
Mariwan married my big sister. 
This  phenomenon is related to factors of referentiality discussed in sec­
tion 3 . 5 . 2 . 3 .  In that section undergoer NP ' s  are seen to precede actor 
NP ' s  due to factors of referentiality . According to the analysis there , 
a preposed obj ect is a referentially prominent NP , being primarily a 
reflex of natural topicality . 
Features of discourse topicali ty may be relevant for Alamblak word order 
as we ll . Example l (b)  did not occur in a text , but it is likely to be 
the topic of the discourse which the speaker chooses to express in the 
more expanded NP i f  there is a significant difference between NP ' s  in a 
given clause . This suggestion was supported in elicitation work with 
Jude Mengumari of Amongabi . When presented with two NP ' s  and a predicate , 
he was asked to form a discourse-initial sentence . He ordered the NP ' s  
a s  in example 2 ( a) . 
2 (a) . ________ �S_u�b�j�. ________ _. Out . Obj . 1- I I I 
Kat i t ho habh i mendaremr Nanho menda remt fakme r 
Kathy 's little brother my sister got . he 
Kathy 's little brother married my sister. 
When he was asked to order the same constituents as if the obj ect were 
the main point of discussion , he reordered the clause as in example (b) . 
2 (b) . In . Obj . _____ �S_u�b�j�. ____ _; I I 1-
nanho menda remt Ka t i tho habh i r fakmert  
my sister Kathy 's small . one got . he . her 
The topic of the discourse has been moved to the front of the clause in 
example (b)  and the speaker (Jude )  automatically reduced the size of the 
non-topical actor NP . 
The research which was conducted was not extensive enough to formulate any 
firm conclusions concerning word order . Indications are ,  however , that 
word order in the clause is not arbitrary but sensitive to discourse and 
other pragmatic factors of hearer-based considerations on the part of the 
speaker .  
96 . A question noun phrase is defined as a noun phrase with an interrogative 
root manifesting one of the functions ( e . g .  inner modifier or nucleus) . 
97 . A single-word answer in agreement with the speaker ' s  preconceived answer 
would be nha i no . This follows the English pattern in contrast to the 
New Guinea Pidgin pattern which would be yes yes meaning , yes I did not 
bathe . 
9 8 .  In Bruce (1974b) there is an early discussion of voice i n  Alamblak . The 
data and analysis have not been altered here . The conclusion as to the 
best characterisation has changed , however ,  from 'pseudo-passive ' in that 
article to ' voice-neutral ' here as it was in Bruce ( 1979) . 
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99 .  The constituent of the clause periphery which is not discussed here is  the 
purpose clause . The purpose clause will be discussed with other embedded 
clauses in section 3 . 7 .  
100 . Faltz ( 1978 : 76 )  has identified three patterns of encoding the recipient 
semantic case role in the world ' s  languages . Alamblak is of the type he 
refers to as  a " D . O .  type of indirect object marking" . The terminology 
is somewhat confusing here . By ' indirect obj ect  marking ' ,  Faltz is refer­
ring to the semantic  case role ( e . g .  recipient or benefactive) which is 
generally associated with an indirect obj ect . By this system the recipient 
role is encoded by the same form which is identified as direct obj ect in 
transitive clauses . In a ditransitive clause a patient NP (encoded by 
the D . O .  in transitive clauses) typically loses many of its D . O .  proper­
ties . 
101 . The efficient cause role is  encoded by the referent marker only when 
occurring with an inanimate head noun . See the discussion on causative 
constructions ( section 3 . 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 ) for a comprehensive discussion of how 
causatives are expresses in Alamblak . 
102 . Comrie ( 1979)  has suggested that definite and animate direct obj ects form 
a natural class . After presenting evidence from a variety of languages 
to support his claim, he offers an explanation for it . His explanation 
is essentially that case marking serves as an overt marking of the differ­
ence between subjects and objects rather than a marking for identifying 
subj ects and obj ects independently . His argument seems particularly 
convincing for those languages which mark subjects and most direct obj ects 
in the same way but distinctively mark definite and/or animate direct 
obj ects . Comrie ' s  conclusion is that subj ects are typically animate and 
definite and those direct obj ects which are animate and/or definite will 
be the most  likely to be confused with subjects and therefore receive 
specific marking to distinguish them from subjects . Inanimate direct 
obj ects , on the other hand , which are marked like subjects ( e . g .  with 
the nominative form or no case marking at all ) , will be interpreted by 
a strategy which assigns the actor role to the animate NP and undergoer 
role to the inanimate NP . The case here is similar in that the animate 
NP in example 326 is preferentially assigned to an actor role ( comitative ) 
and to other roles only where the context so constrains the selection . 
103 . It is , of course , possible to imagine a context in which these three 
interpretations ( in ,  on , at) could be ambiguous . Fillmore ( 1971 : 17 )  
discusses such an example from Leech ( 1969) , 
' at the corner ' which means near or in contact with the intersection or 
meeting of two straight lines or two streets ; 
' on the corner ' which locates something as being in contact with a 
particular part of the surface • . •  ; while 
' in the corner ' is an expression in which the noun ' corner ' is used 
to indicate a portion of three-dimensional space . . •  
Such ambiguity does not arise in Alamblak , however . I f  an obj ect is  
three-dimensional , then the interior interpretation will be  given to  the 
S setting case marker when affixed to it , even though it has an external 
surface compatible with the predicate as well . 
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104 . In section 3 . 5 . 2 . 3  the notion of subject will be analysed into its 
component parts . In that section it wil l  be shown that the verb agreement 
suffix i s  indeed governed by the semantic role of the NP . 
105 . Longacre is interested in a detailed role analysis primarily as a means 
of verb classification . It seems clear that semantic classifications of 
verbs based on the common semantic features of accompanying noun phrases 
are valid l inguistic generalisations . The more generalised three-term 
role system is useful for other purposes , e . g .  Longacre uses such a system 
in his analysis of the combinations of predications . 
106 . Saksena ( 1980) has differentiated affected and unaffected agents also 
claiming that the case-grarnrnar-type semantic role of agent is not a 
primitive notion . 
107 . Clark ( 1973 ) , Cook ( 1978 ) , McLendon ( 1978) , Sugita (1973 )  and Dixon 
( 1977a : 273ff)  are among recent discussions of transitivity . 
108 . Example 3 39 i llustrates a general restriction on the inner obj ec t .  An 
inner object must be ' crucial to the predication ' ( cf . the definition of 
undergoer p . 219) . Locative and temporal references are not normally so 
important,  unless they are a point of discussion in a discourse and thus 
marked as definite . A noun phrase manifesting an orientation role may be 
marked as crucial to the predication if it indicates a specific referent 
or is marked by verbal aspects so as to emphasise its importance .  The 
common verb roh sitting (case frame 1 ) , if unmarked for adverbial aspect 
will not coreference a non-specific locative inner obj ect .  Thus , *kun- t 
korh-we- r-t  (house-3SF sitting-IMPF-3SM-3SF) , He is in a house, is  
unacceptable , whereas kun - t  kor-has i -w- r-t  (house-3SF sitting CONT. at­
IMPF-3SM-3SF ) ,  He is remaining in a house, is much more acceptable . If 
the locative or temporal referent noun phrase is definite or specific , it 
readily assumes an undergoer function , e . g .  nanho kun - t  dbehnay- r - t  (my 
house- 3SF siak- 3SM-3SF ) , He was sick in my house . other semantic roles 
are more natural ly crucial to particular predications and are not so 
constrained , e . g .  a patient inner obj ect may be non-specific . Case frame 
4 verbs host a locative role obligatorily ; the inherent importance of a 
location to that class of verbs means that a locative inner obj ect need 
not indicate a specific referent . The coreferencing of orientation roles 
is considered further in section 3 . 7 . 4 . 2  where constraints on coreference 
between clauses are discussed . 
109 . Thi s  class commonly exhibits the reflexive form . cf . Table 101 for the 
modified case frame of the reflexive form . 
110 . The causative formative is  functionally a transitiviser which in the case 
of controlled experiencer predicates ( case-frame two) does not introduce 
a new causer participant in the clause . The participant which is added 
by the transitiviser is an undergoer , which is potentially affected by the 
predicate ( e . g .  ' laugh ' ) and not a causer . 
111 . Laughing is  considered to be a control lable action in Alamblak society . 
It  is  very important ,  for example , to control laughing when strangers 
are around who may misinterpret laughing to be associated with themselves .  
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112 . Referential factors interfere drastically with these constructions s o  that 
the grammatical notions of subj ect and inner obj ect are not sufficient for 
describing them . These factors will be analysed in the last section . 
113 . The use of the ' reflexive ' form with serial constructions raises the 
question of its relationship to trans itivity as described for simple verbs . 
I t  is suggested here that a cause-effect relationship is a basic feature 
of transitivity whether between participants in a simple clause , or between 
situations in serial constructions . 
114 . Tannenhaus and Carrol l  (1975 )  discuss the clausal processing theory of 
speech perception , a theory which attempts to explain how a listener 
converts a stream of speech into a meaningful message . The clausal 
processing theory suggests that there are certain steps the listener goes 
through to accomplish his task . Briefly , a stream of speech is processed 
clause by clause (or by clause-like units ) . During the clause the 
listener formulates a hypothesis about the relationships between elements 
in the clause . At clause boundaries the clause is recoded in an abstract 
mental representation and the listener prepares for further processing . 
Tannenhaus and Carroll suggest that a hierarchy of clause types can be 
formulated which reflects variability in the recodability of types of 
constituent clauses as processing units . Subordinate clauses ,  for example , 
are in some sense not recoded to the degree that main clauses are . As 
syntactic or phonological indicators of subordination are encountered by 
the listener he suspends a total recoding of the clause until the end of 
the next independent clause . 
There are still many unanswered questions , such as what is preCisely meant 
by a recoded abstract mental representation , and how many types of 
representation there might be . Assuming , however , that indicators of 
subordination at least warn the listener that he must incorporate what 
he is hearing into a larger unit beyond the clause he is taking in at the 
moment , then these same indicators may fulfill a similar function within 
the clausal unit . It is conceivable that in his process of building up 
a hypothesis about the internal relationships in the clause , he could be 
warned to suspend his normal process of clausal analysis until sometime 
later in the clause . The -e suffix seems to perform such a pragmatic 
function , relating to speech perception within and between clausal units 
in Alamblak . 
115 . The reader is referred to discussions of the significance of relativisation 
in Zubin ( 1976) , Foley ( 1977 )  and Kuno ( 1976) . 
116 . The reader is referred to discussions of perspective and speaker empathy 
in Chafe ( 1976) , Fillmore ( 1977 ) , Kuno (1976)  and Schachter ( 1977 ) . 
1 1 7 . Note from Longacre ( 1976 : 276) : "The paragraph is the developmental unit 
of discourse . It is the typical unit of argumentation . . .  exhortation . • .  
explanation . . .  exposition • • •  and of episode . "  
118 . Even if  further research motivates higher grammatical levels in Alarnblak , 
a fusion of borders between levels of sentence and paragraph would not be 
contrary either to a tagmemic theory or to structural systems at other 
levels in Alarnblak syntax . 
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119 . Thompson and Longacre ( forthcoming , p . 2 ) do make a correlation between 
syntactically subordinate clauses and semantic subordination : "a 
subordinate clause is one which is presupposed, in the straight-forward 
sense that the proposition it contains must be taken as given in order 
for the main proposition to be used felicitously . "  Those authors ,  
however , are referring to subordinate clauses which are dealt with as 
embedded clauses in this work . Embedded clauses in Alamblak , constituents 
wi thin the matrix ,  independent clause , do indeed manifest the correlation 
between a high degree of cohesion and semantic subordination Thompson 
and Longacre describe . 
1 2 0 .  Conrad uses this parameter , nevertheless , i n  his description o f  Mount 
Arapesh sentences , since it seems to work better than any other way he 
has found to demonstrate the relationship between the sentences of the 
language . 
1 2 1 . There are three types of subordination intonational junctures and one 
linking pattern which is internal to each of two conjoined clauses . 
The feature of potential pause is common to each pattern at the end 
border of the subordinate clause . The three patterns may be character­
ised as level with obligatory pause , rising , and rising with step down 
to low pitch with optional glottal closure after lengthening of the 
vowel of the subordinating clitic . These patterns have been discussed 
in section 2 . 4 .  
The internal linking pattern occurs with both clauses of the comparative 
sentence . This pattern may be analysed as a topicalisation pattern . 
The NP ' s  which are compared occur initially in each clause and are 
enunciated with a rising pitch followed by a final intonational pattern 
over the rest of the clause . This so-called topicalisation pattern is 
the same as a subordinating intonational pattern on clauses . Johnston 
( 1978 : 282 )  describes all subordinate clauses in Nakanai as topicalised 
elements of the sentence by analogy with topicalisation strategies on 
NP ' s .  The parallel between topicalisation and subordination is evident 
in Alamblak as well , although topicalisation only infrequently occurs in 
Alamblak . 
122 . The following orthographic conventions are used to indicate intonation : 
the three suspensive ( subordinating) patterns are marked by a comma ( , ) ; 
a sentence-medial falling intonation is marked with a semi-colon ( ; ) ; 
and a sentence-final falling intonation is indicated by a full stop ( . ) . 
1 2 3 . As noted on p . 253 , 255 , Longacre associates two logical relations with 
contrast , namely contrast of two outer terms and exception . There are 
no c lear examples of the former type in the data at hand . The relation­
ship of exception is expressed by an inter sentential pattern in Alamblak 
with the first sentence including or implying the universal set and the 
following sentence manifesting a limiter construction (Copular verb or 
NP) , being the statement of exception , e . g . , 
J i g rm noh-buga-me -m .  Ttmbenga f i - rpa - r  korh -we - r ,  
Jigrim die-al l  - R . PST-3PL Ttmbengafi- limit- 3sM sitting- IMPF-3SM 
The Jigrim (= S i ng r i )  people have all died. Only Timbangavir remains . 
(The S i ng r i  people have all  died with the exception of Timbangavir. ) 
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1 24 . The other logical relationship subsumed under comparison is comparison of 
equivalence whereby two terms are related as possessing a common feature 
to the same degree . This type of relationship is  encoded on the clause 
level in Alamblak with a resemblance phrase manifested in the periphery 
of an independent clause ( cf . Table 79) . 
125 . As noted on p . 255 , Longacre associates the semantic relation of universal 
quantifier and the relationship he terms "proportions" with those of 
hypotheticality and contingency . The universal quanti fier idea is  
encoded by the simultaneous clause . There seems to  be  no  semantic 
structure in Alamblak which is equivalent to the notion of proportions ,  
however . 
Longacre ( 1976 : 12 3 )  categorieses this  notion under conditionality , 
suggesting that a sentence such as "The bigger they are the harder they 
fall " , implies the following set of conditional sentences ; " If they are 
small they don ' t  fall very hard ; if they are medium-sized, they fall 
rather hard ; if  they are big they fall very hard . "  There is no compelling 
reason , however ,  why the underlying semantics should be conditionality 
rather than that of comparison . The following set of sentences could 
equally well express the proportional meaning : "medium-sized ones fall 
harder than small ones , and big ones fall harder than medium-sized ones . "  
For that reason , the author suggests that the notion of so-called pro­
portions may be nothing more than a condensed expression of comparison of 
degree . For Alamblak , at leas t ,  it is the comparative sentence which 
would be used to express Longacre ' s  proportions , and the logical relation 
of comparison of features by differences of degree is all that is needed 
to provide an interpretation comparable to Longacre ' s  notion of pro­
portions . The additional semantic relationship of proportions is  not 
necessary in the Alamblak system and may prove to be redundant in a 
universal semantic system, as well . 
126 . The independent negative imperative clause has a di fferent suffix ( -wa h )  
( 1 )  a - i  -wah-n  
HORT-go-NEG- 2S 
Don 't go ! 
127 .  The negative of uncertainty normally occurs with future tense forms of  
the predicate . It  is not so restricted with the irrealis clause . 
128 . Comrie ( 1976a : 60-61)  discusses the natural affinity of perfect aspect 
and recent past time reference . 
129 . Longacre ( 1976)  discusses "warning" as a semantic  relation within the 
more general " Implicational "  relationships . Warning as a relationship 
between clauses is expressed intersententially in Alamblak , rather than 
by a single sentence type , e . g .  
( l ) a .  wa i twa tekko . N i nho yen r yehn i ra h r .  
b .  
go to . the . river your child go . down . into . wil l . he 
Go to the river. Your chi ld wil l  go down into (it) . 
(= Go to the river, lest your child fal l  in . )  
m i rahnem tnd-ko anem . 
we . wi l l . say DEM-AL let 's . go 
We wi ll say (but shou ld not)  
(= Let us  not go there, lest 
Nandemm was rahmnem . 
snakes they . wi l l . bite . us 
' let 's go there ' .  Snakes wi ll bite us . 
snakes bite us . )  
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1 3 0 .  The asymmetry caused by the non-final clause may be due to a historical 
replacement in which the contrafactuality derives from the clause in Base2 ' 
The effect of such a change would be to simplify the morphological com­
plexity and semantic redundancy in the first clause but to complicate the 
hearer ' s  processing of the sentence by not signalling the contrafactuality 
of the first clause until the second clause . 
1 3 1 . Other types of counter expectancies (or " frustration" in Longacre ' s  terms , 
1976 : l49ff ) are encoded by the antithetical sentence type in Alamblak . 
132 . The same semantic relationship of illustration by simile may be expres sed 
both on the clause level and intersententially . On the clause leve l ,  a 
resemblance phrase (Table 79)  expresses the simile as an illustration of 
the subject NP of the clause , e . g .  
( 1 )  Res . PH 
I I 
met f  yawym kanje nanayu rhas i wf 
women dogs like fighting. are . they 
The woman are fighting like dogs . 
Intersententially a resemblance clause may make a comparison with the 
previous sentence e . g . , 
( 2 )  Yawym masat  nanayu rwem .  Meft I nJ I  nanayurwef . 
DOgs fight a lot . The (two) women fight like that . 
Longacre ( 1976 : 142 )  includes the semantic relationship of "Exemplification" 
as a type of i llustration . This relationship can only be encoded by con­
catenating independent sentences in Alamblak , e . g .  
( 3 )  M i en rpa r dohh i ngnama rnaete r .  
On ly M i en is a good canoe maker . 
±ndar rer h i ngname doht waht t i n t .  
Look at this canoe which he made . 
1 3 3 .  Other types of paraphrase relationships are encoded on the clause level 
and intersententially . Amplification paraphrase is encoded by a clause 
manifesting a post-verbal amplification slot following a final intonation 
pattern , e . g .  
( 1 ) a .  
b .  
yenkm i m  feh r tuf t nahmr ; 
group . of. chi ldren pig shot 
Amplification 
I I 
tembe . 
A group of chi ldren shot a pig; with 
with. bows 
bows . 
w i ndehmem ; w i ndehn i f hamem . 
They sang, they sang until daybreak .  
A generic-specific paraphrase relationship is  encoded by j uxtaposed 
sentences ,  e . g .  
( 2 )  rpa y i ma r  nohme r .  Buktko t hefm wasmem r .  
one man died. he headwaters residents speared. they .  him 
One man died. The residents of the headwaters (area) speared him. 
3 1 5  
134 . The quotation sentence may manifest basel  of the antithetical sentence , 
to encode notions of frustrated intention and frustrated attribution . If  
the extra-linguistic context is such that the counter statement (Base z )  
to Base l i s  unnecessary , the quotation sentence i n  isolation may express 
these notions . Thus , example 405 can imply that the man intended to go 
" there " but in fact never did go . Similarly , the sentence below may imply 
that the man thought it was a pig , but obviously ( inferred from the con­
text) it was not . 
( 1 )  i nd y i ma r  famu r f�h-e - r  
DEM man said/thought pig-COP- 3SM 
The man thought3 "It is a pig ". 
1 3 5 .  kamu k is the present tense form of  the irregular verb may say/think 
( cf . Table 61 ) . 
136 . Embedded clauses which manifest locative and manner functions occur only 
in the form of relative clauses ; time clauses may occur as relative 
clauses as well (cf . 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 4  and 3 . 4 . 1 ) . Sandra Thompson , in Thompson 
and Longacre (n . d .  p . 16)  explains the typical association of these clauses 
with relative clauses by the fact that these clauses function,  like single 
nouns , as arguments of the predicate . The relationship can be expressed 
in such a way , however ,  so as to not associate these embedded clauses as 
constituents of clauses to the exclusion of sentences . For example , as 
relative clauses identify nominal elements , even so , time , location , and 
manner clauses identify the orientational elements of the clause or sen­
tence ( i . e .  the main predication with its subordinate predicates) . 
137 . The SA marker indicates that the actor of the dependent clause is the 
same referent as the actor of the main clause . Clauses indicating a 
sequence of events with different actors between the dependent and main 
clauses are non-final and general dependent clauses (Table 108 and 109)  
manifesting the different actor ( DA) suffix . Aspects of the switch 
reference system are discussed in section 3 . 7 . 4 .  
APPEND IX  A :  VERB PARAD IGMS 
The two paradigms listed below present verb forms ( in phonetic transcrip­
tion) which are unmarked for mode and aspect in four tenses - remote past ,  near 
pas t ,  immediate pas t ,  and future - and marked for imperfective aspect in the 
present tense . The phonological rules which have been postulated to derive 
these surface forms from their underlying forms are discussed in Part Two , 
primarily in section 2 . 1 . 2 .  
lS 
D 
PL 
2S 
D 
PL 
3SM 
SF 
D 
PL 
The forms for nayay come ( conjugation I I )  are as follows : 
R . PST 
ne ' amea 
ne ' amene 
ne ' amen em 
ne ' am:> 
nea ' mest n 
nea ' meke 
ne ' ame� 
ne
'
amet 
ne ' ame� 
ne ' amem 
N . PST 
ne ' area 
nea ' l'ene 
nea '  H:nem 
ne ' a re 
nea ' l'estn 
nea ' reke 
ne l are
R 
ne ' a l'et 
e ,  ., , , n a re:� 
ne ' arem 
I . PST 
' n i a  
ne ' ane 
ne ' anem 
n i ' e: 
n i ' e:stn 
i ,  k.' n e e: 
ne ' a� Y 
ne ' ac 
n i I e:� 
n i ' e:m 
PR 
' n i wa 
i ,  " n ewne: 
i ,  " n ewne:m 
n i ' ewn 
i ,  0 ... . n e .. +n 
i ,  ok" n e e:  
n i ' ewR 
n i ' ewt 
i ,  0 n e � 
i ,  0 n e m 
FUT 
' nel'gwa 
ne ' l'astne 
ne ' l'astnem 
ne ' l'astn 
ne ' l'agtstn 
ne ' l'axke 
ne ' l'ag t
R 
ne ' l'a§t t 
ne ' l'agt� 
ne ' l'a§tm 
The forms for hay give ( irregular conj ugation I )  are as fol lows : 
A U 
lS - 2S 
D D 
PL - PL 
2S - 3SM 
D D 
PL - PL 
3SM - lS 
SF - S 
D D 
R . PST 
xeme 1 an t n 
xemt 1 nen tstn 
xemt ' nemke 
xe ' mentR 
xe ' mestntp 
xeme ' kemtm 
xe ' mel'a 
xe ' meta 
xe ' mestne 
N . PST 
xa rye ' an t n 
xal' Ye ' nen tstn 
xal' Ye ' nemke 
xa ' r Yent
R 
xa ' r Yebtnt� 
xarYe ' kemtm 
xa ' r Yera 
xa ' r Yeta 
xa ' l' Yest ne 
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I . PST 
�a�u l yantn 
�a§u ' nen tstn 
�a§u l nemke 
�a ' sun t
R 
pa l sust n tp 
pasu ' kemtm 
pa ' sul'a 
pa ' suta 
pa ' subtne 
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PR FUT 
A U 
15 - 25 ka�uk l wantn  x i  I r�wantn  
0 - 0 ka�ukwt l nen tetn I x i ra�t l nentetn 
PL - PL ka�ukwt l nemke I x i ra�t I nemke 
25 - 35M ka�uk ' wEn t R  x i I ra�tn t R  
0 0 ka�uk l woet n t� x i  I ra�tetn tne 
PL - PL ka l �ukwo l kemtm x i  I raxktmtnem 
35M - 15 ka�uk ' wora xi I ra�na 
5F - 5 ka�uk l wota x i l ra�+ ta 
0 0 ka�uk l woet ne x i I ra�tetne 
PL - PL ka�uk l womtnem x i I ra�tmt nem 
APPEND I X  B :  COUNT ING AND TALLY SYSTEMS 
1 . I NTRODUCT ION 
Cardinal numerals one to five , ten , and twenty modulo twenty are described 
in section 3 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 3 . Other numerals used primarily for counting are described 
below along with two distinct counting systems , i . e .  a money-counting system 
and a traditional tally system. 
2 .  H I GHER NUMERALS 
Numerals for six and above can be formed by the coordinate numeral phrase 
which is described in Table 129 . 
Tabl e 1 29 :  Coord i nate numeral phrase 
Functions + NucleuS l + Conj l + NucleuS2 + - (+  Conj 2 + Nucleus 3 )
n 
exponents Multiplier - i  Multiplier -e Multiplier 
phrase phrase phrase 
Notes : Only a minimal form of the mUl tiplier phrase may manifest the 
Nucleus 1 function . 
Theoretically any numeral can be formed by repeating Conjunction2 + Nucleus 3 
indefinitely , or the coordinate numeral phrase may manifest a quanti fier func­
tion in an NP by not including the terminator on the final multiplier phrase . 
In practice , however , the coordinate numeral phrase is used primarily for count­
ing ( rather than as a quantifier of a noun) and it is only infrequently used 
for numerals above ' nine ' . 
Mul tiplier phrase 
The coordinate numeral phrase is mani fested by conjoined phrases called 
mUltiplier phrases . The multiplier phrase is portrayed in Table 1 3 0 .  
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Tab l e  1 30 :  Mul t i p l i er phrase 
Functions ± Relator ± z.t:>di fier + Nucleus + Termin- ± Emphatic 
ator 
exponents manako r  Possessive Multiplier PNG - n  
at the phrase base markers 
other side ( v .  Table ( v . Table ( v .  Table 
4 3 ,  p . llS)  38 , p . 103 ) 34 ) 
wom 
another 
Before giving examples of numeral s ,  we shall discuss the exponents of the 
multiplier phrase . 
Rela tor function of the mul tiplier phrase 
The relator function serves to relate the exponent of the nucleus to the 
nucleus of the previous multiplier phrase in a coordinate numeral phrase . 
The exponents of this function are li sted in Table 1 3 0 .  
Modi fier function 
The modi fier speci fies the body part location of the numeral which occurs in 
the nucleus . This  function is manifested by a possessive phrase which is 
restricted to exhibiting one of three nouns , viz . ,  t i r  hand, wu ra foot, and 
y i ma person . There are strict constraints on which of these exponents of the 
nucleus of the possessive phrase may cooccur with which exponents of  the nucleus 
of a preceding mul tiplier phrase . Some examples of numerals are given in example 
431 which illustrate some of these constraints . 
Nucleus of the mUl tiplier phrase 
The nucleus function of the mUltiplier phrase is manifested by a mUltiplier 
base or the numerals ' one ' to ' four ' . The numerals are manifested only when 
preceded by a modi fier , i . e .  a possess ive phrase . 
When the multiplier base manifests a non-initial head of  a coordinate numeral 
phrase ,  it may exhibit the constituents as described in Table 43 plus a further 
exponent of the head ; viz . , wu ra foot .  A multiplier phrase exhibiting wu ra in 
the nucleus function is illustrated in example 4 3 1 (c ) . 
431  ( a) . Mul tipl ier phrase Con j Mul tiplier phrase 
I I r--I I  I 
Nuc : Mult . Base Term Relator Modi fier Nucleus Term 
I I r----1 I I I  I r----1 
Nuc De lim 
r--1 r------1 
t i r yoht - t  - i  manakor t i r tho rpa - t  
hand who le - 3SF -and other. side hand 's one - 3SF 
six 
(b) . t i r hos - f  - i wu ra tho rpa -t 
hand two -3D -and foot 's one -3SF 
eleven 
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431  ( c ) . MUltiplier phrase 
I 
Conj Multiplier phrase 
r---1 1  I 
Mul t .  Base Term Nuc : Mult . Base Term 
I 1 r---1 
Nuc Delim 
r---1 r---1 
t i r  hos - f  
hand two -3D 
fifteen 
I I r---1 
Nuc Delim 
r---1 r---1 
- i  wu ra yoht - t  
-and foot whole - 3SF 
( d) . Multiplier phrase Conj Multiplier phrase 
I r---1 1 I 
Nuc : Mul t . Base Relator Modi fier 
I I I I I  
Nuc De lim Term 
I I  I r---1 
y i rna hos f i rpa -t - i worn 
person three -3SF -and another 
seventy 
( e ) . Multiplier phrase Conj 
I I r---1 
t i r  hos -f - i  
hand two-3D -and 
MUltiplier phrase Conj 
I l .-=t  
Mul t .  Base 
I I 
wu ra yoht - t  
foot whole-3SF 
-e 
-and 
Multiplier phrase 
I 
Relator Modifier Nucl . Term Emph . 
I I I r---1 r-1 ,.------, 
worn wu ratho rpa - t  -n  
another foot 's one - 3SF -EMP 
sixteen ! 
3 .  MONEY -COUNT ING CONSTRUCT IONS 
y i rna rho 
person 's 
Nucleus 
t i r hos 
hand two 
Term 
I r---1 
-f 
-3D 
Monetary units are counted in two ways . The ten-toea uni t is formed in 
one way and the single-toea , Kl , and K10 units in another . Single-toea , one­
kina , and ten-kina units are formed by a modi fier phrase type consisting of a 
cardinal number quanti fying one of three possible heads . 
Tabl e 1 31 : Moneta ry phrase base 
Functions + Quantifier + Nucleus 
exponents numeral tahty stone (=toea "'cent) 
Coordinate numeral toa leaf (=kina "'dollar) 1 
phrase rntng i n  stick (=ten-kina unit) 
Note : The coordinate numeral phrase co-occurs only with rntng i n  stick . 
A truncated form ( l acking the terminator of the l ast  multiplier 
phrase) co-occurs with tahty and toa . 
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The ten-toea unit is formed by placing the monetary clitic -fa immediately 
following a numeral root , or mul tiplier base , in a multiplier phrase . Any 
amount of  money may be designated by conjoining appropriate units by normal 
conjoined phrase patterns . A few examples will illustrate the process . 
( a ) . t i r  yoht - fa - t  
hand whole-ten . monetary . unit- 3sF 
fifty toea �fifty oents 
(b) . rpa-fa - t  - i rpa- tahty- t 
one-ten . monetary . unit-3sF-and one-stone- 3SF 
eleven toea 
( c ) . y i ma hos -f  mtng i n-m - i  t i r  yoht - t  mtng i n-m -e rpa 
person two-3D stiok - 3PL-and hand who le- 3SF stiok - 3PL-and one 
toa - t  -e rpa-fa - t  
leaf- 3sF-and one- ten . monetary . unit- 3SF 
K451 . 1 0 
4 .  TALLY SYSTEMS 
There is a men ' s  and a women ' s  tally system in Alamblak , both reported to 
be borrowed from the Maramuni 2 people . Both are based on body part tallying . 
The women ' s  tally system ( the one traditionally used by women ) is unusual in 
that women ' s  tal ly systems have not been reported elsewhere in Papua New Guinea 
( cf .  Laycock 1975) , and secondly for its inclusion of two low points ( the 
breasts)  to the exclusion of points on the face . 
For both systems , each point in the system corresponds to a body part 
which is named by the same term as that used in counting . Both systems are 
initiated with the l ittle finger on the left hand , and they are symmetrical in 
that the last point is the little finger on the right hand . 
The tally systems are no longer regularly used except by the oldest members 
of the society . They ar e still readily recalled by the thirty-five year old 
and above age group , although there is some variation between speakers on the 
number of  points included in the men ' s  tally system. The men ' s  system which was 
common to most  of the men questioned is illustrated below.  Points on the system 
equivalent to one through fifteen are l isted.  Numbers 16 through 29 , which are 
the same body part term as numbers 14 through one , are quali fied with a 
relator : mkukor or manakor other side . 
Men ' s  tall y  system :  
I .  kambre p i na f - r  U tHe finger 
2 .  boha p i naf- r ring finger 
3 .  dkuyakwent - r  middle finger 
4 .  neng r i t kom- r index finger 
5 .  mtma p i na f - r thumb 
6 .  waf i - t  palm 
7 .  g ramt i p- t  forearm 
8 .  t i rngenha- t  e lbow (outer) 
9 .  bohdeb i - t bioeps 
10 . b r i nga- t shoulder 
li . rengom- t neok musole 
1 2 .  mehngenha- t  side of neok 
1 3 . y i mbh i ndang- t  ear 
14 . n i nga- r  eye 
1 5 . kusm-t nose 
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I f  it is true that the men ' s  tally system was borrowed from Maramuni as 
claimed by Alamblak speakers , then it has been clearly modified in the process .  
The Maramuni system initiated counting on the right hand instead of the left as 
it is in Alamblak . 3 At least three additional points occur in Alamblak giving 
a total of 29 vis-a-vis . the 2 3  of Maramuni . One point is not equivalent 
between the two systems : rengomt neck muscle in Alamblak corresponds to kunj u 
( ? )  ( or menot )  clavicle in Maramuni .  Finally , none of the Maramuni body part 
terms have been borrowed into the Al amblak system. 
NOTES 
1 .  At the time o f  this research there was still considerable ambiguity in the 
toa leaf unit as to whether it was a one-Kina (Kl � $1 )  or two-Kina (K2 � 
$ 2 )  unit .  This ambiguity , primarily among the older speakers , derives from 
the days of the British pound system where ' one leaf ' was the monetary unit 
designating 20 units ( shillings ) or one pound . Al amblak people have 
exhibited great faci lity in adapting to four monetary systems in their life­
time ( German , Australian £ . s . d . , Australian decimal , and the present Papua 
New Guinean) . 
2 .  Maramuni is an Enga dialect of the west-Central family of the East Central 
Trans-New Guinea phylum (Wurm 1975 ) . It is one of the Enga dialects which 
overlaps from th e Enga district into the East Sepik district in the area of 
the headwaters of the Maramuni River to the south of th e Alamblak area . 
3 .  Refer to Kirschbaum ( 1938)  for a discussion of the Maramuni system. 
APPENDIX  C :  THE SP I R IT WHO TURNED I NTO AN AN IMAL 
as tol d by Gi nab S i l apon , Amongab i ,  1 970 
[ pt t t ' �er�wan t J  [ yaw ' n tmbt �O t J  
Ttndht  pt the- rhwa-an - t . V i ma - r  yawy-n tmbh-t y i -me - r .  
legend tel l  -FUT -lS-3SF person- 3SM dog -part - 3SF gO-R. PST-3SM 
I wil l  tell you a legend of a man who went with a pack of dogs . 
Kr i f  -nane y i ma - r  re- r -ho met - t  kfe -me - r  - t , 
afternoon- G.  SET person- 3SM 3 - 3SM-GEN woman-3SF speak-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF 
In the afternoon� the man spoke to his wife� he said� 
[ ' memeR J [ ' n uam J 
may-me - r ,  "Dtbha -nane wa -s  i na-kah-a -n -n , nua -m 
say-R. psT-3SM morning-G. SET IMPER-rise-IRR-PRSUP-1S-G . DEP sago . pancake-3PL 
"In the morning having gotten up 
wa - ton -h i - twa -n -a  d tbha -n . "  D tbha -nane re- r -ho me t - t 
IMPER-fry-BEN-FUT . IRR-2S-1S morning-S . SET morning-G . sET 3 -3SM-GEN woman- 3SF 
fry me some sago� in the morning. " In the morning� his wife� 
s i na-hate,  nua -m ton-he -me - t  - r .  Nua -m  ton-he ­
rise-SA sago . pancake- 3PL fry-BEN-R. PST- 3SF- 3SM sago . pancake-3PL fry-BEN­
having gotten up� she fried some sago for him . When she had fried some sago 
[ yaom J 
-me - t  - t  - r ,  yawy-m fak-me - r  re- r - ho temb-t  yak-n i -hate , 
-R. PST-DA- 3SF- 3SM dog - 3PL get-R. PST-3SM 3 -3SM-GEN bow - 3SF get-go-sA 
for him� he got his dogs and bow . Having gotten them then� 
y i -me - r .  
go-R .  PST- 3SM 
he went. 
[ f}akxanmeR J 
V i -me - r ,  y i -me - r ,  feh- r ,  kemb ru , fak-hayn i -me - r .  
gO-R. PST-3SM gO-R. PST- 3SM pig- 3sM cuscus get-take -R. PST- 3SM 
He went and went; he picked up and took pig and cuscus 1 
[ yak ' xan J [ yak ' xan J [ yak ' xan J [ yak ' xan J 
Vak-hayn i ,  yak-hayn i ,  yak-hayn i ,  yak-hayn i ,  re- r  i no b rbo teh -me - r ,  
get-take get-take get-take get-take 3 -3SM NEG near. by stand-R.PST-3SM 
Getting and taking� getting and taking� getting and taking� getting and taking; 
he did not live nearby� 
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[ l yu kes J [ yak I xan J 
yukay - t  k i t  - t  y i -me - r .  
far - 3SF p lace- 3sF gO-R. PST- 3SM 
he went a long way . Getting and 
[ yak I xan J [ yak I xan J 
Yak-hayn i , ndt feh-r  nungwa- t ,  kemb ru , 
get-take OEM pig- 3SM bird - 3SF cuscus 
taking, getting and taking the pig, bird, cuscus, 
yak-hayn i ,  yak-hayn i yoh - r  fur  -k i h  -me - r .  
get-take get- take string . bag- 3SM motion . to . leve l . plane-fill-R. PST- 3SM 
getting and taking, the string bag fil led up . 
Fu r -k i h  -me -t  - r  wu reh-t  k r i f  - k i s f -mi f ,  
motion . to . leve l . plane-fill-R. PST-OA- 3SM last - 3SF afternoon-dusk- true 
It having fi lled up, then he arrived 
[ ne ' am€� J  
k r i f  - k i s f -m i f nayay-me - r  t f i , t u r  -ho mengra- t . 
afternoon-dusk-true come - R. PST- 3SM then E/R. 3SM-GEN camp - 3SF 
at his own camp house at last light, truly at dusk.  
[ nea l �a t £ J  
Meng ra- t nayay- ha te , ora i t ,  g t johma gtj ohma -yuk 
camp - 3SF  come -SA alright pul l . friction . fire pull . friction . fire-puR 
Having come to the camp house, alright, he got a strip 
mt t i tef-t  yak-me - r  -n  yo gtj ohma mty -ef - t  
vine - 3SF  get- R. psT- 3SM-G. OEP okay pul l . friction . fire tree-moderate . size- 3SF 
for making a friction fire and then, there now, having gotten a stick 
yak-ha te , g t johma -me - r .  
get-sA pul l .  friction . fire-R. psT- 3SM 
for making a friction fire, he pul led the strip back and forth. 
Gtj ohma -me - r ,  nihhon - r  -ko 
pul l . friction . fire-R. psT- 3SM forest. spirit- 3sM-ELEV 
He pulled the strip back and forth and a forest spirit up 
gt j ohma -me - r .  Re- r -we gt johma -me - r ,  
pul l . friction. fire-R. PST- 3SM 3 - 3SM-ELEV pul l . friction . fire- R.PST- 3SM 
above him pul led a strip back and forth.  The one down below pulled the strip 
nethon - r  g t johma -me - r .  Ora i t .  
forest . spirit- 3sM pul l . friction. fire-R. psT-3SM alright 
back and forth and the forest spirit pulled a strip back and forth. A lright, 
then . 
Ora i t  mt t i tef-t  re- r -ho teh -puk -me - r  - t , n t t hon - r  
alright vine - 3SF 3 - 3SM-GEN pul l-break-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF forest . spirit- 3sM 
He pulled and broke his strip and the forest spirit 
teh -puk -me - r  - t o  Ora i t  t f i  worn - t  fak-me - r ,  nhap  
pul l-break-R. psT- 3SM- 3SF alright then another- 3sF get-R. psT- 3SM also 
pul led and broke his . Alright, then he got another one and 
nd t - t  g t  j ohma -me - r ;  re-r teh -me - r  te-r -ko 
DEM-3SF puZ Z . friction. fire-R. PST-3SM 3 - 3SM pulZ-R.PST- 3SM be- 3SM-ELEV 
pul Zed that one back and forth aZso; he puZZed� and there up there up 
yu rka-nane teh -me - r .  Ndt-na- t -pne g t j ohma -m mt t i tef-m , 
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up -G. SET pU lZ-R . PST- 3SM DEM-do- 3SF-REF puZ Z . friction . fire-3PL vine - 3PL 
above he pulZed. with doing that he 
p i n i s i m-me - r  -m .  
use . up -R. PST-3SM-3PL 
used up the strips . 
P i n i s i m-me - r  -m ,  ee temb- t -ho worn - t  
use . up -R . PST-3SM-3PL aZright . then bow - 3SF-GEN another- 3SF 
He used them up� aZright then� having re Zeased a bow string 
yak- tou r -ak - ha te , n d t - t  g t j ohma - buga-me - r  - t , ora i t  
get-reZease - get-sA DEM- 3SF puU . friction. fire-aU -R.PST-3SM- 3SF aZright 
and having gotten another one from the bow he puZ Zed it back and forth untiZ it 
[ yakt i hamb ' r i a ]  [ ' mem£R ] 
may-me - r  
say- R. psT-3SM 
broke; aZright 
"Tf i  worn -m yakt i -hamb re -a . " 
then another- 3PL touch-search . for-ls 
he thought� "I wiU fee Z  around for some others . " 
Yakt i - hamb re -ha n , r i  -fakt i - n i -me - r  - r ,  nethon - r .  
touch-search . for-coNT . to ELEv-touch-go-R. PST-3SM-3SM forest. spirit-3sM 
Fee Zing around he reached across� touched the spirit and moved on . 
[ ' ma r Vmere ] 
R i  - fakt i -n i -ha te , f i nj i  may- r  -me - r  -e "Fehtase f i nj i  
ELEv-touch-go-sA NEG say- IRR-R. PST- 3SM- G . DEP start Ze what 
Having touched across and gone on he did not say "being starUed what 
[ ' narljwa ] 
na- rhw-a , " n ha i . 
do-FUT-1S no 
shaU I do ? "  No. 
[ n t ' ljob j e ] 
Fak t i - n i - ha te ,  yawy-m be nhofje m i  - f tnah - n i - ha te , 
touch-go-sA dog - 3PL enough carefuZly ELEv-arrive-go-sA 
Having touched and gone on� the dogs having simpZy quietZy 
y i fhat i k- t , k i ak -me - r  - t , da rembe-ma rna- r  m t t i - t r i  -fak­
doorway -3SF  cZose. door-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF bar -good - 3SM vine- 3SF ELEV get-
gone down and out� he dosed the doorway; he laid p Zanks soUdZy� across to the 
[ yaom ] [ n t ' ljoej e ]  
-me - r  k i  -me - r  - t , k i  - tan-hate , yawy-m be nhofj e 
-R. PST-3SM tie-R. PST- 3SM- 3SF tie-CPL-SA dog -3PL enough carefuZZy 
side he got a vine� he tied it up; having comp Zete Zy tied it� that 's aZZ�  
[ ' wu rae ] 
t i r  -e wu ra-e fak-n i -hate , y i -me - r .  Yo yemre- r-oh 
hand/arm- INs foot- INS get-go-sA gO-R. PST-3SM EXCL meat - 3-GEN . PL 
cautiousZy getting the dogs going with his arms and feet he went.  It was with 
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yoh - t , temb , y i -me - r .  Y i f ung-nane y i -me - r .  
string . bag- 3SF bow gO-R. PST- 3SM night -G . SET gO-R. PST-3SM 
the bow and meat, string bag that he went.  He went in the night . 
[ ' t£�wore J 
Y i , em nau re- r Tengenb i - t  - i  Rek +n  - r  b i  teh -we - r  -e , 
go alright 3 -3SM P . NAME -3SF-CONJ P . NAME-3SM now stand-IMPF- 3SM-G . OEP 
Going, okay, he is now as far away as Rekin from Tanganbit 
[ na Qg L n ' s i kt t ]  
nethon - r  m i  - s uh -me - r  nang l n  - t i k  - t o  H i  - suh  
forest . spirit- 3SM ELEv-descend-R. PST- 3SM palm . bark-platform-3SF ELEv-descend­
and the forest spirit jumped down onto the floor. Having jumped down, 
-wate , b t t  yhem-demb rangak ,  r i m  -demb rangak , yhem-demb rangak , 
-SA then ELEv-make . a . racket ELEv-make . a . racket ELEV-make . a . racket 
then making a racket down, making a racket to the side, making a racket down, 
r i m  -demb rangak , em nau wu reh-na- t  -pne , r i m  -demb rangak -hate , k i ak-t  
ELEv-make . a . racket alright last -do- 3SF-REF ELEv-make . a . racket-SA door- 3SF 
making a racket to the side, alright, doing that the last time having made a 
tabbo -f +nah - me - r ,  m i  - b rn i -me - r  -we , m i  -suh -n i -me 
rush . out-arrive- R. PST -3SM ELEV-move . go-R.PST- 3SM-ELEV ELEv-descend-go- R. PST­
racket to the side he broke out through the door, he went down, he jumped down 
- r  bb i n sef - t . H i  - suh -hate bb i n sef- t , re- r geb - t  
- 3SM ground - 3SF ELEv-descend-SA ground -3SF 3 -3SM odour- 3SF 
to the ground. Having jumped down to the ground, 
[ r i me t t�a t i ak ]  
r i m  -metha- t i  -ak , me -metha- t i  -ak , em nau wu reh-na- t  -pne , met ha­
ELEv-sme l l-for-get ELEv-sme l l-for-get alright last -do- 3SF-REF sme ll-
he sniffed out the odour; sniffed out, alright, finally doing that, he sniffed 
- t i  - ak -n i -me - r  - r ,  fak-h i k  -ak - n i -me - r  - r  y i ma - r  
-for-get-go-R. PsT- 3sM- 3sM get-fol low- INCHo-go-R. PST- 3SM- 3SM person- 3SM 
out and fol lowed him . He got it and began fo llowing him. The man 
wan -ak -me - r  - r  b i  b rbo-et -e - r .  
hear-get-R. PST-3SM-3SM already near-POSSO-COP- 3SM 
heard him being already nearby . 
[ yaom J 
Ndt yemre- r-oh yoh - t  suso-hate wom yawy-m 
OEM meat - 3-GEN . PL string . bag- 3SF open-SA other dog - 3PL 
Having opened up the meat, string bag, he left some dogs 
[ h t t t tan ' �eme R ]  
h t ta- tan-hay -me - r .  Ht ta- tan-hay -hate , re- r y i -me - r .  
put -CPL give-R. PST- 3SM put -cPL-give-SA 3 - 3SM gO-R. PST-3SM 
and gave some to them. Having given some to them and 
[ yaom ] 
Nethon - r  yhem-h t t i -me - r  -m ndt yawy-m , ora i t ,  re- r  -pne 
forest . spirit- 38M ELEV-see -R. P8T-38M-3PL OEM dog - 3PL alright 3 - 38M-REF 
leaving them� he went.  The forest spirit looked down at them� at the dogs; 
[ nana I yu r tm ]  [ nana I yurtm ] [ nana I yur�as£�a t£ ] 
na -nayu r-m , na  -nayu r-m,  na -nayu r-hase -hate , 
REc-fight- 3PL REc-fight- 3PL REC-fight-coNT.8TATE-8A 
alright� with him they fought and fought . Having been 
- tan-hate-ne , o ra i t .  
-CPL-8A -G. OEP alright 
bitten open and eaten their be llies� then� alright.  
yay-j t be r fa 
eat-open . be l ly­
fighting and having 
Nhapt re- r geb - t , yak-h i k  -ak -n i , y i ma - r  -ho geb - t , 
again 3 -38M odour- 38F get-fol low-get-go person- 38M-GEN odour-38F 
Again he got the scent and fo llowed the mans ' scent . 
[ wansan�a t£ ] 
nethon - r  yak-h i k  -ak -n i , nhap , y i ma - r  wan - tan-hate , 
forest .  spirit- 38M get-fol low-get-go again person- 38M hear-CPL-8A 
The forest spirit got and fo l lowed it .  Again the man having heard 
wan -ak b i  a -se- r b i  b rbo , worn yemre- t ,  kembru , feh - t , 
hear-get now near-be- 38M now near other meat - 38F cuscus pig- 38 F  
hearing that he was now near� he got and put some more meat� cuscus� pig� 
[ yakx t t t tan� i �a te ]  [ yaom ] 
yak-ht ta- tan- h i  -hate yawy-m , ora i t .  Nhap nethon - r  b rbo v i -hate , 
get-put -CPL-BEN-8A dog - 3PL alright again forest . spirit- 38M near gO-8A 
alright . Again the forest spirit having gone� 
[ na I nayu r�a te ] [ na I nayu r ] 
na -nayur-ha te ,  na -nayur yay-j tberfa - tan i nj i  na-han , 
REc-fight-8A REc-fight eat-open . be l ly-CPL thus do-cONT. to 
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having fought and fought biting open and eating their be l lies� doing like that� 
[ yaom ] [ n ' d£mbt�a ] 
o ra i t  wu reh kemb ru , wureh yawy-m .  Ndt-na-t  -pne ndt -embha 
alright last cuscus last dog - 3PL OEM-do- 38F-REF oEM-place 
alright� then the last of the cuscus and dogs . Therefore� he put them there 
[ xt t +  tan�emntm ] 
h t t a - tan-hay -me - r  -m .  Yemre , feh-yoh -m wu reh-m .  
put -cPL-give- R. P8T- 38M- 3PL meat pig-string. bag- 3PL last -3PL 
and gave to them the last of the meat� string bag of pig meat . 
[ yaom ] [ n ' dembt�a ] 
kemb ru , yo wu reh yawy-m ndt -embha 
cuscus okay last dog - 3PL oEM-place 
Okay there he put the last of the dogs 
now. 
[ h t t + tan� i ' �a tene ] 
h t ta- tan-hay -ha te-ne . 
put -CPL-give-8A -G . OEP 
and gave pig and cuscus to 
Feh- r ,  
pig- 38M 
Em nau . 
alright 
them; there 
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Re- r m i p  -r wa - ton i -ak -me - r .  Ndt-m m i p  -r 
3 - 3SM type . o f . tree- 3SM ELEV-run -get-R. PST- 3SM DEM-3PL type . o f . tree-3SM 
He ran down to a m i p r  tree . (Those m i p r  trees are 
yuk -e - r .  Ton i -ak b i  gha - p t t tmen- r -ko .  Gha - p t t tmen- r ,  
long-CoP- 3SM run -get now tree. top-tip - 3SM-AL tree. top-tip - 3SM 
tal l ) . He ran to it and got to the tip top of the tree. 
[ ne ' ameR ]  
me - rh -me - r .  Ora i t  nethon - r  nayay-me - r , 
ELEV-sit-R. PST-3SM alright forest . spirit-3sM come -R. PST- 3SM 
He sat down in the tip top of the tree . Alright� the forest spirit came; 
[ nea ' �a tene ] [ yaom ] [ yaomptne ] [ nanayur ] [ nanayur ] 
nayay-hate-ne wu reh yawy-m.  Wu reh yawy-m -pne na -nayu r ,  na -nayu r  
come -SA -G . DEP last dog - 3PL last dog -3PL-REF REc-fight REc-fight 
having come there were the last of the dogs . He fought and fought with the last 
[ yej t ' barea�at £ ]  
yay-j t be rfa -hate , 
eat-open. bel ly-sA 
of the dogs . Having 
[ yej t ' bafeatanmer tm ]  
yay-j t be rfa - tan-me - r  -m ,  em  nau . Re- r 
eat-open . be l ly-cPL-R. PST-3SM-3PL okay 3 - 3SM 
bitten open and eaten their bel lies� he bit open and ate 
geb -t r i m  -metha-t i -ak -me -r r i m  -metha- t i  -ak r i m  -metha - t i -ak , 
odour- 3SF ELEv-sme ll-for-get-R. psT- 3SM ELEv-sme l l-for-get ELEv-sme ll-for-get 
their bel lies .  Okay . He sniffed out his odour. He sniffed and sniffed� 
wu reh na- t -pne re- r  geb - t  metha- t i  -me - r  - r  em nau . 
last do- 3SF-REF 3 -3SM odour- 3SF sme l l-for- R. psT- 3SM-3SM okay 
final ly he smel led his odour, right . 
Fak- h i k  -ak -n i -me - r  - r ,  ndt m i p  - t i ha- r r i m  -metha- t i -me - r .  
get-fol low-get-go-R. PST- 3SM- 3SM OEM type . o f . tree-huge- 3sM ELEv-sme l l-for-R. PST- 3SM 
He got the scent and fo l lowed him; he sme l led over to the huge m i p r  tree . 
Ora i t ,  ndt nethon - r  wa - ton i -ak -me - r  b i n- ko ,  re- r  
alright OEM forest . spirit- 3sM ELEV-run -get-R. PST- 3SM nOW-ELEV 3 - 3SM 
A lright� the forest spirit ran down to it� 
y i ma -m i f  - r  - ko b i  nethon - r  -ho -m fer yufa-m 
person-real- 3SM-ELEV now forest . spirit- 3sM-GEN-3PL black. magic name- 3PL 
up there the real man already had the incantation for 
t u  - f t nah -yuk-m. Yuta-yu r -be -yur  -hase -me - r ,  
MOTloN-arrive-PUR- 3PL name-activate-LIG-activate-CONT .at-R . PST-3SM 
shooting forest spirits.  He was calling out the incantation thus activating 
nethon - r  y i  -me - r - ko ,  muh -me - r  brbo ,  b rbo ,  "Wu reh 
forest. spirit- 3sM gO-R. PST- 3SM-ELEV climb-R. PST- 3SM near near last 
the magic. The forest spirit went up� he climbed up . He came nearer and nearer, 
[ m i yak�t na�twant ' �ar�wa ] [ t uetna§abmert re ] 
m i  -yak-f tnah - twanha- rhw-a . " Tu - f tnah -af -me - r  - r  -e 
ELEv-get-arrive-truly -FUT-1S MOTION-arrive-PROL-R. PST-3SM-3SM- G . OEP 
"I wi ll certainly get to the last part ", he said. He shot him with a 
da rh i na -e . Bb i nsef- t m i  -suh  -me - r .  
black.  palm arrow- INS ground - 3SF ELEV-descend- R. PST- 3SM 
b lack palm arrow and he fel l .  He fe l l  down to the ground. 
Bb i nsef- t m i  -suh  -ha te nd t  nethon - r , ora i t ,  nethon 
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ground - 3SF ELEv-descend-SA DEM forest . spirit- 3sM alright forest . spirit­
Having fal len to the ground, that forest spirit, 
[ me ' mour t R ]  [ 'wanea ]  [ mrEkteeblp ] 
- r  may-me -w - r  - r  "Rah , rah ,  rah ,  wa -naya . Mrekt fef-m 
-3SM say-R. psT-IMPF- 3SM- 3SM I MPER-come talk - 3PL 
he was repeating "ragh, ragh, ragh, you come . I wi l l  te ll  you something . "  
[ memE r t R ]  
p t t he- rhw-an-n . "  Ora i t  wom -pa - m  may-me - r  - r  "Rah , rah , rah ,  
speak-FUT-1S-2S alright other-der . of- 3PL say-R. psT- 3SM- 3SM 
Alright, he said again, "ragh, ragh, ragh, 
[ ' wanea ]  
wa -naya . M rekt fef-m p t the- rhw-an-n . " O ra i t ,  nd t -na- t - pne y i ma - r  
I MPER-come talk - 3PL speak-FuT-1S-2S alright DEM-do- 3SF-REF person- 3sM 
you come; I wi l l  tell you something . " Alright, 
wan -yakyou -hate-ne m i  - f tnah -na -me - r .  M i  - f t nah -na -me - r ,  
hear-agree -SA -G . DEP ELEv-arrive-come-R. PST-3SM ELEv-arrive-come- R . PST- 3SM 
with that the man agreed and came down . He came down; 
o ra i t . Ndt na - r  -ho fer - t ,  t u  -yak t u  -hemb re -yuk 
alright DEM arrow-3SM-GEN b lack . magia- 3sF MOTIoN-get MOTION-put . intO-PUR 
there now. He spoke giving him the black magic of an arrow, white magic to 
fer -t darh i - toa - r-oh fer - t , ken ken fer 
black. magic-3s F  black. palm- leaf- 3-GEN . PL black. magic- 3sF various b lack . magic­
neutralise spiritual powers and the black magic of black palm leaves, various 
-m kfe -h i -hate-ne may-me - r  -e 
-3PL speak-BEN-sA -G . DEP say-R. psT-3SM-G. DEP 
incantations and then said "take me to the 
ktm i  -ko . " 
vi llage-AL 
vi l lage . " 
[ wa�an ' swana J 
I OWa -hay -n i - tw -a  - n -a  
IMPER-CAUS-go-FUT . IMPE R-IRR- 2S-1S 
[ xan ' m�r t R J  
Mt t i - tef - t  yak-hate gu rbet -hate , hay - n i -me - r  - r  
vine-rope . like- 3SF get-sA hang. over . shou lder-SA CAUS-go-R. PST- 3SM- 3SM 
Having gotten a vine, and having hung it over his shou lder, he took him to 
k tm i  -ko .  
village-AL 
the vil lage . 
Hay -n i -me - r  - r  ktm i  - ko b rbo ktm i  - t  -n - ko-ne 
CAUS-go-R. PST-3SM- 3SM vil lage-AL near village- 3SF- G .SET-AL-G . DEP 
He took him to the vil lage and near the vi llage 
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[ meg + t t ' tan  i me R ]  
me -ht ta- tan-n i -me - r .  Me -ht ta-tan-n i - hate , me - h t ta- tan- n i -hate , 
ELEV-put -CPL-go-R. PST-3SM ELEV-put -CPL-go-SA ELEV-put -CPL-go-SA 
he put him down and left him. Having put him down and leaving him� now then� 
em nau k tm i  - t  v i -me - r .  V i -hate , damh i , nua -m ,  
okay vi l lage- 3sF gO- R . PST-3SM gO- SA tobacco fried. sago- 3PL 
he went into the vil lage. Having gone� 
[ yemarna ' gatene ] [ me ' mertm ] 
yay-marna-hate-ne ktm i - thef -m may-me - r  -m ,  "Kemb ru- r -we 
eat-wel l  -SA -G . OEP vi l lage-resident- 3PL say-R. PST-3SM-3PL cuscus- 3SM-ELEV 
having eaten we l l  and having had a nice smoke he said to the vi llagers� 
[ wag i tane ' an t R ]  [ ' anem ] [ ' anemwe ] 
wa -h t ta- nayay-an- r ,  a - i  -nem . A - i  - nem-we . " 
ELEV-put -come -lS-3SM HORT-go-1PL HORT-go-1PL-ELEV 
"I put a cuscus down there when I came� let 's go� let 's go down. " 
[ kteab ' mertm ] 
O ra i t  re- r k t fe-af -me - r  -m , re- r - ho than-m 
alright 3 - 3SM te l l-PROL-R. PST-3SM-3PL 3 -3SM-GEN wife- 3PL 
Alright� he spoke and left them and said to his wife 
[ me ' mer tm ] [ wanj uko ] 
re-m , 
3 -3PL 
may-me - r  -m , " wa - i -ndu -ko meng ra-ko . " Re-m meng ra-ko v i -me -m , 
say-R. PST-3SM-3PL IMPER-go-OEM?-AL camp -AL 3 - 3PL camp -AL gO-R.PST-3PL 
and children� "Go ahead to the camp house . " They went to the camp house . 
re-m ndt ktm i  - t hef -m v i -hate , kemb ru- r  skunet-me -m - r .  
3 - 3PL OEM vil lage-resident- 3PL gO-SA cuscus-3SM singe -R. PST- 3PL-3SM 
The vil lagers having gone� singed the fur off of the cuscus . 
[ ' s kunetxan ' moumt � ]  [ �tna§an ' mou t t R ]  
Skunet -han -me -w -m - r ,  d t rk -t , b ruk- t ,  f t nah -han 
singe -CONT . tO-R. PST-IMPF-3PL-3SM saliva-3SF foam-3sF arrive-CONT . to 
They were singeing off the fur and saliva and foam came out 
[ me ' moum ] 
-me -w - t  - r .  May-me -w -m "wom -m wom kemb ru-m save 
-R. PST-IMPF- 3SF- 3SM say-R. PST-IMPF-3PL other-3PL other cuscus-3PL CDS 
of his mouth. They were saying� "When one 
[ n iwam ] 
skune t - t homba- t no save i nj i  nay-w -a -m . Nda 
singe -SIM -3SF NEG customary thus do - IMPERF-PRSDP-3PL near . OEM 
normal ly singes fur off of a cuscus they don 't do that . 
[ newt R ]  [ memem ] 
kemb ru - rpa i nj i nay-w - r .  " Wom -m may-me -m , " Nha i ,  rh -n i fhe 
cuscus-only like do -IMPF-3SM other- 3PL say-R. psT-3PL no sit-day . break-
Only this cuscus does like this . " Others said� "no� 
- r  -n d t rk - t , bruk- t ,  f t nah -we - t  - r . "  
-3SM-G. OEP saliva-3SF foam-3SF arriVe-IMPF- 3SF- 3SM 
since it was sitting here unti l daybreak the saliva and foam came out of his 
mouth. 
O ra i t  s kunet-buga-me -m - r  o ra i t  skunet-buga-hate-ne 
alright sing e -all -R . PST- 3PL- 3SM alright sing e -al l  -SA -G . DEP 
A lright, they singed the fur a l l  off 
rfetoa-m n i nget  -hate wa - h t ta-me -m - r ,  tas - han -me -m 
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leaf -3PL make . bed-SA ELEV-put -R. PST- 3PL-3SM carve . meat- CONT . tO-R . PST-3PL­
and having singed the fur all off and then having laid out some leaves, they put 
- r ,  a -sembha tu -r feh - r i b i g  -me - r .  Feh - r i b i g  -hate , 
- 3SM near-place REF/EMP- 3SM MOTION-split . open-R. psT- 3SM MOTION-split . open-SA 
it down . They were cutting him up and here he himself split open. When he had 
y i ma -m o l geta-m noh-me -m .  Noh-me -m , ora i t  ndt  y i ma - r ,  
person- 3PL all  - 3PL die-R. PST- 3PL die-R. psT- 3PL alright DEM person- 3sM 
split open all  of the people died. They died, and then the man who 
[ m��t tana ' yuki � ]  [ nea ' �a t� ]  
nd t  kemb ru- r  me -ht ta-na -yuk-r  nayay-hate , yhem- t u  -hemb r i  - t an-hate 
DEM cuscus- 3SM ELEV-put -come-PUR- 3SM come - SA ELEV-MOTION-put. into-cPL-SA 
put the cuscus down, having come, neutralising the spirit 's power 
re- r  fakrmay -me - r ,  meng ra-kor than-m re-m m i  -h t t i -me - r .  
3 -3SM run . in . fear- R. PST- 3SM camp -AD wife-3PL 3 -3PL ELEV-see - R . PST-3SM 
down there, he ran away . He saw his wife and them down at the camp house . 
M i  - h t t i -me - r  -m , i nap o l sem rpa yam - t  teh - tan-hate , 
ELEV-see -R. PST- 3SM- 3PL to approximately one month- 3SF stand-CPL-SA 
He saw them down there and having stayed there approximately one month 
t f i  
then 
then 
[ nea�at� ] [ nea�a t� ] 
nayay-ha te ndt  ktm i  - t  nayay-hate o ra i t .  
come -SA DEM vi l lage- 3sF come -SA alright 
having come to the vi l lage, having come back, 
[ yaknea�at�ne ] 
[ a .. ] ne �atEne 
Nayay-hate-ne fkoh , 
come -SA -G . DEP bandicoot 
okay . Having come then and 
me rfa yak-nayay-hate-ne me - tandh i - skunet-hate-ne me - tandh i -
tree . snake get-come -SA -G . DEP ELEv-burn -singe -SA -G . DEP ELEV-burn 
having gotten a bandicoot, and a tree snake, burning and singeing up there, 
[ ne ' amem ] 
- toun-hate , em nau . Re-m nayay-me -m .  Me - teh -me -m ndt  
-ash -SA okay 3 - 3PL come -R. PST- 3PL ELEv-stand- R. PST- 3PL DEM 
and having burned them to ashes - okay, then they came, they lived up in 
ktm i  - t o 
village- 3sF 
the vi l lage . 
Be . 
finish 
The end. 
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The s p i r i t  who turned i nto an an imal  
I will tell you a legend about a man who went off with a pack of dogs . 
In the afternoon the man said to his wi fe , "When you get up in the morning , 
fry some sago for me " .  In the morning his wife got up and fried him the sago . 
When she had done that he took his dogs and his bow and left . 
As he was going along,  he picked up pig and cuscus and took them along . 
He was co llecting game for some time as he went along for he did not l ive near 
there , he had gone a long way by now . He was collecting pig, bird and cuscus 
until his string bag was full to the top . With that he arrived at his own camp 
house at last light , right at dark . 
Having arrived , he got his fire making material together ,  including a split 
stick and a dried thin strip from a sago frond stem . He then began pulling the 
strip back and forth across the stick to start a friction fire . 
He pul led the strip back and forth across a stick ; 
Then a spirit up above him pul led a strip across a stick . 
First the one down below pulled his strip back and forth ; 
Then the spiri t  pulled his strip back and forth . 
They continued like that until the man ' s  strip broke and then the spirit ' s  
strip broke also . With that the man got another one and began pul ling it back 
and forth across his stick .  
He pulled a t  his ; 
The one up above pulled at his . 
I t  was like that that the man used up all of the firemaking strips . When 
he had run out he removed the bow string and used that until it had broken . 
So , then he decided to feel around for some others . 
Feel ing around he reached across and brushed against the spirit .  Having 
run into a spirit he was not startled nor did he hesitate wondering what to do 
then . When he touched him, he simply took his dogs out quietly , barred the 
door and tied it up with a vine . Having secured the door , that was i t ;  he 
nudged his dogs cautiously with his arms and feet and left , taking his bow and 
his string bag full of meat . By then the dusk had mel ted into the night . 
He walked until he was about as far away as Rekin is from Tanganbit ( about 
five hours walk) when the spirit j umped down onto the floor of the house . After 
jumping to the floor , he went around the house making an awful racket .  Finally 
he broke out through the door and jumped down to the ground . There he began 
sniffing around for the man ' s  s cent .  He eventually got the scent and began 
tracking him. 
The man heard him when he got close . Then he opened up his string bag of  
meat , gave some to his  dogs and left some of them there while he  himself kept 
going . The spirit came on the scene and looked down on the dogs . The dogs 
fought hard with him but he finally tore open their bellies disembowel ling them. 
After that he again picked up the man ' s  scent and fol lowed after him. 
Once again the man heard the spirit getting close so he left some more meat , 
cuscus and pig meat , with some of his other dogs . Again the spirit approached , 
began fighting with the dogs and disembowelled them . With than the man was 
down to the last of his dogs and meat . So , he left the last of them and gave 
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them the rest of the pig and cuscus meat . 
He then turned and ran down to a m i pr  tree . ( M i p r trees are very tall ) . 
He ran to it and made it  up to the very top of the tree where he sat down . In 
the meantime the spirit came upon the rest of the dogs where he fought with them 
and disembowel led them. Then he turned to sni ff out the scent . He sni ffed 
around and finally got the scent . 
Now then , he followed the trail , tracking him over to the huge m i p r  tree . 
The spirit ran down to the tree but the man was already prepared with the 
incantation for shooting spirits . There he was , starting the incantation which 
activated the magic , up came the spiri t .  H e  came nearer and nearer , thinking 
" I ' ve got it made , j ust past  this last part . . .  " when the man shot him with 
a black palm arrow . 
He fell all the way to the ground. After he hit the ground he kept 
repeating " ragh ragh ragh , come , I have something to tell you" . After a while 
the man consented and came down . The spirit then explained to him black magic 
for use with arrows , white magic to neutralise spiritual powers ,  the black 
magic of black palm leaves and several other incantations and then told the man 
to take him to the village . 
The man got a vine , slung him over his shoulder and took him off to the 
vil lage . When he got near the village he put him down and left him while he 
himsel f  went up into the vil lage . There he had a good meal and a leisurely 
cigarette . Then he revealed to the villagers that he had left a cus cus down 
below and suggested that they all go down to get i t .  
After he had spoken to them he left them and told h i s  wife and children to 
go ahead to the camp house , which they did . The villagers went down and singed 
the fur off of the cuscus . While they were singeing the cuscus , he started 
foaming at the mouth , saliva running down his mouth . They were remarking that 
normally when one singes the hair of a cuscus they don ' t  do that , but only with 
this one . Others speculated that it had foam and saliva in the mouth because 
it had been sitting there until daybreak . 
They went ahead and singed the fur all off , laid out some leaves on the 
ground , put it down and began cutting it  up . Right then and there the cuscus 
himself split open and all of the people died on the spot . After they were 
dead the man who had brought the cuscus came and neutralising the spirit ' s  
power he ran away . 
He went down to see that his wi fe and children were safe at the camp . He 
stayed there with them for approximately one month and then returned to the 
vil lage . Arriving back there he took a bandicoot and a tree snake , singed 
them in the fire and burned them to ashes . With that they all came back and 
lived up in the village . 
The End . 
NOT E 
1 .  A cuscus i s  a phal anger ,  a marsupial resembling the opossum o f  North 
America. 
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